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There being two kinds of Wealth, Money and General Credit,

the greater is Credit, and we have it
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If you were ignorant of this, that Credit is the greatest

Capital of all towards the acquisition of wealth, you would be

utterly ignorant
DEMOSTHENES

Credit has done more, a thousand times, to enrich nations than

all the mines of all the world

Credit is to Money what money is to Goods

DANIEL WEBSTER

Man conquers Space by Commerce and Time by Credit
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CREDIT
CHAPTER XIII

OX THE BANKING SYSTEMS OF THE UNITED
KINGDOM

Section I

On the Origin of Banking in England

1. Banking in the modern sense of the word had no

existence in England before 1640. Up to that period merchants

had been for a considerable time in the habit of depositing their

bullion and cash in the Mint in the Tower, under the guardian-

ship of the Crown
In that year, however, Charles I. being in great straits for

money, in consequence of his fatal dissolution of the Parliament

before it had voted supplies, seized upon the merchants' bullion

and cash in the Tower to the amount of 120,000. The mer-

chants were in consternation, as this cash was the provision they
had made to meet their bills. They immediately met and drew

up and presented a strong remonstrance to the Council. They

ultimately agreed to let the king have 40,000 upon receiving

adequate security for its repayment with interest. The whole

of the loan, with interest, was ultimately repaid to them

But their confidence in the Royal honor was gone : and

henceforth they determined to keep their cash in their own

houses, under the care of their own clerks and apprentices

VOL. II., PART 2 B
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But their treasures were no safer than before. The plebeian

cashiers were more dishonest than the king. As the war went on,

these gentlemen of the quill were seized with a martial ardor:

they deserted their desks in multitudes to join the army, and

carried off their masters' cash with them. Others lent out their

masters' money clandestinely to the goldsmiths at interest at 4rf.

per cent, per diem, which they kept to themselves. The gold-

smiths lent out the money which came into their hands in great

quantities to merchants and others, weekly or monthly, at high

interest, and then began to discount mercantile bills. Finding
this to be very profitable, they began to attract money from the

public to themselves by offering them interest at the rate of 6 per
cent, and engaging to repay the loans on demand

When a customer paid in. money to his account : and when

they discounted a merchant's bill : they simply gave them a

Credit in their books ; which in the technical language of banking
is termed a Deposit. Moreover, in order to diminish the demand
for actual payment as much as possible, they agreed with their

customers to make these Credits or Deposits as transferable as

money itself : and to pay any person to whom their customers

had transferred their Credits, in the same way as to themselves

These Credits, or Deposits, were transferred by means of

paper documents, which were of two forms

1. Either the Goldsmith gave his customer a written promise
to pay to himself, or to his order, or to bearer on demand, such a

sum as he asked for : these notes were in simple writing : and

were called Goldsmiths' Notes

2. The customer might write a Note to the Goldsmith,

directing him to pay a certain sum to any person, or to his order,

or to bearer, on demand : these Notes were at first termed Cash

Notes : but in modern language they are termed Cheques
These two forms of documents were thus as transferable as

Money itself, and produced all the effects of Money. And by

experience, the goldsmiths soon found that they could keep afloat

an amount of Credit considerably exceeding the amount of cash

they kept to meet the demands upon them : and this increased

quantity of Credit was in all its practical effects exactly equivalent
to an increase of Money of equal amount
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People found it much more convenient to lend their money
to the goldsmiths, where they could have it whenever they

pleased along with high interest, than to lend it out on real or

personal security. The goldsmiths soon received the rents of all

the gentlemen's estates, which were transmitted to town. Five

or six stood pre-eminent among their brethren, and Clarendon

says that they were men known to be so rich and of such

good reputation, that all the money in the kingdom would be

trusted in their hands. These goldsmiths, then, first came to be

called Bankers

2. Several schemes for the foundation of Joint Stock

Banks, similar to those which existed in considerable numbers

in Italy, were proposed under the government of the Protector,

but none of them were carried into effect

The Goldsmith-Bankers, however, flourished : and their

command of ready money soon brought them a much higher
customer than the merchants. Notwithstanding the fame and

the strength of the Protector's Government, and his unquestion-
able sincerity in wishing to govern with free Parliaments, he and

they were unable to agree any better than his Royal predecessor
had done with them. They were jealous of his power, and kept
him in a constant state of financial embarrassment. He then

applied to the "
Bankers," and they advanced him money in

anticipation of the supplies. They thus became almost indis-

pensable to the Government

The position the bankers had gained under the frugal

government of Cromwell was not lost under that of his dissolute

successor. The first care of the restored monarch was to

disband the terrible Republican armies. But they had to be

paid off, and some hundreds of thousands of pounds were required
to be got together in a few days. The slow receipts of the taxes

were quite inadequate to effect this, and the Ministers were

compelled to have recourse to the bankers : and they were so

well satisfied with their proceediugs, that they declared the

King's affairs could not be carried on without their assistance

Their method of doing business with the Crown was as

follows. As soon as the supplies were granted, they were sent

B 2
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for to attend the King. He, having consulted his Ministers as

to what immediate sums were required, desired them to be called

in, and they were then informed what ready money would require

to be provided by such a day. They were then asked how much

they could lend, and what security they would require. Each

answered according to his several ability : for there was no joint-

stock among them, one perhaps 100,000, another more, another

less. They were desirous of having 8 per cent, for their money,
which the King and his ministers were quite ready to give as a

reasonable remuneration : but upon further consideration, they
determined to leave it to the King's own bounty, lest it might
afterwards be turned to their disadvantage : mentioning at the

same time, that they themselves paid 6 per cent, for it to their

customers : which was known to be true

They then received an assignment for the first moneys that

came in under the Act of Parliament : or tallies upon such other

branches of the revenue as were least charged. But even this

was no security, as the King and the Treasurer might divert these

payments to other purposes. "Therefore," says Clarendon,
** there is nothing surer, but that it was nothing but the

unquestionable confidence in the King's justice and the

Treasurer's honor and integrity which was the true foundation of

that Credit, which supplied the necessities of the Government.

The King always treated them very graciously as his very good

servants, and all his ministers looked upon them as very honest

men." We shall soon see how their confidence in the King's
honor was repaid

3. It would be out of place here to narrate the history of

the succeeding years, beyond all comparison the most disgraceful

period in the history of England. In 16G7 the Government

were so infatuated as to rush into a war with Holland. Parlia-

ment voted supplies of unexampled magnitude : but they were

all embezzled by the courtiers, who made fortunes, while the

seamen mutinied for want of pay ;
and the ships were rotting.

The Dutch destroyed Sheerness and Chatham, burnt the ships

there, and attacked Tilbury : the sound of the enemy's guns was

heard in London. The citizens were seized with the utmost
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alarm, and their creditors, in consternation, rushed to demand
their money from the bankers. It was known that they had

lent vast sums to the King, and the people believed that the

regular payments out of the Exchequer could not be made. To

quiet the public alarm, the King, on the 18th of June, issued a

proclamation that the payments out of the Exchequer would

continue as usual : and saying that it was his steadfast resolution

to preserve inviolable to all his creditors, all the securities and

assignments made for repayment of their advances : and that he

would not on any occasion whatever, permit any alteration or

interruption of these securities. He said that he held this

resolution firm and sacred in all future assignments and securities

to be granted by him upon any other advances of money for his

service by any person on any future occasion

Matters, however, grew worse and worse. The King sold

himself, his country, her honor and her greatness to the King
of France : and England, which, under the Protector, had been

the terror of the world, for 20 years suffered an eclipse in

European politics. Clarendon \vas dismissed as a scapegoat for

his unseasonable virtues, and for the humiliation the nation had

endured from the Dutch. To the astonishment and delight of

the nation the King entered into a triple alliance with Sweden

and Holland, to curb the over-weening ascendency of France,
and to maintain the Protestant religion

Nothing, however, was further from the intention of the

perfidious traitor than to observe this treaty. The signatures on

the treaty were scarcely dry, when, no one, even of the infamous

Cabal, being infamous enough to do it, the King himself went to

Dover, and negotiated a treaty with Louis, binding himself to

re-establish the Eoman Catholic religion in England, and to

unite with him to destroy the very people with whom he was in

ostentatious alliance

Parliament met in October, and voted the King a supply of

800,000 to enable him to fit out 50 ships of war to make
himself a match for his neighbors. They were then dismissed,

and the King immediately picked a quarrel with the Dutch.

Louis had promised to pay a subsidy of 200,000 a year while the

war lasted: but everything was swallowed up in the unfathomable
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abyss of the rapacity of the courtiers. In this dilemma the

King declared that the Treasurer's staff should reward the

ingenuity of the man who should discover an expedient for

"
raising the wind." It has been commonly said that Skaftesbury

originated the idea : but his latest biographer strenuously

endeavors to clear him of it: at all events Clifford reaped the

profit and the infamy. The expedient hit upon was to shut up
the Exchequer

On the 2nd of January, 1G72, a proclamation was issued,

stating that payment out of the Exchequer would be suspended
for one year ;

but a rent, or interest, at the rate of 6 per cent,

was promised. The sum seized by the King was 1,328,526.

So much for the King's proclamation of the 18th of June, 1667 !

The bankers, it is true, were not many, but the money they
had belonged in great part to their creditors ; and these were

10,000. The coup de finance was so cleverly done, that no one,

except one or two intimate friends of the conspirators, had the

slightest warning. The consternation was dreadful in the city.

Numberless merchants were ruined. The distress was felt in all

classes of society. Widows and orphans who had no other means

of investment, had lent their all to the bankers. Many persons
went mad : many died of a broken heart : many destroyed them-

selves. It was at first promised that the suspension should only
be for a year : but year after year passed away, and neither the

principal nor the interest were paid. What seems to be a most

extraordinary circumstance is that no notice was taken of the

transaction in Parliament ;
and yet many persons of influence must

have been injured. But the intensity of the public distress was

too great, and the public indignation was too fierce to be entirely

neglected. At length, in April, 1676, the King was obliged to

order the accounts of the creditors to be examined by the Chan-

cellor of the Exchequer. This having been done, in April, 1677,
the King issued letters patent, granting to each of the goldsmiths,
their heirs and assigns, for the benefit of their creditors, in lieu

and satisfaction of their debts, a yearly rent out of the

hereditary excise, equal to 6 per cent, upon the debt, with a clause

of redemption upon payment of the principal and the interest.

These letters patent were printed and made public on the 2 3rd of
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May, 1077. and a Bill to ratify them was pas<ed by the II<>;

Lords, but by some misadventure (^'i did not reach nous

before the end of the session, and never he -nine la\v

The rent or interest was paid till Lady-day, 10x:5, when it

ceased : none was paid during the reign of James II. At length,

in 1080, the creditors, worn out with despair, petitioned the

Conrt of Exchequer to make an order for the payment of their

claims. In 1091 the Court gave judgment in their favor, and

made an order on the Exchequer for payment. But the judgment
was reversed by Lord Somers, who held that the Court had no

power to make such an order. But in 1700 the Lords rev

the judgment of Lord Somers. This judgment of the Lords

established the rights of the petitioners to their principal and

interest: but they were not paid one farthing. In 1700, an Act

was passed that after the 26th December, 1701, the hereditary

excise should be charged with interest at 3 per cent, on the

principal, until payment was made of one-half of the debt. Thus

ended this monstrous injustice. The principal was never repaid,

but was afterwards consolidated with the South Sea Annuities,

and forms the first item in our National Debt
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Section II

The Foundation of the Bank of England

4. The glorious but troubled era of 1688 not only destroyed

public credit, but, as was natural, diminished the productiveness

of the taxes, and the new Government was obliged to purchase

popularity by abolishing the hearth tax. The tonnage and

poundage which, in the reign of James II. produced 600,000,

fell in 1693 to 286,687 : and notwithstanding some additional

taxes were laid on, the whole revenue in 1693 was 1,513,318.

Such an income was wholly inadequate to sustain the feeble arid

unsettled Government : and the most extensive frauds and

robberies prevailed among the public officers. Some of these

frauds were brought to light, and the offenders punished. But

though Commissioners were appointed for the purpose of dis-

covering the defaulters, the Commons resolved in 1701 " That

it was notorious that many millions of money had been given to

His Majesty for the service of the public which remain yet
unaccounted for." It was alleged that in five years the sum of

eleven millions was thus embezzled

5. The chief object which tempted the ambition of William

to obtain the Crown of England was to head the great European
alliance against the overwhelming power of France. No sooner

was William pretty firm on his throne than he declared war

against Louis. Parliament was eager for the war, and readily

voted supplies, but they were scarce and difficult to be got in.

The Government at first attempted the old plan of mortgaging
the grants to be voted by Parliament. The attempt, however,
was not successful ; and in 1690, Parliament began the system
of allowing money to be raised on short annuities, which was
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attended with good success. The increasing expense of tin 1 war,

however, rendered this plan too burdensome : and in hilii' a plan

was brought forward for raising duties for the space of '.)'.> years,

t<> pay the interest of an intended loan of 1,000,000 upon a

tontine scheme. The subscribers were to receive 10 per <vnt.

till 1700, and after that 7,000 per annum was to be divided

among the survivors, till their number was reduced to seven,

when upon the death of each his annuity was to lapse to the

State. So low was the Credit of the Government that only

1 <>x, ooo was obtained on these tempting terms: and a clause

was introduced by which the subscribers might receive 14 pel-

cent, upon any life they chose to nominate. But these two

schemes produced only 881,403
All these devices, however, failed in producing an adequate

supply of money to support the war, which languished in

consequence. The fatal proceedings of Charles II. seem to have

ruined the bankers ; or at least deterred them from making
advances to Government in their former style. The Government

was obliged to revert to the humiliating plan of borrowing from

every one in the City they could. They were obliged to solicit

the Common Council of London for so small a sum as 100,000 :

and if they granted it, the Councilrnen had to make humble

suit to the inhabitants of their respective wards, going from

house to house for contributions ;
and for these advances they

had to pay in premiums, discount and commission from 30 to 40

per cent.

6. The inextricable financial difficulties of the Government

turned the public attention towards a scheme for a public Hank,

such as existed in several of the Italian States. Mr. William

Paterson, a Scotchman from Dumfriesshire, whose antecedents

were gravely suspected, and who was afterwards so notorious for

I 'arien scheme, which ruined half Scotland, but who had

evidently travelled widely, and studied foreign financial in-

stitutions, proposed several schemes which proved abortive. At

last one succeeded. He proposed to raise and circulate l,20<>.noo

upon a Fund of 100,000 a year. Some party jealousy came at

the opportune moment to assist him. Mr. .Michael Godfrey,
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brother of Sir Edmoudbury Godfrey, and some merchants

who were nettled with some transactions with the East India

Company, now took Paterson up, and, in effect, supplanted him ;

for though he continued to advise and assist in the direction of

the measure, Godfrey stood foremost in it, and was considered

both by the Ministers and the Parliament as the efficient man,
on whom all depended, and to whom all acknowledgments were

to be paid

This scheme succeeded. After the details had been settled

in concert with the Ministers, it was brought before the Privy
Council and long and anxiously discussed in the presence of the

Queen : and at last the Statute 1694, c. 20, was passed by which

the Bank of England was established

7. The Act, Statute '1694, c. 20, incorporating the Bank of

England, received the Eoyal Assent on the 25th April, 1694 :

and its chief provisions are as follows :

1. After providing for raising certain taxes, it directed that

the sum of 100,000 a year should be appropriated to the en-

couragement of persons making a voluntary loan of 1,200,000

for the purpose of carrying on war with France, in the following-

ing manner

2. The Crown might appoint Commissioners to receive sub-

scriptions for the sum of 1,200,000 before the 1st of August,

1694, from any persons native or foreign bodies politic or

corporate, to be paid into the Exchequer : and the said sum of

100,000 per annum was set apart to be paid to the use of the

subscribers, their heirs, successors, or assigns

3. The Crown was empowered to authorise, by letters patent,
the subscribers to the loan to assign and transfer their stock and

interest, and to prescribe the manner of doing so, and to erect

them into a Corporation, to be called the Governor and Company
of the Bank of England, with all the usual privileges of a Cor-

poration, together with the power to acquire and hold lands,

rents, tenements, and hereditaments of all descriptions, in as full

a manner as any private individual, subject to a proviso of

redemption
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4. That in case the whole sum of l,:>un,nnn should not In-

paid into the Exchequer by the 1st January, li;n.", th'.-n the

payment to the subscribers shall only be at the rate of f> per rent.

on the sum advanced : and that at any time after the 1st of

August, 17<>f>, upon Parliament giving twelve months' notice and

repaying the whole of the debt due, the Corporation should

cease and determine

5. No single person was to subscribe more than 20,000 :

one-fourth was to be paid down at the time of subscription : and

the remainder before the 1st January, ir (

.)r> : in case of non-

payment of the remainder, the first instalment to be forfeited

to the Crown

3. Unless at least one-half of the capital was subscribed

before the 1st of August, the subscribers were not to be made a

Corporation ;
but those who had subscribed might transfer their

stock annuities as individual creditors of the Crown

7. The Corporation was strictly forbidden to borrow or give

security by bill, bond, covenantor agreement under their common

seal, for any sums exceeding 1,200,000 ; except they were

allowed to by Act of Parliament, In case they exceeded this

limit, the proprietors were to be liable in their private capacities

9. The Corporation was allowed to deal in bills of exchange ;

to buy and sell bullion, gold and silver : to lend money on the

security of goods and wares, and merchandise : and if the loan

were not repaid in three months of the time agreed upon, to sell

such goods : and to sell goods the produce of their own hands

9. But they were strictly forbidden, either directly or

indirectly, to deal or trade, or to permit any one on their behalf

to deal or trade wr
ith any of the money, stock or effects of the

Corporation : in buying or selling any goods, wares, or

merchandise, under the penalty of forfeiting treble the value of

the goods, to any common informer

10. All the bills obligatory and of credit under the seal of

the Corporation, made or given to any person, might, by indorse-

ment of such person, be freely assigned to any person who should

voluntarily accept them : and so by such assignees tofies q-votipv,

by indorsement thereon ; and all such assignees might sue in their

own names
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11. That if the Corporation should purchase any Crown

lands : or advance any money whatever to the Crown, except by
the special permission of Parliament, they should forfeit treble

the value of any such advances : one-fifth to any common

informer, and the remainder to the public

12. All fines, amerciaments, and judgments, recovered

against the Corporation, might be paid by the officers of the

revenue out of the annuity of 100,000

In pursuance of this Act, a commission to receive subscriptions

was appointed on the 15th of June ;
the whole stock was

subscribed for in ten days : and the Charter of Incorporation was

issued on the 27th of July

8. This great experiment was regarded with some doubt and

misgiving even by its zealous supporters : they feared it could

hardly be successful with so moderate an interest as 8 per cent.

But several very numerous classes of people regarded it with the

utmost detestation. The usurers, whose inordinate gains were

checked, were filled with rage. Some said that it would become

a gigantic monopoly ; engross all the money in the kingdom to

itself
; and combine with the King to set up a despotism. Some

inveighed against its granting interest, which they said would

draw money away from trade : not perceiving, in the blindness

of their passion, that if the Bank allowed interest to its customers,

it must advance money to traders to make it. Some became

extremely anxious for the morals of the nation, w^hich were to be

placed in imminent peril by the new Bank. Some pretended to

dislike it for fear it should disappoint the King in the expected

supplies. The domestic enemies of the Government were furious

against it, because they saw how enormously it would strengthen
the new dynasty

The immense benefit which accrued to the State by the estab-

lishment of the Bank was shown in the increased vigor with which

the war was carried on. The army assumed the offensive: and in

July, 1695, the King undertook the siege of Xainur. At this

time Mr. Michael Godfrey, the Deputy-Governor of the Bank,
went over to Xamur to arrange with the King as to the manner
in which the money for the use of the army should be remitted.
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In the last days of July lie ventured too near the town to speak
to the King during a heavy cannonade, and was killed l>v his side.

Previously to this he had published a pamphlet on the subject of

the Bank. It is written in a strain of the warmest congratulation

upon the great success of the experiment, which he had taken

so leading a part in promoting. He states that whereas, in the

beginning of 1694, the Government tallies were at a discount of

_.') to 30 per cent., in addition to the public interest, the Bank
took them at par : and from the former heavy discount they had

risen to a premium, so that they were then better than money :

because there was 7 or 8 per cent, per annum benefit while they
were kept, which never could have been done without the Bank.

He said that those who lodged their money with the Bank had it

as much at their disposal as if it were in the hands of the gold-

smiths, or in their own cash chest : and he certainly countenances

an accusation which is constantly brought against the goldsmiths
in contemporary pamphlets : for he says that if the money which

had been lodged with them for four or five years past, had been

lodged with the Bank, it would have prevented it from being so

scandalously clipped : which he predicts would cost the nation

some day a million and a half, or two millions, to repair. He
notes it as very surprising, and quite unexampled, that after the

nation had been at war for six years, and had spent 30,000,000,

besides great quantities of bullion being exported and captured by
the enemy, that there had been so great a fall in the rate of

interest instead of a rise, as in all previous wars, which was

entirely due to the Bank : and he predicted that it would, in the

course of a few years, reduce it permanently to 3 per cent. He

says within :50 years of that time the public had lost between

two and three millions by the goldsmiths and scriveners breaking,

which would not have happened if the Bank had been established.

He says that there were some who were for having a forced

currency of bills and tallies, thinking that they might pass as

well as Bank bills : but they do not consider that it is nothing

makes Bank bills current, but only because all those who desire

it can go, when they will, and fetch their money for them : and

to force anything to pass in payment but money would soon end

in confusion. He then enters into numerous arguments to show
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that any attempt at a forced currency would only end in damaging
the public credit. He says that the chief reason of the indignation
of the goldsmiths at the Bank was, that they allowed 2d. per
cent, per diem on their bills which drew away customers from

them. He says that the interest allowed to the holders of their

bills amounted to 36,000 per annum

9. The Bank of England was a Whig project, and had been

eminently successful in supporting the Government in the

prosecution of the war. It had excited the warmest feelings of

joy and congratulation among its friends, and the bitterest

feelings of rage and indignation amoug its enemies, and the

enemies of the Government. But it received no monopoly of

Banking. The Government of William was composed of a

mixture of Whigs and Tories : William not only reigned, but

governed. The resources of the Bank of England were entirely

devoted to support commerce. But the spirit of industry began
to be developed in agriculture as well as in commerce, and many
schemes were devised to found a Bank in the interest of

agriculture. The Tory portion of the Ministry determined to

get up a rival Bank on a much larger scale. The capital was to

be 2,564,000, advanced to Government on the same principle as

that of the Bank of England, but its trading capital, notes, &c.,

were to be advanced solely to landowners for the cultivation of

land at three per cent. It was, therfore, called a Land Bank. It

was warmly patronised by the Tory party. The Bank of England
and all its friends opposed it with all their power : but the

temptation was too great, and it was sanctioned by Act of

Parliament in April, 1696. The time for receiving subscriptions
was limited, as in the case of the Bank of England. The Lords

of the Treasury subscribed 5,000 on behalf of the King : but

the other subscriptions amounted only to 2,100 when the time

came for its closing. It was, therefore, a total and complete
failure : but its failure, combined with other circumstances which

we have now to detail, exercised a most disastrous influence on

the Bank of England

10. We must now retrace our steps a little, and examine the

condition of the Coinage, which is necessary to understand the
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subsequent history of Banking : for controversies on the subject
then began, which have lasted almost until our own times, if,

indeed, they may even yet be extinct

In April, 1690, the great scarcity of silver coins occasioned

great public inconvenience. The goldsmiths complained to the

House of Commons that they had ascertained that immense

quantities of silver bullion and dollars had been exported. That

many Jews and merchants had recently bought up large quantities
of silver to carry out of the Kingdom, and had given three half-

pence per ounce above its regulated value. That this had

encouraged the melting down of much plate and milled money,

whereby, for six months pasc, no bullion had been brought to the

Mint to be coined. These allegations were verified by a

Committee of the House. It was shown that the profit of

melting down the milled money for exportation was about 25

per 1,000 : that the Mint price of silver was 5s. 2d. per ounce,

but it was generally sold for 5s. 3|d The House, in consequence,

passed one of their useless laws against exporting bullion

The state of the Coinage now became every day more dis-

graceful. Quantities of base and counterfeit coin were thrown

into circulation. The House of Commons addressed the King to

abolish the private right of coining pence, halfpence and farthings.

The current coins had been for many years clipped and adulterated,

which, in 1094, reached such a height, that the silver coins

current had lost nearly half their value, while a great part of the

current money was only iron, brass, or copper plated

By the end of 1G94 guineas which had been coined to repre-

sent 20s. had reached 30s. The exchange with Holland, which

was reckoned in the current silver coinage, fell to 25 per cent.,

and it would have fallen still lower, only it was shown that the

real exchange was in favor of England. The exchange with

Ireland fell so much that 70 there was worth 100 in England.
Mr. Fleetwood, the Chaplaiu-in-Ordinary to the King and

Queen, preached a sermon before the Lord Mayor and Aldermen,

on the 16th December, 1694, taking as his text Gen. xxiii., 16.

In an admirable sermon, or rather an Economical discourse, he

denounced the fraud and wickedness of clipping and debasing the

Coinage. He said that the money was clipped down to nearly
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one-half. He showed that he understood the subject a great deal

better than many men a century later. He showed that if the

money generally were clipped, all the good and weighty money
that remained must be exported

" The merchant that exports
less goods from home than he imports from abroad must

unavoidably discharge the over balance with good money : this

he can never do with clipped : for it is not Csesar's face and

titles, but weight and goodness that procure credit. And if a

foreigner imports more of his country's goods than he carries

away of ours, the overbalance must be paid in weighty money,
for the clipped will not go abroad. Now, if the exportation of

our weighty money (which is only now the milled) be a mischief

to a nation, we see it is occasioned chiefly by the clipping
"

On the 8th of January, 1695, a Committee of the House of

Commons was appointed to consider the subject. They said 1
:

" The difficulty lay so heavy upon the Government that a stop

was almost put to trade and taxes. The current silver coin had

for many years begun to be clipped and adulterated : and the

mischief of late had been so secretly carried on by a combination

of all people concerned in the receipt of money, and so

industriously promoted by the enemies of the Government, that

all pieces were so far diminished and debased, as that five pounds
in silver specie was scarce worth 40s. according to the standard :

besides an infinite deal of iron, brass, or copper, washed over or

plated
"

The frightful disorder of the Coinage may be judged of by the

following facts. In the months of May, June and July, 1695,

572 bags of silver coin, each of 100, were brought into the

Exchequer, whose aggregate weight, according to the standard,

ought to have been 1 8,451 Ibs. 5ozs. IQchvts. 8grs. : their actual

weight was 9,480/s. \\ozs. Qdtvts. Sgrs., showing a deficiency

in the weight of the current coins in the rate of 10 to 22

A writer says
2

:

"
Upon trial I have found that 5s. of

milled money hath weighed 8s. of the present current money, and

3s. of the 8s. was not clipped, only worn. Again, I have found

10. in milled money to weigh '2 Is. of the clipped money : again,

20s. of milled money to weigh 43s. of our new current money
1
1'arliaiiicHtitri/ History, vol. v., p. 955

''An Essay for Itctjulatiny the Coin. By A. V.. Sept. 2, 1695
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"
I have gone to several goldsmiths of London, and have got

them to take out of their counters a bag of 100 as came to hand,

which, upon trial, I have found at one place to weigh

Ox. Dwt. Gr.

A bag of 100 23013 6

Another place 100 weighed ... ... ... 222 15

Another place 198 17

Another place 190

Another place 182 3

Another place 174 11 20

1,198 5 17

" The GOO weighing in all 1,198 ozs. 5 dwts. 17 grs., and is

no more than what 310 in milled money will weigh
" I am informed the money paid into the Exchequer doth

weigh from 15 (and seldom the 100 reacheth) to 20 Ibs.

weight ; so that the very best brought in there doth not weigh
two-thirds of what it ought to do : and the money paid into the

Exchequer is supposed, a great part of it, to come from the country.
"
But, as it's believed that the money in the country is

generally not the one-half so bad as it's in and near London, I

have procured an account to be sent to me from the following

cities, from whence I am informed that 100 doth weigh on

-trial of two bags in each place, to be, viz. :

Oz. Dwt. Gr.

In the City of Bristol, one bag of 100 weighed 240

Another weighed 227 15

In the City of Cambridge, one bag of 100

weighed 203 5 10

Another weighed 211 19

In the City of Exon, one bag of 100 weighed 180 7

Another weighed 192 3

In the City of Oxford, 100 in half-crowns

weighed 210 10

100 in shillings 198 15

1,009 1 20

YOL. II., PART 2 C
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"The 800 weighing no more than 431 15-9. of milled

money will weigh, and but a very small difference between the

weight of the money in London and the country
"

11. A warm controversy arose whether the new money should

be coined of the old standard in weight, fineness, and denomina-

tion : or whether it should be depreciated, or raised in value, as it

was absurdly called. This controversy was keenly disputed then,

and it was revived under another form 11G years later, when the

notes of the Bank of England were depreciated, and a strong

party maintained that the standard of the coin should be

depreciated to the level of the depreciated notes

12. A pamphlet
1 contains some interesting remarks on the

effect of guineas rising to 30s. on the Exchanges
"We may remind the reader that the Exchanges at the time

were reckoned exclusively in the silver coin, and, therefore, were

not affected by any other portion of the Currency
" And so, by degrees, as the silver coin was diminished and

debased in itself, so it fell in the estimation of the people, and

in proportion gold advanced, and also bullion (that is not in

itself, but in proportion to the bad money), not that bullion became

worth 6s. 5d. an ounce, or Gold 30s. in good money, that is in

weighty standard money ;
but in clipped and counterfeit money,

whereof 6s. 5d. was not of the true or esteemed value of 5s. '2cL

And as we ourselves grew sensible of the wane of value in money
that passed, so did foreigners likewise, and the Foreign Exchanges
soon altered accordingly : so that it cannot properly be said that

Bullion is advanced much, but that the money that is exchanged

for them is much less value than it ivas, and the new coining of

our money will not, as I apprehend, alter the value of bullion,

gold, &c., but it will bring silver in coin to its due value
"

After enforcing and illustrating these views at considerable

length, he observes that Mr. Lowndes hoped that the exchange
with Holland, which was then 25 per cent, against England,

might be prevented from falling lower, and says :

1 Some remarks on a Report containing an Essay for the Amendment of the

Silver Coins. By W. LOWXDES. London, 1695
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" If guineas continue current at 30s. a-piece, the exchange
will continue about the rate it does, except the common and

ordinary variation, which many sudden drafts and remittances

occasion : and if guineas fall, the exchange will rise in proportion :

and if the silver coin is redressed, guineas will fall : and there

are no other designs whatsoever can effect any considerable

alteration, for English standard silver and standard gold will

always be of the same value in Holland, as the same standard

silver and gold in England, with 2, 3, 4 and 6 per cent., or

thereabouts : and that difference happens according to present

occasions, and the charge of sending it from one place to another :

and the exchange to Holland and other places always govern

accordingly
"

Again, p. 19 "It is not the exportation of the silver which

occasioned the fall in the exchange between Holland and here,

but the reason of that is the badness of our silver coin"

Again, p. 20 "The balance of trade is not the cause of the

great fall of the exchange with Holland, but the debasing of

our coin
"

And he repeatedly declares that the only way to set matters

right was to reform the coinage. He also says that it was not to

the advantage of the Kingdom, to restrain the exportation of

bullion and money, but to let it be entirely free

13. Mr. William Lowndes, the Secretary to the Treasury,

was ordered to make a Report on the Coinage : in this he enters

into a long, and at the time, valuable investigation of the history

of the coinage, and its successive depreciations in weight and

fineuess, in which he maintained the extraordinary hallucination

that the successive frauds committed by the English Kings, in

diminishing the bullion in the coin, had raised its value. His

doctrine was that, by raising the Name of the coin it hereby

acquired increased Value. His proposal was either that the new

coinage should be made of a diminished weight, or that the same

pieces should be rated at a higher price in tale : or that GO pence

were equal to 75 pence
Locke published a reply to this infatuated idea, showing that

it was quite illusory

c 2
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14. All this time the Bank of England had received the

degraded coin at its full nominal value. Its notes were payable
to bearer on demand. As soon as the new coin came out they
were bound to pay them in full weighted coin that is, for every

7 ounces they had received, they were bound to pay 12 ounces.

Such a state of things could have but one result an immediate

run upon them took place. Its success had enraged the private

bankers and money lenders, whose profits it had diminished

All its enemies now made a combined effort to destroy it.

They collected its notes in all directions, and on the 5th May,
1696, they suddenly presented 30,000 in notes for payment.
The directors, knowing the purpose for which these notes were

presented, refused payment of them, but continued their payments
to their ordinary customers. Their enemies ran about crying out

that the Bank was destroyed. But the public, who quite under-

stood the transaction, received their notes at first at their full

value. The extreme scarcity, however, of silver continuing,

compelled them to make a general suspension. They gave notice

that they could only pay 10 per cent, on their notes once a

fortnight, and as the demand continued, they gave notice that

they could only pay 3 per cent, every three months. On the 3rd

of August, Bank Notes were at a discount of 14 and 15 per cent.,

and Exchequer tallies at 30 per cent.

15. But the Mint was hard at work, and the new coin

rapidly came into circulation. It is stated in a contemporary

pamphlet,
1 dated October 22, 1696

" When our coin was corrupt and base, all exchange rose upon

us, but now it is returned to its ancient standard, exchange
returns to its old course : not that the standard of our money is

always the exact rule of our exchange ;
the balance of our trade

often causes it to alter, either to our advantage, or to our loss,

besides the charge of management, but this is little in comparison
with the other. A familiar instance we have in the case of

Ireland, where, whilst our coin was base, 70 was worth 100

An Essay on the Coin and Credit of Emjltuul, nx they stand icitJi respect to

its trade. BY JOHN CAREY.
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here, winch was in some measure proportionable with the value

of pieces of eight, which they took in Ireland by weight, to

our clipped money, and also to our guineas at 30s. a piece,
and how far this carried the trade of England into that

Kingdom the traders to the West Indies have been too sensible,

but since the error of our coin hath been corrected, that very

Exchange is so much varied that 100 here is worth 115

there"

Thia is a decisive instance of the truth of the principle we
have shown in the chapter on the Exchanges, that a restoration

of the coinage alone in which the exchanges are reckoned, is suffi-

cient to bring the exchanges to par, wholly irrespective of the

condition of any other portion of the Currency

16. Parliament met in October, 1G9G. At that time Bank
Notes were at a discount of 20 per cent., and Exchange tallies at

40, 50, and GO per cent, discount, while at the same time the

exchanges were at par

When the Bank of England was obliged to suspend payments
in cash, it endeavoured to retrieve its credit by making two calls

of 20 per cent, each on its proprietors. These measures however

were not successful, and Parliament had to take in hand the

business of restoring the credit of the Bank Notes and the

Exchequer tallies

By an Act of Statute, 1697, the capital of the Bank was in-

creased, the new subscriptions to which were to be paid in Bank

Notes and tallies

The chief provisions were as follows

1. All persons, natives or foreigners, bodies politic or cor-

porate, might subscribe to the new stock : the subscriptions might
be paid four-fifths in Exchequer tallies and one-fifth in Bank

Notes, upon which the Crown would allow 8 per cent.

2. Before the 24th July, 1C 9 7, the capital stock of the Bank

was to be estimated, and made up to 100 per cent. : any deficiency

was to be made up by the proprietors, and any overplus to be

rateably paid back to them

3. All such subscribers were to be incorporated with the

proprietors of the old stock
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4. The time when the Crown might put an end to the

Corporation was prolonged to twelve months after the 1st of

August, 1710, and repayment of all parliamentary debts

5. During the continuance of the Corporation of the Governor

and Company of the Bank of England no other Bank, or any
other corporation, society, fellowship, company, or constitution

in the nature of a Bank, shall be erected or established, permitted,

suffered, countenanced, or allowed by Act of Parliament, within

England
6. The Bank was allowed to extend their issues of Notes

beyond the original capital of 1,200,000, to the amount of new

capital which should be subscribed : provided that they were

made payable to bearer on demand : and in case they made
default in such payment, they might be paid on presentment at

the Exchequer, out of the annuity due to the bank. All notes

above the sum of 1,200,000 were to bear a distinguishing
mark

7. All the property of the Bank was exempted from taxes

8. Bank Stock to be personal property and not real

9. It was made felony to forge or counterfeit any Bank Note,

or obligation under the Common Seal : or altering or erasing any
indorsement on such note or bill

10. Bank Stock exempted from any foreign attachment

11. The debts of the Corporation were forbidden to exceed

their Capital Stock : if they did so the members were to be liable

in their private capacity

12. All persons were forbidden to buy or sell tallies at more

than the legal rate of interest, under the penalty of forfeiting

treble the value of the money
We observe that the depreciated Notes of the Bank itself were

taken at their full value at par and treated as Capital : the first

instance on a great scale in this country that the Release of a Debt

is in all respects equivalent to a Payment in Money : or the Alge-
braical doctrine that x = + x -t-

17. One reason probably that Bank Notes were at such a

heavy discount was that there were none under 20 : and these

were of little use in current transactions. Montague, the
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Chancellor of the Exchequer, hit upon the plan of issuing bills

upon the Exchequer for 5 and 10. These bills passed at first

ar a *mall discount : but upon the second issue of them interest

at 7 12s. per cent, was allowed upon them, and they were received

in payment of taxes at par. They then rose to par. The Treasury
was authorised to contract with any persons to cash these

Exchequer bills on presentment, allowing them a moderate pre-

mium. They were allowed 10 per cent, at first : but the

Exchequer bills soon rose above par, and then the interest on

them was reduced to 4 per cent. Under this Act upwards of

2,000,000 of Exchequer bills were issued

The new subscriptions to the Bank under this Act amounted

to 1,001,171 10*\: 200.000 were paid in Bank Notes, and

800,000 in Exchequer tallies : these large amounts being taken

out of circulation, and received at par in the subscription, raised

the value of the remainder : and in the course of the year, Bank

Notes which bore no interest were at par, and those which bore

an interest were at a premium

18. The following statements of the Discount on Bank

Notes and the Rates of Exchange during 169G and 1697 are of

interest :

STATEMENT OF THB DISCOUNT PER CENT. ON BANK NOTES

1696
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STATEMENT OF THE EATES ON THE LONDON EXCHANGE

DURING 1G95-1G96
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of the expenses. The Ministry sought the assistance of the

Bank of England : and the following terms were accepted and

ratified by Parliament:

1. The interest upon their original stock of 1,200,000 was

reduced to 6 per cent., with an allowance of 4,000 for managing
the debt

'2. The Bank was to advance a further sum of 400,000 at

6 per cent, interest

:>. The Bank might double its then capital of 2,201,171 los.

at the price of 115 per cent, for the new stock. The Bank

agreed to circulate 2,500,000 of Exchequer bills, and receive an

allowance of 6 per cent. : one half for interest, and the other for

repayment of the principal : that no more Exchequer bills

should be issued without the consent of the Bank
4. Their privileges as a Corporation should be continued for

21 years from the 1st of August, 1711

20. The Act of 1697 had only provided that no other Bank

should be erected or allowed by Act of Parliament : it did not

prohibit private Joint Stock Banks from being founded : nor any
other corporation or company from setting up banking business.

A company called the Mine Adventurers of England, at the head

of which was Sir Humphrey Mackworth, who turned out to be

a great rogue, commenced doing banking business of all sorts,

issuing notes, &c. To put a stop to this it was enacted
" That during the continuance of the said Corporation of the

Governor and Company of the Bank of England, it shall not be

lawful for any body politic or corporate whatsoever, erected or to

be erected (other than the said Governor and Company of the

Bank of England), or for any other person whatsoever, united, or

to be united, in covenants or partnership, exceeding the number

of six persons, in that part of Great Britain called England, to

borrow, owe, or take up any sum or sums of money on their bills

or notes payable at demand, or at any less time than six months

from the borrowing thereof"

The Bank was strictly forbidden to issue notes to a larger

amount than their capital stock. That is, each loan to Govern-

ment was attended with an augmentation of Currency to an equal
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amount. Now to a certain extent this plan might be attended

with no evil consequences ;
but as a scientific principle it is utterly

vicious. There is nothing in John Law's Theory of Money,
which we shall have to consider in the next chapter, so wild or

absurb as this. His scheme of basing paper money on land is

sober sense compared to it : because in that, the quantity of paper

money was limited to 20 years' purchase of the land. But in

such a scheme as basing paper money on the public debt there

is absolutely no limit whatever. If this principle had been

carried out to the present time, we should have had a national

debt of about 800,000,000 and Bank Notes to the amount of

800,000,000

21. At this time no one had framed a definition of Banking;
but the issuing of Notes was considered to be so essentially
'*

banking," that to prohibit that was supposed to be effectual in

prohibiting banking. The clause quoted above was intended to

prevent any bank being formed with more than six partners, so

as to prevent any private company from being formed of sufficient

power and influence to rival the Bank. And it did have that

effect for more than a century.

22. When we consider the unquestionable services the Bank
had rendered to the Government, which contributed so greatly

to the success of the war, and the pacification of Byswick, and

when we consider the terrific state of public credit when the Land
Bank project failed, and the calamity of the Mine Adventurers,

we need not be surprised that the Bank of England employed
these circumstances for the purpose of securing a monopoly for

themselves. Nor, considering the ideas of the age, can we be

surprised that they received it. Nevertheless after making all

due allowances for these circumstances, it is one of the most

deplorable Acts which have come down to our times. The founders

and contemporaries of the Bank felt the benefits of its eminent

services : but the consequences of this original sin fell with

terrific force on their descendants of succeeding generations. The

frightful convulsions and collapses of public credit which have taken

place for more than a century, are chiefly due to this great wrong
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and violation of the true principles of trade. English banking
has never recovered its fatal effects to this day, and many yrars

must elapse before it will arrive at the form to which it is tending,

and which it would naturally have assumed, if its development
had been left free to the skill and experience of men of business.

AVe shall see hereafter how much more wisely the people of

Scotland acted with respect to their Bank

23. In 1713 the financial difficulties of the Government at

the peace of Utrecht made it necessary to have recourse to the

Bank. It agreed to lend the Government 100,000, secured

upon Exchequer bills at 3 per cent., upon receiving an extension

of their charter, which had still twenty years to run. By the

Statute I., 1713, c. 11, its existence as a corporation was prolonged
to twelve months' notice, to be given after the 1st of August,

1742, and the payment of 1,600,000

24. In 171G an Act, Statute 1716, c. 8, was passed to re-

deem and modify several of the public debts due to the Bank :

but not altering their privileges in any way: and to make further

advances at 5 per cent. They were authorised to make such

call as they pleased upon their proprietors

The excessive absurdity and inconvenience of the usury laws

in commerce were even then felt, and the Bank was exempted
from their operation. In the quaint phraseology of the Act they

were authorised "at their own good liking" to borrow, owe, or

take up money at any rate of interest they pleased, above the

legal rate, upon their bills, bonds, or any obligation under their

Common Seal, or upon credit of their capital stock for any time,

or to be paid on demand. What portentous folly it was that

any one else might not observe "
his own good liking

"
in the rate

he paid for a loan of money. Yet this egregious folly was not

relaxed till 1833, nor finally swept away till 1854

There were at that time three annuities of 88,751, 100,000

and 76,830, besides other debts upon which an annual

interest of 5 per cent, was paid. The Bank's existence was

prolonged indefinitely until all these annuities and debts were

discharged
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25. In 1717, guineas were finally made current at 21s. r

although Sir Isaac Xewton showed that their value in the market

of the world was only 20s. Sd. The effect of this was that,

although gold and silver coin were equally legal tender, all the good
silver left the country, being more valuable abroad than at home,
and it became an established custom among merchants that all Bills

of Exchange were understood to be payable in gold, as being the

cheaper metal. The Exchanges, however, continued to he reckoned

in silver, and the bad state of the silver coins, in consequence of

all the good silver being exported, led to great disturbance of the

exchanges in subsequent years

26. Up to 1722, the Bank divided the whole of its profits

among the shareholders, and made no reserve for contingencies.

The dividend had varied from 18J per cent, in 1706, to 6 per
cent, in 1722. The inconvenience of this was strongly felt, as

well as having no fund to fall back upon in cases of emergency.
These had hitherto been met by making calls upon the proprietors
In this year the Directors established a reserve fund, which is

termed the Rest

27. When the charter had been renewed on former occasions

there had been many public discussions as to the expediency of

the Bank's monopoly. It had always, however, purchased its

privileges by aiding the Government. As the time was drawing
near for the expiry of its charter in 1742, these discussions

became more frequent and animated, and several attempts were

made to set up banks in such a manner as not to violate the clause

in the Act of 1709

When the time for the renewal came, the Government were as

usual in difficulties, and the Bank agreed to lend them 1,600,000

without interest. To raise this sum they made a call upon their

proprietors, which raised their capital stock to 9,800,000. In

consideration of this, their exclusive privileges were continued

till twelve mouths' notice after the 1st of August, 1704

It was also determined to stop up all loopholes in the Act of

1709: and the following clause was inserted in the Act, Statute

1742, c. 13, s. 5:
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" And to prevent any doubts that may arise concerning the

privilege or power given by former Acts of Parliament to the

said Governor and Company of r-rclnxiw Banking: and also in

regard to the erecting of any other Bank or Banks by Parliament,

or restraining other persons from banking, during the continuance

of the said privilege granted to the Governor and Company of

the Bank of England, as before recited, it is hereby further

enacted and declared by the authority aforesaid, that it is the

true intent and meaning of the Act that no other Bank shall be

erected, established, or allowed by Parliament : and that it shall

not be lawful for any body politic or corporate whatsoever united,

or to be united in covenants or partnership, exceeding the num-

ber of six persons, in that part of Great Britain called England,
to borrow, owe, or take up any sum or sums of money, on their

Bills or Notes, payable at demand, or at any less time than */.e

months from the borrowing thereof, during the continuance of such

said privilege of the said Governor and Company, who are hereby
declared to be and remain a Corporation with the privilege of

w/t/sive Banking as before recited"

This clause demands the most earnest attention, because it is

the one which contains the sole monopoly of the Bank of Eng-
land, which has recently attracted considerable attention. It is a

penal clause, and therefore of course to be construed strictly :

and we must now examine its force and effect

We have already shown that all
"
Banking

"
consists in

"
Issuing" Rights of Action, or Credit, in exchange for Money

and Securities. When a banker has once issued this Right of

Action, or Credit, to his customer, the customer might transfer

this Right of Action to any one else by two methods : (1) either

the banker gave his customer his own Note promising to pay a

sum to the customer himself, or to his order, or to bearer : (2) the

customer might write a Note, in modern language termed a

Cheque, to his banker directing him to pay a sum to some person,

or to his order, or to bearer

Now, Parliament undoubtedly intended to confer an absolute

monopoly of banking on the Bank of England : and if it had been

enacted in general terms that the Bank was to have an absolute

monopoly of
"
banking," such words would have been effectual.
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But, unfortunately for their own purpose, but fortunately for the

country, they proceeded to define "
banking," and they restricted

their definition to only one of the two methods of circulating

Banking Credits. Consequently the monopoly was restricted to

the single method of circulating credit by means of Bank Notes,

and, by an oversight, left the other method untouched. The fact

was. that at that time, the system of Cheques was very undeveloped,
and no one conceived that "

banking
"
could be carried on with-

out issuing Notes. But subsequently Cheques prevailed over

Notes : and when it was afterwards discovered that '

banking
"

could be carried on without Notes, the lacuna in the monopoly of

the Bank became clear to lynx-eyed economists, and ultimately

led to the formation of Joint Stock Banks in London

28. In September, 1745, the rising in Scotland assumed

formidable dimensions. The Chevalier captured Edinburgh, and

the news produced a run upon the Bank. Bank Notes fell to a

discount of 10 per cent. A meeting of merchants was held, and

1,600 of the most eminent pledged themselves to support the

credit of the Bank Notes

29. In 1746, the Bank again assisted the Government. The

proprietors authorised the Directors to cancel 986,000 of Ex-

chequer bills on receiving an annuity of 4 per cent., and to create

new stock for the purpose. The capital of the Bank then became

10,780,000 : and was not further increased till 1782. In 1750

the interest on 8,486,000 of the Government debt was reduced

to 3 per cent.

30. In 1759 the Bank began to issue Notes for 15 and

10

31. In 1764 the Bank's charter was renewed. The terms

were an absolute gift of 110,000 to the nation, and a loan of

1,000,000 on Exchequer bills for two years, at 3 per cent,

interest

32. The termination of the Seven Years' AVar took place in
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1703, when it is usually said that this country took that place in

the scale of nations which she at present holds. After long and
doubtful contests in which victory often trembled in the balance,

the star of England triumphed over that of France both in the

East and in the West. Ooincidently with this the industrial

energies and mechanical genius of the nation burst forth with

unparalleled splendor. Previously to this time Great Britain

was probably more backward in great public works than any
State in Europe. She could show nothing to compare with the

great engineering works of France and Spain. Spain owed the

canal of the Ebro to the genius of Charles Y. The first canal in

France preceded the first canal in England by 150 years. The

great canal of Languedoc was completed upwards of half-a-century
before the smallest canal was began in England. In Italy,

Gerbert, the morning star of modern literature and science, was

famous for his hydraulic works in 999. Those of Lombardy,
executed in the eleventh century, are still the admiration of

modern engineers

The first Act for a work of this nature, however small, in

England, was passed in 1755. Facility, quickness and cheapness
of transit are the very foundations of commercial greatness.

Brindley, the father of the modern commercial greatness of

England, completed the canal from Worsley to Manchester in

1762. This was as prodigious a stride in advance of the age as

the opening of the railway from Manchester to Liverpool was in

its day. The success of this was triumphant. Then commenced

the great era of canal making. Within 25 years the country
was covered with such a network of canals as no other country
but Holland can boast. Considering the comparative wealth of

the country at the two periods, the period from 1770 to 1795

was fully as wonderful an effort in canal making as the period

from 1830 to 1855 was in railway making. Concurrently with

this prodigious extension of the facilities of transport an equal

extension of the powers of production took place. It would

almost seem like a dispensation of Providence that at this

particular period such an extraordinary outburst of mechanical

genius took place. It would almost seem that these three men,

Brindley, Arkwright and Watt, were specially raised up by
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Providence to elaborate those miraculous resources which it is

impossible to doubt carried this country triumphantly through
that terrific contest which was soon to burst upon the world.

33. It was just at this period that the original sin of the

monopoly of the Bank of England began to tell with full force

upon the country. Now were the seeds of future ruin, misery
and desolation sown broadcast throughout the land. The

prodigious development of all these industrial works demanded a

great extension of the Currency to carry them out. What was

required was to have banks of undoubted wealth and security to

issue such a Currency. Bank of England Notes had no circula-

tion beyond London. Its monopoly prevented any other great

banks being founded, either in London or the country : and it

would not establish branches in the country. England required
to have a Currency, and as it could not have a good one, it had a

bad one. Multitudes of miserable shopkeepers in the country,

grocers, tailors, drapers, started up like mushrooms in all directions

as u
bankers," and issued their notes, inundating the country

with their miserable rags, in many parts as low as a shilling.

Burke says that when he came to London in 1750 there were not

twelve bankers out of London : in 1793 there were nearly 400.

It is no doubt true that many of the most respectable banking
firms of the present day took their rise at this time, but they were

comparatively speaking few. The great majority were such as we

have described. Nevertheless these great engineering works were

executed by means of the notes of these bankers : and though
afterwards they failed by scores, the solid works remained

34. In 1775 an Act was passed to prohibit bankers from

issuing notes of less than 20s., and two years afterwards of less

than o

35. In 1782 the unhappy war with America was fortunately

terminated : and immediately a prodigious extension of the foreign

commerce, which had been previously unusually restricted, took

place. The enormous markets thrown open led to extravagant

over-trading, which was greatly fostered by incautious issues by the
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Bank, and a very alarming drain of specie which produced a crisis,

threatened to compel them to stop payment. The Directors, how-

ever, considered that if they could restrain their issues for a short

period, the returns in specie in payment of the exports would soon

set in in a more rapid manner than they went out. They made
no communication to the Government, but they contracted their

issues until the Exchanges turned in their favor. The alarm felt

by the Bank was greatest in May, 1783. They then refused to

make any advances to Government on the loan of the year ; but

they did not make any demand for payment of the other advances

to Government, which were then between nine and ten millions.

They continued this policy up till October, when at length the

drain had ceased from the country, and money had begun to flo\v

in from abroad. At length when the exchanges had turned in

their favor, they advanced freely to Government on the loan,

although at that time the cash in the Bank was actually lower

than at the time when they felt the greatest apprehension. It

was then reduced to 473,000

Mr. Bosanquet said that the doctrine which guided the

Directors was this That while a drain of specie was going on

their issues should be contracted as much as possible : but that as

soon as the tide had given signs of ceasing, and turning the other

way, it was safe to extend their issues freely. This policy was

entirely successful, and it saved the credit of the Bank

36. The Commercial Crisis and Monetary Panic of 1703 will

be detailed in the chapter on Monetary Panics, and therefore need

not be detailed here. It was in 171)3 that London bankers

discontinued issuing their own notes, and restricted their customers

to Cheques ;
this proceeding attracted no notice at the time, but

produced the most momentous consequences in English banking

some 40 years later

37. The suspension of cash payments in 1797, which will be

fully detailed in a future chapter, naturally produced the warmest

discussions in Parliament. Sir William Pulteney spoke with great

ability against the national evils and inconveniences of the

monopoly of banking by one company, and moved for leave to bring

VOL. II., PART 2 D
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in a bill to establish another Bank, unless the Bank of England
resumed cash payments by the 24th of June : but the interests

arrayed against him were so strong that leave was refused to

bring in the bill by a majority of 50 to 15

The arguments and ability of Sir William Pulteney in advo-

cating the foundation of another Bank produced great effect, and

during 1799 it excited great public interest. Meetings were held

to promote it, and numerous pamphlets were published in support
of it. The Directors of the Bank took alarm, and as the Minister

was in want of a supply, they took advantage of his necessities to

obtain a prolongation of their monopoly. The charter had still

twelve years to run, but upon their advancing 3,000,000 without

interest for six years, Mr. Pitt agreed to renew it for twenty-one

years from 1812. In 1800 an Act to effect this was passed

38. A few years after the suspension of cash payments in

1797, Bank Notes suffered a serious depreciation, which gave rise

to several important pamphlets on Paper Money ; among others

to Lord King's Law of Paper Money. This, however, passed

away. The Bank Note recovered its value, and discussion died

out

39. In 1804 the Irish Currency was in a dreadful state.

The Bank of Ireland having been directed to suspend cash pay-
ments at the same time as the Bank of England, issued notes

with extravagant profusion. The Foreign Exchanges fell, and

the price of guineas rose. This led to the appointment of a Com-
mittee of the House of Commons to enquire into the state of the

Irish Currency. An account of this will be found in the section

on Banking in Ireland

40. In 1807 speculation burst out with redoubled fury.

Napoleon's Berlin decree, placing the whole of Great Britain

under a paper blockade, and interdicting all commerce between

all nations under his influence with Great Britain, was met with

equally insane counter decrees by Great Britain. These derives

caused violent changes in the value of a multitude of commodi-

ties : and, as a natural consequence, immense speculation in them.
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The deposition of the House of Braganza from the throne of

Porrugal was followed by their emigration to the Brazils. This

opened out the whole of the South American markets to British

commerce which had hitherto been closed against it. The specu-
lation of the merchants swelled up in proportion to the vastness

of the markets opened up to them. A complete phrenzy of

speculation seized upon the nation. It spread from commerce to

joint stock companies. The infatuation of 1720 was reproduced.
Joint stock companies of every conceivable sort started up like

mushrooms. At the same time the Bank of England fanned the

flame of speculation beyond all the bounds of ordinary rashness.

Sir Francis Baring said in his evidence before the Bullion Com-

mittee, that since the restriction he knew of many clerks not

worth 100 who had turned merchants, and got discount accounts

from 5,000 to 10,000 from the Bank, which could not be done

if it were not for the restriction. The paper discounted by the

Bank, which had been 2,946,500 in 1795, rose to 15,475,700
in 1809, and to 20,070,600 in 1810

Along with this extravagant speculation, partly caused by it,

and partly fanning it, a multitude of country banks started up
in all directions and inundated the country with their notes,

exactly as had happened before 1793. In the year 1797 they had

been reduced to 270 : in 1808 they had increased to 600 : and in

1810, when the Bullion Committee was appointed, they amounted

to 721 : and the quantity of paper they put into circulation was

supposed to amount to 30,000,000. At the same time the

Bank of England had increased its issues to 21,000,000 : a

quantity declared by some of the most eminent witnesses far to

exceed the legitimate wants of the country

41. Concurrently with these extravagant speculations and

issues of notes, the price of gold bullion rose rapidly, and the

Foreign Exchanges fell with great rapidity, exactly the same

symptoms as had been manifested in Ireland in 1804. Mr. Baring
said that guineas sold for 26s. A celebrated war of pamphlets
broke out. When the value of Bank Notes in 1697 had differed

from specie it had been universally said that Bank Notes had

fallen to a discount. But in 1809, when exactly the same
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phenomena took place, an ingenious and powerful party made the

wonderful discovery that it was not Bank Notes which had fallen r

but gold that had risen ! A host of writers, among whom one of

the most distinguished was Ricardo, who now first appeared as a

writer, maintained that Bank Notes were at a discount, which
was caused by their excessive issues

The following figures, taken at intervals, are sufficient to

show the rapid rise in the price of bullion and the fall in the

Price of Price of Exchanges

Sterling Gold. Silver.

Foreign Exchanges

s. d. s. d. s. d.

Jan. 1805 .. .. 400 .. 54 .. 35 6

Oct. 1805 .. .. 400 .. 55 .. 33 9

July 1808 . . . . no quotation . . 53 . . 34 9

Feb. 1809 .. .. 4 10 .. 53 .. 31

May 1809 .. .. 4 11 .. 55 .. 29 6

Jan. 1810 . . . . no quotation . . 57 . . 28 6

On the 1st February, 1810, on the motion of Mr. Horuer r

the famous Bullion Committee was appointed.

42. The Bullion Report of 1810 has, from various circum-

stances, attracted so much public attention, as to have thrown

completely into the shade the Report on Irish Currency in 1804.

That Report was so soon forgotten that the Directors of the

Bank of England seem to have had no knowledge of it. The

circumstances, however, of the derangement of the Irish Currency
in 1804 were precisely similar with those of the English Currency
in 1810. The same sets of opinions were delivered and adhered

to stoutly by the professional witnesses in both cases, and the

Report of the Committee in each case w^as precisely identical.

In each case they condemned the doctrines and policy of the

Bank Directors in the most emphatic manner. The Report of

the Bullion Committee of 1810 is written in a more methodical

and scientific form, and is superior as a literary performance, but

the principles adopted and enforced in it are absolutely identical

with those of the Report of 1804

43. The witnesses examined before both Committees con-

sisted of the same varieties : (1) Bank directors : (2) Private
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bankers : (3) General merchants : (4) Independent witnesses.

The opinions given by the English Bank directors and merchants

were precisely similar to those of the Irish Bank directors and
merchants. The directors of both banks vehemently repudiated
the idea that the Bank paper was depreciated: they equally main-

tained that it was the price of specie which had risen : they both

admitted that while they were liable to pay their notes in specie,

they were obliged to regulate their issues by the Foreign Ex-

changes and the price of Bullion : they both admitted that since

the restriction they had paid no attention to their former rules,

and they denied the necessity of so doing. They both denied

that the issues of their notes had any effect on the Exchanges :

or were in any way the cause of the high adverse Exchange : and

they both denied that a limitation of their issues would have

the slightest effect in reducing the Exchanges to par. They
both maintained that there could be no over issue of their notes

so long as they were confined to the discount of paper of un-

doubted solidity, founded upon real transactions

44. Nothing can be more remarkable than the perfect

identity in sentiment in every point of opinion and policy between

these two sets of directors : but we must remark what will detract

considerably from the weight of their opinion, that they were all

interested witnesses. In the first place, since the restriction on

cash payments, and so being relieved of fulfilling their obligations,

they had extended their discounts enormously, and their profits

upon their extended issues had been proportionate, the dividends

of the proprietors had greatly increased. Secondly, they were in

the position of semi-defendants : their policy was certainly

impugned. The Committee was a Court of Inquiry into their

conduct : and it certainly was not likely that they would admit

that the principles they were acting upon could be wrong, when

they were so very lucrative to the proprietors of the Bank. The

same objection of interested testimony equally applies to that of

the merchants : for they were interested in obtaining as large an

amount of accommodation from the Bank as possible : and a

restriction on its issues would have curtailed their operations,

speculative or otherwise : consequently their interests were better

served by the doctrines and policy of the Bank Directors
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Both Committees, however, examined witnesses of an inde-

pendent position, who had no interest one way or the other : and

in each case they totally disagreed from the opinions and the

doctrines of the Bank directors, and condemned their policy,

And in both eases the Committee, having examined all these

witnesses of different shades and of opposite opinions, presented

Keports strongly condemning the opinions and practice of the

directors of each Bank, and called upon them to alter their policy :

the Eeport in the Irish case in language of great severity : that

in the English case equally strong in fact, though milder in

expression

45. As this division of opinion on these financial questions
exercised the most momentous consequences on the welfare of the

country, it will be of advantage to state shortly and precisely the

points upon which the respective parties were at issue

The facts were of course easily ascertained and agreed upon.

They were as follows

1. That the Mint Price of Gold Bullion, or the legal standard

of the coin, was 3 17s. 10^. per oz.

2. That the Market Price of Gold Bullion was then 4 10s.

per oz.

3. That the Foreign Exchanges had fallen to a great extent :

that with Hamburg, 9 per cent. : that with Paris, 14 per cent.

4. That the increase of Bank Notes had been very great

during the last few years : and was rapidly augmenting
5. That specie had disappeared from circulation

Upon this acknowledged state of facts the opposite issues

maintained by the two parties were as follows

The one party maintained

1. (a) That the Bank Notes were depreciated

(b) That the difference between the Market Price and the

Mint Price of Gold Bullion was the measure of the depreciation

2. (a) That the extreme limit to which the Foreign Exchanges

could, by the nature of things, fall in any case, was defined and

easily ascertained, and consisted of the expense of freight, insur-

ance, and some other minute causes
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(b) That in the then state of the Foreign Exchanges there

\vas a very large excess of depression over and above that limit,

which was not attributable to any of these causes

(r) That this residual depression of the Exchanges, and

the rise of the Market Price above the Mint Price of Gold, was

caused by the excessive issues of Bank Notes in circulation

0. That a diminution of the quantity of Bank Notes would

increase the value of the domestic Currency would cause the

Foreign Exchanges to rise to par and cause the Market Price of

Gold to fall to the Mint Price

4. That the Directors of the Bank of England ought to

follow the same rules in the extent of their issues during the

restriction of cash payments as they had been obliged to do

before the restriction, viz., by regulating them by the Foreign

Exchanges. When the Exchanges were favorable and bullion

flowing in, they might enlarge them : when the Exchanges were

adverse, they must contract them

In opposition to these principles the other party maintained

1. (a] That it was not the Bank Notes which had fallen, but

specie which had risen

(b) That there was no difference between the price of

Bullion, whether paid in Bank Notes, or in specie

2. That the depression in the Exchanges was in no way
whatever attributable to the depreciation of the Currency : but

was entirely caused by the adverse balance of payments to be

made by Great Britain, the remittances to the army, the conti-

nental measures of Napoleon, and other political measures

3. That no diminution or increase of the issues by the Bank

could have any effect whatever on the Foreign Exchanges, either

in raising or depressing them, or on the Market Price of Bullion.

4. That since the restriction, there was no necessity for

observing the same rules in issuing their notes by discounts as

before, i.e., by observing the course of the Foreign Exchanges :

bur. that the public demand was the sole criterion : and so long

as they adhered to these rules there could be no over-issue

With respect to the first point at issue between the two parties,

after the very full exposition of the principles involved in it,
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given in a previous chapter, we need say very little about it here,

as according to what has already been said, it is quite clear that

it was a very fantastic opinion indeed to suppose that gold could

rise in comparison to a "
promise to pay

"
gold. There was one

circumstance, however, different in the cases of England and

Ireland. In the latter country, the Bank Notes were openly at a

discount : there were two prices in every transaction : a money
price and a paper price : and there were specie shops where

guineas were openly sold for Bank Notes and several shillings

over. In England this was not the case, partly because Bank of

England notes were received at their full nominal value in pay-
ment of taxes, but chiefly because it was held to be an indictable

offence to sell guineas for more than 21s. Shortly before the

Bullion Committee was appointed a man named De Yonge was

tried and convicted for the crime of selling guineas for more than

21s. This law only applied to heavy guineas. Light guineas,

below bdwts. Sgrns. t might be sold, and usually brought a Bank
Note of 1, and 6s. or 7s. over. But though it was supposed to

be an offence to sell heavy guineas openly for more than 21s.,

there was abundant evidence to show that when persons were

dealing privately they made a difference between payment in gold

and payment in notes. However, De Yonge's conviction was

afterwards quashed
As Mr. Huskisson said, the doctrine of those persons who held

that Bank Notes were not depreciated was, that Bank paper was

the real and fixed measure of all commodities, and that gold was

only one of the commodities of which the value, like that of all

others, was to be determined and ascertained by reference to this

invariable standard and universal equivalent, Bank Notes

46. These views pervaded the whole of the mercantile evidence

adduced, the reply to which is so obvious. A Bank Note

was the promise to pay a certain specified weight of Gold of

standard fineness : it did not promise to be of the value of any
amount of indigo, broadcloth, corn, or anything else. A 1

Bank Note professed to be of the value, and to be exchangeable
for bchvts. Sgrns. of standard gold, arid nothing else

;
and if it

would only purchase 4dwts. Sgrns., those who maintained that
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it was not depreciated, must also have maintained that

^///v/x. were equal to dcitcts. Xgrns. There is no escape from

this conclusiou. Those who maintained that a 1 Bank Note,

which was a promise to pay bdwts. Sgrns. was still a
" Pound "

when it would only purchase 4dwts. Sgrns., ought also to have

maintained that if the fifth part were to leak out of a pint bottle

of wine, it was still a "
pint of wine

"
because it was contained in

a pint bottle. In each case the "
promise to pay

"
and the '*

pint
bottle

"
were only the outward sign of what the contents ought

to be : in either case, it was the quantity of the substance, either

of gold or of wine, they actually did contain, which was their true

value

47. There was, however, one argument to show that there

was no difference between specie and paper in transactions ; for

specie had totally disappeared from circulation : it had no exist-

ence. Bank Notes and tokens were the sole Circulating Medium
of the country. When people found that they could get no more

for their good golden guineas, than for the depreciated Bank

Notes, they hoarded them : they either retained them locked up :

or melted them down for exportation, the temptation to perjury

being exactly 12s. per ounce

The explanation of this phenomenon is very simple. When
Bank Notes are convertible into gold at the will of the holder

they cannot fall to a discount : and if bankers issue too great a

quantity of them the holders demand gold. But wrhen Bank

Notes are inconvertible, they take rank as a new independent
substantive Currency, exactly like silver. Now the relative value

of gold and silver purely depends upon the law of supply and

demand : and when their relative values are fixed by law, if the

legal, or artificial value does not agree with the market, or natural

value, it invariably happens that the metal which is undervalued

disappears from circulation. So, also, when heavy and light coins

of the same metal circulated together, and heavy coins invariably

disappeared from circulation, because the heavy coins were under-

valued : and nobody would give G ounces of silver for what they

could purchase with 5 ounces

It was exactly the same with inconvertible Bank Notes.
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They could only preserve their relative value with gold by

preserving certain relative proportions in their quantity. As soon

as this relative quantity was exceeded their relative value fell :

and as their relative value for gold was fixed by law, a

change in their market value was followed by exactly the

same consequences as a difference between the market and

the legal value of gold and silver. The guineas which were

undervalued were driven out of circulation, as has always
been done under similar circumstances, and as always will

be done to the end of time. Thus this iniquitous and ignorant
law to force down the value of guineas brought its own punish-
ment with it. It destroyed their existence as a Circulating
Medium. But then it became literally true that there was no

difference between specie and paper : the power of making an in-

vidious distinction between specie and paper was effectually cured.

Solitudiiiem faciunt, pacem appellant. When the inhabitants were

massacred, the Russians proclaimed Vordre regne a Varsovie

48. With respect to the second issue joined between the

parties, the principal places with which London had established

Exchanges were Amsterdam, Hamburg and Paris. The witnesses

examined by the Committee proved that the whole expenses of

freight, insurance, war risk, and every other charge, varied from

about -4 to 5J per cent. ; but beyond these there was a depression

of 12 to 14 per cent., totally unaccountable for by any of these

causes. If it were true that this difference arose from a demand

for gold on the Continent, it is quite evident that gold should

equally have risen in the Continental markets. But those who

alleged this cause should have been prepared with a proof of their

assertions, which, however, they were totally unable to produce .

On the contrary it was proved that there was no alteration in the

Mint price of gold in foreign places, and that the Market price

had experienced no rise at all in proportion to the rise in England.

Of all the witnesses examined by the Committee, one foreign

merchant alone maintained, in opposition to the English witnesses,

that the Rate of Exchange was in no way due to the balance of

payments due by England, but that it was solely due to the

depreciation of the Bank Notes in which payments were m-id "
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49. With respect to the third issue joined between the

parties, nothing can be clearer than that a diminution in the

quantity of paper in circulation must have enhanced its value

relatively to all other commodities, gold included. And as the

market price of gold was determined solely with reference to the

price paid for it in Bank paper, and not in guineas, it is evident

that a reduction in the quantity of paper must have reduced the

price of gold when expressed in paper, and brought the real value

of the Bank Xote nearer its nominal value. And thus by raising

the value of the whole currency, if the diminution had been

carried far enough, it must necessarily have raised the Foreign

Exchanges to par : and so would have brought gold back again
into circulation

50. The fourth issue between the parties contains a perfectly

new Theory of the Paper Currency, which had been previously main-

tained by the Directors of the Bank of Ireland. As this is a very

important, but very delusive, theory of Paper Currency, we shall

defer the discussion to a future chapter. The Bullion Report

especially condemned it

51. Upon all this conflicting evidence the Committee produced
a most masterly Report : probably the most able ever drawn up

by a Parliamentary Committee. It was the joint work of Mr.

Horner, Mr. Huskisson, and Mr. Henry Thornton : each a master

in his own department. It is one of the great landmarks in

p]conomics, as containing the infallible principles upon which a

Paper Currency must be regulated

52. Nothing can be a more amusing example of reasoning
in a vicious circle than the unanimous doctrines of the English
merchants. They laid down as a dogma that an adverse state of

the Exchanges and an export of Bullion, could only be caused by
a balance of payments being due by England : and because the

Exchanges were adverse, and an export of bullion had taken place,

they maintained that it must be owiug simply to a balance of pay-

ments being due by England : without the least investigation into

the facts. But an inquiry into the facts entirely disproved this
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assertion : because it was decisively proved that when the

Exchanges were reduced to their true value in specie, that the

real exchange was in favor of England : which \ve know must

necessarily have been the case, from the enormous exports of

English commodities to all quarters of the globe

The Committee decisively proved that an excessive quantity
of inconvertible paper necessarily causes the Exchanges to be

apparently adverse, whatever the real Exchange may be : and an

export of gold. They thus showed that instead of there being

only one cause of an adverse state of the Exchanges and an export
of gold, there were two

The Committee then laid down the rule that the issues of

Paper must be governed and regulated by the state of the Foreign

Exchanges and the Market Price of Gold Bullion

Unfortunately, however, they laid down no rule for carrying
these principles into practical effect : and consequently their

theory, correct as far as it went, was incomplete, and was never

properly worked

In 1850 we showed that besides the two causes of an adverse

state of the Exchanges, arid an export of bullion, there is a third

which up till then had never attracted sufficient attention. By
stating this new cause and devising a rule founded upon it,

showing how the theory of the Bullion Report is to be carried

into practical effect, we completed the theory of the Bullion Report :

and by this rule the Bank of England and every Bank in the

world is now managed

53. Some proposals were made for remedying the evil by

imposing a limit on the issues of the Bank : but the Committee

entirely condemned the plan of imposing a cast-iron limit on the

issues of the Bank : because doing so would prevent the Bank

from rendering that assistance to commerce in times of trouble,

which repeated experience had proved to be necessary, and might

very much aggravate the inconveniences of a temporary pressure.

The only true and proper remedy for all these evils was,

therefore, a Resumption of cash payments. That, however, was

an operation of the greatest delicacy, and it must be left to the

discretion and prudence of the Bank to carry it into effect.
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Parliament should merely fix the time and leave it to them to

carry it into effect. Under all the circumstances a period of tw<>

years seemed to be not longer than necessary, and at the same
time sufficient to enable them to prepare for it

This Eeport contains the eternal and immutable principles
which must regulate every Paper Currency, which makes any

attempt to conform to the value of gold : and if any legislation

on Paper Currency be considered necessary, it must endeavor to

enforce the practical application of the principles of this Report :

and just in so far as it deviates from or contravenes them, so it

will be found to thwart and contravene the eternal principles of

Economics. All legislation, then, on the Currency should have

as its object merely to provide the best machinery for ensuring-
the practical application of these principles. The general

principles laid down in this Report are as complete a matter of

demonstration as any in Euclid : the method of treating the

subject is as scientific as any of the great discoveries in natural

philosophy, which have excited the admiration of the world : nor

could it fail to carry conviction to any one of ordinary intelli-

gence who was capable of understanding the force of the

arguments. No sooner was it published than it was assailed by
a whole multitude of pamphleteers, whose obscure memory it is

not worth while now to revive. The interests affected by the

Report were too deep and extensive for it not to be attacked by

every species of ridicule and acrimonious controversy

In May, 1811, a debate of four nights took place on the Report.
Mr. Homer embodied the conclusions of the Report in a series

of 16 resolutions. The first were negatived by a majority of 151

to 75. The next fourteen were negatived without a division :

and the last was rejected by a majority of 180 to 45. Among-
the names of the majority was that of Robert Peel

Mr. Vansittart, the Chancellor of the Exchequer, in a speech
of enormous length, moved counter resolutions to Mr. Horner.

The effect of these was that there was no legal weight of bullion

in the coins, beyond what the caprice of each sovereign might
dictate that the Bank Notes were merely promises to pay these

coins and that they always had been, and at that moment \veiv,
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held equivalent in public estimation to the legal coin of the realm,

and were generally accepted as such in all pecuniary transactions

to which such coin was lawfully applicable and that the price

of bullion and the state of the Foreign Exchanges were in no

way owing to excessive issues of Bank Paper
Mr. Canning in vain attempted to persuade the Ministers to

rest satisfied with the defeat of the Bullion Report : and for the

sake of the reputation of the House not to make them pass a

vote which no one outside of it could speak of without laughter.

His amendment was rejected by a majority of 82 to 42 : and

]\Ir. Yansittart's resolutions were carried

54. The Court of Common Pleas unanimously quashed the

conviction of De Yonge, and declared that it was no legal offence

at all to sell guineas at a premium in paper

After the House had indulged in this wild freak the very
saturnalia of unreason and given the Bank so great an encourage-
ment to pursue its wild career, it became evident to everyone who
understood the subject, that the value of every man's property

depended on the will of the Bank. This was fraught with the

most alarming consequences to every one with a fixed income : as

while the price of every article of necessity kept pace with the

depreciation of the Currency, anyone like a landlord, having a

fixed rent to receive, was paid in a depreciated paper, while his

tenants received the increased nominal prices of their commodities.

As matters were continually getting worse gold having risen

to 4 16s. in March Lord King, who had distinguished himself

some years before regarding Paper Money, issued a circular to his

tenants, reminding them that their contract was to pay a certain

quantity of the legal coin of the country, and that the present

Paper Currency was considerably depreciated. He said that in

future he should require his rents to be paid in the legal gold coin

of the realm : but that, as his object was merely to secure the

payment of the real intrinsic value of the sum agreed to be paid,

he should be willing to receive the amount in Portugal gold coin

of an equal weight with that of the stipulated number of guineas :

or in an amount of Bank Notes sufficient to purchase the weight
of standard gold requisite to discharge the rent
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That such a demand was legal no one pretended to deny.
But when this practical sarcasm was passed upon the resolution

of the House of Commons, it drove that party wild. The most

unmeasured abuse was heaped upon Lord King for incirixm.

Xot only was the measure in every way legal, but nothing could

have been more equitable. His tenants were receiving increased

market prices for their produce, and only paid him in the same

number of depreciated notes. It is quite clear that, if his tenants

got an increase in the price of their products, owing to the

depreciation, he ought to have received a proportionate increase

in his rents

Lord Stanhope brought in a bill which, after being consider-

ably modified, was ultimately passed, making it a misdemeanor

to make any difference between specie and paper in payments.

He mentioned several instances which he had been informed of

in which 27. were demanded for a guinea. Lord Holland also

said that a 1 note and seven shillings were currently given

for guineas. Admirable commentary upon the resolutions so

triumphantly carried only two months before in the House of

Commons, and then standing in their journals, that in public

estimation guineas and Bank Notes were equal ! This Act was

originally limited to the 24th March, 1812: but it was subse-

quently prolonged during the continuance of the Restriction Act.

55. The harvest of 1811 was extremely deficient : and that

was the period when the power of Napoleon was at its height : and

the Continental sources of supply were cut off. In August, 1812,

corn reached its highest price during the war. The average price

of wheat in England and Wales was then 155s.: some Dantzic

wheat brought 180s.: and in some instances oats were at 84,<?.

The advocates of the rival theories attributed this great rise

in the price of cereals to different causes. One party almost

entirely to the depreciation of Paper, the other to the scarcity.

Mr. Tooke is a distinguished advocate of the latter view, and in

support of it urges forcible arguments from the corresponding

rise which took place in France during the same period, where

the Currency was almost purely metallic. Mr. Tooke's powerful

arguments derive additional force from his being a contemporary
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of the circumstances he describes. But we think he can hardly
be correct in so entirely neglecting the effect of the depreciation
of the Paper Currency as he does. We have abundant evidence

that before the Gold Coin and Bank Note Bill, there were very

generally two prices in the country : a gold price and a paper

price. After that Act gold totally disappeared from circulation :

and there was nothing but a paper price. But if any price had

been paid in gold, Avould there not have been exactly the same

difference in the price as before the Act ? If then such would

have been the case, it is evident that when paid in paper, the

paper was depreciated by exactly the difference that would have

been between gold and paper. There does not appear to be the

least reason to suppose that the scarcity was greater in 1812 than

in 1800 : in fact, the evidence seems to be all the other way : yet

while corn only rose to 133s. in 1800, it rose to 155s. in 1812.

Whence this difference ? It was evidently due to the depreciation

of the Paper. In August, 1812, the price of gold was 4 18*.

per ounce : at which the real value of the note was 15s. lid.

How is it to be supposed that the enhancement of prices when

paid in paper, which was quite notorious before Lord Stanhope's

Act, was actually annihilated by that Act

The principles of the Bullion Keport having been decisively

rejected by Parliament, and pronounced to be fallacious by the

resolutions which declared 21 to be equal to 27, the Bank took

no measures to bring their notes to a nearer conformity to their

nominal value : and the market or paper price continued to rise,

till November, 1813, it stood at 5 10s.: the greatest height it

ever reached. The long continuance of high prices caused partly

by a series of deficient harvests, and partly by the depreciated

paper in which prices were paid, gave rise to the belief that they

would continue permanent. Immense speculations began in laud

jobbing : vast tracts of waste and fen land were reclaimed. It

was at this time that the immense agricultural improvements in

Lincolnshire were effected. Rents in most cases rose to treble

what they were in 1792 : all the new agricultural contracts

entered into at this period were formed on the basis of these

extravagant prices. Landlords and tenants increased their

expenditure in a like proportion : family settlements were made
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on a commensurate scale. As a natural consequence country
banks multiplied greatly. In 1811 they were 728: in IS 13 they
had risen to 940 : and the amount of their issues was supposed
on the most moderate estimate to be about 25,000,000

56. After the disasters of the French in the Russian campaign
of 1812, and the battle of Leipsic in 1813, the ports of Russia and

Northern Germany were thrown open to British commerce.

This naturally gave rise to enormous speculative exports, and

overtrading. The harvest of 1813 was prodigiously abundant, so

that the price of wheat, which in August, 1812, had been 155s.

gradually fell till in July, 1814, it was only 68s. The exporting

speculations were at their height in the spring of 1814, and the

prices of all such commodities rose to, in many cases, double and

treble what they had been before. Every branch of industry was

affected by the preceding causes, and the natural and inevitable

consequences soon followed. A violent revulsion and general

depression of the price of all sorts of property, which entailed such

general and universal losses and failures among the agricultural,

commercial, manufacturing, mining, shipping and building

interests, as had never before been paralleled. As is always the

case, the consequences of the wild speculations and engagements

persons had entered into during the continuance of the fever

continued to be felt for many years afterwards. The disasters

commenced in the autumn of 1814; continued with increasing

severity during 1815; and reached their height in 1816-17.

During these years 89 country bankers became actually bankrupt:

probably four or five times that number ceased business ; and the

reduction of their issues of country paper was such, that in 1816

its amount was little more than half what it had been in, 1814

57. This discredit of country bank paper similar to what

had previously occurred in 1793 and 1797, caused a demand for

additional issues from the Bank of England, to help to maintain

public credit. This caused an extension of the Bank paper by

upwards of three millions, but so great was the abstraction of

country bank paper, to certainly four times the amount of the

increased issues of the Bank, that the value of the whole currency

VOL. II., PART 2 K
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gradually rose, so that while in May, 1815, the Market, or Paper,

price of gold was 5 66'.: the Exchange on Hamburg 28'2 ; and

the Exchange on Paris 19*00: in October, 1816, the Paper price of

gold was 3 18.?. 6rf.: the Exchange with Hamburg was 38-00:

and that on Paris was 26'10 : and they remained at these prices

with little variation till July, 1817

58. Hence at length was manifested the most complete

triumph of the principles of the Bullion Report. The great

plethora of this worthless quantity of Paper Currency being

removed, the value of the whole Currency was raised almost to

par : so near in fact, that the smallest care and attention would

have brought it quite to par : and if means could have been taken

to prevent the growth of the rank luxuriance of country Bank

Notes, cash payments would have been resumed at this period
with the utmost possible facility, and as a matter of course,

without exciting the least comment

On several previous occasions the Bank had intimated to

the Government their perfect ability and readiness to resume

payments in cash, but had always been prevented from doing so

for political reasons. In 1815, when peace was finally restored,

they prepared in good faith to be ready to do so as soon as they
should be required : and during that year and 1816, they accumu-

lated so much treasure, that in November, 1816, they gave notice

of their intention to pay all their notes dated previously to the

1st January, 1812 ; and in April, 1817, all their notes dated

before the 1st January, 1816; when this was done, there was

found to be scarcely any demand upon them for gold. The

nation had got so accustomed to a Paper Currency, that they
were most unwilling to receive gold for it, Mr. Stuckey,

one of the largest bankers in the West of England, said

that during this partial resumption of cash payments, it cost

him nearly 100 to remit the surplus coin which accumulated

upon him to London, as he could not get rid of it in the

country, his customers all preferring his notes. Many persons

who had hoarded guineas requested, as a favor, to have notes in

exchange
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59. In March, 1814, the restriction was prolonged till July,
1 s 1 (I. Just after that took place the Hundred Days. The expenses
of the campaign made the Ministers dread a monetary crisis, and
the restriction was prolonged till July, 1818

60. The partial resumption of cash payments was attended

with perfect success : it caused no very great demand for gold :

which continued to accumulate in the Bank till October, 1817,

when it reached its maximum, being 11,914,000. The Bank

gave notice that it would pay off in cash all the notes dated before

the 1st of January, 1817 : or renew them at the option of the

holders

In the course of 1817, a very large amount of foreign loans

were contracted for. Prussia, Austria, and other lesser states were

endeavoring to replace their depreciated Paper Money by specie :

and as money was abundant in England, a very large portion of

these loans were taken up here. The effect of this began to

manifest itself in April, 1817, when the Exchanges with Hamburg
and Paris began to give way, and the market price of gold to rise.

These phenomena gradually increased throughout 1818, until in

January, 1819, the Market price of gold was 4 3s. : the

Exchange on Hamburg 33'8 : and that on Paris 23*50. In July,

1817, the new gold coinage began to be issued from the Mint in

large quantities. The consequence was that a steady demand for

gold set in upon the Bank, and, in pursuance of its notices, the

sum of 6.756,000 was drawn out of it in gold. Just at this

time the British Government reduced the rate of interest upon

Exchequer bills. The very much higher rate of interest offered

by Continental Governments caused a great demand for gold for

export : and in the beginning of 1818, a very decided drain set

in. The Bank Directors, however, determined to set all the

principles of the Bullion Report ostentatiously at defiance. While

this great drain was going on, they increased their advances to

Government from 20,000,000 to 28,000,000 : and though they

knew perfectly well that the demand for gold was for export,

they took no measures whatever to reduce their issues for the

purpose of checking the export. At the same time the issues of

the country banks had increased by two-thirds since 1816

E 2
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61. This demand for gold became more intense during 1818 r

and January, 1819 : and it became evident that the Bank would

soon be exhausted if legislative interference did not take place.

Accordingly, on the 3rd of February, 1819, both Houses appointed
Committees to enquire into the state of the Bank : and on the

5th of April, they reported that it was expedient to pass an Act

immediately to restrain the Bank from paying cash in terms of its

notices of 1816-17. An Act for that purpose was passed in two

days. The Report of the Commons stated that in the first six

months of 1818, 125 millions of francs had been coined at the

French Mint, three-fourths of which had been derived from the

gold coin of this country. The Act forbade the Bank to make

any payments in gold whatever, either for fractional sums under

5, or any of their notes, during that session of Parliament. The
Bank was, therefore, totally closed for cash payments

This was the second notable triumph of the principles of the

Bullion Report. The first had proved the truth of its doctrine,,

that a reduction of the Paper Currency would reduce the price of

gold, and bring the Exchanges to par. The second showed that

an ostentatious defiance and contravention of its doctrines brought
on a total suspension of cash payments

62. The chief points of interest in these Reports of the

Committees are the opinions of the witnesses respecting the great

doctrines of the Bullion Report. The Reports of neither House

entered into any question of the Theory of the Currency : they
were confined to recommending a certain course of action : but

they examined a number of witnesses of the first eminence on the

subject, and the result of their evidence is most extraordinary.
In 1804, and 1810, the immense preponderance of commercial

testimony scouted the doctrine that the issues of Paper Currency
had any effect on the Exchanges, or the price of Bullion, or should

be regulated by them. Nevertheless the Reports of both Com-
mittees were entirely in the teeth of the mercantile evidence. The
Bullion Report had now been before the country for nearly nine

years : and had caused more public discussion than almost any sub-

ject whatever, both in Parliament, and in the press. It is perfectly

manifest that if its principles were erroneous, the commercial
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world would only have been further strengthened against
them. But what was the result now ? The overwhelming mass

of commercial evidence was entirely in their favor. The current

of mercantile opinion was now just as strong in their favor, as it

had been formerly against them. A few old antiquated fossils

still stuck to the exploded fallacies to the last. What could be

more triumphant than this ? What could be more splendid

testimony to their soundness and accuracy than the fact that they
had converted the immense hostile majority of the commercial

world ?

63. Notwithstanding that the Governor, and the Deputy
Governor of the Bank had given strong evidence in favor of the

doctrines of the Bullion Report, they were not able_to carry the

majority of the Court with them, who persisted in the old

opinions. On the occasion of some questions being sent to them

for their consideration, the Court took the opportunity of recording

publicly their disapproval of the doctrines which were now in the

ascendant. On the 25th of March, they resolved
" That this Court cannot refrain from adverting to an opinion

strongly insisted upon by some, that the Bank had only to reduce

its issues to obtain a favorable turn in the Exchanges, and a

consequent influx of the precious metals : the Court conceives it

to be its duty to declare that it is unable to discover any solid

foundation for such a sentiment
"

64. In pursuance of the Reports of both Houses the celebrated

Act of 1819 was passed, commonly called Peel's Act, because he

was chairman of the Committee of the Commons, and the Ministry

entrusted the bringing in of it to him

The chief provisions of this Act, Statute 1819, c. 49, were

1. The Acts then in force for restraining cash payments
should be continued till the 1st of May, 1823, when they were

finally to cease

2. That on and after the 1st February, and before the 1st of

October, 1820, the Bank of England should be bound, on any

person presenting an amount of their notes, not less than of the

value or price of GO ounces, to pay them on demand at the rate
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of 4 Is. per ounce, in standard gold bullion, stamped and

assayed by the Mint

3. That between the 1st October, 1820, and the 1st of MHV,

1821, it should pay in a similar manner in gold bullion at the

rate of 3 19s. Qd. per ounce

4. Between the 1st May, 1820, and 1st May, 1823, the rate

of gold bullion should be 3 17s. lOjrf. per ounce

5. During the first period above mentioned it might pay in

gold bullion at any rate less than 4 Is. and not less than

3 IDs. 6^. per ounce : in the second period, at any rate less

than 3 19s. Qd. and not less than 3 17s. lOjrf. ; upon giving
three days' notice in the Gazette, and specifying the rate : but

after doing so they were not to raise it again
6. These payments were to be made in bars of ingots of the

weight of 60 ozs. each : and the Bank might pay any fractional

sum less than 40s. above that in the legal silver coin

7. The trade in gold bullion and coin was declared entirely

free and unrestrained

65. The fantastic plan of paying in bars or ingots of gold
bullion instead of in gold coin was a scheme of Ricardo's, who

had by this time acquired great celebrity on account of the

prominent part he took in 1810, in proving that the Bank Note

was depreciated, and the admirable evidence he gave before the

Committees of both Houses in 1819. But it proved a dead

letter, it never took effect at all

Although the Bank was permitted to pay its notes in bars of

gold bullion at the rate of 4 Is. per ounce, they were actually

at par. In August, 1819, the market price of gold fell to

3 17s. IQ^d., and continued at that rate till June, 1822, when

it fell to 3" 17s. Qd.

The accumulation of treasure became so rapid in the vaults

of the Bank in 1820, that early in 1821, the directors felt them-

selves in a position to resume complete payments in cash. An
Act was passed to enable them to do so on the 1st of May, 1821,

instead of in 1823

By this time the Government had repaid 10,000,000 of the

debt it owed to the Bank : which all the witnesses agreed was a
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necessary preliminary to enable the Directors to contract their

own issues

66. The Act, Statute 1819, c. 40, commonly called Peel's

Act, has probably been the subject of more gross misapprehension
and misrepresentation than any other Act which was ever passed,

even by grave historians who were culpably negligent in not

accurately ascertaining the facts

The almost universal opinion is, that while Bank Notes were

heavily depreciated, Peel's Act of 1819 compelled the Bank at

once to resume payments in cash at their full nominal value,

thereby causing a great contraction of the Currency, which it is

alleged produced the dreadful agricultural distress in 1821, and

succeeding years

The preceding narrative shows that this is a complete mis-

statement of the facts. The great contraction of the Currency
was caused by the failure of somewhere about 300 country banks

in 1815-16: and the destruction of about 12,000,000 of their

worthless paper. This brought the Bank Note to all but its par
value : and the Bank of its own accord commenced a partial

resumption of cash payments in November, 181G : and a further

resumption in April, 1817 : and there can be no doubt it would

have completely resumed payment in 1818, without exciting the

least comment, if it had not been so grossly mismanaged in

that year

The Act of 1819 produced absolutely no contraction of the

Currency whatever. The Bank Note was at par in October,

1819 : although the Act allowed the Bank to redeem their notes

at 4 Is. And the Bank did not ultimately resume cash pay-

ments in pursuance of the Act of 1819 : but in pursuance of an

Act passed at the instance of the Bank itself in 1821. Mr.

Turner, a Director of the Bank, says in a pamphlet
" With

regard to the effect of Mr. Peel's bill on the Bank of England,
I can state from having been in the direction of the Bank during

the last two years, that it has been altogether a dead letter. It has

neither accelerated nor retarded the return to cash payments
"

London bankers, as we have said, of their own accord.

discontinued issuing their own notes in 1703 : and proved thai
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in such a place as London, banking can be carried on without

issuing notes, but only allowing their customers to draw Cheques.
For a long time the consequences that might be deduced from

this apparently unimportant change in the method of banking

escaped notice

But about 1820, Mr. Joplin, a well known writer on banking
in his day, maintained that the monopoly oi' the Bank was

exclusively confined to issuing Notes : and that there was nothing
in its charter which prevented Joint Stock Banks being founded,

and carrying on their business according to the then usual method

of London Bankers

He says
1 " That public banks have not hitherto existed more

especially in London and Lancashire seems to have arisen from

the want of a proper knowledge of the principles of banking,
rather than from the charter of the Bank of England, which I

find does not prevent private banks for the deposit of capital

from being established .... That banks ought to be the

permanent depositories of the capital of the country is an idea

which no writer has hitherto entertained, and the silent operations

of the Scotch banks have eluded observation. It has in fact

always been hitherto considered that the proper business of a bank

was to issue Notes and discount bills at short dates

"It is quite evident that the framers of the above clause (the

monopoly clause) considered the business pursued by the Bank of

England the only proper banking. It appeared to them that

preventing banks with more than six partners from issuing bills

at short dates, or notes payable on demand, was altogether

conferring on the Bank the privilege of exclusive banking as a

public company. This it did no doubt, according to their definition

of the term, but it still leaves the most important part of banking

open to the public. There is at this moment no legal impediment
to the establishment of joint stock companies for trading in real

capital. Both the letter and the spirit of the Charter has reference

to the circulation of Bills and Notes alone. A bank which traded

only in capital would not in the least trench upon the monopoly
of the Bank of England, nor be any infringement of its charter."

1
Supplementary Observations to the Third Edition of an Essay on Banking,

1823, p. 84
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111 this passage Mr. Joplin shows that he has not well

considered the nature of banking. He, as well as many others,

consider that the private bankers and the Joint Stock Banks of

London trade only in real capital, i.e., money : but this is a pure
delusion. All London bankers discount bills by creating Rights
of action, or Credit : the only thing is that these credits are

circulated by means of Cheques only, and not by Cheques and Notes.

However, Mr. Joplin has the merit of being the first, as far as we

are aware, who perceived that the charter of the Bank of England
did not prevent Joint Stock Banks being founded so long as they
did not issue notes. But, like many good ideas, it remained a

considerable time unfruitful, and it was not till ten years later

that the first Joint Stock Bank was founded in London

67. In 1823, the Government endeavored to persuade the

Bank of England to give up the privileges of their Charter, so far

as to permit Joint Stock Banks to be formed in the country.

But the Bank refused. Nothing further took place till 1S2G

when the disasters of the preceding year being very generally

attributed to the improper management of the country bankers,

the Ministers were powerful enough to compel the Bank to give

up its unjustifiable monopoly, and at length agreed to permit
Joint Stock Banks to be formed beyond 05 miles from the

metropolis.
x

An Act, Statute 1826, c. 46, was passed for this purpose. The

provisions which touch our present subject are

1. Banks of an unlimited number of partners may be formed,

and carry on all descriptions of banking business by issuing notes

and bills payable on demand, or otherwise, provided that such

corporations or partnerships, should not have any house of

business, or establishment, as bankers in London ;
or at anyplace

within 65 miles of London : and that each member of such

corporation should be liable for all its debts of every description

contracted while he was a partner, or which fell due after he

became a partner
'2. No such banking company was to issue, or reissue, either

directly or indirectly, within the prescribed distance, any bill or

note payable to bearer on demand : or any bank post bill : nor
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draw upon its London agents any bill of exchange payable on

demand : or for any less sum than 50 : but they may draw any
bill for any sum of 50 or upwards, payable in London or

elsewhere, at any period after date, or after sight

3. Such banking companies are forbidden by themselves or

their agents to borrow, owe, or take up in London, or at any

place within 65 miles of London, any sum of money on any of

their bills or notes payable on demand : or at any time less than

six mouths from the borrowing thereof : but they may discount

in London, or elsewhere, any bill or bills of exchange, not drawn

by, or upon themselves, or by or upon any person on their behalf.

4. The Bank of England was authorised to establish branches

at any place in England
5. The rights and privileges of the Bank of England were to

remain intact and unaltered, except so far as varied by the Act

68. The formation of Joint Stock Banks under this Act

proceeded very slowly at first : not more than four or five being
formed in as many years. In fact such banks could only be

formed by influential persons : and of course such persons had

already their own banker, whom they would naturally be unwilling
to injure by the formation of so powerful a rival. The first joint

stock bank was formed at Lancaster: the second at Bradford:

and a third at Norwich, before any one was founded in the great

manufacturing towns. It was not till the prosperous years of

1833-34-35-30, that any remarkable increase took place in their

numbers. In these years, however, they multiplied rapidly, more

especially in 183G, when upwards of 40 were established in the

spring

69. The great crisis and panic of 1825 was attributed to

the excessive issues of 1 notes by the country bankers. These

were suppressed by the Act, Statute 1826, c. G

By this Act

1. The Act repealing the Act, Statute 1777, c. 30, which

prohibited promissory notes and bills under 205., was repealed,

thereby reviving the former Act : but all notes of private bankers

stamped before the 5th of February, 1826, or of the Bank of
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England stamped before the 10th of October, 182G, were cxi-mpti-d

from its operation, and were permitted to be issued, re-issued, and

negotiated until the 5th of April, 1829

'2. Any person after that date making, issuing, signing, or

re-issuing any note or bill under 5, was subject to a penalty
of 20

l

3. Any person who published, uttered, or negotiated, any

promissory or other notes, or any negotiable or transferable bill,

draft, or undertaking in writing for the payment of '20s. or above

that sum and less than 5, or on which such sum should be

unpaid, should forfeit the sum of 20

4. These penalties were not to attach to any person drawing
a cheque on his banker for his own use

5. All promissory notes under 20 made payable to bearer

on demand, were to be made payable at the bank, or place where

they were issued

70. When the Government determined to suppress the issue

of 1 notes in England, they said it was their intention to extend

the measure to Scotland and Ireland. However Scotland may
have suffered from commercial overtrading, as all commercial

countries must occasionally do, no banking panic had ever occurred

such as those which had so frequently desolated England. The

Ministerial intentions raised a prodigious ferment in Scotland.

Sir Walter Scott published three letters on the subject, under the

name of " Malachi Malagrowther," which greatly fanned the public

enthusiasm : and such an opposition was organised, that the

Ministry were obliged to consent to appoint committees of both

Houses on the subject. These Committees sat during the spring of

1826, and investigated the whole subject of Scotch banking, which

had been very little understood in England before that time
;
and

the result was so favorable to the system of Scotch banking, that

the Ministry abandoned their intention of attempting to alter it

71. Although the Act of 1775 had forbidden notes under 5

to be issued in England, it did not prohibit the circulation of

Scotch 1 notes in England: and they had always circulated in

the districts adjacent to Scotland, and even as far south as York.
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When the English 1 notes were suppressed, it seemed naturally

to follow that the circulation of similar Scotch notes in England
should also be suppressed. But the districts in which they had

always circulated were as unanimous as Scotland itself against the

measure. In 1828 the Ministry brought in a bill to restrain the

circulation of the small Scotch notes in England. Sir James

Graham presented a petition from the borderers, deprecating in

the most earnest terms, the withdrawal of the Scotch notes to

which they had been so long accustomed. For seventy years they

said they had possessed the advantage it was now sought to

deprive them of, namely, the Scotch Currency. Seven-eighths of

the rents of estates were paid in the Paper Currency of Scotland,

and no loss had been sustained in consequence of it. After a

debate of two nights the motion was carried by 154 to 45

The Act, Statute 1828, c. 65, provided that after the 5th of

April, 1829, no corporation, or person whatsoever should publish,

utter, negotiate or transfer in any part of England, any promissory

note, draft, engagement or undertaking in writing, payable to

bearer on demand, for less than 5, or upon which less than 5

remained unpaid, which should have been made or issued, or

purport to have been made or issued, in Scotland or Ireland, or

elsewhere out of England, under a penalty of not less than 5,

or more than 20

72. The Charter of the Bank expired at the end of one

year's notice to be given after the 1st August, 1832 : and this

time the Bank had done no such services to the Government as to

be in a position to demand from it a renewal of its monopoly
several years before it expired. Moreover, as Lord Liverpool said

in 1826, these exclusive privileges were out of fashion. Many
great monopolies were on the eve of breaking up : and the public

mind was more roused and enlightened on the subject of banking
from the discussions caused by the great panic of 1825. Before

taking any steps towards a renewal of the Charter, the Govern-

ment determined to have an inquiry before a Committee of the

House of Commons. This Committee sat for some months, and

reported the evidence given before them at the end of the session.

It was not reappointed, as the Government had made up their

mind on the subject.
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73. On the 31sfc May, 1833, Lord Althorpe moved a series of

resolutions for the renewal of the Bank Charter, one of which
was that so long as the Bank continued to pay its notes in gold,
Bank Notes should be declared legal tender except by the Bank
itself

Several members wished for further delay to consider the

resolutions, as the session was nearly at an end. But Sir Robert

Peel was decidedly of opinion that the resolutions should be passed
at once. He held it desirable to continue the privileges of the

Bank, and that there should be but one Bank of Issue in the

metropolis, in order that it may exercise an undivided control

over the issue of paper, and give facilities to commerce in times of

difficulty and alarm, which it could not give with the same effect

if it were subject to the rivalry of another establishment [why
not ?] He resisted at great length the proposition for making
Bank Notes legal tender, as a departure from the principle of the

Act of 1819, and the true principles which should govern a Paper

Currency. It was decided by a majority of 316 to 83 to proceed
with the resolutions. The plan of making Bank Notes legal

tender was strongly opposed, but was carried by 214 to 15G

74. We have already shown that the public had at various

times attempted to form rival banking companies to the Bank of

England : and in 1709 and 1742 the Bank Acts had been framed

to stop up various loop holes, which had been successively
discovered. In 1742 the phraseology used had been supposed to

be quite effectual for the purpose. At that time the custom of

issuing Notes payable to bearer on demand to their customers in

exchange for Money and Bills, wT

as considered so essentially the

fundamental idea of **

Banking
"

that to prohibit the issue of

these Notes was deemed an effectual bar upon the business of
"
banking." But in process of time in 1793 the London

bankers of their own accord discontinued the practice of issuing

their own notes to their customers. The Act of 174:.' was

considered to be so effectual a bar against banking companies in

general, that it escaped public observation that the way of doing
business by way of Cheques enabled banking companies to elude

the wording of the Act of 17 1-
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In 1796, when in consequence of the restrictive measures of

the Bank of England much distress was felt in London from the

want of a Circulating Medium, an association of merchants and

bankers was formed for the purpose of providing a Circulating

Medium which should not infringe the privileges of the Bank.

The question was considered by them in what the Bank's privilege

of exclusive
"
banking

"
did consist, and they determined that

"The privilege of exclusive '

banking' enjoyed by the Governor

and Company of the Bank of England, as defined by the Acts of

Parliament under which they enjoy it, seems to consist in the

power of borrowing, owing, or talcing up money on their bills or

notes payable on demand "

About the year 1822, Mr. Joplin and other writers detected

the flaw in the monopoly of the Bank, and maintained that a joint

stock bank of deposit was no infringement of the Charter : and

that such banks might be formed and carry on a very successful

business without issuing notes at all, but by merely following the

practice of the London bankers by adopting cheques only
It is somewhat remarkable that this discovery should have

been allowed to lie unfruitful so long. When the Government

first opened negotiations with the Bank in 1833, concerning the

terms of the renewal of the Charter, they, as well as the general

body of the mercantile community, were persuaded that the

monopoly forbade any banks of any description whatever, with

more than six partners being formed. In the course of the

negotiation this point was brought under the notice of the Govern-

ment, who took the opinion of their law officers upon so important
.a point. The opinion of the Crown lawyers was that the clause

did not prohibit joint stock banks of deposit being formed. The
flank of the monopoly of the Bank being, as we may say, turned

in this extraordinary and unexpected manner, created the greatest

consternation and alarm in that body, and they requested the

Government to have the omission rectified. But Lord Althorpe

decidedly refused anything of the sort, and told them that the

bargain was that their privileges should remain as they were :

and that he would not consent to any extension of them

In order to remove all doubts upon the subject, the Solicitor-

General brought up a clause by way of rider, declaring the right
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to form such banks. He said that the basis of the contract with

the Bank was that they were to enjoy whatever monopoly they

already possessed, but nothing beyond it. He had examined the

case with the utmost care, and there was no pretence for saying
that such banks were an encroachment on the monopoly of the

Bank. The Bank as originally founded was a Bank of ISSUE,

and the monopoly first granted in 1G97 must be held to refer to

banks ejusdem generis. Such had been the uniform language of

all the subsequent Acts. The clause upon which their monopoly
was founded was strictly confined to the issue of paper money.
Joint stock banks of deposit were legal at common law, and it

rested with those who said it was forbidden to point out the Act

which prohibited them

75. The chief provisions of the Act, Statute 1833, c. 98,

were as follows

1. The Bank was continued as a Corporation, with such

exclusive privileges of banking as were given by the Act, for a

certain time, and on certain conditions, during which time no

society or company exceeding six persons should make or issue in

London, or within sixty-five miles thereof, any bill of exchange
or promissory note, or engagement for the payment of money on

demand, or upon which any person holding the same may obtain

payment on demand. But country bankers might have an agency
in London for the sole purpose of paying such of their notes as

might be presented there, but no such bill or note was to be under

5, or be re-issued in London, or within sixty-five miles thereof

'2. For the purpose of removing any doubts that might exist

as to what the exclusive privilege of banking which the Bank of

England enjoyed consisted in, it was enacted that any body politic,

or corporate, or society or company, or partnership, of whatever

number they consisted, might carry on the business of banking in

London, or within G5 miles thereof, provided that they did not

borrow, owe, or take up in England, any sum or sums of money
on their bills or notes payable on demand, or at any less time

than six months from the borrowing thereof, during the continu-

ance of the privileges of the Bank of England
:;. All the notes of the Bank of England, which should be
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issued out of London should be payable at the place where they
were issued

4. Upon one year's notice, to be given within six months

after the expiration of ten years from the 1st day of August, 1834,

and repayment of all debts due by Parliament to the Bank, its

privileges were to cease and determine at the end of the year's

notice

5. So long as the Bank paid its notes on demand in legal

coin, they were declared to be legal tender of payment for all sums

above five pounds : except by the Bank itself, or any of its

branches. No notes not made payable at any of the branches

were liable to be paid there : but the notes issued at all the

branches were to be payable in London

6. Bills and notes not having more than three months to run

were exempted from the usury laws

7. The Government was to pay off one-fourth of the debt

due to the Bank : and the proprietors might reduce the capital

stock of the Bank by that amount if they chose

8. In consideration of these privileges, the Bank was to give

up 120,000 a year of the sum they received for managing the

public debt

76. By this Act, declaring the common law right to found

Joint Stock Banks which did not issue notes, the second great

breach on the monopoly of the Bank was effected : and the Joint

Stock Banks of London were founded

As the next renewal of the Charter in 1844 was for the first

time founded on certain specific theories of Currency and Banking,
we shall defer mentioning and examining them for the present
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Section III

On Banking in Scotland

77. Up till 1695 there were no such persons as "bankers"
in Scotland. The records of commerce are so scanty that we are

unable to say whether the custom of discounting bills of exchange
had been introduced into Scotland before then. But if there

were any persons who discounted bills of exchange, they did so

with the actual money itself, and were therefore technically money
lenders, or bill discounters, and not "bankers": who, as we have

abundantly shown, invariably purchase Money and Bills by

issuing their own circulating Credit in exchange for them

The successful institution of the Bank of England led to a

project being formed to establish a Bank in Scotland. Mr. John

Holland, a merchant of London, was the author of the scheme,

and he got eleven Scotch merchants to join him. On the 17th

July, 1695, they obtained an Act of the Scotch Parliament

authorising the Crown to grant them a Charter of Incorporation.

They were, however, purely a private company, and had no

connection with the State

The principal provisions of this Act were

1. The Joint Stock was to be 1,200,000 Scots, or 100,000

sterling : certain persons were authorised to receive subscriptions

for not less than 1,000 Scots, or 83 6s. 8d., nor more than

.:.'< >,000 Scots or 1,666 13s. d. for each person, with a deposit

of 10 per cent.

'2. They were allowed to lend upon real or personal security

at not more than 6 per cent. ; and on failure of payment to sell

or dispose of the security publicly

3. They might transfer their stock freely or by will

VOL. II., PART 2 F
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4. No dividend to be made except by the consent of a

general meeting
5. The joint stock to be free from all taxes affecting money

for 21 years

6. It was declared to be illegal for any other company to set

up banking for 21 years

7. Various legal privileges were granted for the more speedy
and effectual recovery of debts due to the bank

8. Prohibits any sum to be withdrawn from the joint stock.

9. Prohibits the company, directly or indirectly, from using
or employing the joint stock of the bank or any of its profits, in

any other trade or commerce, except the trade of lending and

borrowing money upon interest, and negotiating bills of exchange.
10. Prohibits the company from purchasing land or heritages

or advancing money to the Government, upon the anticipation of

any sums to be granted by parliament, except only particular

ones upon which a credit of loan should be authorised by
Parliament, under a penalty of forfeiting triple the amount, of

which one-fifth to the informer

11. All foreigners who subscribed to the joint stock were

ipso facto naturalised to all intents and purposes
12. Two-thirds of the stock must always be held by persons

residing in Scotland

The Scotch subscription of 800,000 Scots, or 66,666

sterling, was begun in November, and filled up at the end of

December, 1695. The English subscription of 400,000 Scots,

or 83,000 sterling, was taken up in one day in London
As the Scotch were at the time supposed to know nothing

about banking, it was provided that for a certain number of years
the Governor and twelve Directors should be English, and the

Deputy Governor and twelve Directors should be Scotch. How-

ever, it was soon found that the Scotch took to the business so

kindly, that the arrangement was changed, and all the Directors

were Scotch, but thirteen Trustees were chosen to manage the

English business and affairs in London

78. No sooner was the Bank fairly established, than in

1696 the African Company attempted to set up the trade of
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banking in defiance of the privilege of the Bank. This was the

celebrated Darien Company, which was organised by Paterson,
who had proposed the scheme for the Bank of England, but who
had soon quarrelled with and left his colleagues. Mr. Holland
was Governor of the Bank, but so little was it thought of, that it

did not venture to vindicate its privileges against the African

Company for which there was a national frenzy : and which

ended so disastrously, producing a catastrophe similar to the South

Sea scheme, and Law's paper money in France. The Bank was

obliged to content itself with calling up two-tenths of its capital
to strengthen its position

The African Company, however, soon burnt its fingers with

banking, as, in order to rival the Bank, they advanced their notes

with great imprudence to several of their own shareholders and

others, and sustained great losses, wrhich made them stop
The Bank then began the business of exchanges, but finding

that they could not compete writh private merchants, they gave it

up. In 1696 they opened branches at Glasgow, Aberdeen,

Dundee, and Montrose, but not finding them to pay, withdrew

them. In May, 1698, the rivalry of the African Company being
at an end, the Directors repaid the two-tenths of capital last

called up, as being more than necessary for their business

79. The Bank at first received no money from the public :

the shareholders paid in 10,000 of their own money, and upon
that basis the Bank found that it could maintain in circulation

50,000 of their own notes : which, as John Law says, was

equivalent to an augmentation of capital to the country. These

notes were for 100, 50, 20, 10, and 5. It is disputed

when they began to issue 1 notes : for while a pamphlet

published on their behalf in 1728 alleges that they began to issue

them in January, 1699-1700 ;
Mr. Kinnear, a director of the

Bank, stated to a Committee of the House of Commons that

though many proposals were made to them to circulate ''tickets"

or -tokens" of 1, they had always hesitated to adopt so novel

an experiment till 1704. Which authority is right we have no

means of deciding
It appears that up to this time the profits of the Bank were

F 2
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enormous. A rival pamphlet states the dividend was 35, 40, and

50 per cent. ; and accordingly, as we may well suppose, these

profits attracted rivals

In 1716 the monopoly of banking granted by their charter

expired, and they made no attempt to have it renewed

Several bodies of persons tried to force an amalgamation with

them, but their offers were steadily refused

80. At the time of the Union, a considerable number of

persons, both civil and military, were creditors of the Crown, and

the equivalent sum stipulated in the Act of Union was not

sufficient to discharge their claims. In 1714 they obtained an

Act of Parliament constituting their debts, but no Parliamentary

provision was made to pay it till 1719, when 10,000 was set

apart for the purpose to be paid annually in preference to all

other claims. The Act of 1719 empowered his Majesty, by letters

patent, to incorporate the proprietors of this debt into a body

politic or corporate with powers to do and perform all matters

appertaining them to do, touching or concerning the said capital

sum, and the yearly fund payable in respect thereof, as his-

Majesty, by the said letters patent, should think fit to grant. In

pursuance of this Act the proprietors, who included persons in all

ranks, were incorporated in 1724 ;
and by the same letters patent

the King agreed and covenanted with the corporation that he

would, from time to time, grant them such other powers, privileges

and authorities as he lawfully might
This was one of the bodies of persons who tried to force

themselves on the Bank of Scotland. When they were repulsed

by the Bank, they petitioned the King to grant them powers of

banking. This petition came to the knowledge of the Bank in

1726 ;
and of course they did everything they could to oppose it,

A cry was got up against them that they were hostile to the

House of Hanover that they charged too high for their loans

that they were too particular in the securities they required
that they would not lend on their own stock, and other things.

To all these various charges, they, or a friend for them, elaborately

replied ; they said that such a thing as two banks in one country
was never heard of that if Scotland had two, England should have
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ten. By this time they had called up three-tenths of their capital,

:;0,000, and they alleged that that was sufficient to circulate

all the Credit that could be required in Scotland. They very

justly said " For the quota of Credit in a banking company
must be proportioned to the stock of specie in the nation, learned and

understood by long experience, and not extended to a capital stock

subscribed for, which cannot in the least help to support the

company's credit if the specie in the nation decay
"

The call which had been made was partly paid up in the Bank's

own notes, just as the subscription to the new stock of the Bank
of England had been partly paid up in its own notes. An outcry
was raised about this, but the Directors well answered " But the

objectors do not at all consider this point. For the payments are

many of them made in specie, and bank notes are justly reckoned

the same as specie when paid in on a call of stock, because lohen

paid in it lessens the demand on the Bank "

Thus the Directors from their own instinct, and equally
innocent of Roman Law and the profound principles of Algebra
which were not then discovered, perceived the great doctrine of

Roman Law that the Release of a debt is in all respects equivalent
to a Payment in money, or that x = + x +

It was also said " A certain stock of specie circulating in the

country is needful for currency of payments in markets, and among
the meaner sort of people, bearing a due proportion to what is

running on paper credit upon the faith of the Banking Company."
Notwithstanding the opposition of the Bank of Scotland, the

charter with the powers of banking was issued to the Equivalent

Company on the 8th of July, 1727. The company took the name
of the Royal Bank, and commenced business on the 8th December,

1727, with a capital stock of 151,000

81. Granting that all the charges against the Bank of

iScotland were futile and groundless, we may well rejoice that its

monopoly was not allowed to continue. A writer, who professed
to be independent of either bank, touched the right point in

reply to the statement made on behalf of the old Bank
" The power of monopolies is, I believe, an exploded doctrine

Did ever any nation make an exclusive bank
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perpetual, or for longer than 21 years ? Or if such an instance

can be given, was the measure right ? If the old

bank should reply We are in possession, and what have we done

to deserve to have our possession disturbed ? the answer upon
that abstract question is plainly another question What have-

we, the other subjects, done to be secluded ? or by what law are we

secludedfrom the advantages you 01joy?"
The writer then says, after comparing the rival companies

"The obvious reflection wrhich arises from comparing these two>

is, that these candid and fair dealers have also dealt profitably for

themselves (as it is but reasonable that they should), they have

taken very good payment for all the services they have done to

the nation, and what title they, or any other set of men, have to an

hereditary or indefeasible monopoly of banking is hard to under-

stand As ready as our Parliament was at the Union

to accommodate petitioners, a perpetual monopoly of banldng was

a thing so manifestly pernicious, that no private men could have

the assurance to aim at it, far less could any Parliament be so

unthinking as to grant it"

On the south of the Tweed there was found a Parliament so

unthinking as to grant a monopoly of banking to a single

company for 130 years, and the consequences fully justified the

opinions of the sagacious Scot

The alarm and jealousy created by the new bank soon wore off,.

as it was discovered that, so far from injuring it, the inevitable

consequence followed that enlarged experience in commerce would

enable us to predict : it increased the prosperity of both of them i

so that the Stock of the Bank of Scotland rose to 400 per cent.,,

and that of the Royal Bank also rose very high

82. The Royal Bank had only been in existence two years
when it invented a further development of the system of

banking, which by the unanimous testimony of all persons who
know that country, has done more to develop its resources, and

promote its agricultural and commercial prosperity than any other

cause whatever. This is the system of Cash Accounts or Cash

Credits, of which we have given a full exposition in a preceding

chapter. This system deserves the most attentive consideration
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because it is entirely of the nature of Accommodation Paper,
which has fallen into such disrepute in England, from the

enormous abuse of it that has taken place. It also realises all the

advantages which are practicable of the schemes of Land Banks,

which were devised by the seething brains of Chamberlen,

Briscoe, Law and others. It has advanced the wealth of Scotland

by centuries : and is a striking instance of the aphorism of

Daniel Webster that "
Credit has done more, a thousand times, to

enrich nations than aU the mines of all the world"

In 1731, the Bank of Scotland tried again to establish

branches at Glasgow, Aberdeen, and Dundee: but after a trial of

two years was obliged to discontinue them, and the plan was not

tried again till 1774

83. The unlimited power of issuing "promises to pay"

placed in the hands of hostile parties, must naturally have led to

great over-issues, before they acquired sufficient experience. To

protect themselves from the consequences of these over-issues, as

well as from the attacks of each other, the Bank of Scotland, in

1730, introduced a clause into their notes, making them payable
at the option of the Directors of the Bauk, at the end of six

months, with a sum equal to the legal interest from the time of

demand to that time. This practice was adopted by all the other

banking companies, for the manifest advantages of banking were

so strikingly displayed, that after the expiry of the monopoly of

the Bank of Scotland, banking companies started up in all

directions, and inundated the country with notes. When the

holders of the notes demanded payment of them, the companies
threatened that they would take advantage of the optional clause,

unless the demanders would content themselves with a part of

what they wanted. Moreover, as there was no restraint on the

amount of their notes, many of the companies issued notes for

10s., 5.9., and even lower than that. In Perthshire there were

notes for a Is., and even for Id.: and the Perth Banking Company
was founded partly to put an end to this nuisance. The inevit-

able consequence followed : these paper notes drove all the gold

and silver out of the country, and the exchange with London

fell
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Adam Smith says
1 " While the exchange between London

and Carlisle was at par, that between London and Dumfries would

sometimes be 4 per cent, against Dumfries, though this town is

not thirty miles from Carlisle. But at Carlisle, bills were paid

in gold and silver, whereas at Dumfries they were paid in Scotch

Bank Notes, and the uncertainty of getting those notes exchanged
for gold and silver coin had thus degraded them 4 per cent, below

the value of that coin
"

And at this time, owing to the degraded state of the English

coin, the foreign exchanges were adverse to England ;
and the

market price of gold was 4 per ounce ; so that the whole de-

preciation of the Scotch Bank note was about 6J per cent. Thus

we see that at this time the Scotch Bank notes were practically

inconvertible, and in reality bills of exchange payable six months

after demand : a circumstance of great importance, and one

which must be especially observed, as this instance was brought
forward by Sir Robert Peel in introducing the Bank Act of 1844.

The manifest consequence followed. All the gold left the

country, as it always does from an excessive issue of inconvertible

paper : and the banks were all obliged to employ agents in London

constantly collecting money for them, at an expense of seldom less

than 1^ or 2 per cent.

Adam Smith says
2 " This money was sent down by the

wagon, and insured by the carriers at an additional expense of

three-quarters per cent., or 15s. on the 100. Those agents were

not always able to replenish the coffers of their employers so fast

as they were emptied. In this case, the resource of the Banks

was, to draw upon their correspondents in London bills of exchange
to the extent of the sum they wanted. When those correspon-
dents afterwards drew upon them for the payment of this sum,

together with the interest and a commission, some of those banks,
from the distress into which their excessive circulation had thrown

them, had sometimes no other means of satisfying this draught
but by drawing a second set of bills, either upon the same, or

upon some other correspondents in London ; and the same sum,
or rather bills for the same sum, would in this manner make

1 Wealth of Nations. B. II.. ch. 2

2 Wealth of Nations. B. II., ch. 2
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sometimes more than two or three journeys ;
the debtor bank

paying; always the interest and commission upon the whole

accumulated sum. Even those Scotch banks which never dis-

tinguished themselves by their extreme imprudence, were

sometimes obliged to employ this ruinous resource
" The gold coin which was paid out, either by the Bank of

England or by the Scotch banks, in exchange for that part of

their paper which was over and above what could be employed
in the circulation of the country, being likewise over and above

what could be employed in that circulation, was sometimes sent

abroad in the shape of coin, sometimes melted down and sent

abroad in the shape of bullion, and sometimes melted down and

sold to the Bank of England, at the high price of 4 an ounce.

It was the newest, the heaviest, and the best pieces only which

were carefully picked out of the whole coin, and either sent

abroad or melted down. At home, and while they remained in

the shape of coin, those heavy pieces were of no more value

than the light : but they were of more value abroad, or when

melted down into bullion, at home "

84. At this period the Scotch banks had got themselves into

a very alarming position, from their ignorance of the true

principles of regulating a Paper Currency, as well as of the effect

of an excessive issue of inconvertible paper in depressing the

exchanges, and causing an export of gold : and not perceiving
that while in this state, bringing gold into the country was like

pouring water into a sieve, like the toil of the Danaides. They
had been far too prodigal in granting Cash Credits, and allowing
them to be converted into dead loans, without observing the rules

that were specially applicable to them. And everything seemed to

show that matters would get worse, as numerous other companies
were forming to add to the Currency, which was already super-

abundant

United in a common danger, the two principal banks agreed
to combine their influence, and obtain an Act to remedy the

abuse. By their influence the Act, Statute 1765, c. 41), was passed

suppressing all notes under 20s., and prohibiting these to be

issued with the optional clause : and enacting that all such notes
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should be payable to the bearer on demand. The Banks also

curtailed their Cash Credits very extensively, and called up fresh

capital. Owing to these combined measures silver immediately
returned into circulation : the value of the Scotch Currency was

restored to par : and from that time to the present, although the

issue of bank notes was absolutely free until 1845, the Scotch

Currency has never variedfrom par

85. The Bank of Scotland and the Royal Bank continued

to be the only chartered banks in Scotland until 1740. In that

year the British Linen Company was incorporated for the purpose
of carrying on the manufacture of linen, and banking in connection

with it. The company however soon found, what ample experience
has since confirmed, that the same company should never carry
on banking and another business at the same time. They soon

found it expedient to discontinue their linen manufacture and

confine themselves to banking : and it has since become one of

the most powerful and wealthy of the Scotch Banks, but it did

not introduce any new feature of Scotch banking
The Bank of Scotland, the Royal Bank, and the British

Linen Bank were the only Banks in Scotland which were founded

with the full powers and privileges of a Corporation that is, their

liability is limited to the amount of the subscription : and their

members are not liable in their private capacity for the debts of

the Corporation beyond their subscribed stock

86. This is the first occasion, that we are aware of on

which that abominable system of Accommodation Paper, which is

the sure precursor of mercantile convulsion, was fully manifested.

The Scotch Banks seemed to have learnt a very wholesome lesson,

and contracted their issues within the bounds of prudence. This

was a source of prodigious annoyance and vexation to a multitude

of speculators and adventurers. The increased prudence which

the Banks exercised in discounting, not only alarmed but enraged
these projectors to the highest degree

Says Adam Smith 1 " Their own distress, of which this

prudent and necessary reserve of the banks, was no doubt the

1 Wealth of Nations. B. II., eh. '2
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immediate occasion, they called the distress of the country :

and this distress of the country, they said, was altogether

owing to the ignorance, pusillanimity, and bad conduct of the

hanks, which did not give a sufficiently liberal aid to the spirited

undertakings of those who exerted themselves in order to beautify,

improve, and enrich the country. It was the duty of the banks,

they seemed to think, to lend for so long a time and to as great
an extent, as they might wish to borrow. The banks, however, by

refusing in this manner to give more credit to those to whom they
had already given a great deal too much, took the only method

by which it was now possible to save either their own credit, or

the public credit of the country
" In the midst of this clamor and distress, a new bank

was established in Scotland for the express purpose of relieving*

the distress of the country. The design was generous, but the

execution was imprudent, and the nature and causes of the

distress which it meant to relieve were not, perhaps, well under-

stood. The bank was more liberal than any had ever been, both

in granting cash accounts, and in discounting bills of exchange.
With regard to the latter, it seems to have made scarce any
distinction between real and circulating (accommodation) bills,

but to have discounted all equally. It was the avowed principle

of this bank to advance, upon any reasonable security, the whole

capital which was to be employed in those improvements of which

the returns are the most slow and distant, such as the improve-
ments of land. To promote such improvements was even said to

be the chief of the public spirited purposes for which it was

instituted. By its liberality in granting cash accounts, and in

discounting bills of exchange, it no doubt issued great quantities
of its bank notes. But those bank notes being, the greater part
of them, over and above what the circulation of the country could

easily absorb and employ, returned upon it, in order to be

exchanged for gold and silver, as fast as they were issued, its

coffers were never well rilled. The capital which had been sub-

scribed to this bank at two different subscriptions amounted to

160,000, of which 80 per cent, only were paid up. This sum

ought to have been paid in at several different instalments. A
great part of the proprietors, when they paid in their first
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instalment, opened a cash account with the bank, and the Directors

thinking themselves obliged to treat their own proprietors with

the same liberality with which they treated all other men, allowed

many of them to borrow upon this cash account what they paid in

upon all their subsequent instalments. Such payments, therefore,

only put into one coffer what had the moment before been taken

out of another. But, had the coffers of this bank been filled ever

so well, its excessive circulation must have emptied them faster

than they could have been replenished by any other expedient but

the ruinous one of drawing upon London, and when the bill

became due, paying it, together with interest and commission,

by another draught upon the same place. Its coffers having been

filled so very ill, it is said to have been driven to this resource

within a very few months after it began to do business. The
estates of the proprietors of this bank were wrorth several millions,

and by their subscription to the original bond, or contract to the

bank, were really pledged for answering all its engagements. By
means of the great credit which so great a pledge necessarily gave

it, it was, notwithstanding its too liberal conduct, enabled to carry

on business for more than two years. When it was obliged to stop,

it had in circulation about 200,000 in bank notes. In order

to support the circulation of these notes, which were continually

returning upon it as fast as they were issued, it had been constantly
the practice of drawing bills of exchange upon London, of

which the number and value were continually increasing,

and when it stopped amounted to upwards of 600,000.

This bank therefore had, in little more than two years, advanced

to different people upwards of 800,000 at 5 per cent. Upon
the 200,000 which it circulated in bank notes, this 5 per cent,

might perhaps be considered as clear gain, without any other

deduction besides the expense of management. But upon upwards
of 000,000, for which it was continually drawing bills of

exchange upon London, it was paying in the way of interest and

commission, upwards of 8 per cent., and was consequently losing

more than 3 per cent, upon more than three-fourths of all its

dealings
" The operations of this bank seem to have produced effects

quite opposite to those which were intended by the particular
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persons who planned and directed it. They seem to have

intended to support the spirited undertakings, for as such they

considered them, which were at that time carrying on in different

parts of the country ; and at the same time, by drawing the whole

banking business to themselves, to supplant all the other Scotch

banks
; particularly those established at Edinburgh, whose back-

wardness in discounting bills of exchange had given offence.

This bank, no doubt, gave some temporary relief to those

projectors, and enabled them to carry on their projects for about

two years longer than they could otherwise have done. But it

thereby only enabled them to get so much deeper into debt, so-

that when ruin came, it fell so much the heavier both upon them

and upon their creditors. The operations of this bank, therefore,

instead of relieving, in reality aggravated, in the long run, the

distress which those projectors had brought both upon themselves.

and upon their country. It would have been much better for

themselves, their creditors, and their country, had the greater-

part of them been obliged to stop two years sooner than they

actually did. The temporary relief, however, which this bank

afforded to those projectors proved a real and permanent relief to

the other Scotch banks. All the dealers in circulating (accommo-

dation) bills of exchange which those other banks had been so

backward in discounting, had recourse to this new bank, where

they were received with open arms. Those other banks were

enabled to get very easily out of that fatal eircle, from which they
could not otherwise have disengaged themselves without incurring
a considerable loss, and perhaps, too, even some degree of discredit.

" In the long run, therefore, the operations of this bank

increased the real distress of the country, which it meant to

relieve; and effectually relieved from a very great distress those

rivals whom it meant to supplant
" At the first setting out of this bank, it was the opinion of

some people, that how fast soever its coffers might be emptied, it

might easily replenish them by raising money upon the securities

of those to whom it had advanced its paper. Experience, I believe,

soon convinced them that this method of raising money was

much too slow to answer their purpose ; and that coffers, which

originally so ill-filled, and which emptied themselves so very fast,.
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could be replenished by no other expedient but the ruinous one of

drawing bills upon London, and when they became due, paying
them by other draughts upon the same place, with accumulated

interest and commission. But though they had been able by this

method to raise money as fast as they wanted it, yet, instead of

making a profit, they must have suffered a loss by every such

operation : so that, in the long run, they must have ruined them-

selves as a mercantile company, though perhaps not so soon as by
the more expensive practice of drawing and redrawing. They
-could still have made nothing by the interest of the paper, which,

being over and above what the circulation the country could absorb

and employ, returned upon them, in order to be exchanged for

gold and silver,, as fast as they issued it
; and for the payment of

which they were themselves continually obliged to borrow money.
On the contrary, the whole expense of this borrowing, of employing

agents to look out for the people who had money to lend, of

negotiating with those people, and of drawing the proper bond or

assignment, must have fallen on them, and have been so much clear

loss upon the balance of their accounts. The project of replenish-

ing their coffers in this manner may be compared to that of a

man who had a water pond, from which a stream was continually

running on, and into which no stream was continually running,
but who proposed to keep it always equally full, by employing a

number of people to go continually with buckets to a well at some

miles distance, in order to bring water to replenish it

" But though this operation had proved not only practicable

but profitable to the bank, as a mercantile company ; yet the

country could have derived no benefit from it
;
but on the

contrary, must have suffered a considerable loss by it. This

operation could not augment in the smallest degree the quantity
of money to be lent. It could only have erected this bank into a

sort of general loan office for the whole country. Those who

wanted to borrow must have applied to this bank, instead of

applying to the private persons who had lent it their money.
But a bank which lends money, perhaps to 500 different people,

the greater part of whom its directors can know very little about,

is not likely to be more judicious in the choice of its debtors than

a private person who lends out his money among a few people
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whom he knows, and in whose sober and frugal conduct he thinks

he has good reason to confide. The debtors of such a bank as that

whose conduct I have been giving some account of, were likely,

the greater part of them, to be chimerical projectors, the drawers

and redrawers of circulating (accommodation) bills of exchange,

who would employ the money in extravagant undertakings, which,

with all the assistance that could be given them, they would

probably never be able to complete, and which if they should be

completed, would never repay the expense which they had really

cost, would never afford a fund capable of maintaining a quantity
of labor equal to that which had been employed about them.

The sober and frugal debtors of private persons, on the contrary,

would be more likely to employ the money borrowed in sober

undertakings, which were proportioned to their capitals, and

which, though they might have less of the grand and the

marvellous, would have more of the solid and the profitable,

which would repay with a large profit whatever had been laid

out upon them, and which would thus afford a fund capable of

maintaining a much greater quantity of labor than that which

had been employed about them. The success of this operation,

therefore, without increasing in the smallest degree the capital of

the country, would only have transferred a great part of it from

prudent and profitable to imprudent and unprofitable under-

takings
"

87. The bank to which this long extract refers, was the

notorious Ayr Bank, which was founded to remedy the alleged

distress caused by the niggardly conduct of the existing banks.

It was started by a company which comprised the Duke of

Hamilton and many other proprietors of immense wealth, and it

was based upon the fatal delusion that, because the capital and

property of its proprietors was undoubted, it might therefore issue

notes to any amount without depreciation. This was exactly

John Law's theory of money, and this bank is a pregnant instance

of its fallacy. The pamphlet we have already quoted from relating

to the Bank of Scotland, had already seen and denounced this

fallacy : for it said with perfect truth and wisdom, that no matter

what the Capital of a banking company is, the, Paper Credit in the
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shape of Notes, ivhich it can circulate, bears a certain, proportion to

the existing specie in the country, and this can only be ascertained

by experience
"

Now this strikes at the root of the whole of John Law's

theory ; because it is based upon the fallacy that bank notes only

represent property, and therefore may be multiplied to the extent

of any existing property without depreciation. But the real fact

and truth is that bank notes do not represent any property what-

ever : but are themselves independent exchangeable quantities :

commodities, or merchandise : and can only maintain their value,

like any other commodities, or merchandise, by bearing a certain

proportion to the quantity of the circulating specie

Nor is Adam Smith correct when he says that the operations

of banking do not increase the capital of the country : this is a

pure delusive fallacy condemned by subsequent writers : it is just

because banking does increase capital so rapidly that it is so

dangerous. It is just for the very reason that Banking Credits,

whether in the form of bank notes, or deposits and cheques,

perform exactly the same functions, and are in all respects

equivalent to the creation of so much additional capital, that they
so fatally depreciate the value of the existing specie, if they are

created and multiplied too rapidly. The fatal error of Law's

theory, and of the Ayr Bank, was, not in seeing that capital is

multiplied by banking, but in not perceiving the true natural

limits of the increase and in not seeing that its true limits are

to be found in its maintaining an equality of value with gold and

silver : which can only be done by taking precautions that it shall

always be convertible into specie on the demand of the holder

This unfortunate concern was supposed to have been insolvent

within a fortnight after it commenced business. Its mistaken

course inflated speculation : the accommodation bill system, which

has been the cause of every commercial crisis from that time to

this, promoted by that bank and other speculators, formed the

exact antetype of the proceedings of the Western Bank and its

herd of adventurers in 1857

88. The exports of 1771 and 1772 rose to a height they

had never done before, and which they did not again reach till
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1787. While commerce was in this apparently prosperous, but

in reality bloated and diseased condition, the puncture of a pin
"was enough to make it collapse. On the 10th of June, 1772, a

partner in one of the greatest firms in London, Neale & Co.,

decamped with 300,000 : having been deeply engaged in specu-
lations in the funds. This man, named Fordyce, was a Scotchman

and had a large Scotch connection : these were blown upon by the

failure of their London Agent : and a complete commercial panic

began. The Ayr Bank had branches in Edinburgh and Dumfries.

On the 17th June, 1772, a run began upon its Edinburgh branch ;

and it stopped payment on the 25th, along with a crowd of

speculators. The whole of Scotland was shaken to its foundations.

The paper of the Ayr Bank in circulation amounted to 800,000.

There had been no disaster similar to it since the Darien Scheme :

and there was none like it since, until the failure of the Western

Bank. The credit even of the other banks wras almost gone.
Besides the three public Banks, only three of the private ones

survived. The person who was the author of the collapse, which

must have come at any rate, being a Scotchman, the London

papers teemed with tirades of abuse of everything Scotch

89. A writer in one of the papers says that the accommodation

bill system first sprang up then. In the Public Advertiser, July

8th, 1772, it is said
"
Banking companies have appeared in

almost every corner of the kingdom, and bills of exchange have

been multiplied by a new method called Swivelling, without any
solid transactions." Smith, however, places it earlier. Speaking
of the refusal of the banks to discount to the extent the specu-

lators wished, he says
1 " Some of these traders had recourse to

an expedient, which for a time served their purpose, though at a

much greater expense, yet as effectually as the utmost extension

of bank credits could have done. This expedient was no other

than the well known shift of drawing and re-drawing : the shift

to which unfortunate traders have sometimes recourse, when they

are on the brink of bankruptcy. The practice of raising money
in this manner had long been known in England, and, during the

course of the late war, when the high profits of trade afforded a
1 Wealth of Nations. B. II., ch. 2

VOL. II., PART 2 G-
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great temptation to overtrading, is said to have been carried on to

;i very great extent. From England it was brought to Scotland,

where in proportion to the very limited commerce, and to the

very moderate capital of the country, it was soon carried on

to a much greater extent than it ever had been in England.

The practice of drawing and re-drawing is so well known to all

men of business that it may perhaps be thought unnecessary to

give an account of it
"

And yet a respectable witness, Mr. Latouche, deputed by the

private bankers of Dublin to give evidence before the Committee

of the House of Commons in 1851, said that the accommodation

bill system
" arose from a new element which, when the Act of

1844 was made, did not exist at all, and that was the immense

amount of deposits in the hands of joint stock banks paying
interest !

"

90. By the Act, Statute 1774, c. 32, the Bank of Scotland

was authorised to double its capital stock, and the limit which

any shareholder might hold was raised to forty shares. At this

period the last fear of any Jacobite rising had passed away. The
measures taken after the rising of 1745, had introduced peace and

civilisation into the remotest districts of the Highlands. Scotland

shared in the great outburst of industrial energy which had

developed itself in England, and had been the cause of the

immense multiplication of country bankers. In this year the

Scotch banks began to throw out branches in all directions to

promote agricultural improvements, and henceforth Scotland

increased in wealth in gigantic strides produced by the system of

Cash Credits

In 1784, by the Statute of that year, c. 12, the capital of the

Bank was raised to 300,000, and all restrictions as to the amount
of stock a proprietor might hold were taken off. By the Act,
Statute 171)2, c. 25, the capital was raised to 000,000 ;

and by
the Act, Statute 1794, c. It), it was raised to 1,000,000: and by
the Art. Statute l.sol, c. 2;3, it was raised to 1,500,000; of

which 1,000,000 was called up

91. The news of the suspension of cash payments by the
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Bank of England in 1707 reached Edinburgh by express on the

1st of March. An immediate run on the banks took place. The

managers of the public banks waived all etiquette and met at

Sir William Forbes to consider what was to be done. It was

agivt'd to follow the example of the Bank of England and suspend
all payments in specie. A meeting of the principal inhabitants

was called by the Lord Provost, and attended by the Lord

President of the Court of Session, the Lord Chief Baron of the

Exchequer, the Lord Advocate, and the Sheriff of Edinburgh.
The meeting came to the unanimous resolution to support the

credit of the banks, and to receive their notes as specie. This

resolution was advertised in the papers, and expresses sent off to

the principal towns in the kingdom to inform them of it

The suspension of cash payments gave rise to terrible scenes

of confusion and uproar. The banks were besieged by crowds,

clamoring for gold and silver in exchange for notes. The demand

for small change by the lower classes was most urgent. They

adopted the plan of dividing the 1 notes into halves and

quarters. Spanish dollars stamped by the Mint were issued at

4s. Qd. : and quarter guineas were coined. An Act was speedily

passed to allow those banks which had been in the habit of issuing

notes, to issue 5s. notes for a limited period. The panic was

allayed, and confidence quickly returned. The notes were as

readily received as ever, although the banks refused to cash them :

no attempt was ever made by the people to compel them, to pay

specie : and not a single action was brought against them
;

although they were entirely unprotected by any Act of

Parliament : and in a short time business proceeded more

prosperously than ever

92. The next occurrence that we may mention was the

foundation of the Commercial Bank in 1810. This was the time

when the high Tory regime was at its highest and palmiest state,

and the banks were alleged to carry their politics into their

business. Whig bills of exchange were looked upon with very

cold and unfavorable eyes. The Whig party then determined to

found an opposition bank, which was named the Commercial,

which has attained as high an estimation as any of the older ones

G 2
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in public opinion. This bank subsequently obtained a charter,

but the liability of its proprietors was specially declared to be

unlimited

In 1818, it being found that many foreigners availed them-

selves of the privilege of naturalisation, by purchasing stock in

the Bank of Scotland, this clause in their original Act was

repealed

93. The long and dreadful catalogue of banking failures in

England, chiefly caused by the monopoly of the Bank of England

preventing large and solid banks being founded, and which were

attributed to the issues of 1 notes by the country bankers,

made the ministry of 1826 intend to abolish the issue of 1

notes in Scotland and Ireland, at the same time as they did those

of England. But this raised such a ferment, headed by Sir

Walter Scott, that the Government consented that Committees of

both Houses should be appointed to inquire into the matter.

The result was so eminently favorable to the Scotch banking

system, which had been freely developed by practical men of

business without the interference of the Legislature, that the

attempt was abandoned

The Eeport of the Lords said " With respect to Scotland, it

is to be remarked that during the period from 176G to 1707, when
no small notes were by law issuable in England, the portion of

the Currency of Scotland in which payments under 5 were

made, continued to consist almost entirely of notes of 1 and

1 Is. : and that no inconvenience is known to have resulted

from this difference in the currency of the two countries. This

circumstance, among others, tends to prove that uniformity,
however desirable, is not indispensably necessary. It is also

proved by the evidence and by the documents, that the Banks of

Scotland, whether chartered or joint stock companies, or private

establishments, have for more than a century exhibited a stability

which the Committee believe to be unprecedented in the history
of banking : that they supported themselves from 171)7 to ]sii>

without any protection from the restriction by which the Bank
of England and that of Ireland were relieved from cash payments :

that there was little demand for gold during the late embarrassments
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in the circulation : and that in the whole period of their

establishment there are not more than two or three instances of

bankruptcy. As during the whole of this period a large portion
of their issues consisted most entirely of notes not exceeding

1 or 1 Is., there is the strongest reason for concluding that,

as far as respects the Banks of Scotland, the issue of paper of

that description has been found compatible with the highest

degree of solidity : and that there is not, therefore, while they
are conducted upon their present system, sufficient ground for

proposing any alteration with the view of adding to a solidity

which has so long been sufficiently established
"

The Report of the Committee was adverse to any legislative

interference with the system of Scotch banking
This Report is somewhat too couleur de rose, because it takes

no notice of the dreadful catastrophe of the Ayr Bank
It is known as a fact that a whole multitude of joint stock

and private banks started up in Scotland during the period of

great industrial energy after 1776, but we are not aware that

there is any record of their numbers. But in 1826, besides the

three public chartered banks with 44 branches, there were 22

joint stock banks with 97 branches, and 11 private bankers in

Scotland: or 194 banking offices

Xo legislative interference with the Scotch banks took place
till 1845
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Section IV

On Banking in Ireland

94. The earliest evidence we have of a banking firm in.

Ireland is in 1700. The earliest public Act in which the

existence of bankers is recognised is the Irish Act, Statute 1709,

c. 11, being an Act for the better payment of bills of exchange,

and for making promissory notes more obligatory. By this Act

it was enacted that the acceptance of every inland bill of

exchange above 5 should be in writing on the bill itself, which

was not made law in England until 1821. It being held that

promissory notes were not within the law merchant, so as to be

assignable or indorsable over to any one else, it was enacted that

promissory notes made by any trader should be negotiable in all

respects like inland bills of exchange. The Act, Statute 1721,

c. 14, recognises that the trade of the country was greatly

carried on by bankers' notes

In 1721 a project was started for a National Bank, but this

did not succeed

The trade continued in the hands of private firms : and there

are several Acts for the relief of the creditors of various firms

that failed in 1733, 1755, and 1759. In 1753, the Dublin

bankers had issued such quantities of paper, that out of every

1,000 there was not more than 10 in gold. The exchange
rose 3 per cent, above par, i.e., the paper notes were depreciated
to that extent. As a natural consequence, all the specie left the

country. The bankers themselves collected as much as they
could to remit to London in bills at 4 per cent, above par. Next

year every banker in Ireland, except two, failed : and these two

paid off all their paper. The entire paper currency was

destroyed : the exchange fell to 2 or 3 per cent, below par : >.,

the value of the currency rose from a depreciation of 2 or 3 per
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cent, to a premium of 3 per cent, in consequence of the contrac-

tion : being a proof by anticipation of the truth of the principles

of the Bullion Report of 1810

In 1759, an Act, Statute 1759, c. 14, commonly called the

Bankers' Act was passed containing the most stringent regula-

tions for the trade of Banking

95. At last in 1782, after great opposition, an Act was

passed to establish a Public Bank in Ireland. The chief

provisions of this Act, Statute 1785, c. 10, were

1. The king was empowered to appoint any number of

persons at any time after the 1st of August, 1782, until the 1st

January, 1784, to receive subscriptions to the amount of-

000,000 sterling, to be paid into the Irish Treasury : to be paid
either in money, or in treasury debentures, bearing 4 per cent,

interest, which were received at par as money
2. The king might incorporate the proprietors under the

name of the Governor and Company of the Bank of Ireland,

and make the stock transferable

3. The Bank should not issue any obligations exceeding

000,000 : nor should they at any future time, unless by some

future Act of Parliament. If their liabilities exceeded that sum
the proprietors should be liable in their private capacity

4. The Bank was not to borrow, or to lend, at more than 5

per cent., under penalty of treble the sum lent

5. All their bills obligatory, and of credit, under their seal

issued to any person should be transferable by indorsement, and

the transferee might sue in his own name
0. The Bank was forbidden to advance any money to

Government, except under the authority of an Act of Parliament.

7. Xo other body should be erected into a Public Bank :

nor should any private partnership exceeding six persons issue

bills or notes payable at less than six months after date

8. The Bank should receive an annuity of 24,000 as

interest for their stock lent to Government
9. At any time, upon twelve months' notice, after the 1st

January, 1794, and repayment of all the Government debt and

interest, the Corporation might be dissolved : or before that date

by their own consent
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96. The Bank began business on the 23rd June, 1783. By
the Act, Statute 1791, c. 22, the Corporation was declared

perpetual, subject to be dissolved upon twelve months' notice

after the 1st January, 181G, and repayment of all the public

debt. The Bank was allowed to increase its capital to 1,000,000 :

and to extend its obligations to the same amount

In 1797, the Bank was allowed by the Act, Statute 1791, c. f>0,

to increase its capital and its obligations to 1,500,000 : with

an annuity of 25,000 for the additional stock lent to Govern-

ment : and the interest on the first loan was raised to 5 per cent.

On the 2nd March, 1797, a minute of Council directed the

Bank to suspend payments in cash : and an Act confirmed the

minute, and the restriction was ordered to continue for three

months after the Bank of England should resume cash payments.
The Act, Statute 1799, c. 48, was passed to remedy certain

abuses which had occurred in the issue of notes

97. When the directors of the Bank of Ireland were relieved

from payments in cash, they lost all notions of prudence. In the

space of six years they increased their issues to nearly five times

their amount before the restriction. For while on the 1st

January, 1797, they were 621,917, by November, 1803, they
were 2,911,628. The exchange between Dublin and London
fell very rapidly in proportion to these increased issues

At this time the Irish shilling was 13d. : and as both the

Irish and English pounds were 240^., 100 sterling was equal to

108 6s. 8d. Irish currency. The par of exchange between

Ireland and England was called 8J. Hence, when the exchange
was below 8^-, it was favorable to Ireland : when it was above 8^-,

it was adverse

During the first year of the restriction the exchange between

Dublin and London was 7 : and therefore favorable to Dublin.

But immediately after that it began to fall : at the end of 1798

it was 9}: at the close of 1799 it had fallen to 14}. After some

fluctuations, in November, 1803, it stood at 19. At this time the

issues of the Bank of Ireland were 2,911,628

98. Tli is extraordinary derangement of the exchanges was
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productive of the utmost mischief and confusion of all commerce :

and, Lord King states, was repeatedly brought before Parliament

in the debates on the Irish Bank Restriction Bill. It also

attracted the forcible notice of Economists. In 1803 and 1804,

Lord King and Mr. Paruell, afterwards Lord Congleton, published

most able pamphlets supporting the doctrine previously maintained

by Mr. Boyd, that the depression of the exchange below the cost

of transmitting bullion from one place to the other was the proof

and the measure of the depreciation of the Paper Currency. Both

these pamphlets deserve the most attentive study, because they

most clearly and unanswerably establish the great fundamental

Law of Paper Money, which many persons most unjustly attribute

to Ricardo in 1809

This great Law, which we have designated Lord King's Law

of Paper Money, because he bore the most conspicuous part in

establishing it, is this :

"A rise of the Market, or Paper, Price of Gold above the Mint

Price, and a fall in the Foreign Exchanges, beyond the cost of

sending bullion from one place to another, is the Proof and the

Measure of 1he Depreciation of the Paper Money
"

Lord King also most forcibly showed the fallacy of Adam
Smith's doctrine, that as long as the issues of Bank notes were

confined to the discount of mercantile bills founded upon real

transactions and of undoubted solidity, they could not exceed the

amount which would necessarily circulate, if the Currency were

purely metallic, and therefore could not be excessive. This

doctrine was stoutly maintained by the Directors of the Bank of

Ireland in the Parliamentary Inquiry to be noticed shortly : and

by the Directors of the Bank of England before the Bullion

Committee in 1810. The doctrine is very specious, but is

wholly delusive, and Lord King has the merit of first showing its

fallacy. This doctrine will have to be examined in a future

chapter

99. In 1804 the extravagant issues of the country bankers

and others reached such an intolerable height, that all the

monetary transactions between Dublin and London were deranged :

while those between Belfast, where nothing but specie was
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tolerated, and London were perfectly regular. In the debate on

the Irish Bank Restriction Bill on February 13th, 1804, Lord

Archibald Hamilton called the attention of the House very

strongly to the evils of the excessive issues of paper. In 1797,

when the first Irish Restriction Bill passed, the issues of the

Bank of Ireland were 600,000 : they were then 2,700,000.

AVhile the par of Exchange between Ireland and London was 8,
it was then 17, 18, 19, and even 20. Thus an Irish gentleman,
who came to attend his duty in Parliament, when he had allotted

500 for his expenses, found at the end of his journey, that he

had only 400 to receive

On the 2nd of March, 1804, Mr. Foster moved for a

Committee to enquire into this monetary derangement. He said

that guineas were then at a premium of 2s. 4d. and 2s. bd. in the

current paper of the country : and to whatever causes it might
be attributed, the whole bank paper of Ireland was then at a

discount of 10 per cent. There was scarcely anything in the

shape of money to be seen ;
but a miserable coinage of adulterated

copper : and of counterfeit shillings, so bad, that for a 1 note

even at its depreciated state, 26 or 27 of such shillings would be

given in exchange

100. The circumstances which caused the appointment of

this.Committee and its report are deserving of great attention,

as this was the first Parliamentary investigation into the Theory
of the Paper Currency : and they are the antetype of what

occured afterwards in England, and gave rise to the appointment
of the Bullion Committee in 1810

The evidence of the state of the Currency of Ireland given
before the Committee was most extraordinary. Mr. D'Olier, a

Director of the Bank of Ireland, had some of the base currency
in circulation weighed. He found that it took 126s. to the pound
wi.-ight : such as remained of the old Mint issues weighed 94s. 6f.

to the pound : the mint weight being 62s. to the pound. He
estimated that the best of the base silver shillings were not worth

Gd. : and the worst about ?>d. The makers of this base coinage
sold it to persons who had an opportunity of circulating it, at the

rate of 28s. to 35s. the guinea
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Mr. Roach said that in the South of Ireland the silver

currency had entirely disappeared from circulation, and its place

was supplied by the issue of silver notes. These, together with

the increasing issue of banker's notes of all descriptions, had

enhanced the price of all articles of the export trade above their

natural value, and had created a degree of false credit in the

southern parts of Ireland, which increased the price of land, and

everything else. These issues of silver notes were constantly

increasing, especially during the last twelve months. There was

in reality a very good supply of real silver in the south of

Ireland, which was hoarded and concealed, and which would again
come into circulation, if these silver notes were suppressed.

Traders almost universally issued notes for 3s. 0^?., and Gs.,

payable to bearer at 21 day's after date, to evade the law

Mr. Colville, a Director of the Bank of Ireland, said there

might be some small proportion of Mint silver, greatly worn in

circulation in Dublin, but not more than 2 per cent. This had

been gradually getting worse and worse for more than five years.

Crowns and half-crowns, originally issued from the Mint, were

not circulated, but kept as curiosities, and from the high state of

the exchange, the best pieces were carefully picked out for

exportation. There were at this time in Ireland 7 bankers

issuing notes : 28 issuers of gold and silver notes : G2 issuers of

silver notes : and 128 issuers of I.O.U.'s. In the Youghal
district alone, there were 70 issuers of currency, of which G2

issued I.O.U.'s from G.$. down to o

101. In the north of Ireland, where nothing but gold was

current, the exchange at Belfast with London had always con-

tinued favorable to Belfast : and even while the exchange at

Dublin was progressively sinking, the exchange at Belfast con-

tinued to rise. From 1704 to the end of 1708, the exchange had

been invariably favourable to Dublin, being generally about 7-J:

and sometimes even so high as f> : but at the end of 1708 it fell

to : in December, 1700, it fell to 14 : but it being expected
that Bank of England notes would be substituted for those of the

Bank of Ireland, it rose to 0. From this time it gradually fell to 18

and 10 in January, 1804, when it was brought before the House.
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The following figures exhibit the difference of the exchange on

London between Dublin, where all the currency was paper, and

Belfast, where it was all specie

1802 DUBLIN BELFAST

Average of s. d. s. d.

1st Quarter ... 11 5 11 ... 6 13 4

2nd ... 11 11 3 ... 7 15

3rd ... 11 2 7 ... 80 10

4th ... 10 13 5 ... 73 1)

1803

1st Quarter ... 11 1 ... 7 12 6

2nd ... 13 8 11 ... 888
3rd ... 15 17 ... 7 12 G

4th ... 15 8 7 ... 5 12 6

1804

January 27 ... 18 ... 600
At Xewry, which was a kind of debateable land between

specie and paper, the exchange upon London, according as bills

were purchased with specie or bank notes, was as follows :

SPECIE

1803

January

April

July
October

1804

January 600 ... 15 10

102. In 1696, the extremely depreciated state of the silver

coinage had turned the exchanges greatly against the country.
But it was a principle perfectly well understood at that time,
that the real exchange between any two places could never vary by
more than the cost of sending bullion from one place to the other.

The question, therefore, before the Committee was, to what could

the extraordinary state of the exchange at Dublin upon London
be owing ? What could be the reason of the difference of the
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rates between London and Belfast ? Some of the witnesses

declared that it was owing to the over-issues of paper in Dublin.

103. The directors of the Bank of Ireland indignantly denied

that the Bank's notes were depreciated. Mr. Colville, being asked

what could be the motive for so large an increase of its issues

from 600,000 to 3,000,000 in so short a time, said that the

course of exchange about two years after the restriction having
become very high, and greatly against Ireland, the money of the

country was carried out of it, for the purpose of paying the balance

of remittances against Ireland. That as the gold decreased, it

became necessary to supply its place with paper. This amount

he placed at 1,200,000. He contended that it was a great error

to suppose that the increased issues caused the raising of the

exchange, as was often done. In his opinion it was directly the

reverse, inasmuch as the paper enabled the gold which before

stood in its place to be exported : and as far as it went in weight
and measure, so far it was a clear and decided cause of preventing
the exchange getting higher than it was. It was evident, he said,

that the more paper issued by the Bank in extension of loans,

enabled a greater drain of specie to take place, and consequently
to strengthen the cause which kept down the rate of exchange.
Mr. Colville repeatedly said that the state of the exchange was

exclusively due to the fact, that Ireland owed a great deal more

money than she was able to pay
Mr. Colville's evidence was an amusing piece of reasoning

in a vicious circle. He decidedly held that the sole cause of the

unfavorable state of the exchange was that Ireland owed a heavy
balance of payments to Great Britain. And, being asked what

was his criterion of such a heavy balance being due, he said it

was the state of the exchange
That is, the reason why the exchange was unfavorable was

that Ireland owed money : and the proof that Ireland owed money
was that the exchange was unfavorable. Admirable logic ! He
admitted that the rate of exchange would be influenced if

degraded and adulterated coin was the medium in which the

balance of debt was paid : but he strenuously denied that such

views in any way applied to Bank of Ireland paper
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The directors maintained that it was no proof that Bank of

Ireland paper was depreciated because gold was bought at a

premium. They maintained that buying gold at a premium was

the effect and not the cause of the exchange, and, therefore, no

proof of the depreciation of the paper

The theory of these gentlemen was that the exchange could

only be depressed on account of money being remitted : and that

it might be depressed to any extent in proportion to the money
which had to be remitted

Xow, if this theory was true, it happened, as may be seen from

the above figures, that while the exchange was adverse to Dublin,

it was highly favorable to Belfast. Therefore, while large

remittances were being made from Dublin to London, there

were at the same time large remittances being made from London

to Belfast !

The phenomena at Newry were more astounding still : for at

that place, where payments were made both in specie and in

paper, the exchange if paid in specie was favorable to Newry :

but if paid in paper was favorable to London. Consequently that

reasoning would show that Newry was largely in debt to London,
and London was largely in debt to Newry !

Mr. Colville fully admitted that, before the restriction, the

Bank was obliged to contract its issues during an unfavorable

exchange and a drain of guineas : and admitted that the directors

would have been very unfit for their business if they had not done

so. The gist of the evidence of several of the witnesses was, that

before the restriction the directors had felt the necessity of con-

tracting their issues during an adverse exchange, no matter how

good the bills presented for discount were

But after the restriction they adopted different principles.

Then the doctrine of Adam Smith was brought forward, which

we have noticed above as having been denounced by Lord King,

viz., that the Bank's issues could not be excessive, so long as they
were advanced on mercantile bills of undoubted solidity, and

based on a real transaction. This was a very plausible theory,
iiiid was stoutly maintained afterwards by the directors of the

Bank of England before the Bullion Committee. But the very
admission of the directors that it was incapable of being acted
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upon, so long as cash payments were maintained, was sufficient

to condemn it

104. In 1G96, during the re-coinage of the silver money, the

Bank of England stopped payment, and a difference of 20 per

cent, arose between specie and paper, and between tallies and

specie of 40 per cent. : and it was universally said that Bank
notes and tallies were at a discount of 20 and 40 per cent, respec-

tively. There is no trace of any other language being applied

to them. In 1804, the Bank of Ireland had suspended cash

payments : and Irish Bank notes and specie exchanged at a

difference of 10 per cent. : so that it required a guinea note and

2s. Gd. in specie to buy a guinea in specie. The statesmen and

merchants of 1696 would have expressed this state of things by

saying that Irish Bank Notes had fallen to a discount of 10 per cent.

But at this period, a new mode of expressing it was discovered.

It was stoutly maintained that it was not the paper which was

depreciated : but the gold which had risen in value ! or was

appreciated as the jargon was

When those directors maintained that a rise in the price of

gold was no more a proof of the depreciation of the note than

the rise in the price of any other commodity, they did not

remember that a Bank Note is a "
promise to pay

"
gold : and it

is not a promise to pay anything else. The same opinions were

expressed by other witnesses, who seemed to think that there

could be no possible cause which influenced the rate of exchange,
but the remittances to be made to, or from, the country. They
totally forgot, what was fully understood in 1696, that a bad

state of the coinage influenced the rate of exchange, as well as

the remittances to be made
When we consider the nature of an exchange, and the state

of facts proved with regard to the Irish coinage at that time, we

might almost smile at these ideas, and attribute them to the

peculiar modes of thinking which are sometimes prevalent on the

western side of St. George's Channel. But when a precisely'

similar state of things took place in England with regard to the

foreign exchanges, the very same doctrines were long and stoutly

maintained by a very numerous party in this country
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One thing, however, made the investigation of the subject

much simpler in Ireland than in England. In England the use

of Bank paper extended throughout the whole country, and the

exchanges were reckoned solely in Bank Notes. No part of the

country used specie. But in Ireland, Dublin and the South used

Bank paper exclusively : Belfast and the North specie exclusively :

and Newry used both specie and paper. The distinction between

the two was therefore open and manifest

One very clear - headed witness, however, Mr. Marshall,

Inspector-General of Imports and Exports of Ireland, contro-

verted all these views. Upon considering the facts detailed

above, he was clearly of opinion that Irish Bank Notes were

depreciated from over-issue

Mr. Marshall also showed most clearly that the real exchange,

arising from a balance of payments, was in favor of Ireland: and

not adverse, as appeared by the nominal exchange. The exchange

appeared to be against Dublin, because it was computed in Bank

notes, which, having ceased to represent the full quantity of

specie for which they were issued, required an additional number
of them to make up that quantity. This additional number

swelled the exchange and made it appear to be against Dublin,

when it was in reality in its favor

The proof that the real exchange was in favor of Dublin was

very simple. Bills of Exchange purchased with specie in Dublin,

or with Bank of Ireland Notes equal in amount to specie at their

market price, would then yield about 1 16s. 8d. more in London
than they cost in Dublin. Whereas, if the exchange was unfavor-

able to Dublin a merchant would always get more for his bill in

Dublin than in London. This fact decisively proved that the

real exchange was in favor of Dublin

Mr. Marshall then entered into a masterly analysis of the

exchanges, showing that the depreciation of the Note commenced
when specie was flowing into Ireland : that it was always depre-

ciated, whether specie was flowing in or flowing out : and hud

never been influenced by the balance of debt. Pie maintained

that the high exchange which then existed arose like all other

permanently high exchanges which ever existed, from the

depreciated state of the Currency in which Bills of Exchange
were purchased
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105. The Report of the Committee condemned in the

strongest terms the opinions of the Irish Bank directors and

merchants, and adopted those of Mr. Marshall. It declared that

the difference in the rates of exchange when paid in specie and

in paper was due entirely to the depreciation of paper. That

guineas were the true standard to which the value of the circulat-

ing paper was to be referred. It was not to be supposed that,

by any circumstances, guineas could be 10 per cent, higher in

Ireland than in England, when the expense of conveying them

from one country to the other was not so much as 1 per cent.

From the official accounts it was certain that the balance of

payments due to Ireland was about 2^ millions : consequently the

real exchange ought to be, and was, under par

The Irish Restriction Act was adopted purely for English

considerations. There was no drain of specie, the exchange was

highly favorable to Ireland : nor had the Bank of Ireland any
reason to dread any alarming demand on it, as the Bank of

England had. The Committee attributed the unfavourable state

of the exchange to the consequences of that restriction

It compelled the Bank to refrain from sending gold, the only

common medium between the two countries, into circulation.

Paper was issued to supply the place of the gold so withdrawn ;

and at the same time the best and most effective check against

the depreciation of paper, namely, convertibility into gold at the

will of the holder, was removed. By being released from its

engagements, the Bank was encouraged to make excessive issues.

The natural and constant effect of an adverse exchange,

correcting itself by diminishing the issue of paper, was counter-

acted by this measure. When the exchange was so adverse as to

draw gold out of the country, for every guinea drawn out of the

Bank, an equal quantity of paper must be paid to buy the

guineas. The directors would also be probably induced to lessen

their discounts, so that the paper would be reduced in a greater

degree than the gold withdrawn

Mr. Colville admitted that before the restriction such was the

practice of the Bank of Ireland, and of every other Bank. If

prudence had not dictated such a course, necessity would have

compelled a diminution of issues, by diminishing the stock of

VOL. II., PART 2 H
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specie, which could only be replaced at a loss, proportionate to the

existing rise of exchange, and in fact, as well as in theory, the

result of such practice always was, and must be, the redress of the

unfavourable exchange
But the Eestriction Act freed the directors from that neces-

sity, and so far from contracting their issues in consequence of

the unfavourable exchange, they had increased them, which the

state of the exchange would have prevented them from doing, if

they had not been relieved from the necessity of paying their

notes in cash

The fact of the excessive issues of paper in 1753-54, and the

adverse exchange which accompanied it, proved that excessive

issues of paper produced a corresponding rise in the rate of

exchange ; and when the excess of paper was annihilated by the

failure of the bankers, the exchange immediately became favor-

able. The reason was obvious the nominal rates of exchange
are influenced by the medium in which the payments are made,
and the quantity of that medium necessary to effect a given pay-
ment must be increased as the value of the medium diminishes.

This must equally take place, whether the payments are made in

a degraded or adulterated coin, or in a depreciated paper
The exchange between London and Holland in 1694 was a

case in point. The Currency of England was then degraded 25

per cent, below its proper value, and the exchange with Holland

was 25 per cent, against England. As soon as the coin was

reformed the exchange fell to par. If paper, therefore, by depre-

ciation comes to represent a less quantity of money than it

professes to do, it must make the exchange which it has to pay

appear unfavorable, in the same manner as coin, which contained

less gold than it ought, would do. And the removal of the

degradation in the one case, and of the depreciation in the other,

would have the same effect in bringing the exchange to its true

state

It was probable that this depreciation in Ireland arose almost

entirely, if not solely, from excessive issues of paper. The rise

in the exchange was concomitant with the extended issues of the

Bank. In March, 1797, the issues of the Bank were under

700,000, and the exchange on Dublin was 5i- to
(5;|.

In April,
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1801, the paper was 2,200,000, and the exchange rose to 11 J
and 13. In January, 1804, the paper was 2,980,999, and the

exchange rose to 17 and 18. How far these increased issues from

the Bank of Ireland facilitated an increase from private bankers

was not clearly proved, but it certainly did so to an immense

extent, silver notes and I U's especially, were issued with the

greatest profusion. In 1799, the number of bankers issuing notes

was eleven : in 1800, there were twenty-three : in 1801, there

were twenty-nine: in 1802, there were thirty: and in 1803, there

were forty

In 1799, the issues of the private bankers were 450,721 :

in 1800, 458,085 : in 1801, 1,233,502 : in 1802, 1,090,207:

and in 1803, 1,457,283

These immense issues, along with the profusion of silver

notes, and the base and counterfeit coin, kept up the prices of all

necessaries and manufactures, drove out of circulation what little

good silver was in it
;
and above all, kept up a high and

unexampled rate of exchange against the kingdom, unwarranted

in its height and continuance, by any other great or adequate
cause than that depreciation, which such extravagant issues had

assisted. The total number of houses that issued tokens and

notes, according to the best accounts they could procure, wras

considerably above 200. Mr. Beresford, a Dublin banker,

estimated that the country issues had increased four-fold since

the restriction

The repeal of the Restriction Act, from which all these evils

flowed, would undoubtedly be the great and effectual remedy for

the high and fluctuating rates of exchange. The common medium
of payment being thereby restored, the rise of exchange above

par would be limited to the expense of transporting specie : and

paper being convertible into gold, its depreciation would be pre-
vented. The inconveniences, however, to which the Bank of

Ireland and other banks would be exposed, if such a measure

were suddenly adopted at the present rate of exchange, was a

strong argument against its being done then. But there was no

commercial reason against its being done, as the real exchange
was undoubtedly in favor of Ireland

Seeing, however, that the repeal of Restriction could not be

H 2
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expected at that time, other measures might be adopted to cure-

the evil. One was that the Bank of Ireland might give bills of

exchange on London for its paper. This would certainly have

the effect of rectifying the exchange. The Bank objected to the*

difficulty and expense of establishing a fund for that purpose.

But the argument had no weight, because the expense of this-

would not be so great as the Bank was subject to before the

restriction, in order to maintain the convertibility of its notes,,

and which they must again incur, when the restriction should be-

removed. Besides, the Scotch banks had done the very same

thing with the greatest success. The Scotch Currency had never-

varied from par since they had organised a measure of this sort,.

even during periods of great discredit, and no restriction had been

imposed upon them, as it was on the Banks of England and

Ireland

The undoubted success of this measure in the case of the-

Scotch Banks was a strong argument that the Bank cf Ireland,

should do the same thing. And there was a stronger argument
still why the Bank of Ireland should do it. The Scotch Banks,,

of their own good sense and patriotism, organised this measure

without a precedent, and provided a fund at their own expense.

But the Bank of Ireland had now an opportunity of doing it

without any risk, difficulty or expense. The sums to be remitted

during that year from England to Ireland amounted to 5,000,000
Irish. This sum, or a portion of it, might be appropriated for

that purpose. It might be paid into the Bank of England to

the credit of the Bank of Ireland, and though no doubt it would

be an expense to that Bank, it would furnish a fund to draw

upon, by which it would effectually control the exchange, and the

evil of the expense would be temporary, the good would be-

permanent to the Bank and to the public
But all the benefits derived from these remedies would be of

little avail, and of very short duration, if they did not at the

same time cure the depreciation of Irish paper by diminishing
its over-issue. This consequence must necessarily follow from
Bank of Ireland notes being made convertible into Bank of

England notes, almost as they would be into gold, if the restric-

tion were to cease. For if their fund in London were too rapidly
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drawn upon at any time, they must immediately limit their

issues to lessen the demand : the notes would become of equal
value with the English notes, and therefore with guineas, so long
.as the English notes were at par

They did, in express terms, declare their clear opinion that it

Avas incumbent on the directors of the Bank of Ireland, and their

indispensable duty, to limit their paper at all times of an unfavor-

able exchange, during the continuance of the restriction, exactly

on the same principle as they would, and must have done, in case

the restriction did not exist : and that all the evils of a high and

fluctuating exchange were to be imputed to them, if they failed to

do so

The effect which making Bank of England notes procurable
in Ireland would have on the exchange, was clearly shown by
the great fall in it in March, April, and May, 1797, when
Government passed Bank of England notes in Dublin

They recommended that the Irish currency should be equalised
with the English, by making the Irish shilling 12</., before

any new coinage was struck, and that the English copper

coinage should be as current in Ireland as the silver and gold

coinage

106. This admirable report is the first Parliamentary

investigation into the theory of a Paper Currency : and is the

first authoritative declaration that it ought to be governed by
the Foreign Exchanges. In this it fully adopted the truths

demonstrated by Mr. Boyd, Lord King, and Mr. Parnell, and is

in entire accordance with the more celebrated Bullion Report of

1810. These two Reports are the most masterly papers which

were ever drawn by Parliamentary Committees. This Report did

not discuss the new theory propounded, that the Paper Currency
should be regulated by the discount of mercantile bills. The
Bullion Committee did, and entirely condemned it

107. In 1808, by the Act, Statute 1808, c. 103, the capital

of the Bank was increased from 1,500,000 to 2,000,000

Repeated Acts were passed prolonging the Restriction of the

Bank of Ireland, concurrently with that of the Bank of England.
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And in 1819 a similar Statute was passed to the English Statute

respecting the Bank of England

By the Act, Statute 1821, c. 27, the Bank was allowed to

resume cash payments on the 1st June, 1821

By the Act, Statute 1821, c. 72, the capital of the Bank was

increased to 3,000,000. It also allowed banking partnerships

to be founded exceeding six persons ;
but they were not to issue

any notes payable on demand within 50 Irish miles of Dublin.

This Act, however, produced no effect : and in 1825 an Act was

passed which was the model upon which the English Act was

framed in the following year

By this Act

1. Any persons exceeding six in number, and not having any
house of business within 50 (Irish, equal to 65 English) miles,

from Dublin, might issue notes at any place in Ireland beyond
the prescribed limit : the liability of each member being
unlimited

2. Xo such partnership was, by themselves or their agents, to-

pay, issue, or re-issue within the same limits any of the company's

bills, or notes payable on demand, or any bank post bill, or draw

upon any agent within that limit, any bill of exchange payable on

demand, or for less than 50. Xor were they to issue any suck

bills in England, or Dublin, or within 50 miles of it, payable on

demand, or at any less time than six months

o. Any person residing in Great Britain or Ireland might
subscribe to such a partnership

In this year an Act was passed to assimilate the Currencies of

Great Britain and Ireland. The Act took effect on the 5th

January, 182G, and after that date the Currency of Great Britain

was to be the Currency of the United Kingdom, and all contracts,.

of every description and sort, were to be made in that Currency
alone. All notes of bankers were in future to be in British

Currency
In 1824 the Provincial Bank of Ireland was formed under the

new law : and by a private Act, a Company named the Hibernian

Joint Stock Company was formed

The strong political feeling which has done so much to retard

the advancement of Ireland vented itself repeatedly in runs upon
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the banks, especially the Provincial. These took place in 1828,
twice in 1830, 1831, 1833, 1836, 1856, and 1857. The way in

which these banks stood the runs proved their solidity and good

management, and is a striking contrast to the wretched system
which prevailed before their institution. A solid banking system
has at length been founded in Ireland, and bears its usual fruits

in the civilisation and improvement in the country
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CHAPTER XIV

OX LORD OYERSTONE'S DEFINITION OF CURRENCY

1. In the first chapter we have fully explained the meaning
of the terms Circulating Medium and Currency, which are

always used as identical. We have shown that the term Circulating

Medium, by its very meaning, necessarily includes Money and

Credit in all its forms, both written and unwritten

We have shown that in Mercantile Law, the term Currency
means anything whatever of wiiich the Property passes by

delivery and innocent acquisition : and that in its strict legal

sense it can only be applied to written securities for money,
because it is only such Rights recorded on Paper which can be

mislaid, lost, and stolen, and passed away by manual delivery :

but that, if it is to be used as an Economic term denoting a

certain class of Economic Quantities, it must include Money and

Credit in all its forms, written and unwritten, as it was universally

understood to do in all the debates in Parliament up to a certain

time

But the present monetary system of the country, as established

by the Bank Charter Act of 1844, is founded upon a totally

different Definition of Currency. And as that Act is founded

upon a peculiar Definition of Currency, and is expressly intended

to carry into effect a peculiar Theory of Currency, we must

critically examine this peculiar Definition of Currency, in order to

see if it can be accepted, instead of the one as settled by the

Courts of Law
We must also explain the particular Theory of Currency which

the Bank Charter Act of 1844 is designed to carry out

First disputes as to the Meaning of Currency

2. The disputes as to the meaning of Currency were begun by
Mr. Boyd, an eminent Financial Agent, who said, in a letter to
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Mr. Pitt: "By the terms Circulating Medium and Currency,
which are used as almost synonymous terms in this letter, I

always understand ready money, whether consisting of Bank
Notes or Specie, in contradistinction to Bills of Exchange, Navy
Bills, Exchequer Bills, or any other Negotiable paper, which form

no part of the Circulating Medium, as I have always understood

them. The latter is the Circulator, the former are merely Objects
of Circulation

"

But he says in the preface :
"
But, from the mere returns of

Bank Notes (without that of the balances on the books for which

the Bank is also liable, and of the Specie in its coffers) no accurate

estimate can be formed of the positive difference between the

present and the former Circulation
"

Mr. Boyd, therefore, expressly includes Banking Credits, or

Deposits, under the term Currency : and as his notion of Currency
was ready money, it is quite evident that Cheques are also

urrency in his opinion, because Mercantile Law holds that Bank

Notes, Cheques and Deposits are all equally Ready Money
Now it is seen that Mr. Boyd had not wr

ell considered the

meaning of the term Circulating Medium : because the Circulat-

ing Medium is the medium which Circulates commodities. And
Bills of Exchange are expressly created -to Circulate commodities :

and it has been shown that Bills of Exchange possess the attribute

of Currency in all respects in the same degree as Bank Notes

Mr. Thornton, an eminent banker, and one of the authors of

the Bullion Report, immediately combatted Mr. Boyd's doctrine

that Bills of Exchange form no part of the Circulating Medium.

He says
1 "A multitude of Bills pass between receiver and

lender in the country in the manner that has been described : and

they evidently form in the strictest sense a part of the Circulating

Medium of the country
"

In a note to this passage he says
u Mr. Boyd, in his publica-

tion addressed to Mr. Pitt on the subject of the Bank of England,

propagates the same error into which many others had fallen, of

considering Bills as no part of the Circulating Medium of the

country
"

" It will be seen in the progress of this work that it was
1
Essay on the Public Credit of Great Britain
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necessary to clear away much confusion which had arisen from

the want of a sufficiently full acquaintance with the several kinds

of Paper Credit : and, in particular, to remove by a considerable

detail, the prevailing errors respecting the nature of Bills, before

it could be possible to reason properly upon the effects of Paper
Credit

"

3. Those differences of opinion as to what the term Currency
includes appeared very strongly before the Committee on the

Bank Charter Act of 1832, but as they produced no practical

result, we need not further advert to them

4. The question "What the term Currency includes?"

was vehemently discussed before the Committee on Banking in

1840 : and by this time a strong and influential party had

adopted a certain definition which prevailed with Sir Robert Peel.

The leaders of this party were Mr. Samuel Jones Loyd, afterwards

Lord Overstone, Mr. George Warde Norman, and Colonel Torrens,

and it will be best to let them explain their own views

Definition of Currency ~by Lord Overstone and his Sect

5. The question "What does the term Currency include?"

was much discussed before the Committee of 1840 : but it is only

necessary to state here the doctrines held by those witnesses whose

opinions prevailed with Sir Robert Peel

Mr. George Warde Norman, a director of the Bank of

England, was asked

Q. 1691. Are there any grounds for considering the

Deposits of the Bank of England as Currency ? No, I think

not

1692. Do you consider that any Deposits, merely in their

character of Deposits, can be considered as Currency ? No, I

do not

1693. Will you state what, in your opinion, forms the

distinction between Currency and Deposits ? I consider that,

looking broadly at Deposits and Curreucy, they are quite
distinct : they have little to do with each other. But I conceive
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that the use of Deposits is one of the banking expedients which is

available for economising Currency, along with a great many
others. I do not consider them as currency, or Money. I

ought to observe, perhaps, to the Committee, that I employ the

words "Money" and "Currency" as synonymous. Deposits are

used by means of transfers made in the books of bankers: and

these afford the means of adjusting and settling transactions :

and. pro tanto dispense with a certain quantity of money : or they

may be set off against each other, from one banker to another, to

a certain extent, and thus produce the same effect. Still they

possess the essential qualities of Money in a very low degree.

1694. Do you entertain a similar opinion as to Bills of

Exchange ? Yes, exactly : I think they are also used to

economise Currency. I look upon them as banking expedients

for that purpose, hut they do not possess fully the qualities which

I consider Money to possess

1695. Will you explain the difference between the func-

tions which Money will perform, and those which Bills of

Exchange, or Deposits, will perform ? To answer that question

fully, one must, I am afraid, take rather a wide view : but I look

upon it that the three most essential qualities Money should

possess are that it should be in universal demand by everybody
in all times and all places : that it should possess fixed value :

and that it should be a perfect numerator. There are other

qualities, but I think these are the most essential. Now, when I

look at all banking expedients, I find that they do not possess

these qualities fully. They possess them in a very low degree :

and therefore, as we see took place in 1835, with a very large

increase of the Deposits of the Bank, the Circulation diminished :

and there was every appearance of the effects of contraction :

there was an increased influx of treasure : and I conceive from

that there were lower prices. By a numerator I mean that

which measures the value of other commodities with the greatest

possible facility. If we look at all these banking expedients, we

see that they possess the three qualities which I have mentioned

in a very much lower degree
1696. Will you state in what respect ? I can only take

them one by one. A bill of Exchange is an instrument commonly
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payable at some future time : at a certain place : and to some

particular individual : it is of no use to any other individual,

except it is indorsed to him. A man cannot go into a shop with

a Bill of Exchange and buy what he wants : he could not pay his

laborers with a Bill of Exchange. The same with a banker's

Deposit : he can do nothing of that sort with that : he can do

with less Money than he would otherwise employ if he has Bills

of Exchange or Bankers' Deposits : but he cannot with Bills of

Exchange, or Bankers' Deposits, do whatever he could with

sovereigns and shillings. By a banker's Deposit I mean a Credit

in a banker's books : nothing more nor less than that

6. Mr. Samuel Jones Loyd, afterwards Lord Overstone,

was asked :

2G55. What is it that you include in the term Circulation ?

I include in the term Circulation, metallic Coin, and paper
Notes promising to pay the metallic Coin to bearer on demand

2661. In your definition, then, of the word Circulation,

you do not include Deposits ? No I do not

2662. Do you include Bills of Exchange ? No, I do not

2663. Why do you not include Deposits in your definition

of Circulation ? To answer that question, I believe I must be

allowed to revert to first principles. The precious metals are

distributed to the different countries of the world by the operation
of particular laws, which have been investigated, and are now
well recognised. These laws allot to each country a certain

portion of the precious metals, which, while other things remain

unchanged, remains itself unchanged. The precious metals con-

verted into coin, constitute the money of each country. That

coin circulates something in kind : but, in highly advanced

countries, it is represented to a certain extent by paper Notes,

promising to pay the Coin to bearer on demand : these Notes

being of such a nature in principle, that the increase of them

supplants Coin to an equal extent. Where those Notes are in

use, the metallic Coin together with these Notes, constitute the

Money, or the Currency, of that country. Now, this money is

marked by certain distinguishing characteristics : first of all, that

its amount is determined by the laws which apportion the precious
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metals to the different countries of the world : secondly, that it is-

in every country the common measure of the value of all other

commodities : the standard by reference to which the value of

every other commodity is ascertained, and every contract fulfilled :

and thirdly, it becomes the common medium of exchange for the

adjustment of all transactions equally at all times, between all

persons, and in all places. It has, further, the quality of dis-

charging these functions in endless succession. Now, I conceive

that neither Deposits nor Bills of Exchange, in any way whatever,.

possess these qualities. In the first place, the amount of them is

not determined by the laws which determine the amount of the

precious metals in each country : in the second place, they will

in no respect serve as a common measure of value, or a standard,

by reference to which we can measure the relative value of all

other commodities : and in the next place they do not possess
that power of universal exchangeability which belongs to the-

mouey of the country
2GG4. Why do you not include Bills of Exchange in.

Circulation ? I exclude Bills of Exchange for precisely the same

reasons that I have stated in my former answer for excluding-

Deposits. There is another passage in the same report which

appears to me to show very clearly that the French Chamber
have fully appreciated the distinction between Bills of Exchange-
and Money.

"
Every written obligation to pay a sum due may

become a sign of the Money : the sign has acquired some of the

advantages of Circulating Money : because, like Bills of Exchange,
it may be transmitted by the easy and prompt method of endorse-

ment. But what obstacles there are ! It does not represent at

every instant to its holder the sum inscribed on it : it can only
be paid at a distant time : to realise it at once, it must be parted
with. If one finds any one sufficiently trustful to accept it, it

can only be transferred by indorsement. It is an eventual

obligation which one contracts one's self, and under the weight
of which, until it is paid, one's credit suffers. One is not always,

disposed to reveal the nature of one's business by the signatures
one puts in circulation. These inconveniences led people to find

out a sign of money still more active and more convenient, which

shares, like the Bill of Exchange, the qualities of metallic money,.
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because it has no other merit but to represent it, but which can

procure it at any moment : which, like the piece of money, is

transferred from hand to hand, without the necessity of being

guaranteed, without leaving traces of its passage. The Note

payable to bearer on demand, issued by powerful associations,

formed under the authority, and acting under the continual

observation of Government, has appeared to present these

advantages. Hence Banks of circulation
"

2665. Under similar circumstances will the aggregate
amount credited to depositors in bankers' books bear some rela-

tion to the quantity of money in the country ? I apprehend that

it is dependent in a very great degree. I consider the money of

the country to be the foundation, and the Bills of Exchange to be

the superstructure raised upon it. I consider that Bills of

Exchange are an important form of banking operations, and the

^circulation of the country is the money in which these operations

are to be adjusted : any contraction of the Circulation of the

country will of course act upon credit : Bills of Exchange being
an important form of Credit, will feel the effect of that contrac-

tion in a very powerful degree : they will in fact be contracted

in a much greater degree than the paper Circulation

2667. Sir Robert Peel: What are the elements which

constitute Money in the sense in which you use the expression
"
quantity of money

"
? "What is the exact meaning you attach

to the words "
quantity of money quantity of metallic Currency?

"

When I use the words "
quantity of money," I mean the

quantity of metallic Coin and of paper Notes, promising to pay
the Coin on demand, which are in circulation in this country

2668. Paper Notes payable in Coin ? Yes

2669. By whomsoever issued ? Yes

2070. By country banks as well as other banks ? Yes

2071. Chairman: " Would this superstructure, consisting of

sums credited to depositors in bankers' books and Bills of

Exchange, equally exist, although no Notes payable in coin on

demand existed in the country ? Yes
;

I apprehend that every

question with respect to Deposits, and with respect to Bills of

Exchange, is totally distinct from the question, which has reference

to the nature of the process of substituting Promissory Notes in
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lieu of Coin : and of the laws by which that process ought to be

governed. If the Promissory Notes be properly regulated, so as

to be at all times of the amount which the Coin would have been,

Deposits and Bills of Exchange, whatever changes they may
undergo, would sustain these changes equally, either with a

metallic Currency, or with a paper Currency properly regulated :

consequently, every investigation respecting their character or

amount is a distinct question from that which has reference only

to the substitution of the paper Notes for Coin

2(n'2. There would be no reason why, if there were no Notes

payable in Coin on demand, the amount of this superstructure

should be less than it now is, with a mixed circulation of specie

and of Notes payable on demand ? Noue whatever. I apprehend

that, upon the supposition that the paper Notes are kept of the

same amount as the metallic Money, the question of the super-

structure whether of Deposits or of Bills of Exchange, remains

precisely the same

2673. That answer takes for granted that in the first case

the metallic Currency, and in the second case the metallic

Currency, plus the Notes payable on demand, are the same in

quantity ? Yes

2674. Sir Robert Peel : You suppose the Notes payable on

demand to displace an amount of Coin precisely equal to these

Notes ? They ought to do so under a proper regulation of the

paper Money, otherwise they are not kept at the same value as

Coin

2675. Mr. Attwood : Would you consider that the super-
structure of Bills of Exchange, founded entirely upon a metallic

Currency, might, at particular times, become unduly expanded ? -

The answer to that question depends entirely upon the precise

meaning of the word "unduly." I apprehend, undoubtedly, that

it is perfectly possible that Credit, and the consequences which

sometimes result from Credit, viz., over-banking in all its forms,
and the over-issue of Bills of Exchange, which is one important
form of over-banking, may arise with a purely metallic Currency :

and it may also arise with a Currency consisting jointly of metallic

Money and paper Notes promising to pay in Coin : and I

conceive further, that if the Notes be properly regulated, that is,
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if they be kept at the amount which the coin otherwise would be,

whatever over-banking would have arisen with a metallic

Currency, would arise, and to the same extent, neither more nor

less, with Money consisting of metallic Coin and paper Notes

jointly

2676. May not over-banking and over-issue of Bills of

Exchange, forming a superstructure based upon Money composed
of metal and paper Notes, derange the certainty of the Notes

being duly paid in gold ? I apprehend that if the paper Notes

be properly regulated, according to the sense which I have already

attributed to that expression, and if a proper proportion of gold

be held in reserve, the solidity of the basis cannot be disturbed :

that is, that if there be a proper contraction of the paper Notes

as gold goes out, the convertibility of the paper system will be

effectually preserved by the continually increasing value of the

remaining quantity of the Currency, as the contraction proceeds

At this period, and for a long time preceding, the greatest

part of the Circulating Medium of Lancashire were Bills of

Exchange, which sometimes had 150 indorsements on them, before

they came to maturity. Lord Overstone was asked

3026. Does not the principal circulation of Lancashire

consist of Bills of Exchange ? As I contend that Bills of

Exchange do not form part of the circulation, of course I am
bound, in answer to that question, to say, No

3027. Is there not a large quantity of Bills of Exchange in

circulation in Lancashire ? Undoubtedly, wherever a large mass

of mercantile or trading transactions takes place, there will exist

a large amount of Bills of Exchange, and that is the case, to a

great extent, in Lancashire

3028. Do not the Bills exceed, to an immense amount, the

issue of Notes payable on demand in Lancashire ? Undoubtedly

they do, to a great amount

7. Mr. Hume had a long fencing match with Lord Overstoue

as to the distinction between Bank Notes and Deposits. Lord
Overstone admitted that a debt might be discharged either by
the transfer of a Bank Note or by the transfer of a Credit in
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the books of a Bank : but he strongly contended that Bank

Xons are Money, and that Bank Credits, or Deposits, are not

;>US. Do you consider any portion of the Deposits in the

Bank of England, as Money ? I do not ....
3150. Could 20,000 sovereigns have more completely dis-

charged the obligation to pay the 20,000 of bills than the

Deposits did ? Where two parties have each an account with a

deposit bank, a transfer of the Credit from one party to the credit

of another party, may certainly discharge an obligation in the

same manner and to the same extent to which sovereigns would

have discharged that obligation

3169. Will not the debt between the two be discharged

thereby ? Yes

3170. In the one case I have supposed that payment of

1,000 was made by means of Notes in circulation : payment
was made by the delivery of these Notes from one hand to

another, and they are transported from place to place : but in the

case of a payment made by means of a transfer in the books of

the bank from one account to another, I ask you, are not these

payments equally valid, and would not the debt be discharged

equally in either case ? In the one case, the debt has been dis-

charged by the use of Money: in the other case the debt has

been discharged without the necessity of resorting to the use of

Money, in consequence of the economising process of deposit

business in the Bank of England
3171. Can the debt of 1,000 which one person owes to

another be discharged without Money being paid, or its value ?

A debt of 1,000 cannot be discharged without in some way or

other transferring the value of 1,000 : but the transfer of value

may certainly be effected without the use of Money
3172. Was not the deposit transfer in the Bank of England

to satisfy that debt of 1,000 of the same value as the 1,000

Notes which passed in the other case? A credit in the Bank of

England, I consider, is of the same value as the same nominal

amount of Money : and if the Credit be transferred, the same

value I consider to be transferred as if Money of that nominal

amount had been transferred

3177. Is there any fallacy in the statement that in the

VOL. II., PART 2 I
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accounts published by the Bank, their liabilities are divided into

two heads, Circulation and Deposits ? I ani not prepared to

state that there is any fallacy in it

3178. Have you not said that Deposits do not, in any way
whatever, possess the quality of Money ? If I have said so, I

shall be glad to have the statement laid before me
3179. Have you not in Question 2663 enumerated certain

distinguishing characteristics of Money ? I have

3180. Have you not in the same question stated that Deposits

do not, in any way whatever, possess those characteristics ?

Yes, I have

3181. Have you not, in answer to previous questions,

admitted that for the discharge of debts, Deposits have the

characteristics of money ? All that I have admitted is, I believe,

that a Deposit may, under certain supposed circumstances, be

used to discharge a certain supposed debt

Lord Overstone also said (3132) Will any man in his

common senses pretend to say that the total amount of transactions

adjusted at the Clearing House are part of the Money, or Circu-

lating Medium, of the country ?

Now this paragraph shows great looseness of idea. No one,

of course, says that a transaction is Money, but the operations of

the Clearing House consist exclusively of the transfers of Bank
Credits from one bank to another, and most undoubtedly these

Bank Credits are part of the Circulating Medium of the country,
and. as we shall shortly show, are included in law under the term

"ready money
"

Lord Overstone further said (3082) When I give a defini-

tion of "Currency," of course it is Currency in the abstract : it is

that which Currency ought to be : that definition properly laid

down and properly applied, will include Paper Notes payable on

demand, and it will exclude Bills of Exchange
Here, again, Lord Overstone is absolutely in error. The term

Currency is, as we have shown, purely a legal term, and means

anything of which the property passes by delivery and honest

acquisition. Now Bank Notes and Bills of Exchange have each

this property in common. Consequently they each are Currency.
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8. Lastly, we may quote Colonel Torrens, because he was

not only one of the most influential of the sect, but it has been

alleged that he was in reality the author of the scheme for

dividing the Bank into two departments, which Sir Robert Peel

adopted in his Bank Act of 1844

He says
1 The terms Money and Currency have hitherto

been employed to denote those instruments of exchange which

possess intrinsic or derivative value, and by which, from law or

custom, debts are discharged and transactions finally closed.

Bank Notes payable in specie on demand have been included

under these terms as well as coin, because, by law and custom, the

.acceptance of the notes of a solvent bank, no less than the

.acceptance of coin, liquidates debts and closes transactions :

while Bills of Exchange, Bank Credits, Cheques, and other

instruments by which the use of money is economised, have not

been included under the terms Money and Currency, because the

acceptance of such instruments does not liquidate debts and

finally close transactions

Again, he says, in reply to some perfectly just observations of

Mr. Fullarton "It is an obvious departure from ordinary

language to say that whether a purchase is effected by a payment
in Bank Notes, or by a Bill of Exchange, the result is the same.

According to the meaning of the terms, Money and Credit, as

established by the universal usage of the market, a purchase
effected by a payment in Bank Notes is a ready money purchase

(so is a purchase effected by a Cheque] ,
while a transaction nego-

tiated by the payment of a Bill of Exchange is a purchase upon
Credit. In the former case the transaction is concluded, and the

vendor has no further claim upon the purchaser : in the latter

case the transaction is not concluded, and the vendor continues

to have a claim upon the purchaser until a further payment has

been made in satisfaction of the Bill of Exchange. A Bank
Note liquidates a debt, a Bill of Exchange records the existence

of a debt, and promises liquidation at a future day. Mr. Fullarton

not only inverts language, but misstates facts, when he says that

-the transactions of which Bank Notes have been the instruments

1 The Principles and Practical Operation of Sir fiobert Peel's Act of 18-44

explained and defended, p. 79

I 2
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must remain incomplete until the Notes shall be returned upon
the issuing bank, or discharged in cash. A Bank Note for 100

may pass from purchasers to vendors many times a day, finally

closing on the instant each successive transaction. A Bill of

Exchange may also pass from purchasers to vendors many times a

day, but no one of the successive transactions of which it is the

medium can be finally closed until the last recipient has received

in Coin or Bank Notes the amount it represents
" Now it is the necessity of ultimate repayment which con-

stitutes the main point of distinction, which marks the boundary
between forms of Credit and Money. It is a necessity which

applies to Bills of Exchange and Cheques, but which does not

apply to Bank Notes : and, thereupon, upon Mr. Fullarton's own

showing, upon his own definitions, and his own conditions, as to

what constitutes Money, Bank Notes come under the head of

Money : while Bills of Exchange and bankers' Cheques, and such

other instruments as require ultimate payments, transfers, and

settlements do not come under the phrase Money . . . Upon
Mr. Fullarton's own showing, Money consists of those instruments

only by which debts are discharged, balances adjusted, and

transactions finally closed : and, therefore, Mr. Fullarton, unless

he should choose to continue to contradict himself, must admit

that Bank Notes are, and Bills of Exchange, Cash Credits, and

Cheques, are not Money
"

9. We have given these long extracts in order that the

reader may fully understand the doctrines and principles of the

influential sect whose views were embodied in the Bank Charter

Act of 1844. He will at once see that they are based on an

arbitrary Definition of the term Currency, which is in diametrical

contradiction to the decisions of the Courts of Law, which we

have cited in Chap. I., sec. 47 : and the unanimous doctrines of

Economists and Statesmen in all the Parliamentary debates on

the subject : and we have now to examine the necessary logical

consequences to which these doctrines lead

Mr. Norman said that Money or Currency should possess

fixed value, and be a perfect numerator

Now the value of Money is the various commodities ami
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services, or securities, it can purchase : and as the quantity of all

these things which Money can purchase constantly varies from

time to time, from day to day, and from hour to hour, how can

Money have " fixed value ?
" We have already shewn in Chap. II.,

sect. 5, that neither Money nor anything else can have " fixed

value" unless everything has " fixed value
"

He said that he meant by a numerator that which measured

the "value of other things with the greatest facility : but does a

Cheque for 50, or a Bill of Exchange for 50, not measure the

value of
_ things with as great facility as a 50 Bank Note, or 50

sovereigns ?

It is not a little amusing to find the celebrated phrase of the

Roman Catholic Church Quod semper, quod uliqite, quod ab

omnibus starting up and meeting us in a discussion on Currency.
In '[Lord Overstone's opinion, Money and Currency are

identical, and' include the coined metallic Money, and the paper
Notes promising to pay the bearer Coin on demand : and he says

that the characteristic of their being Money is, that they are

received equally at "
all times, between all persons, and in all

places
"

For the sake of shortness, let us designate this phrase by 3A
from the three Alls in it

Lord Overstone excludes Bills of Exchange from the designa-

tion of ^Currency, because "
they do not possess that power of

universal exchangeability which belongs to the Money of the

country
"

This definition is fatal to Lord Overstone's own view. In

fact, if it be true, there is no such thing as Money, or Currency,

at all

In the'first place it at once excludes the whole of Bank Notes.

The notes of a bank in the remote district of Cumberland would

not be current in Cornwall : therefore, they are not 3A : therefore,

they are not Currency. Again the notes of a small country bank

in Cornwall would not be received in Cumberland : therefore, they

are not 3A : therefore, they are not Currency

Similarly, there are no country bank notes which would be

generally received throughout England : therefore, no country
l);ink notes are :->A : therefore, no country bank notes are Currency.
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Till within the last sixty years or so, Bank of England notes

had scarcely any Currency beyond London and Lancashire : in

country districts a preference was universally given to local

notes : therefore, Bank of England Notes were not 3A : they had

not the power of
" universal exchangeability

"
: therefore, they

were not Currency. Bank of England Notes would even now

not pass through the greater part of country districts in Scotland.

If therefore the test of 3A and "universal exchangeability
"
be

applied, the claims of all Bank Notes to be considered as Currency
are annihilated at once

But the universality of Lord Overstone's assertion is fatal to

his argument in other ways. On the Continent, silver is a legal

tender as Money. In England, silver, like copper, is merely

coined into small tokens, called shillings, &c., which are made to

pass current above their natural value : and are only legal tender

to a very trifling amount : hence, silver in England cannot be

used in the adjustment of all transactions : therefore, it is not

3A : therefore, it is not Currency. There are other countries, such

as India, where gold is not a legal Tender : therefore, it fails to

satisfy Lord Overstone's test : therefore, it is not Currency. If,

then, the test proposed by Lord Overstone is to be accepted, it is

easy to see that there is no substance or material whatever which

does not fail under it : and, therefore, there is no such thing as

Currency
The fact is, that the only difference between a Bank Note and

a Bill of Exchange is, that the Note is the Right to payment on

demand : and a Bill is the Right to payment at a future time.

For these reasons a Bank Note possesses a greater degree of circu-

lating power than a Bill

In the Midland Counties it used to be quite common for the

Banks to issue the bills they had discounted with their own
indorsement on them : which made them bank notes : until the

practice was declared to be illegal : and such instruments were

declared to be bank notes

Moreover, there is not the same inducement to put a Bill into

circulation as a Note : because the former increases in value

every day until it is paid : while the latter does not. But it is to

the last degree unphilosophical to maintain that these two
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obligations are of different natures because they are adapted to

circulate in different degrees

10. Colonel Torrens has adduced several legal and practical

reasons in support of the views of his sect. The poet says
" Ah me ! what perils do environ

The man who meddles with cold iron."

So are the perils which environ the lay dreamer who meddles

with mercantile law and practical business. All Colonel Torrens*

reasons are absolutely fallacious both iu law and practice

He includes Bank Notes in, and excludes cheques from, the

title of Currency, because, he says, by law and custom the accept-

ance of the Notes of a solvent bank liquidates debts and closes

transactions : whereas the acceptance of Bank Credits and

Cheques does not liquidate debts and close transactions

In this Colonel Torrens is absolutely wrong, as any tyro in

Mercantile Law could tell him

Bank Notes, Cheques, and Bank Credits stand on exactly the

same footing as to liquidating debts and closing transactions

No Debtor can compel his Creditor to accept an ordinary
Bank Note, Cheque, or Bank Credit in payment of a Debt : but

if he chooses to do so voluntarily, they all equally liquidate debts,

and close transactions

Tender of a Cheque is equally good tender of payment as the

tender of an ordinary Bank Note

And when the Bank has transferred the Credit from the

Debtor's account to that of the Creditor, it liquidates the debt,

and closes the transaction in all respects as if it had been a pay-
ment in Money

If a Creditor accepts payment by Cheque, and keeps the

Cheque an undue time, without presenting it for payment, and

the bank fails having sufficient credit on the Debtor's account to

meet his Cheque, the debt between the Creditor and Debtor is

liquidated, and the transaction closed

And if the Credit has once been transferred from the account

of the Debtor to that of the Creditor, the debt as between the

parties is liquidated, and the transaction closed : even though
the bank should fail immediately afterwards
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But Colonel Torrens' statement of facts is equally erroneous

as his statement of law

He alleges that a transaction by a Bill of Exchange is not

finally closed until the Bill has letn paid in Coin or in JBanJc

It is the idea of Colonel Torrens, Mill, and other dreamers,

who have not the slightest knowledge of the mechanism of

modern banking, that all Bills of Exchange and Cheques are

ultimately paid in Coin or Bank Notes : at which all bankers

and persons conversant with the mechanism of modern banking
would make themselves very merry

In modern banking, probably not one Bill of Exchange in

10,000, and only a small proportion of Cheques, are paid in coin

or Bank Notes

An investigation instituted by some bankers after the late

Gold and Silver Commission showed that only '0025 per cent, of

banking transactions are settled in coin

No doubt 250 years ago, before the institution of banking,
all bills were paid in Money : but as soon as banking attained

any magnitude, persons who had bill transactions must have been

customers of the same bank : and in all such cases bills were

paid and discharged by means of Bank Credits, and not by money.
Before the institution of the Clearing House in 1770, all

banking charges were settled by Coin and Bank Notes : but when
the Clearing House was instituted, and bankers' charges were

settled by means of mutual exchanges of the securities : and it

was only the inequality of these exchanges which was paid in

Bank Notes : this of course enormously dirnished the number
of Cheques and bills which were paid in Money or Bank Notes :

but in recent years almost all the banks, including the Bank of

England, have entered the Clearing House : and even most of

the banks which are not in the Clearing House themselves pass
their Cheques and Bills through banks which are. And by a

further improved system of clearing no Money or Bank Notes

are used at all. In the year LSS!) Cheques and Bills to an
amount exceeding 1'7, <><><>,<><><),000 \vere settled and discharged in

the London Clearing House alone, without the use of a single
Coin or Bank Note: and besides that, there is a Country Clearing
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House, and Clearing Houses in all the great towns. What

becomes then of the foolish fancy of Torreus, Mill, and so many

others, that all Cheques and Bills are ultimately paid in coin

and Bank Notes ? They are all paid and discharged by Bank

Credits

Thus, when Torrens and his sect maintain that the criterion

of Currency is that it liquidates debts and closes transactions,

and they maintain that Bank Credits, or Deposits, are not

Currency : they are hoist with their own petard. Because as a

fact in modern banking, all banking transactions are liquidated

and closed by Bank Credits, or Deposits

Bank Credits, or Deposits, are now for all practical purposes,

the Money of the country

Bank Credits, or Deposits, are Ready Money

11. We have shown in Chap. I., sect. 45, that the term

Circulating Medium means the medium which circulates com-

modities : and hence, ex vi termini, it necessarily includes Money
and Credit in all its forms, both written and unwritten : because,

if a person buys goods on Credit, or by issuing a Eight of Action,

that Credit, or Right of Action, circulates the goods equally

whether it is recorded on paper or not

So we have shown that Money, and all Rights to Money
recorded on some material, which can be lost, or stolen, and

passed away by manual delivery, are included under the term

Currency
A superficial difficulty, however, arises when the term

Currency is used as synonymous with Circulating Medium,
because there is a vast mass of Credits which have circulated

goods, and are therefore Circulating Medium, which are not

recorded on any tangible and transferable material, and therefore

are not Currency in its strict legal sense ; such as Book Debts in

traders' shops, and Deposits, or Debts, in bankers' books

The slightest reflection, however, will show that there is no

real difficulty in the case. A Right of Action, Credit, or Debt,

is exactly the same in its nature, whether recorded on paper or

not. And it can be bought and sold, or exchanged with perfect
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facility in either form. ]n Roman law, in which written instru-

ments were not used, if it was wanted to transfer a Debt, the

Creditor, the Debtor, and the Transferee met together : the

Creditor transferred the Debt orally to the Transferee, and the

Debtor agreed orally to pay the Transferee, instead of his original

Creditor. This was a valid transfer of the Debt. The same

mode of proceeding is equally a valid transfer of the Debt in

English Law. But in many cases this is a clumsy and incon-

venient way of transferring a Debt. It is infinitely more convenient

to write it down on paper ; and then it can be transferred by
manual delivery like Money, or any other chattel. But whether

the transfer be effected orally or by written document can make
no possible difference in the nature of the Right. Recording a

Credit, Debt, or Right of Action, therefore, on paper does not

create any new Right, it merely records an already existing Right
on paper. Payment, therefore, by means of a Bank Note, or

Cheque, or Bank Credit, termed a Deposit, is absolutely the same.

Now Bank Notes and Cheques are Currency in strict legal

phraseology : but Bank Credits, or Deposits, are not strictly

Currency in legal phraseology, because they cannot be lost, mislaid,,

stolen, and passed away in commerce by manual delivery

So also of a Book Debt in a tradesman's books. If a trader

buys goods from a merchant on credit, that Credit has performed

exactly the same function in Circulating the goods as money :

because we have shown that the word Circulation means buying

goods with Money or Credit : and the Credit has been equally the

medium of Circulation, or sale, whether it is recorded on paper
or not : but it is not Currency, because it cannot be dropped in

the streets, stolen, and transferred to some one else by manual

delivery

Nevertheless, all these Book Credits in the books of bankers

and traders are of exactly the same nature as if they were

recorded on Circulating Paper, and they can always be recorded

on paper at the will of the parties : when they become Currency
in the strictest legal sense of the term

If, then, we are compelled to adopt this barbarism, and

employ the term Currency to denote a certain class of Economic

Quantities, synonymous with Circulating Medium, it must, by the
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laws of philosophy, be held to include Bank Credits, or Deposits,

Bank Credits, and Verbal Credits of all sorts

And this is exactly what Mercantile Law does. It treats any
form of Credit payable on demand by a banker, whether it be a

Bank Note, a cheque, or a Bank Credit, as money or cash.

They are all equally, in the eye of the law, payment : that is,

none of them are legal Money : that is, a debtor cannot compel

his Creditor to take payment in them of a debt : but if a Creditor

chooses to do so, of his own accord without objection, they all

stand on exactly the same footing- as payment
The case of Bank Notes is so well known that we need not

cite any authorities

With regard to Cheques, Lord Mansfield said, in Grant v.

Vauyhan, that a Cheque is the same thing as a Bank of England
Note

In Pearce v. Davies (1 Moo. & Rob.), Patteson, J., said that

a Cheque operates as payment until it has been presented and

refused

So, in Jones v. Arthur (8 Dowl., 442), Coleridge, J., held that

tender of payment by Cheque is good unless objected to on that

account

In He-van v. Hill (3 Camp., 381), where a person having

accepted a Cheque in payment and lost it, and the banker failed

having funds to meet the Cheque, Lord Ellenborough held that

the Cheque was payment
The very same doctrine is true regarding a Bank Credit, or

Deposit
In Gillard v. Wise (5 B. & C., 134), Holroyd, J., said:

" The defendants, instead of sending a clerk to receive cash for

the notes, sent them to the persons who ought to have paid them :

but they sent them, not for the purpose of being paid in money,
but of being placed to their credit in account. When that credit

was given, the legal effect was the same as if the notes had been

paid to them in money
"

Thus, a Right of action against a banker, payable on demand,

is, in the mercantile community, considered as money, or cash,

whether it be in the form of a Bank Note, a Cheque, or simply a

Bank Credit, or Deposit: and though, of course, in the strict
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legal sense, only the two former are Currency : yet, in a philo-

sophical sense, if we are constrained to adopt the word, all three

forms must be Currency

12. And so in other points of Law, Bank Notes and Bank

Credits are held to be included in the terms Money, or Cash. In

the case of Lord Aylesburifs Will, Lord Hardwicke held that

Bank Notes passed under the title of cash : and in Miller v. Race,

Lord Mansfield said :

" Bank Notes pass by a will which

bequeaths all the testator's money or cash
"

And the very same doctrine is held regarding a Bank Credit,

or deposit, or a balance as a banking account

Thus, in Vaisey v. Reynolds (5 Russ., 12), the testator

bequeathed to his wife all his book debts, monies in hand: and

to his executors, all his monies out at interest or mortgage, notes

of hand, or any security whatever. Lord Lyndhurst said " The
testator has referred to two descriptions of money, monies in

hand, and monies out at interest or mortgage, notes of hand and

other securities. The balance in the banker's hands, though it

carries interest, was not out at interest or security, and it was in

the same order and disposition of the testator as if it had been

deposited in his own drawer. It must be inferred that the

testator meant to pass it by one of the two descriptions which he

used. In no sense was it money on security, and in a reasonable

sense it was money in hand, and passed therefore to the wife
"

So in Taylor v. Taylor (1 Jurist, 401) where the testator

bequeathed all his ready money, Lord Laugdale said "
It is true

that in strict legal language what is called money deposited at a

banker's is nothing more than a Debt, and cannot be called ready

money, bnt in the ordinary language of mankind, money at a

banker's is called ready money, and we must construe a will

according to the ordinary language of mankind "

So, again, in Parker v. Marchant (1 Y. & C., 290), Bruce,

V.C., said "
Undoubtedly an ordinary balance at a banker's is

in a sense a Debt due to him certainly he may be sued for it as

a Debt. But it may be equally true that in a sense it is ready

money The term '

Debt,' however technically

correct, is not colloquially or familiarly applied to a balance at a
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banking house. No man talks of his banker in that character

being indebted to him. Men speaking of such a subject say that

they have so much at their banker's : or so much in their

banker's hand : a mode of expression indicating virtual posses-

sion, rather than the right to which the law applies the term

chose-in-action. ..... Agreeing that the term (ready

money) is applicable to money in the purse, or the house, I cannot

agree that it is confined to money so placed. Money paid into a

banking house in the ordinary mode is so paid for the purpose of

being not safe merely, but ready as well as safe." And conse-

quently the Y.C. held that a Bank Credit, or Deposit, passed

under the term "
ready money"

And this opinion was confirmed on appeal ( 1 Phil., 356) by
Lord Lyndhurst :

"
Xobody can doubt that in the ordinary use

of language, money at a banker's would be considered as "
ready

money." Everybody speaks of the sum which he has at his

banker's as money :
"
my money at my banker's

"
is the usual

form of expression, and if it is money at the banker's, it is

emphatically
"
ready money," because it is placed there for the

purpose of being ready when occasion requires : it is received

upon the understanding that it shall be so ready. If a man goes

to his banker, the money is counted out to him on the table. If

he sends an order for the money, it is counted out to his servant,

or the person in whose favor that order is made. I consider,

therefore, that it is strictly "ready money," according to the

ordinary acceptation of these terms among mankind "

So again in Mfnininy v. Purcell
('2

8m. and Giff., 284), the

question was whether a balance on a current account, and a

balance on a deposit account payable on demand, passed under

the word moneys in a will. Stuart, V.C., said " The question

as to the next subject of gift, which the plaintiffs deny to be

included in the gift of "
moneys," is as to the balances of the

testator at his bankers. The testator seems to have had

balances upon a current account, and balances upon a deposit

account. Now the balances upon the current account certainly

passed. It is also my opinion that the money, the evidence of

which was the deposit notes, also passed under the description of

"moneys." It has been maintained in argument, that the-
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deposit notes are the vouchers given by the bankers with whom
the deposits were made, as security for money, and they have been

likened to the case of money secured by a bond. It is said that

the balance due is simply a Debt, and the deposit notes are evidence

of the debt : just as a bond which shows a debt, and binds the

obligor to the payment of it. But moneys deposited by a testator

with his bankers, on a deposit account, the balance carrying

interest, is so much money at the disposal of the testator, and is

as readily accessible by him as moneys in an ordinary current

account. The fact that interest is allowed upon these deposits,

is a reason for the depositor more reluctantly drawing upon his

deposit account : but in point of fact there is no distinction at

all shown to me upon the custom of bankers. The bankers have

been examined in this case, and the habit is so notorious as this,

that it would not require evidence to show that where a banker

holds money for which he gives a deposit note, it is just as

accessible to his customer as if it was held on a current account
" If a customer, having a balance of 10,000 at his bankers,

wants 1,000, he must take a piece of paper and deliver it to the

bankers, before the bankers would pay him the money which they
hold for him. Now, with respect to the deposit money, the

customer, if he wants that money, or any part of it, must bring
the deposit receipt instead of an ordinary Cheque : but that does

not make it less accessible to him than if the bankers held it

liable to be paid on Cheques. If the slightest doubt were cast

upon the accessibility of a depositor's money which a banker

holds as deposit receipts, it would soon put an end to the account

altogether
"
My decision proceeds upon this, that as to the deposit notes, as

much as to the current account, the relation of banker and customer

exists : that the bankers holding money of a customer, whether as

a deposit account or a current account, unless there is some

express contract to take it out of the ordinary case of deposit,

holds it as money : and as money so readily accessible to the

customer, on the relation of banker and customer, that it is held

to pass under the description of money generally
"

13. The importance and the practical bearing of these
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investigations and decisions are evident. All banking
" advances

"

are made, in the first instance, by creating Bank Credits, or

Deposits, in favor of the customer. These deposits are simply

Rights of action, or simple contract Debts. Now, these Rights of

action, Credits, or Debts, are the "goods and chattels," or

property of the customer, which are exactly of the same value as

money, because they can always be exchanged for money instantly

on demand. But the customer wishes to use these Credits as

money, and transfer them to some one else. This may be done

by writing them down on paper either as Notes or Cheques. But

it is evident that the property, or "goods and chattels," are

identically the same, whether they are written down on paper or

not. Now, many persons seeing a material Bank Note, or Cheque,
are willing to admit that they are cash, But from the want of a

little reflection, and ignorance of the mechanism of banking, they
feel a difficulty with regard to what they see as Deposits. They
admit that a Bank Note, or a Cheque, is an "

Issue," and
"
Currency," and "Circulation": but they fail to see that a

Bank Credit is in exactly the same sense equally an "
Issue,"

"
Currency," and " Circulation"

When unreflecting persons see so many figures in a book they
are sometimes startled at hearing them called wealth : but in fact

it is not these figures in the ledger that are the wealth : these

figures are only the evidence and the acknowledgment of so many
Rights of action, Credits, or Debts in the persons of the creditors

of the banker: these Rights of action are just as much "issued"

and in "circulation" as if they were Notes: they are equally

Rights of action to demand gold : and it makes not the slightest

difference in their nature whether they are recorded on paper or

not. The figures in the book are a mere reminder to the banker

that he is bound to pay them in gold if demanded
Thus these Bank Credits, or Deposits, are a mass of

Exchangeable Property, like so much gold, or corn, or timber, or

any other : and their value depends upon exactly the same thing
as the value of any thing else : whether they can be paid in gold
on demand

And for this reason they are termed Pecunia, Res, Bona, Merx,
in Roman Law : xP7?AlaTa J wpay/Mwa, a'yatfa, ovo-ta, in Greek Law :
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and Goods, Goods and Chattels, Chattels, Merchandise, Vendible

Commodities, and Incorporeal Wealth in English Law
And in all the Parliamentary Debates from 1797 till Sir

Robert Peel's speech on introducing his Act of 1844, it was

invariably assumed that Money and Credits of all sorts, i.e.,

Rights to demand Money, whether written or unwritten, constitute

the Currency of the country. As Lord Tichfield expressed it

" When it was considered to how great an extent these contri-

vances (i.e., Credits of various forms) had been practised, in the

various modes of Verbal, Book, and Circulating Credits, it was

easy to see that the country had received a great addition to its

Currency. This addition to the Currency would of course have

the same effect as if Gold had been increasedfrom the mines
"

Tin's expression of Lord Tichfield's represents the unanimous

doctrine of Statesmen and Economists, until the time of Lord

Overstone and his sect, and is amply confirmed by the decisions

of the Courts of Law which we have so copiously quoted

Consequences of Lord Overstone's Definition of Currency

14. We have now to point out the consequences to which

Lord Overstone's Definition of Currency leads, which may some-

what surprise its advocates

Lord Overstone's dogma asserts that the fundamental essence

of Money or Currency is that it
"
closes a debt

"

To this we reply, as was the fashion in the glorious old days
of Special Pleading (1) There is no debt to close : (2) It does

not close the debt

1. When money is exchanged for goods no debt arises : and

if it be said that the money closes the debt which would have

arisen on the sale of the goods : we reply that the goods equally
close the debt which would have arisen on the sale of the money.
It is simply an exchange : the money and the goods equally close

the debt which would have arisen on either side. Therefore, if

the essence of Currency be to
"
close debt," the goods are Currency

for precisely the same reason that money is

'2. It is quite cmmon in the city to close a debt with stock :

therefore, by this dogma, stock is Currency
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3 In numerous cases debts are closed by a payment in

goods. Traders may exchange goods. Now by the exchange of

goods the debt is closed as effectually as by money. Hence, by
this dogma, the goods exchanged on each side are Currency

4. Two merchants may issue acceptances for the same

amount payable on the same day. These merchants may chance

to get possession of each other's acceptances. If so, each mer-

chant may tender to the other his acceptance in payment of the

debt due by himself. By this exchange the debts are closed on

each side. Consequently, each acceptance, according to Lord

Overstone's dogma, is Currency
In the great Continental fairs merchants exchanged their

acceptances by millions : the debts were closed : and therefore

they were Currency
5. A merchant issues his acceptance, which gets into the

hands of a banker. The banker issues notes, which get into

the hands of the merchant. When the banker presents his accept-
ance to the merchant, the merchant pays the banker in his own
Xotes. By this exchange the debt on each side is closed : hence,

by Lord Overstone's dogma, the acceptance is equally Currency as

the Notes

6. Or the merchant issues an acceptance which gets into the

hands of his own banker : when the acceptance falls due, the

banker simply writes off the amount from the merchant's

account. Both debts then are closed : and according to Lord

Overstone's dogma, the acceptance and the Deposit are equally

Currency
7. If two persons, A and B, are customers of the same

bank and A owes B a debt : A gives B a cheque on his account :

B pays in the cheque to his account : the banker transfers the

credit from A's account to B's : and the debt is closed by
Novation. Hence, by Lord Overstone's dogma, the Deposit is

Currency
Thus Lord Overstone's dogma is transfixed by shafts drawn

from his own quiver
The same doctrine may be extended to other cases

8. A person buys a ticket from a railway company : the

company then is in debt to him for a journey. But when they

VOL. II., PART 2 K
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have carried him to his journey's end, the debt is closed : there-

fore, according to Lord Overstone's dogma, the railway journey
is Currency

9. A person buys an opera ticket : the manager is then in

debt to him for a performance : when the person has seen the

performance, the debt is closed : hence, by Lord Overstone's

dogma, the performance of the opera is Currency
10. A person buys a postage stamp : the Post Office is then

in debt to him for the carriage of a letter. When the letter is

carried to its destination, the debt is closed. Hence, by Lord

Overstone's dogma, the carriage of a letter is Currency
And the same principle may be applied to many other cases,

which will readily suggest themselves to the intelligence of the

reader

15. In the next place, by the unanimous consent of

Economists, a payment in money does not close the debt

Economists affirm that the transaction is not closed until a

satisfaction has been obtained for the one originally given : they
therefore held that, in exchange for money, the exchange is not

consummated

A baker, say, wants shoes : he sells his bread for money. But
can he wear the money as shoes ? Certainly not : he must

exchange away his money for shoes. Consequently, the Economists

held that the exchange was not consummated, or completed, and
the debt closed, until the baker has got the shoes in exchange for

the bread

For this reason, all Economists, from Aristotle to the present

time, have perceived and declared that money itself is only a

species of Credit, a general Bill of Exchange, as we have shown

by a whole catena of writers. Hence, Money and Bills of Exchange
are fundamentally analogous. They are merely the evidence of a

debt due to their possessor. And the payment of a bill of

Exchange in money is only the exchange of a particular and

precarious Right for a general and permanent one

But, as Economists, we have nothing to do with satisfaction

and enjoyment : but only with exchanges : the exchange of goods
for a bill is one exchange : the exchange of a bill or note for
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money is another exchange : and the exchange of money for goods
is another exchange

Hence, a person who has received money for goods or services

has no more got a satisfaction, in the Economic sense, than the

person who has received a Bill of Exchange

Lord Overstone's Dogma violates the Law of Continuity

16. But the Law of Continuity shows the fallacy of the

dogma that Bank Notes payable on demand only are Currency.
Lord Overstone restricts the term to such notes. But would not

Notes payable one hour, or two hours, or three hours after

demand be also Currency ? Would not Notes payable one day
after demand be Currency ? or two days or three days ? Lord

Overstone denied that Bank post bills, which are payable seven

days after sight, are Currency. According to this dogma, if a

person receives a Bank Note payable on demand, it is Currency :

but if for his own convenience he asks for one payable seven days
after sight, that is not Currency. But the Bill becomes payable
on demand seven days after sight : then, by his own dogma, it is

Currency. What was it during the preceding days ?

It used formerly to be the custom for country bankers to

issue Notes payable three, ten, or twenty days after demand.

These Notes circulated just like other notes. Lord Overstone

denied that such Notes are Currency. But by his own dogma
they are Currency the day they become payable. What were

they before ?

Cheques are payable on demand : and the acceptance of a

heque is payment; it closes a debt equally as Notes. How are

Cheques not Currency as much as Notes ?

A Bill of Exchange is payable on demand the day it becomes

due : and by Lord Overstone's own dogma it is Currency on that

day. What was it during the preceding term ?

It is evident that there can be but one answer. All these

instruments are Currency, though differing in degree : and the

distinction between them is untenable

Nay, according to this dogma, Bank Notes themselves are

only Currency for about seveu hours out of the twenty-four.

K 2
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Because they are only payable on demand during banking hours,

say from 9 to 4 p.m. As soon as the clock strikes four the Notes-

are not payable till the next day. Consequently they are not

Currency, and do not affect the foreign exchanges. Therefore, at

five minutes before four, the Notes are Currency, and affect the

foreign exchanges : at five minutes after four they are not Cur-

rency, and do not affect the foreign exchanges. In the same

way, at five minutes before nine a.m., the Notes are not Currency,
and do not affect the foreign exchanges: at five minutes after

nine they are Currency, and do affect the foreign exchanges. We
leave it to our readers to determine whether such dogmas are

sound philosophy
Not only are Colonel Torrens' statements of Law quite inaccu-

rate, but also his statements of fact and of the routine of business.

He asserts that Bills of Exchange are not Currency because they
are intended to be, and are, all ultimately liquidated in coin or

notes : and this is a very common opinion among ill-informed

persons
Such statements as these only show the most profound ignor-

ance of the routine business of banking. In modern practice,

probably not one bill of exchange in ten thousand is ever paid in

coin or notes at all. At the present day they are almost universally

paid in Deposits, or Banking Credits : and consequently, by
Colonel Torrens' own dogma, these Deposits, or Banking Credits,

must be Currency

But, while we contend that Lord Overstone's criterion of a

Currency is fatal to his own view, we are quite willing to accept

it. For what is it that exists in all places, in all times, and

among almost all persons ? It is Debt or Services due. And
what is it that is universally required to measure, record and

transfer them ? Some Material. But all Currencies are local
;

none are universal. The notes of a Country banker only circulating

in his own neighbourhood are like a country patois : each district

has its own. A national Currency rises to the dignity of a

language. But that is only local, on a larger scale. The ideas

only, expressed in every language, are universal. The only true

idea of a Currency is that it is the representative of Transferable

Debt: and (hat whatever represents Transferable Debt is Currency..
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17. AVe are happy to say that the distinguished French

Economist, M. Michel Chevalier, entirely agreed with us on

this point. After showing the untenable nature of the distinction

set up between Bank Notes and Bills of Exchange,
1 he says

" The English language has a generic word which comprehends

Money, Bank Notes, Paper Money, or assignats not convertible

into specie, and every other kind of security which can be put
into circulation, and is accepted more or less generally among
men : and that is the word Currency. Our language has no

precise equivalent : nevertheless, the word Numeraire may be

taken in the same sense, and I shall employ it for the future in

this work." And he gave his formal adhesion to the fundamental

nature of a Currency set forth in this work2

lLa Monnaie, sect. 3, ch. 5

''Journal des Economistes, August, 1862
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CHAPTER XV

ON JOHN LAW'S THEORY OF PAPER MONEY

1. "We have in a preceding chapter explained the true

Fundamental Concepts of Money and Credit, and given an

exposition of the actual mechanism of the mighty system of

Credit, to which the prodigious expansion of modern Commerce

is entirely due. It is now our most important and essential duty
to investigate a Theory of Money which has acquired great

celebrity, not only from its historical interest as having led to

some of the most terrible calamities on record, but because it is

still extensively believed in at the present day. It is essential in

a work of this nature, not only to lay the true foundations of

science, but also to point out the fundamental fallacy upon which a

most specious but fatally delusive Theory rests, which has

brought the most disastrous consequences on every nation which

has adopted it, as will always be the case when the eternal laws

of nature are systematically and perseveringly violated

This Theory of Money we shall designate as Lawism : not

because he was the original deviser of it : but because he was

the first to write the most formal treatise on it : and he had the

opportunity of carrying it out on the most extensive scale. His

name must, therefore, always be the most prominently associated

with it : and it is one so specious, but so dangerous, and has

even so many believers at the present day, that it requires to be

branded with a distinctive name, and combated with all the power
of argument which can be brought against it. It has been tried

under various forms and modifications in France, England, and

America, and produced the most severe calamities : and is partially

adopted in the constitution of the Bank of England
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2. TThen the Bank of England was founded [in 1G94, its

immediate benefits to trade and commerce were so manifest, that

the busy brains of schemers were set to work to devise Banks for

the promotion of agriculture, whose notes should be based upon
land. Among these were Asgill, Chamberlen, and Brisco.e, all of

whose schemes were fortunately rejected

The most famous of them, however, was John Law. We
must, however, be careful to be just to Law. From his having
been associated with a very terrible catastrophe, his name has

acquired a very evil odor. He is too often regarded as a mere

charlatan and swindler, like the rogues who got up the South Sea

Babble scheme. Such ideas, however, are entirely erroneous.

Law was the most consummate financier of his age

3. Law was one of those schemers wrho busied their brains to

devise a plan of basing Paper Money on land. He published his

ideas in a small work called Money and Trade Considered, and

laid a scheme before the Parliament of Scotland in 1705, which

fortunately rejected it. Having to quit the country, in conse-

quence of having killed his adversary in a duel, he betook himself

to France, which was then in the extremest distress from the

ruinous wars of Louis XI Y. In 1708 he became acquainted with

the Duke of Orleans, and unfolded his financial schemes to him.

The Duke recommended him to Desmarets, the Minister of

Finance, the nephew of Colbert. The minister thought highly of

his financial knowledge, but for some reason he incurred the dis-

pleasure of the Government, and he was ordered to quit the

kingdom
On the death of Louis, Law immediately returned to Paris,

and was received with open arms by the Regent. The project of

a Bank was renewed. Law addressed several memoirs and letters

to the Regent, explaining the nature of Banks and Credit, and

the benefits they had produced in the states in which they had

been adopted. These writings contain nothing which is not

perfectly sound : and they are not tainted with that peculiar

theory of money which we denominate Lawism. In 1715, Law

proposed to found a Royal Bank, into which all the revenues of

the kingdom should be paid : and which should issue notes of the
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value of 10, 100, and 1,000 of the current ecus. These notes

were to be payable to bearer on demand, and to be receivable in

all transactions : but their acceptance was to be perfectly volun-

tary. The Recent supported Law with all his influence, but the

Council rejected the scheme.

The Regent, however, persevered, and persuaded the Council

to agree to a smaller scheme. Law was allowed to establish a

private banking company with his own capital, and to carry it on

under the eye of the Minister. The letters patent were granted
on the 2nd May, 171G

The capital of the bank was divided into 1,200 shares of 5,000

livres each. Subscribers were allowed to pay three-fourths in

public securities, and one-fourth in money. Thus 4,500,000
livres of depreciated public stock were taken out of circulation.

This, as we have seen, was exactly the same plan as was adopted
in England to restore public credit in 1697 : when the new sub-

scriptions were received partly in public securities and partly in

the Bank's own notes, which were both at a heavy discount

The Bank commenced operations in June, 171C. It was in

every respect an institution similar to the Bank of England. It

issued its own notes in exchange for specie, and in the discount

of bills of exchange. What greatly increased its credit both at

home and abroad was that it undertook to cash its notes in

money of a fixed weight and fineness : and not livres tournois,

the current money, whose rating varied continually, according to

the caprice of the King. It thus insured a uniform standard of

payment, and put an end to those atrocious alterations in the

rating of the coinage which were the terror of all dealings on

credit. Moreover, foreigners who placed their money in the

bank were exempted from the droit tfaubaine, by which the pro-

perty of all foreigners dying in France was confiscated to the

Crown
The effects of the new Bank, insuring a uniform standard of

payment and discounting bills, were marvellous. It was

instantaneously felt like magic throughout the whole country.
The exchanges immediately turned in favor of France.

Foreigners hastened to purchase when they were assured of a

fixed currency. Merchants resumed business: manufacturers
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were at full work : the rate of interest was lowered. Contem-

porary writers all bear witness that the recovery of the country

from its state of prostration was incredibly quick. The Regent
did all he could to favor the new Bank. In October, 1716, all

the officers of the revenue were ordered to make their remittances

in its notes, and to cash them at sight, so that all the finance

offices of the State became in fact branches of the Bank. In two

years 50 millions of notes were issued. By this means the Bank

had become very much what it had been intended to be at its

first projection. Up to this time it was eminently prosperous, and

was conducted on the soundest principles, and if it had been let

alone, and conducted on the same principles, it would have con-

ferred on France the same benefits which the Bank of England
did on this country

But, unfortunately, Law having now attained so firm a position

in despite of the Parliament, which hated him as a foreigner and

a heretic, and of the bankers and money dealers whose excessive

gains he reduced, began now to plan those gigantic schemes of

speculation, and to carry out his own peculiar theory of Paper

Money, which ended with so terrible a catastrophe, and swallowed

up this flourishing establishment

We have said this much in justice to Law : because few-

persons have any idea of him other than as a lunatic schemer and

rogue, who brought about in France as great a catastrophe as the

South Sea Bubble. This, however, is quite erroneous and unjust.

Law's writings on banking and credit are perfectly sound, and he

showed a far greater knowledge of the subject than most modern

Economists do : and so long as he confined his operations to

pure Banking he was magnificently successful. The fact is that

his writings are divided into two parts : those on Banking and

Credit : and those on Paper Money
The fact was, that though he perfectly appreciated the

powers of Credit, he saw that they were limited, and he

wanted to create Paper Money beyond the limits of Credit,

which he believed could maintain an equality of value with

specie a fatal delusion which has been tried in several forms

in different countries, and invariably resulted in dismal and

disastrous failure
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The essence of Lawism, as we designate the scheme, is to base

Paper Money upon some other article of value than money : nob

redeemable in specie : but which shall at the same time maintain

an equality in value with specie : and with Paper Credit redeem-

able in specie

4. Upon sifting his theory to discover his error, we shall

obtain one of the most beautiful triumphs of pure reasoning to be

found in any science. We shall find that the plausible scheme,

which we designate by his name, is founded upon a direct

contravention of the fundamental nature of a Currency which we
have established in this work, and the proposition which directly

flowed from it That where there is no Debt there can. be no

Currency. We shall find that these awful monetary cataclysms,

which have shaken nations to their foundations, producing
calamities more fell than famine, tempest and the sword, have

been brought about by attempting to carry into practice a

philosophical fallacy which involves a contradiction in terms

5. It is impossible to say who first invented the theory we

are going to notice : in fact, it must have sprung up indigenously

among almost any people who began to form theories of Paper

Currency. Several persons about the same time seem to have hit

upon it. The earliest we know of was a certain Mr. Asgill, a

member of Parliament, who paid much attention to commercial

matters. The most notorious precursors of Law were Dr. Hugh
Chamberlen, who brought forward a rival scheme to the Bank of

England in 1693, and Mr. Briscoe, one of the chief promoters of

the Land Bank in 1G9G. Chamberlen's ideas will be noticed a

little further on. He strongly accused Law of having stolen his

ideas from him, which Law strenuously repudiates, and points out

the distinction between them : and it must be acknowledged that

Law's ideas were far from being so wild as Chamberlen's

6. He begins
1
by many very sound and acute remarks on the

value of commodities, and the causes of their change of value.

He describes the qualities which fitted silver to be used as money
1 Money and Trade Considered
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above every other commodity. He attributes the very inconsider-

able trade of Scotland to the small quantity of money she

possessed. This is the first fundamental fallacy : because in fact

it was just the reverse : Scotland had little money became she had

little trade. He perceived the fallacy of lowering interest by hi\v.

He then considers the various means which have been employed
to increase the quantity of money. He says that some countries

have raised money in the denomination, and some have debased

it : some have prohibited its export under the severest penalties :

some have obliged traders to bring home bullion in proportion to

the goods they imported. But he says that all these measures

have been futile and vain, and none of them have been found to

increase or preserve money. He says that the only effectual

method hitherto discovered for the increase of money was the

creation of Banks. He describes various Banks. Some had

made it a principle to issue no more notes than they had of

actual bullion. He instances the Bank of England, and the

superiority of its notes over those of the goldsmiths. He then

describes the Bank of Scotland, and says that it issued notes to

four or five times the value of the money in the Bank, which

he very justly says were equivalent to so much additional money.
He then points out the absurdity of supposing that raising the

denomination of the money added to its value : that if the

shilling was raised to 18d., it paid debts by two-thirds of what

was clue, but did not add to the money :

" for it is not the sound

of the denomination, but the value of the silver is considered."

The wonderful philosophers of 1811 no doubt looked down with

prodigious disdain upon Law, but they might have studied him
with advantage. He then points out with much detail the fraud

and inutility of tampering with the Currency. He describes the

additional effect which Credit may give to money : but says that

Credit, which promises a payment of money, cannot well be

extended beyond a certain proportion it ought to have with

money. Nothing can be more judicious and sound than his

remarks upon Credit that it must always vary in proportion to

the metallic basis it is built upon. Up to this point his sagacity

and penetration are in advance of the doctrines of a century

later. But here is the boundary, after which he plunges into
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that fatal and delusive fallacy, which is the distinctive feature of

what we denominate Lawism

7. Thinking that Money was so scarce in Scotland that

any Credit which could be built upon it would be insignificant,

he says
1

"
It remains to be considered whether any other goods than

silver can be made money with the same safety and convenience
" From what has been said about the nature of money, it is

evident that any other goods which have the qualities necessary
in Money, may be made Money equal to their value with safety

and convenience. There was nothing of humor or fancy in

making silver to be money : it was made because it was thought
best qualified for that use

"
I shall endeavor to prove that another Money may be

established with all the qualities necessary in Money, in a greater

degree than silver
"

8. He then shows that silver had some peculiarities that

disqualified it from being the best substance to form Money of :

that it varied in value : that it had increased much faster in

quantity than the demand for it : and had therefore fallen much
in value. In fact he tries to prove that silver had varied in value

more than any other kind of goods within the last two hundred

years. That goods would always maintain a uniformity in value,

because they only increased in proportion to the demand. That

land would always rise in value because the quantity would

always remain the same, but the demand would always increase.

But that silver would always fall in value because the quantity
increased faster than the demand

9. The essence of Lawism, then, as we designate the scheme,

is to base Paper Money upon some other article of value than

specie : but which shall at the same time maintain an equality in

value with specie : and Paper Credit redeemable in specie

In modern times Lawism has been tried in three forms

1. To base Paper Money upon the security of Land
1 Money and Trade Considered, p. 112
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2. To issue Paper Money based upon the discount of Mer-

cantile Bills

3. To issue Paper Currency on Public Securities or Public

Debts

And we shall have to exhibit the practical results of Lawism

in these three forms

10. Law denies that he had taken his ideas from Chamberlen,

of which the latter had accused him. And it must in truth be

admitted that his ideas were by many degrees less wild than those

of Chamberlen. Law asserts that he had formed his schemes-

many years before he had seen any of Chamberlen's papers
"
Land, indeed, is the value upon which he founds his proposals i

and 'tis upon land that I found mine : if for that reason I have

encroached upon his proposal, the Bank of Scotland may be said

to have done the same. There were banks in Europe long before

the doctor's proposal, and books have been written upon the

subject before and since. The foundation I go upon has been

known as long as money has been lent on land, and so long as ail

heritable bond has been equal to a quantity of land
"

11. The difference between Chamberlen's theory and Law's

was this: Chamberlen maintained that if land was mortgaged
for 100 years, it was good security for 100 times its annual value:

so that if a man had landed property worth 1,000 a year, and if

he mortgaged it for 100 years to the state, the state might issue

Notes to him to the amount of 100,000 : which were to be

declared equal in value to silver, and made legal tender for their

nominal value

Now, if this theory is true, there is no good reason why land

should be pledged only for 100 years : why not for one million

years ? which would do the thing on a somewhat more magnificent
scale. But what need of stopping there ? Why not pledge it to-

all eternity ? And then every inch of land might be piled up
with notes high enough to reach the moon, where the deviser of

this scheme would probably find his lost wits

Law properly points out that the fallacy of this theory

was, that Chamberlen assumed that the value of 100 to be
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paid 100 years hence is still 100. He says "Xo anticipation

is equal to what already is. A year's rent now is worth

fifteen years' rent fifty years hence, because that money lent out

at interest by that time will produce so much." But says

Lord Macaulay,
1 " On this subject Chamberlen was proof

to ridicule, to argument, even to arithmetical demonstration.

He was reminded that the fee simple of land would not sell for

more than twenty years' purchase. To say, therefore, that a

term of 100 years was worth five times as much as a term of

twenty years, was to say that a term of 100 years was worth five

times the fee simple : in other words, that a hundred was worth

five times infinity. Those who reasoned thus were refuted by

being told they were usurers : and it should seem that a large

number of country gentlemen thought the refutation complete
"

12. Law's theory was to calculate the value of the fee simple

of the land at twenty years' purchase, and to coin notes to

the value of that amount : and advance them to the owner of the

land. This plan, therefore, had a limit, however absurd it was.

It was bounded in the first instance by the value of the land

expressed in silver money : but Chamberlen's plan had positively

no limit at all to carry it out to its full length. The advance might
be made to infinity. Consequently, in mathematical language, we

should say that Chamberlen was infinitely more mad than Law

13. Law showed that notes issued upon Chamberlen's plan
would immediately fall to a heavy discount. But yet he says that

though 500 of these notes were only equal to 100 in silver, yet

the nation would have the same advantage by that 500 in notes

as if an addition of 100 had been made to the silver money
" So far as these bills fell under the value of silver money, so

far would exchange with other countries be raised.2 And if goods
1 History of England

2 This would not be the case unless the Exchange was reckoned in these notes.

In 1G97, Bank Notes had fallen to a heavy discount, but the Exchanges were

reckoned in the silver coinage ;
and \phen the coinage was restored, the Exchanges

were brought to par. But if the Exchanges had been reckoned in these notes

Law's observation would be perfectly just. This is the first occasion that we are

aware of on which the great principle that the depreciation of the Paper Money
would produce a fall in the Foreign Exchanges, which was so ardently contested in

1811, and subsequent years, is asserted. And it has all the more merit that it is a

prediction and not an observation
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did not. keep their price, ?>., if they did not sell for a greater

quantity of these bills, equal to the difference between them and

silver, goods exported would be undervalued, and goods imported
would be overvalued

" The landed man would have no advantage by this proposal,

wiles* lie owed debt, for though he received 50 of these bills for

the same quantity of victuals, he was in use to receive 10 silver

money : yet that 50 would only be equal in value to 10 of

silver, and purchase only the same quantity of home or foreign

goods
" The lauded man who had his rent paid him in money would

be a great loser, for as much as these bills were under the value

of silver, he would receive so much less than before
" The landed man who owed debt would pay his debt with a

less value than was contracted for, but the creditor would lose

what the debtor gained
"

Oh, that the philosophers of 1811 had only pondered over this

extract from John Law !

14. Law then shows that
"
Notwithstanding any Act of Parliament to force these bills,

they would fall much under the value of silver : but allowing
that they were at first equal to silver, it is next to impossible that

two different species of money shall continue equal in value to

one another
"
Everything receives a value from its use, and the value is

rated according to its quality, quantity, and demand. Though
goods of different kinds are equal in value now, yet they will

change their value from any unequal change in their quality,

quantity, or demand
"And as he leaves it to the choice of the debtor to pay in

silver money or bills, he confines the value of the bills : so that

these bills must fall in value as silver money falls, and may fall

lower
;

silver may rise above the value of these bills, but these

bills cannot rise above the value of silver
"

This extract touches our friends the Bimetalists

15. Law succeeds with great skill and acumen in exposing
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the wild insanity of Chamberlen's scheme, and truly predicts the

results which would follow from it : or at least some of them, for

he has omitted several important ones. The exact consequences
he predicted were manifested in Ireland and England a century

later. The sentences we have quoted, if we did not know their

origin, might have been supposed to have been written to rebuke

the folly of the directors of the Banks of Ireland and England in

1804 and 1810

But, alas ! exactly the same consequences followed from his

own scheme, as he had predicted from that of Chamberlen

Having demolished Chamberlen, he states his own proposal,

which, he says, is :

" To make Money of land, equal to its value :

and that Money to be equal in value to silver money, and not

liable to fall in value as silver money falls"

He then says : Any goods that have the qualities necessary

in money, may be made money equal to their value. Five ounces

of gold is equal in value to '20, and may be made money to that

value : an acre of land rented at two bolls of victual, the victual

at 8, and land at 20 years' purchase, is equal to 20, and may
be made money equal to that value, for it has all the qualities

necessary in money
"

16. In this sentence is concentrated the whole essence of

that eternal delusion so specious and so plausible, and so fatal,

which we designate as Lawism
It is nothing indeed but the fundamental error that Money

represents commodities, and that Paper Currency may be based

upon commodities. This fallacy is deeply prevalent in the public

mind at the present day : and probably there are few persons,

except those who have studied deeply the fundamental concepts of

Economics, who can perceive the fallacy

No one who does not thoroughly understand the great funda-

mental doctrine, established by Turgot and others, that money
does not represent commodities, can think rightly on the subject.

Money does not represent commodities at all, but only Debt, or

services due, which have not yet received their equivalent in

commodities

In the section in Chapter I., where we explained the true
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nature and purposes of Money, we showed that when the

exchanges of Products and Services exactly balance each other

there is no need nor use for Money
The use and the necessity for Money only arise when the

exchanges and Products and Services are Unequal : and there

remains a Balance, or Debt, due from the Unequal Exchange.
The use and the purpose and the necessity for Money is to

measure, record, and transfer this Debt, or Right to demand some

equivalent for services rendered, at some future time

A whole line of writers, Philosophical, Literary, Juridical and

Economical, have shown that Money is a Bill of Exchange, a

Right, or Title, to demand at some future time an equivalent for

services previously rendered

And the quantity of this balance of Debt arising out of the

Unequal exchanges of society is termed by Adam Smith and

numerous other writers the " Channel of Circulation
"

We showed, in Chapter I., that the Fundamental Concept of

Monetary Science is this

"The Quantity of Money in any country representa the Quantity

of Debt ivliich there would be .if there -were no Money
"

And as a necessary Corollary

"Where there -is no Debt there can be no Currency"
And the value of the Circulating Medium, or Currency,

depends upon the Quantity of Stuff which fills up the Channel of

Circulation, and represents this amount of Debt

17. Now the slightest reflection shows that Law's scheme

violates all these Fundamental Concepts of Monetary Science,

which arise from the very nature of things
Take the case of all private individuals, is there any necessary

connection between the quantity of commodities and the quantity
of money they possess ?

AYhen a person has done services to others, and in exchange
for them receives other commodities or services, his services are

paid for and compensated : and no Debt arises

AYhen he has done services to others and has not received

other commodities or services in compensation, he has still a

claim to receive the balance in future : and he is entitled to

VOL. II., PART '2 L
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receive the amount of bis Debt in Money : wbicb is a general
Bill of Exchange, which entitles him to demand his compensation
from any person in the commercial community, in any articles or

services he may select

Or he may be content to accept the personal promise of his

Debtor to render him a compensation at a future time

Thus, this Credit Metallic, Paper, or Verbal forms the

Stuff which fills up the whole of the Channel of Circulation,

and constitutes the Circulating Medium, or Currency
And if vast quantities of new Stuff, which represent no Debt

at all, are poured into the existing Channel of Circulation, or

the previously existing Debt, only one result can follow : a violent

diminution in the value of the previously existing Circulating-

Medium, or Currency a violent disturbance and increase of the

value of all commodities and a violent disturbance of all the

relations between Creditor and Debtor

18. The slightest reflection will show that Law's scheme of

basing Paper Money on land and commodities involves this

palpable absurdity :

" That a person can buy commodities, and
also liave the Price, or Value, of them in Momy as well

"

According to Law's scheme, everything whatever may be

turned into money land, plate, jewelry, corn, cattle, furniture,

pictures, statues, horses, cattle, carriages, &c.

Now when a person has gratified his tastes, and procured any
of these articles as an equivalent for the services he may have

rendered, his Debt is extinguished there is no Debt due to him :

he has no claim for further remuneration. But the practical

result of Law's scheme is that a person may obtain these articles

in satisfaction of his claims : and also have the Value of them in

Paper Money as well. That is, he may buy an article and also

keep the Price of it which would certainly be a marvellously

royal road to become wealthy
Because he has only to buy certain articles : keep them : issue

their value in Paper Money : buy fresh articles with that : keep
these fresh articles : issue Paper Money on them : and buy fresh

articles with that : and so on in infinitum

But the natural, inevitable, and necessary consequence of
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creating vast masses of Paper Money which represent no debt is,

that they are poured into the existing Channel of Circulation, or

the previously existing quantity of Debt : and reduce the value

of the whole Circulating Medium, or Currency, to nothing

1 . Law saw the fallacy of Chamberlen's scheme. His own

was, that the value of all the land in Scotland should be estimated

at
m20 years' purchase : and that a Parliamentary Commission

should be appointed, and should issue inconvertible Paper Money
to the owners of the land to that amount

This was the scheme which Law brought before the Parliament

of Scotland in 1705. But the Scots Parliament, with its native

sagacity, saw through the insanity of the whole scheme :

resolutely shut its ears to all Law's delusions : and sent him about

his business : and he had the opportunity of playing his pranks
in France : and the result was the Mississippi scheme : all of

which was enacted for our learning

First Form of Lawism Issuing Paper Money on Land

20. To give a full account 'of LawT
's banking career would

far exceed our limits : and to give an imperfect and incomplete
one would be worse than useless. We must therefore content

ourselves with referring any of our readers who may want fuller

information on the subject to our Dictionary of Political Economy,
Art. Banking in France, where a full account of Law's career

and scheme of Paper Money is given, and its results

The second example of Lawism was the Ayr Bank, of which

we have given an account in the preceding chapter. The

proprietors of the Ayr Bank were immensely wealthy : and

thought that they might issue any number of notes on the known
value of their lands. Facts, however, very soon disabused them,
and produced a fearful calamity

The third great outburst of Lawism took place in the same

country which witnessed his first exploits. In preparation for it,

Law's Money and Trade Considered was translated into French, in

L 2
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1780 : as if all memory of the great catastrophe of sixty-nine

years before had perished
This was the issue of Assignats during the French Revolution,

to meet the deficiency of money. And, as before, the full details

of the Assignats are too long to be inserted here : and we must
refer those of our readers who wish for fuller information respect-

ing them to our Dictionary of Political Economi/, Art. Assignats.
The next, and a most striking example of Lawism, was the

Bank of Norway
"This Bank 1 was founded on the 14th of June, 1810, with

its head office at Drontheim, and branches in the provincial towns.

Its capital was originally raised by a forced loan, a tax, upon
all lauded property : and the landowners became shareholders

according to the amount of their respective payments. This

Bank was expressly founded for the purpose of promoting

agricultural improvements : arid only discounted mercantile bills

and personal securities, as a secondary part of its business. Its

principal business consisted in advancing its own notes upon first

securities over land, to any amount not exceeding two-thirds of

the value of the property, according to its valuation taken in the

year 1812. The borrower paid half-yearly to the Bank the

interest of the sum that might be at his debit, at the rate of

4 per cent, per annum, and was bound to pay off 5 per cent, of

the principal yearly, which was thus liquidated in twenty years.'
7

Mr. Laing bestows great commendation upon this institution, and

describes it as well imagined and well managed : and there cannot

be a better example to test the truth of Law's doctrines

AYe must bear in mind that Law expressly maintained that

Paper Money issued on his principle would not fall below the

value of silver

Now, let us mark what took place with regard to the Bank of

Norway, which was founded expressly on his principles : and was,

indeed, a very mild specimen of Lawism

By the fundamental law of this Bank, it should, after a certain

time, have begun to pay its notes in Specie. But in 1822, they
could only bu exchanged at Hamburg for silver at the rate of

187J paper dollars for 100 silver dollars ! That is, in six years
its notes had fallen to a discount of 45 per cent.

1 Laimjs Norway, p. 181. Travellers' Library.
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Could there be a more striking or decisive example of the

entire fallacy of Law's predictions than this Bank ?

In 1822, the Storthing passed a law that the Bank should

only be compelled to give 100 silver dollars for every 190 paper
dollars : but that the directors might at their own discretion,

reduce the rate to 175, without any new law

In 1824, the value of notes rose to 145 at Hamburg : in 1827,
it rose to 125 : and in 1835, when Mr Laing wrote it stood at

112: which could only have been done by a contraction of its

issues

Now it is evident that if the Bank had been called upon at

any moment to redeem its notes in specie at par, it would instantly

have been ruined. And yet Law maintained that Paper Money
issued on his principles could not fall in value below specie !

There was a Land Bank in Paris, and in 1803 it failed : and

J. B. Say affirms that all Banks founded on this principle have

uniformly failed

Xow, as all Land Banks founded on Law's principles have

uniformly failed, does not that prove that there is something

radically erroneous in Law's theory ?

On the other hand, the Cash Credits issued by the Scotch

Banks, and the Land Banks of Germany, which were expressly

founded for the same purpose as the Land Banks on Law's

principles, have been magnificently successful. Does not that

prove to demonstration that there is something radically different

between issuing Paper Money based upon land : and creating

cash credits for the purpose of developing improvements in

agriculture ?

Second Form of Lawism or the issue of Paper Money on the

Discount of Mercantile Bills

21. In 1804 the directors of the Bank of Ireland, and in

1*1 n the directors of the Bank of England, fully and frankly

acknowledged that before the Restriction they were obliged to

regulate their issues by the state of their till and the state of the

Foreign Exchanges
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They took every care, of course, to discount none but solid

Mercantile Bills : but even so, they admitted that they could not

do so to an unlimited extent. They found that however good the

bills might be individually, yet if they went beyond a certain

amount in their own issues, it immediately brought on a demand
for gold, either domestic, or for foreign export. Hence, they

acknowledged they were bound to keep a constant watch on their

own till, and on the Foreign Exchanges : and as soon as they felt

this drain, they acknowledged that they were bound to, and did r

curtail their discounts, i.e., contract their issues, however good
the bills might be, so long as the drain continued. They fully

admitted that before the Restriction, they could not make
unlimited issues on the discount of good mercantile bills : and

that if they persisted in increasing their issues in the face of

an adverse exchange, it would, in no very long time, have compelled
them to stop payment

But after the Restriction the directors of both Banks threw

all these doctrines to the winds. They both acknowledged that,

after the Restriction, they took no care to watch the Exchanges,
and they both contended that they might issue their Notes to any
extent on the discount of good mercantile bills : and that such

unlimited issues could in no way affect the exchanges, or produce
a depreciation of their notes

Nevertheless, in 1804, the Irish Exchanges fell enormously,
and Irish Bank Notes fell to a heavy discount. In 1810 the

English Exchanges fell very greatly, and English Bank Notes

fell to a heavy discount

The directors of both Banks, however, scouted the idea that

these facts could in any way be owing to the excessive issues of

the Banks of Ireland and England : and they both stoutly denied

that any contraction of their issues could raise the value of their

notes, or rectify the exchanges

They both maintained that so long as their issues were made

on the discount of good mercantile bills, they could not be

depreciated, and could in no way affect the exchanges

And in this they were backed up by an imposing array of

mercantile testimony

The Committee on Irish Currency in 180-4 denied and
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disputed their doctrines : but they did not attempt to refute their

reasoning. The Bullion Committee of 1810 not only totally

denied their doctrines, but showed the fallacy of their reasoning.

Speaking of the consequences of the Restriction Act, the

Bullion Report says
"
By far the most important of these con-

sequences is that, while the convertibility into specie no longer

exists as a check to the over-issue of paper, the Bank directors

have not perceived that the removal of that check rendered it

not impossible that such an excess might be issued by the dis-

count of perfectly good bills. So far from perceiving this, your
Committee have shown that they maintain the contrary doctrine

with the utmost confidence, however it may be qualified occa-

sionally by some of their expressions. That this doctrine is a

very fallacious one your Committee cannot entertain a doubt.

The fallacy upon which it is founded lies in not distinguishing
between an advance of Capital to merchants and an additional

supply of Currency to the general mass of Circulating Medium

[But the Circulating Medium, or Currency, may be used as

(
1

apital as well as any other commodity. Whether anything is

Capital or not depends entirely on its method of use, and not on

its nature, as this sentence itself implies]
i;

If the advance of Capital only is considered as made to

those who are ready to employ it in judicious and productive

undertakings, it is evident that there need be no other limit to

the total amount of advances than what the means of the lender

and the prudence in the selection of borrowers may impose. But

in the present situation of the Bank, entrusted as it is with the

function of supplying the public with that Paper Currency, which

forms the basis of our circulation, and at the same time not

subjected to the liability of converting that paper into specie,

every advance which it makes of Capital to the merchant in the

shape of discount, becomes an addition also to the mass of

Circulating Medium. In the first instance, when the advance is

made by Notes paid in the discount of a bill, it is undoubtedly so

much Capital, so much power of making purchases placed in

the hands of a merchant who receives the Notes : and if these

hands are safe, the operation is so far, and in this its first step,

useful and productive to the public
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[Therefore the Bullion Report acknowledges that Credit, <?.,

the Bank Xotes, may be used as Capital]
"But as soon as the portion of Circulating Medium in which

the advance was thus made p./?., Credit] performs in the hands

of him to whom it was advanced, this, its first operation as

Capital as soon as the Notes are exchanged by him for some

article which is Capital, they fall into the Channel of Circulation,

as so much Circulating Medium, and form an addition to the mass

of Currency

[But the Report admits that when they were at first issued

they were Circulating Medium used as Capital : and, therefore,

they were an addition to the Circulating Medium, or Currency,
when they were first issued, and not only after they had per-
formed their first operation as Capital]

" The necessary effect of every such addition to the mass is to

diminish the relative value of any given portion of that mass in

exchange for commodities. If the addition were made by Xotes

convertible into specie, the diminution of the relative value of

any given portion of the whole mass would speedily bring back

upon the Bank which issued the notes as much as was excessive.

But, if by law they are not so convertible, of course this excess

will not be brought back, but will remain in the Channel of

Circulation until paid in again to the Bank itself in discharge
of the bills which were originally discounted. During the whole

time they remain out they perform the functions of Circulating

Medium, and before they come to be paid in discharge of these

bills, they have already been followed by a new issue of notes, in

a similar operation of discounting. Each successive advance

repeats the same process. If the whole sum of discounts continues

outstanding at a given amount, there will remain permanently
out in circulation a corresponding amount of paper : and if the

amount of discounts is progressively increasing, the amount of

paper which remains out in circulation, over and above what

is wanted for the occasions of the public, will progressively
increase also : and the money prices of commodities will pro-

gressively rise. This progress may be indefinite as the

range of speculation and adventure in a great commercial

country
"
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Such is the reasoning of the Bullion Report to show the

fallacy of the rule of the directors. We are not aware of any
other attempt to refute it. The conclusions of the Report are

perfectly just : but the expressions are in some respects ambiguous,
and in some inaccurate : and altogether the reasoning is inadequate
to effect its purpose of demonstrating the fallacy of the doctrine.

In the first place, the expression
"
good bills" is one which is full

of fallacy. The passage quoted is further clouded by the false

distinction between "Capital" and "Circulating Medium":
because it admits that when the Notes are first issued they are

Circulating Medium used as Capital. If, then, they are

Circulating Medium when they are first issued, how can they
become an addition to the Currency only after they have been

used as Capital ? The fact is that the Notes are Circulating

Medium Avhether they are used as Capital or not

Again it says that the necessary effect of every addition to the

mass of the Currency is to diminish the value of the whole : which

assertion is by no means necessarily true : because the value of

the Currency is always proportionate to the work which it has to

do : and it is only a change in the proportion between its amount

and the work it has to do that causes a change in its value

We shall find that by starting from our fundamental definition

of Currency as Transferable Debt : and that the value of the

Currency depends upon the quantity of Transferable Debt which

it represents, the fallacy of this theory can be demonstrated with

great ease and simplicity, and the mischievous consequences which

followed from it explained
"When the merchant A comes to the bank to discount the

acceptance of B, it is a sale of the debt to the bank. The bank

buys a debt payable at a future time with its own Credit, which

is simply so much Debt payable to bearer on demand, while its

( 'redit, or the notes it may issue are convertible, The transac-

tion is simply an exchange of Debts. At the appointed time it is

B's duty to take a quantity of Currency to the bank and discharge

his debt. This he does either in coin or in Bank Notes, or if

there is sufficient on his account to meet the bill so much of this

Credit is cancelled and annihilated : or if there is not sufficient
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to meet the bill he brings a fresh batch of bills to be discounted,

in exchange for which the bank creates so much fresh credits.

and then as much of this is extinguished as is enough to pay off

the former bill

Hence, in whatever form the bill is paid, an equal quantity of

Banking Credit is extinguished ; consequently the proportion

previously existing between the Currency and the quantity of

Debt it represents remain unaltered

But let us suppose that the acceptor fails to meet his accept-

ance, and cannot pay his debt. Then his debt due to the Bank
is cancelled and extinguished : but the Debt against the bank

remains in existence: and the bank, while its Credit is con-

vertible, must pay its Debt out of its own capital. Though this

is loss of capital to the bank, as its Credit is taken out of

circulation, its remaining Credit will not be affected

Now, however, suppose the bank's Credit in the form either

of Deposits or Xotes, to be inconvertible : then, as before, if the

acceptor pays his debt, an equal amount of the bank's Credit is

cancelled and extinguished, and the value of its remaining Credit

will not be altered

But, as before, if the acceptor fails to meet his acceptance,
then the Debt is extinguished, but the banking Credit which

was intended to be extinguished, along with the mercantile debt,

remains in existence. Hence, the quantity of Currency and the

quantity of Debt begin to change their relation : and consequently
the value of the Currency which remains in existence begins to

diminish. And the banking Credit being inconvertible, the bank

cannot be called upon to redeem its Credit with its own capital.

This Currency, therefore, remains in existence without any means

of redeeming it

It would be exactly the same as if for every good bill of

1,000 the bank were to issue an excess of currency, say, 1,500

for example : and when the bill was paid, only 1,000 of bank

Credit were taken out of circulation, and the remainder 500

continued in circulation

This residuum, as we may call it, would go in diminution of

the value of the general amount of Currency, exactly in the

same way as a constant increase of gold, without any operations
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lie ing effected, would diminish the general value of the gold

currency

Every such operation, therefore, alters the relation between

the quantity of the Currency and the quantity of the debt it

ivpresents : and though, no doubt, a few unsuccessful operations
of this sort would not have any very sensible effect in diminishing
the- value of the whole Currency : yet a repeated succession of

them must do so ultimately : just as adding a drop of water to a

bucket may not perceptibly increase the height of the water : yet
a continued series of drops of water poured in will at length
cause the water to overflow the bucket : so a continued series of

such operations under an inconvertible Paper Currency, must

necessarily result in a serious diminution in the value of the

whole mass of paper

22. But it may happen that even though the merchant pays
his debt, and no loss ensues to the bank, yet it may be a loss of

capital to him. Thus, when he bought the goods on credit, and

gave his acceptance for them, which was purchased by the bank,
he meant to emply those goods as Capital: that is, he bought
them merely for the purpose of selling them again with a profit.

1 f he succeeds in this object, and sells them at a profit, he pays
his acceptance out of the proceeds realised by the goods : and his

capital is increased more or less, according to the greater or less

profit he sells them at. But if he has made a miscalculation, and

sells the goods at a loss, he must still make good his debt to the

bank out of his remaining capital : and such a transaction is loss

of capital to him. But every loss of capital to an individual is a

toss of capital to the whole community. As J. B. Say well

observes 1 " an unfortunate speculator is equally fatal to the

general welfare as a spendthrift." And the great general result

to the community is absolutely the same, whether the loss falls

upon the bank or upon the trader. The quantity of debt in

the nation is diminished, but the quantity of Currency remains

the same

Consequently every unsuccessful operation in commerce alters

the ratio between the quantity of Debt and the quantity of

1 Traite cTEconomie rditiquc, p. 445
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Currency. And hence every unsuccessful operation in commerce

necessarily tends to diminish the value of the whole Currency,
unless some means can be devised by which a quantity of

Currency can be removed from circulation corresponding to the

loss of Debt. And this is impossible so long as banking Credits

are inconvertible

Now, the diminution in the value of the Currency inevitably

shows itself in process of time by a general rise in prices. It

may do so gradually and imperceptibly at first in the hourly
variation of prices, it may not perhaps be perceived at first : just

as when the waves are breaking on the shore, it is impossible to

tell whether the great tide is advancing or receding : but if it

continues for any length of time, all traders begin to perceive it.

It is impossible, perhaps, to point out the precise influence in any

particular transaction, but yet it makes itself felt in commercial

operations by a general rise in prices

The fact is, that when the operation was done, and the

product exposed for sale, it was expected and calculated that a

certain amount of Currency would be appropriated to its

purchase. But if people do not want the article, they will

not appropriate that portion of Currency to its purchase.

The producer loses his capital, and the Currency remains in

circulation. And the increased quantity of it gradually enters

into the price of all other commodities, aggravating them, and

swelling them up
Xow, when this is the case, when the Currency is made of a

material which has a value in the market of the world, nature

herself provides a remedy. When commodities rise in price in

this country beyond their price in other countries, they are

imported from foreign countries, and the extra quantity thrown

upon the market diminishes their price, both by altering the

ratio between supply and demand, and also by removing from

circulation the quantity of Currency necessary to pay for them :

until the general equilibrium is restored between prices, Cur-

rency, and commodities

But if the Currency is made of a material which has no

general value in the market of the world, like Paper Money, this

great restoring process of nature cannot take place. The quantity
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of Currency remains the same, while the quantity of Debt it

represents is diminished. The consequence is a general diminu-

tion in value of the whole Currency all the portion of the

Currency which has value is driven out of circulation : then

follows a great rise in the market price of bullion, and, as a

necessary consequence, a great fall in the foreign exchanges

23. The foregoing observations enable us to affix a definite

and specific meaning to a phrase which is in constant use, but

which we have never seen any attempt to explain. Discussions

about Currency are full of misty and vague expressions about
" over-issues

"
and "excessive issues": but we have never seen

any attempt to define what an "over-issue," or an "excessive

issue," is. Now, ''over-issues" in general must consist of

specific instances of
u
over-issue

"
in particular cases. There is no

use or sense in casting vague and indefinite accusations against
the Bank of making

" excessive issues," unless the person who
makes the charge is prepared to point out specifically which issues

are "
excessive," and which are not. Now, the meaning which

we affix to an " excessive issue," or an "
over-issue," is an advance

upon an unsuccessful operation, or the "
purchase of a bad debt :"

no matter whether the loss falls upon the bank or the operator.

Every quantity of Currency advanced to promote an unsuccessful

operation, or which purchases a bad debt, alters the ratio between

the Currency and Debt. Each specific instance, then, of such an

operation is an "over-issue," and the expression "over-issue
"

or
" excessive issue

"
has no other meaning

24. The foregoing considerations also show the fallacy of

the theory we have been discussing of issuing Notes or "
good

bills." In a banker's sense a good bill means simply a bill which

is duly paid at maturity by the proper party to it. It is not the

smallest consequence to him whether the transaction out of which

the bill originated is a profit or a loss to the person who incurred

the obligation, so long as he is paid. But if the expression

"good bill" be taken in a more extended and philosophical sense

to denote a bill upon which it is safe to issue Currency, it is a

very different matter indeed, for then a "
good bill

"
can only

mean one generated by a successful operation
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Third Form of Lawism Issuing Paper Currency upon Public

Securities

25. The last form of Lawism which has been tried in

practice, and has resulted in a dire catastrophe, is that of issuing

Paper Currency based upon Public Securities. And it will

require our earnest attention, because it is one which is very

popular even now among men of business, who would be horrified

if they were told that they were true disciples of John Law

The Bank of England was the first example of this form of

Lawism. When it was founded, it advanced the whole of its

capital 1,200,000 to the Government, and received in

exchange for it an annuity of 100,000 a year. It therefore

received the full equivalent for its advance

But in addition to that it was allowed to create and issue an

amount of Notes to the full amount of the sum it had advanced

to Government, in order to trade with them

Now it is evident that this is an example of Lawism pure and

simple. It contains the very essence and principle of Lawism,
that one can purchase a commodity and have the price of it as well.

The Bank purchased an annuity of 100,000 a year from the

Government for a sum of 1,200,000 : and then they were

allowed to have the price of the annuity as well. Thus the Bank

was allowed to perform an operation which some persons think

impossible, they eat their cake and had it too

When the capital of the Bank was increased in 1607, the

same operation was repeated. Its capital was increased by

1,000,000 : of which 800,000 were paid up in Government

tallies, and 200,000 in its own Notes : which were both received

at their full par value : though they were both at the time at a

heavy discount

The Bank was allowed to issue additional Notes to the full

amount of its increase of Capital

Some more public loans were contracted with the Bank, which

added them to its capital : and was allowed to issue Notes to an

equal amount

Now7 this might be done to a certain limited amount without
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producing mischief : but, as a general principle, it was utterly

vicious. Because it is the essence of a true principle that it

should be capable of being carried out to any extent, under all

circumstances

Xow, if this principle had been carried out to its full extent :

and if all public Debts had been contracted by loans from the

Bank of England : and if the Bank had been allowed to issue

Notes to an equal amount, the Capital of the Bank of England at

the present moment would have been about 700,000,000 : and

it would be allowed to issue Notes to the amount of 700,000,000 :

which would have produced a catastrophe worthy of John Law
It is true that, after a certain time, the Government

endeavored to contract loans with Companies other than the

Bank of England : but the principle was exactly the same :

whether the Debt was contracted and the Notes issued by one

Company or by several

When therefore some persons may be inclined to sneer at

Law, and anathematise all his works, let them remember that

the Bank of England was founded on one form of Lawism, before

Law had ever been heard of, and still continues to be so

26. The country, however, in which this form of Lawism
was most in favor and received its full development was America,

The United States were at one time deeply bitten with the

Currency mania of issuing Paper on the basis of Public Securities.

In most of the States the Legislature passed Acts permitting any

individual, or any banking association, to issue Notes to any
amount upon depositing with a Public Comptroller securities of

equivalent value. These securities might be public stock, or

mortgages upon improved, productive, or unencumbered lands.

Now, as these securities remained the property of the vendors, and

they might appropriate the revenues from them as long as

payment of the notes was not demanded from the comptroller,

the cute Americans instantly perceived that they might derive a

profit from the securities, as well as from the Notes which repre-

sented their value. There was, accordingly, a prodigious rush to

deposit securities, and an enormous issue of paper during the

years 18:H-35-o6. The price of all things rose immensely. The
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people of the Western States, with their pockets full of Paper

Notes, gave very large orders for goods to the merchants of New

York, Boston and Philadelphia, who duly executed them. The

bills given for the purchasers were payable in these eastern

cities : and when the western debtors went to their own bankers

for bills of exchange on these places, in return for their own local

currency, the bankers discovered that their home customers had

brought more from the eastern cities than they had sold : that

they had already drawn on the east for every dollar which

the east was indebted to them, and could draw no more.

The western merchants then sent their own local notes to

the eastern cities in payment : but, unfortunately for them, the

merchants there had already paid all they owed to the west : and

nobody in New York, or Philadelphia, wanted western notes for

any purpose of use : and nobody Avas disposed to travel GOO or

700 miles to request the cashiers of the Western States to pay
their notes ; or, in those States in which security had been given,

to require the comptroller to sell the pledged securities, and pay
them the money produce. Moreover, every one knew that it was

physically impossible in either case to obtain the amount in

money : for there was no currency in which the pledged property
when sold could have been paid, except bank notes resting upon
securities, or on the mere promise of the banker. In the mean-

time, the usual effects followed specie disappeared from circula-

tion. The extended paper issues led the Americans to order

immense quantities of goods from Europe, and prices being very

high from the bloated paper currency, they could send no goods
in return to pay for them. For some time they sent over groat

quantities of their stock, but this becoming superabundant, no

one in Europe would buy it. It-then became necessary to pay
their debts in specie : but of^'specie there was none. In 18o7. all

the banks in America stopped payment, without exception. The

general suspension began in New York, on the llth May, and

spread in every direction. In May, 1838, the New York banks

resumed specie payments, which was followed by all the New

England banks in August. This was followed by tin- banks in

Philadelphia, and on the 1st January, 1831), all the banks

throughout the Union professed to do so. No sooner were they
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set up again than they resumed the same wild operations on credit :

and on the 9th October, 1839, out of the 850 banks in the Union,
343 suspended payment entirely, and G2 partially. On this

occasion the New England Banks were honorably distinguished :

they had gathered wisdom : and out of 198 banks in Xew York

only four stopped : whereas in the Southern and Western States

two out of every three stopped. The United States Bank, with

a paid-up capital of 7,000,000, was found to be utterly insolvent :

its shares, which were at 123 dollars on the 14th August, 18:->8,

were at 3 dollars, in January, 1842. This was the Bank which

was so much lauded bv Sir Robert Peel, in 1844

VOL. II., PART 2
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CHAPTER XVI

ON THE BANK ACTS OF 1844 AND 1845

HHAoi;

Fictions of Peel

Aristophanes

1. A few years after the Bank Restriction Act of 1797, the

Market Price of Gold in Bank Paper rose very considerably, and

the Foreign Exchanges fell, and produced great derangement in

the foreign commerce of the country
The most sagacious observers of the day attributed the rise

in the Market Price of Gold, and the fall in the Foreign Exchanges
to the depreciation of the Bank Notes, caused by excessive issues.

Many persons began to think how the Bank was to be prevented
from making these excessive issues of Notes, which, being the

only Measure of Value left in the country, caused the most

violent changes in the value of all kinds of property

It was proposed by many that its issues should be limited by
law. But Mr. Henry Thornton, M.P., one of the most eminent

bankers in London, and one of the joint authors of the Bullion

Report, says
1 '

It was the object of several former chapters to

point out the evil of a too contracted issue of paper. The general

tendency of the present, as well as the preceding one, has been

to show the danger of a too extended emission. T\vo kinds of

error on the subject of the affairs of the Bank of England have

been prevalent. Some political persons have assumed as a

principle, that in proportion as the gold of the Bank lessens, its

paper, or as it is sometimes said, its loans (for the amount of the

one has been confouuded with that of the other), ought to be
1 An Inquiry into tlte Nature and Effects of t/ic Paper Credit of Great

Britain, p. 245
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reduced. It lias already been shown that a maxim of this sort, if

strictly followed up -would lead to universal failure." We shall

see afterwards whether this prognostication was verified

2. This disturbance, however, passed away, and for several

years the value of the Bank Note did not differ very much from

par : and consequently these discussions slumbered

In 180-4 a Committee was appointed on the Irish Currency,
in consequence of the excessive rise in Irish Bank Notes, and the

severe fall of the Dublin exchange. The Committee condemned

in the strongest terms the excessive issues of Bank of Ireland and

other paper : and laid down most emphatically the doctrine that

the issues of Bank Paper should be governed by the Foreign

Exchanges, exactly as they were before the restriction

3. The most extravagant over-trading in 1808 and 180!) in

England, fostered by the most reckless over-issues by the Bank
of England, produced exactly the same phenomena, and led to

the appointment of the Bullion Committee in 1810

The directors of the Bank of England maintained exactly the

same doctrines as the directors of the Bank of Ireland. The
directors of both Banks acknowledged, that before the restriction

they regulated their issues by the state of the Foreign Exchanges:

contracting them when the exchanges were adverse : and expanding
them when the exchanges were favorable

But the directors of both Banks maintained that they were in

no way bound to follow such a rule after the restriction : and

they all agreed in scouting the notion that their issues could have

any effect on the Exchanges. The directors of both Banks stated

that they regulated their issues solely by the discount of

mercantile bills

The Bullion Report laid down that the issues of the Bank
should be regulated by the Price of Gold and the Foreign

Exchanges. But how this was to be done they did not say
As in 1802, it was strongly urged that the issues of the Bank

should be limited by law. But the Bullion Report emphatically
condemned the idea of imposing a cast-iron limit on the issues of

the Bank
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The Report gave some statistics regarding the quantity of

Xotes in circulation at different periods since the restriction.

However, they said that the actual numerical amount of Notes in

circulation at any given time was no criterion whatever as to

whether it was excessive. Different states of trade, and different

extents of commercial operations, would require different amounts

of Notes. When public credit was good, a smaller amount would

be required than when public alarm was felt, and people had

recourse to hoarding. Moreover, the different methods of doing

business, and economising the use of the Currency, much
influenced the amount which might be necessary at any period.

The improved methods of business, the policy of the Bank, the

increased issue of the country bankers, had all tended to diminish

the quantity of Notes necessary for commerce. Consequently the

numerical amount alone was no criterion whatever. A surer test

must be applied: and that sure criterion was only to be found in

the State of the Exchanges and the price of Gold Bullion

The experience of the crisis of 1793 had proved that an

enlarged accommodation was the true remedy for the failure of

confidence in country districts, such as the system of Paper Credit

was occasionally exposed to. That it was true that the Bank had

refused the enlarged accommodation in 1703. But the issue of

Exchequer bills was the same in principle, and the good effect

that followed that issue proved the truth of the principle, that if

the Bank had had the courage to extend its accommodation in

171)7, instead of contracting it as they did, the catastrophe which

followed might probably have been avoided. Some persons

thought so at the time, and many of the directors since the

experience of ]7i)7 were now quite satisfied that the course

adopted by the Bank in that year increased the public distress, in

which opinion the Committee fully concurred

A very important distinction, however, was to be observed

between a demand for gold for domestic purposes, sometimes

great and sudden, and caused by a temporary failure of con-

fidence, and a drain arising from the unfavorable state of the

Foreign Exchanges. A judicious increase of accommodation was

the proper remedy for the former phenomenon, but a diminution

of issues the correct course to adopt in the latter
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x me proposals had beeu made of remedying the evil by a

compulsory limitation of the amount of the Bank's advances or

discounts : or of its profits or dividends. All these, however,
were futile, because the necessary proportion could ;never be

fixed : and even if it were so, might very much aggravate the

inconveniences of a temporary pressure : and even if their

efficiency could be made to appear, they would be most hurtful,

and an improper interference with the rights of commercial

property

Thus, the Bullion Report, the ablest commercial report ever

presented to Parliament, absolutely condemned the plan of im-

posing a cast-iron limit on the issues of the Bank

4. Mr. Peel, who was chairman of the Committee of 1810,

had become an entire convert to the doctrines of the Bullion

Report, which he had voted against in 1811, contended in the

debate on moving for the Act of 1819, that there was no test of

the excess or the deficiency of Bank Xotes, but a comparison
with the price of gold. As the Bank had repudiated the

principles of the Bullion Report, they could not be expected to

act upon them. It might, therefore, appear necessary to prescribe

such a limitation of their issues as would secure the power of the

Bank over the exchanges. He himself thought this a very

unwise plan, because it depended so much on circumstances

whether or not there was an excess of circulation. There were

occasions when what was called a run upon the Bank might be

arrested in its injurious consequences by an increase of its issues.

There were other occasions when such a state of tilings demanded a

curtailment. In the year 1797, when a run was made on the Bank,

but when the exchanges were favorable, and the price of gold

had not risen, it was proved that an extension of issues might,

by restoring confidence, have rendered the original restriction

unnecessary. On the other hand, if the run was the effect of

unfavorable exchanges, and the consequent rise in the price of

gold, the alarm must be met by a reduction of the issues. It was

thd-ffore, impossible to prescribe any specific limitation of issues

to be broitf/ltf into o/x ration at ain/ jic.riod^ however remote. The

quantity of circulation which was demanded in a time of
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confidence varied so materially from the amount which a period

of despondency required, that it was an absolute impossibility to

fix any circumscribed amount

5. In the great monetary crisis of 1825, it was shown that

the only method of arresting the run on the bankers, and saving

their existence, was by greatly extending the Bank's issues. For

three days after the panic began, the Bank restricted its issues

with extreme severity : then when every banker and merchant

in London was in danger of stopping payment, the Bank extended

its issues with the greatest liberality : and in an instant the

whole commercial world, mercantile and banking, was saved.

Consequently, although the Commercial Crisis was alleged to

have been greatly aggravated, if not originally produced, by the

excessive issues of country bankers, no sane statesman breathed a

word as to imposing a cast-iron limit on the issues of the Bank
of England'

Mr. Secretary Peel was convinced that the root of the evil lay

in the monopoly of the Bank of England, and that, if in the year

1793, a set of banks had existed in this country, on the Scotch

system, it would have escaped the danger it was then involved in,

as well as the calamity which had just occurred

In 1793, upwards of 100 banks had failed. In seven years,

from 1810 to 1817, 157 commissions in bankruptcy were issued

against country bankers : in the crisis which had just taken place,

70 failures had taken place. But from the different ways of

making compositions, &c., the number of failures should probably
be estimated at four times the number of the commissions of

bankruptcy. What system could be worse, or more prejudicial to

every interest in the country, than one which admitted of such an

enormous amount of failures ? Contrast what had been the case

in Scotland under a different system. Mr. Gilchrist, a manager
of one of the Scotch banks, had been asked by the committee of

1819, how many failures there had been in Scotland within his

recollection, and said that there had been only one, that the

creditors had been paid 14.5. in the pound immediately, and, finally,

the whole of their claims. These facts were a strong presumption
that the Scotch system, if not quite perfect, was at least far superior
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to the one existing in England. The present system of country
banking was most prejudicial in every point of view. He then

described the misery caused by the failure of the country banks.

He trusted that the institution of Joint Stock Banks would place

the Currency on a firmer footing. He most sincerely trusted that

the great obstacle to the proposed institutions, the want of a

charter, would be removed. He hoped that the directors of the

Bank of England would seriously consider what advantage they
would derive from refusing charters to these banks. He, himself,

could not imagine what benefit they would derive from it : they,
no doubt, had the right to prevent such charters being granted,
but he hoped they would refrain from exercising their right

6. On the renewal of the Charter in 1833, Sir Robert Peel

maintained the same opinion. He had, however, recanted his

opinion as to the evil of the monopoly of the Bank, and the ex-

pediency of adopting the Scotch system of a multiplicity of Banks.

He was of opinion that it was desirable to continue the

privileges of the Bank, and that there should be but one Bank of

Issue in the metropolis, in order that it might exercise an

undivided control over the issue of paper, and give facilities to

commerce in times of difficulty and danger, which it could not

give with the same effect, if it were subject to the rivalry of

another establishment. This, however, is an obiter dictum, a long

way from proof
Thus up to 1833, all Statesmen, Financiers and Economists

held that the Circulating Medium, or Currency, the Measure of

Yalue, in which the Price of commodities is expressed consists

of and comprehends Money and Credit in all its forms, both

written and unwritten that it had no definite fixed limit that

the sole test of its Yalue is the Price of Gold and the State of the

Foreign Exchanges and that Commercial Crises, when they attain

a certain degree of intensity, can only be alleviated and allayed by
cautious and judicious, but liberal extensions of the issues of

the Bank
And as Sir Robert Peel is to play such a conspicuous part in

the Monetary legislation of the country, it is well to note the

phases of opinion he underwent on the subject
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Iii 1811 he voted in the majority against the principles of the

Bullion Report
In 1810 he had adopted to the full the principles of the Bullion

Report : saw the necessity of leaving the Bank free to assist

commercial difficulties and declared that at no period, however

remote, would he ever consent to impose a cast-iron limit on the

issues of the Bank
In 1826 he was dead against the monopoly of the Bank, which

he declared was the root of all the evil in the banking system of

England : and recognised the superiority of the Scotch system of

a multiplicity of Banks

In 1833 he was decidedly in favor of perpetuating the monopoly
of the Bank

The Bank Act of 18-14

7. But in 1844, Sir Robert Peel cast all his own opinions,

and the opinions of the Bullion Report, and of all the soundest

and most able Economists and Statesmen to the winds

The Bank in 1827 had at last adopted the principles of the

Bullion Report, and had endeavored to carry them into effect.

But the measures they adopted so utterly failed, and brought the

Bank into such discredit, and up to the very verge of bankruptcy,
that Sir Robert Peel was naturally irritated and disgusted, and

he delivered himself over, bound hand and foot, to the dogmas of

Lord Overstone and his sect, which we have explained in a

previous chapter

Hopeless of discovering any other method of controlling and

curbing the mismanagement of the Bank, Peel at length, after

long hesitation and doubt, determined to impose a legal cast-iron

limit on the Bank's power of issue

If Peel had done this simply as a plain, practical measure : if

he had said that the directors seemed so utterly incapable of

managing the Bank with unlimited powers of issue, that he saw

no alternative but to try the effect of imposing a legal limit on

their power, it might perhaps have been difficult to gainsay him

But, unfortunately, he founded his Act upon a whole nest of

Theories
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He adopted Lord Overstone's dogmatic heresy, that Bank
Notes payable to bearer on demand alone are Currency, to the

exclusion of all other forms of Credit, even Cheques
He then adopted the Theory which its supporters designate

the li

Currency Principle
"

that is, that when Bank Xotes are

permitted to be issued, they should exactly equal the gold they
are alleged to displace : and that for every five sovereigns drawn

out of the Bank, a 5 note should be withdrawn from circulation :

and that any excess of Notes above the Gold they displace is a

depreciation of the Currency
He was aware that the doctrine was in diametrical contradic-

tion to his own often expressed opinion, and to the unanimous

doctrine of every Statesman in 1819

He then deliberately took away the power of the Bank to act

in support of commerce in a crisis, by propounding the astounding

dogma that all Commercial crises originate in excessive issues of

notes by banks, and, therefore, he concluded that if he could

prevent excessive issues by banks, he would thereby prevent the

occurrence of commercial crises : and, therefore, there would be

no need for the Bank to have this power
Xow it shows Peel's want of knowledge of the simplest

mechanism of Banking, to suppose that the Act of 1844 really

does carry out the "
Currency Principle

"

It has been shown that, in order really to carry out the

Currency Principle into effect, it would have been necessary to

prohibit the Bank of England from discounting Bills of Exchange:
because every bill a bank discounts is a violation of the "

Currency

Principle." The Banks really constructed on the "Currency

Principle" never discounted Bills of Exchange, and never made,
and by no possibility ever could make, any profits

Secondly, if Peel had been acquainted with commercial

history, he would have known that the Currency Principle is no

preventive against Commercial Crises, because some of the very
worst Commercial Crises on record took place in those very
cities where the "Currency Principle" was really in force

Lastly, it was the very worst delusion of all to suppose that

all Commercial Crises are produced by excessive issue of notes.

Speculation originates with the mercantile community : and all
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rapid and sudden changes of price all new fields of operation

and new markets suddenly thrown open, naturally produce over-

speculation. Banks no doubt may and do foster over-speculation

and aggravate Commercial Crises : but the speculations do not

onirinat' with bankers: it is merchants who originate specula-

tions, and who frequently drag bankers into them by the most

unscrupulous, nefarious, and though not legally, yet morally,

fraudulent means

To suppose that it is possible to prevent mercantile speculation

and commercial crises by imposing an absolute limit on the

Currency, is as vain a delusion as that of the London Alderman

who declared that he would put down suicide

8. On the 6th of May, 1844, Sir Robert Peel moved a

resolution of the House that it was expedient to continue for a

limited time certain of the privileges of the Bank of England,

subject to any provisions that might be passed by any Act for

that purpose. In bringing this resolution forward, he gave a

preliminary sketch of the evils of the Paper Currency as it then

stood : and the methods he proposed for placing it on a sounder

footing. After dwelling on the importance of a metallic standard,

and exposing the absurdity of the theories which were so prevalent

during the Restriction Act (by which he himself was beguiled),

and the advantage of having a single standard of value, he

addressed himself to the more immediate subject of consideration

the state of the Paper Circulation of the country, and the

principles which ought to regulate it :

"
I must state at the outset, that in using the word Money, I

iiH-an to designate by that word the Coin of the realm, and

Promissory Notes payable to b3arer on demand. In using the

word Pap-r Currency, I mean only such Promissory Notes. I do

not include in these terms Bills of Exchange, Drafts on bankers,
or other forms of Credit. (But unfortunately all Judges do).
Theiv is a natural distinction, in my opinion, between the

character of a Promissory Note payable to bearer on demand,
and other forms <!' Paper Credit: and between the effects which

ilii-y n-,p<-etively produce upon the price of commodities and the

foreign exrhai
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[There is no real difference on its effect on price between a

Note and a Bill of Exchange. They both aggravate prices, and

thus by causing goods to be too dear to export, they lead to an

export of gold. An excessive importance was attached to Notes

in those days, because Notes were almost the only Credit payable
to bearer in circulation. But at the present day Cheques have,

to a very large extent, superseded Notes, and have increased at an

enormously greater rate than Notes, and Cheques are in all

respects absolutely identical with Notes]
4i The one answers all the purposes of Money, passes from

hand to hand without indorsement, without examination, if there

be no suspicion of forgery : and it is, in fact, what its designations

imply it to be, Currency, or Circulating Medium [which words,

though having radically different meanings, comprehend exactly

the same quantities] .... I think that experience shows

that the Paper Currency, that is, Promissory Notes payable to

bearer on demand, stands in a certain relation to the gold coin

and the Foreign Exchanges in which other forms of Paper Credit

do not stand. [Cheques and Notes stand exactly in the same

relation to the gold coin and the Foreign Exchanges : and as we

shall see, it was this extraordinary oversight which brought about

the failure of the Bank Act of 1844]. There are striking-

examples of this adduced in the Eeport of the Bullion Committee

of 1S10, in the case both of the Bank of England and of the

Irish and Scotch Banks. In the case of the Bank of England,
and shortly after its establishment, there was a material deprecia-
tion of Paper in consequence of excessive issues. The Notes of

the Bank of England were at a discount of 17 per cent. After

trying various expedients, it was at length determined to reduce

the amount of Notes outstanding. The consequence was an

immediate increase in the value of those which remained in

circulation, the restoration of them to par, and a correspond ing-

improvement in the Foreign Exchanges

[The troubles of the Bank were not brought about by excessive

issues, but by the shameful state of the coinage, and the Bank

having promised to pay 12 ounces of coin for every seven it had

received : as soon as the new good silver coin came into general

circulation, the exchanges were restored to par, while the Note
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was at a discount of 20 per cent, and 11 months before the Note

was brought to par. Moreover, the Notes were not reduced in

amount. It is true that 200,000 were added to the new capital

of the Bank, but at the same time 800,000 in Exchequer tallies

were also added, and made the new capital exceed a million : and

the Bank was allowed to issue new Notes to the full amount of its

new capital, Tallies and Notes together : so that, in fact, the

Notes instead of being reduced were greatly increased]

"In the case of Ireland in 1804, the exchange with England
was extremely unfavorable. A committee was appointed to

consider the causes. It was denied by most of the witnesses from

Ireland that they were at all connected with excessive issues of

Irish Notes. In the spring of 1804, the exchange of Ireland with

England was so unfavorable, that it required 118 10s. of the

Notes of the Bank of Ireland to purchase 100 of the Notes of

the Bank of England. Between the years 1804 and 1800, the

notes of the Bank of Ireland were reduced from 3,000,000 to

2,410,000, and the effect of this, taken in conjunction with an

increase of the English circulation, was to restore the relative

value of Irish paper and the exchange with England to par

[At this time Bank of Ireland notes were inconvertible and

the sole medium of paying the exchanges, and consequently
excessive issues would naturally cause a heavy depression of the

exchanges]
" In the same manner, an unfavorable state of the exchange

between England and Scotland has been more than once corrected

by a contraction of the paper circulation of Scotland

[Not more than once. The cause of the Scotch notes falling
to a discount was the optional clause, which in fact made them

payable at six months after demand, at the will of the Bank. As
soon as the optional clause was abolished by law. the Scotch notes

at once rose to par, and have never varied from it since]
" In all these cases the action has been on that part of the

Paper Credit of the country which has consisted of Promissory
Notes payable to bearer on demand. There had been no intrr-

ference with other forms of Paper Credit, nor was it contended

then, jis it is now contended by some, that Promissory Notes are

identical in their nature with Bills of Exchange, and with Cheques
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on I Jankers, and with Deposits, and that they cannot be dealt

with on any separate principle
"

[It is well known now that all these ideas are entirely

antiquated. They are in direct contradiction to the doctrines of

Ricardo and the Bullion Report. All Statesmen, Economists and

financiers of that time held that the actual amount of paper issues

was no proof of excess : the sole criterion was the price of gold

and the State of the Foreign Exchanges. All modern Economists

of reflection have reverted to the doctrines of Ricardo and the

Bullion Report : and it is now well-known that the true way of

restricting Paper Currency, i.e.. Credit, is not by imposing an

arbitrary cast-iron limit on its amount, but by sedulously

regulating the Rate of Discount by the Bullion in the Bank and

the State of the Foreign Exchanges. The truth of this doctrine,

which had not even been thought of in Peel's time, is now

universally recognised, and it is the principle on which the Bank

of England has been managed for more than 40 years]

He then proceeded to expatiate on the evils of the unlimited

competition of issues
" Are the results of experience at variance with the conclu-

sions we are entitled to draw from reason and from evidence ?

AVhat has been the result of unlimited competition in the United

States ? In the United States the paper circulation was supplied,

not by private bankers, but by joint stock banks established on

principles the most satisfactory. There was every precaution
taken against insolvency, unlimited responsibility of partners,

excellent regulations for the publication and audit of accounts,

immediate convertibility of paper into gold. If the principle of

unlimited competition, controlled by such checks, be safe, why
has it utterly failed in the United States ? How can it be shown

that the experiment was not fairly made in that country ?

Observe this fact, that while there existed a central Bank (the

United States Bank) standing in some relation to the other banks

of the United States, as the Bank of England stands to the banks

of this country, there was some degree (imperfect it is true,) of

control over the general issues of paper. But when the privileges

of the central Bank ceased, when the principle of free competition
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was left unchecked, then came, notwithstanding professed con-

vertibility, immoderate issues of paper, extravagant speculation :

and the natural consequences, suspension of cash payments, and

complete insolvency. Hence, I conclude, that reason, evidence,

and experience combined to demonstrate the impolicy and danger
of unlimited competition in the issue of paper

"

9. It is impossible to say which is the more remarkable

the evidence Sir Robert Peel omitted, or the evidence he adduced.

What was the need for Sir Robert Peel to cross the Atlantic in

search of an example of joint stock Bank?, with unlimited com-

petition of issues ? Why did he not cross the Tweed H On the

north side of the Tweed there had existed joint stock Banks

with unlimited issues for 150 years, and no central Bank to

control the others : the principle of free competition had been

left unchecked : and the natural consequences,
"
suspension of

cash payments and complete insolvency
"

had never occurred.

In 182(>, Sir Robert Peel had denounced the monopoly of the

Bank of England in the severest terms, and lauded the Scotch

system of competing Banks with unlimited issues to the skies :

why had his zeal for the Scotch system cooled down to zero in

IS44 'i But he carefully avoided saying one word about that

case, because it militated against the theory he was determined

to carry at all hazards namely, that of one Centred JjanJc of

Issue

10. But the evidence he adduced was as great a mis-

representation of historical fact as what we have already quoted
in a former section. The American Banks, indeed, estab-

lished on principles the most satisfactory ! "Why, John Law-

was the inspiring genius of American banking in 188-4 till the

subsequent crash. It was not because they were unlimited that

was tin- cause of the catastrophe, but because the American

iririslatnres fostered Law's wildest ideas of Paper Money
But as to the fact of the Central Bank of the United States

xnvising any due controlling influence over the other banks, we

need only cite a passage from President Van Buren's message to

in ]*>'>
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"
I am aware that it has been urged that the control over the

operations of the local banks may be best attained and exerted by
means of a National Bank. The history of the late National Bank,

thi'ouijh all its mutations, shows that 'it was not so : on the contrary,

it may, after a careful consideration of the subject be, I think,

safely stated that, at every period of banking excess it took the

lead : that in 1817 and 1818, in 1823, and in 18:33, and in 1831,

us vast expansions, followed by distressing contractions, led to

those of the State institutions. It swelled and maddened the

tides of the banking system ;
but seldom allayed, or safely

directed them. At a few periods only was a salutary control

exercised, but an eager desire on the contrary exhibited for profit

in the first place : and, if afterwards, its measures were severe

towards other institutions, it was because its own safety compelled
it to adopt them. It did not differ from them in principle or in

form : its measures emanated from the same spirit of gain : it

felt the same temptation to over-issue : it suffered from, and was

totally unable to avert, these inevitable laws of trade, by which it

was itself affected, equally with them, and at least, on one occasion,

at an early day, it was saved only by extraordinary exertion from

the same late that attended the weakest institution it professed to

supervise. In 1837, it failed, equally with others, in redeeming
its notes, though the two years allowed by its charter had not

expired, a large amount of which remains at the present time

outstanding
"

Such was the language held by the Government regarding
that Bank which Peel held up as a model for that of England,
and to whose abolition he attributed the destruction of American

credit ! And if we were to descend from the language of the

Executive to that of private writers such as Galatiu, Lee, and

Appleton, and others, we shall find that the most reckless

mismanagement was the chief characteristic of that Bank. When
it stopped payment it was found to be utterly insolvent. So much
for the value of it as an argument in support of Peel's views

11. Sir Robert Peel then stated that it was the intention of

the Government to increase as much as possible the pow
rer of a

single Bank of Issue : and that Bank should be the Bank of
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Knghmd. The Bank was, therefore, to continue its privileges of

issue, but it was to be divided into two departments, the one for

the purpose of issuing Xotes, and the other for the ordinary

business of banking. But the Bank was to be deprived once for

all of the power of unlimited issues. These were to take place in

future on two foundations only : 1st, a fixed amount of public

securities : 2nd, Bullion. The amount of issues upon public

securities was permanently fixed at 14,000,000 : every other

note was to be issued in exchange for bullion only : so that the

amount of Notes issued on bullion should be governed solely by
the action of the public. Although he wished that there should

only be a single bank of issue, yet existing interests were to be

regarded : and those banks which were at that time lawfully

issuing their own notes, might remain banks of issue : but their

amount was to be strictly limited to a certain definite average

12. On the 20th of May Sir Robert Peel introduced further

resolutions, and proposed that, in the event of any country banks

of issue failing, or withdrawing their notes voluntarily from

circulation, the Bank might, with the consent of the Crown,
increase its issues to a definite proportion of the notes thus

withdrawn. And further, that the Bank should be obliged to

buy all gold bullion presented for purchase at o 17s. 9d. per
ounce : it had only previously been giving 3 17s. tid. : and a

certain proportion was allowed on silver bullion : as the export
of that was a proper remedy for the inconvenience of our standard

differing from that of other nations. It was, therefore, of great

importance to insure such a stock of silver in this country, as

might meet the wants of merchants, and prevent them having to

send to the Continent for it. He proposed that the silver bullion

on \vhieli the Bank might issue notes, should not exceed one

fourth of the gold bullion

13. It was impossible for Sir Robert Peel not to see that his

measure of 1*11 \\as in express contradiction with his recorded

srntiim-nts in isin and is.-;.-;, the emphatically expressed doctrine

of the Bullion
lie-port, all the Statesmen and financiers of that

period, and of I si:, that it was impossible to limit the issues of
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the Bank to any fixed amount, because, in time of commercial

trouble, increased issues were indispensable. Sir Kobert Peel

knew that he was now taking away this power from the Bank, and

he was, accordingly, obliged to meet this objection. He said
"
It is said that the Bank of England will not have the means

which it lias heretofore had of supporting public credit, and of

affording assistance to the mercantile world in times of commercial

difficulty. Now, in the first place, the means of supporting public

credit are not means exclusively possessed by banks. All who
are possessed of unemployed capital, whether bankers or not, and

who can gain an adequate return by the advance of capital, are

enabled to afford, and do afford, that aid which it is supposed by
some that banks alone are able to afford. In the second place, it

may be a question whether there be any permanent advantage in

the maintenance of public or private credit, unless the means of

maintaining it are derived from the bond fide advance of capital,

and not from a temporary increase of Promissory Notes issued

for a special purpose. Some apprehend that the proposed
restriction upon issue will diminish the power of the Bank to act

with energy at the period of monetary crisis and commercial

alarm and derangement. But the object of the measure is to

prevent (so far as legislation can prevent) the recurrence of those

evils from which we suffered in 1825, 1836, and 1839. It is

better to prevent the paroxysm than to excite it, and to trust to

desperate remedies for the means of recovery
"

Sir Robert Peel, therefore, deliberately took away the power of

the Bank to act on extreme occasions, because he fondly hoped
that his Act would prevent those extreme occasions from arising.

AVe shall see how these hopes were fulfilled

14. Sir Charles Wood followed Sir Robert Peel, whose mere

fffffr ego he was, travelling over the same ground, and giving the

same caricatured description of American banking as he had

done. He, of course, was a zealous devotee of the "
Currency

Principle":
"
It is not enough, then, to enact that the Bank Notes shall

be convertible. The Paper Circulation must not only be

convertible, but must vary in amount from time to time as a

VOL. II., PART 2 N
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metallic circulation would vary. A system, therefore, of

Circulation is required which will attain this object, and insure a

constant and steady regulation of the issues on this principle.

This, and this alone, affords a permanent security for the practical

convertibility of the Notes at all times, and for the consequent
maintenance of the standard

"

15. Thus, at [length, the entire overthrow of the doctrines

vliich had been held for half a century by the most experienced,

the wisest, and [the most sagacious Statesmen, Economists and

Financiers was'effected, and doctrines which had been especially

condemned and*rejected, and which they had expressly declared

would, if carried out, lead to universal failure were exalted in their

place, j- A nest of untried theories and facts set up against the

lessons of experience and reasoning : and we shall see the result

16. This was a striking instance of the mutability of

fortune

" Sic volvenda aitas commutat tempora rerum ;

Quod fuit in pretio, fit^nullo denique honore,

Porro aliut succedit et e contemptibus exit,

Inque dies magis appetitur, fioretque repertum

Laudibus, et miro'st mortalis inter honore"

Thus time, as^it goes round, changes the seasons of things.

That which was in esteem falls at length into utter disrepute: and

then another thing mounts up, and issues out of its degraded stale,

and every dag is more and more coveted, and blossoms forth high
in honor ivhen discovered, and is in marvellous repute with men.'

1
'
1

( Mimro)

Hut we shall find that tickle^Fortune rolled her wheel a full

round in the not very distant future

On the Organisation of the Bank

17. The chief provisions of the Bank Charter Act, Statute

1844, C. :Ji\ arc as follows
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1. After the :>lst August, 1844, the issue of Bank Xotes by
the Bank of England should be kept wholly distinct from the

uvneral banking business, and be conducted by such a committee

of the directors as the Court might appoint, under the name of

the
"
Issue Department of the Bank of England

"

2. On the same day the Governor and Company should

transfer, appropriate, and set apart to the Issue Department,
securities to the value of 14,<>()0,000, of which the debt due by
the public to the Bank was to be a part : and also so much of

the gold coin, and gold and silver bullion, as should not be

required for the banking department. The Issue Department
was then to deliver over to the Banking Department an amount

of Xotes exactly equal to the securities, coin, and bullion, so

deposited with them. The Bank was then forbidden to increase

the amount of securities in the Issue Department : but it might
diminish them as much as it pleased : and increase them again

to the limit defined : but no further. The banking department
was forbidden to issue Xotes to any person whatever, except in

exchange for Xotes, or such as they received from the Issue

Department in terms of the Act

:->. The proportion of silver bullion in the Issue Department,
on which Notes were to be issued, was not at any time to exceed

one fourth part of the gold coin and bullion held at the time by
the Issue Department

4. All persons whatever, from the 31st August, 1844, were

to be entitled to demand Bank Notes in exchange for standard

irold bullion, at the rate of 3 17*. (

,)(l. per ounce

">. If any banker who, on the (5th May, 1844, was issuing his

own Xotes, should cease to do so, it should be lawful for the

Crown in Council to authorise the Bank to increase the amount
of securities in the Issue Department, to any amount not exceeding
two-thirds of the amount of Notes withdrawn from circulation

tl. Weekly accounts, in a specified form, were to be trans-

mitted to Government, and published in the next London Gazelle.

7. From the same date, the Bank was relieved from all stamp

duty on their Xotes

8. The annual sum payable by the Bank for their exclusive

privileges should be increased from 120,000, as settled in is:!:;.

N 2
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to 180,01 MI. And all profits derived by the Bank from the

increase of their issues above the 14,000,000 as prescribed by
the Act, shall go to the public

'.). After the passing of the Act, no person other than a

banker, who was lawfully issuing his own Notes on the Oth May.
is 14, should issue bank notes in any part of the United Kingdom.

1<). After the passing of the Act, it was forbidden to any
hanker to draw, accept, make, or issue in England or Wales, any
Bill of Exchange, or Promissory Note, or Engagement for the

payment of money payable to bearer on demand, or to borrow,

owe, or take up in England or Wales, any sum or sums of money,
on the Bills or Notes of such banker, payable to bearer on

demand : except such bankers as were on the Oth May, 1S44,

issuing their own bank notes, who were allowed to continue their

issues in such manner, and to such an extent, as afterwards

provided. The rights of any existing firm were not to be affected

by the withdrawal, change, or addition of any partner, provided
the whole number did not exceed six persons

11. Any banker who ceased to issue his own notes from any
reason whatever, after the Act, was not to resume such issues

12. All existing banks of issue were forthwith to certify to

the commissioners of stamps and taxes the place and name and

firm at, and under which, they issued notes during the twelve

weeks next preceding the 27th April, 1844. The commissioners

were then to ascertain the average amount of each bank's issues,

and it should be lawful for such banker to continue his issues-

to that amount, provided that on an average of four weeks they
were not to exceed the average so ascertained

1:5. Jf any two or more banks of issue had become united

during that twelve weeks, the united bank might issue notes to

the aggregate amount of each separate bank
11. The commissioners were to issue in the London Gazctir

;; rinent of the authorised issues of each bank
].">. If two or more banks afterwards became united, each of

Man six partners, then the Commissioners might authorise

them to ksin- notes to the amount of the separate issues. But if

the Dumber of the united banks exceeded six, their privilege of

issuing niiics \va< to cease
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1(5. If any banker exceeded his authorised issue he was to

forfeit the excess

17. Every bank of issue was to send a weekly account of its

issues, which was to be published in the London Gazette

is. The mode of taking the average was laid down, and

bankers were to permit their books of accounts to be inspected by
a Government officer properly appointed, and to make a return to

Government once a year, within the first fortnight in January
19. The Bank of England was allowed to compound with

private banks of issue, to withdraw their own notes, and issue

Bank of England notes, for a sum not exceeding one per cent, per

annum, up to the 1st August, 185(J

20. All banks whatever in London, or within 65 miles of it,

were allowed after the passing of the Act, to draw, accept, or

indorse bills of exchange, not being payable to bearer on demand.

21. The privileges of the bank were to continue till .twelve

mouths to be given after the 1st August, 1855 : and repayment
of all the public debts, and all the other debts whatever

The Scotch Bank Act of 1845

18. Sir Robert Peel having carried his Bank Charter Act of

1844 with scarcely a breath of opposition, and which was considered

at the time to be the ne plus ultra of human wisdom, passed Acts

in 1845 to regulate banking in Scotland and Ireland

The chief provisions of the Scotch Bank Act of 1845, Act,

Statute 1S45, c. 88, are as follows

1 . All persons had been prohibited by the Act, Statute 1844,

c. 32, from commencing to issue Notes in the United Kingdom
after the (5th May, 1844

; and all such persons in Scotland as were

lawfully issuing their own Notes between the fith May, 1844, and

the 1st May, 1845, were to certify to the Commissioners of Taxes

the name of the firm, and the places where they issued such notes.

'2. The Commissioners were to ascertain the average number

of such bankers' notes in circulation during the year ending 1st

May, 1845
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amount of notes, whose average for four weeks was not to exceed

the amount thus certified by the Commissioners, together with

an amount equal to the average amount of coin held by the

banker during the same four weeks. Of the coin three-fourths

must, be gold, and one-fourth might be silver

4. In case the bank exceeds the legal amount, it is to forfeit

the excess

5. If two or more banks unite they are authorised to have

an issue of notes to the aggregate amount of issues of the separate

banks, as well as the amount of coin held by the united banks

(!. Xotes of the Bank of England not to be legal tender in

Scotland

The Irish Bank Act of 1<S4:>

19. The chief provisions of the Irish Bank Act, Act, Statute

1st:., c. 37. are as follows

1. All restrictions enacted by former Acts, prohibiting bank-

ing partnerships of more than six persons to be formed and

carry on business within fifty miles of Dublin, were repealed

1. Interest was allowed to the Bank of Ireland on its capital

of 2,630,700, at the rate of 3^ per cent, per annum
:}. The Bank was to manage the public debt of Ireland

without any charge
4. The Bank might be dissolved at any time after twelve

months' notice to be given after the 1st January, 185."), and

repayment of all Government debts

f>. Bank of England Notes were not to be legal tender in

Ireland

G. All bankers issuing notes in Ireland were, within one

month after the passing of the Act, to give in a statement to

the Commissioners of Taxes of their claim, and the name and

place of the firm where they issued such Xotes, during the year

preceding the 1st .May, lsi; : and if they were found to be law-

fully issuing Xotes between the Oth May, 184-1, and the 1st May,
I.-sl.'i, they might continue to issue notes to the amount of the

average they issued during that year, together with the amount
of gold and silver coin held by the banker
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7. If two or more banks united they might issue notes to the

combined amount of the separate banks, together with the, coin

held by the united bank. Three-fourths of the coin must be gold,

and one-fourth might be silver

!<. All bank notes under 1 prohibited, under a penalty of

not less than f>, and not more than 20

!). Bank Xotes above 1 and under f> subject to certain

regulations

10. Any persons, except those specially authorised, issuing

Promissory Notes payable to bearer on demand for less than f>,

should forfeit :>n

11. All bank notes were to be for complete pounds

20. Such are the Acts which at the present time regulate the

issue of Bank Notes in England, Scotland, and Ireland : and we

observe that, while the Bank of England was obliged to hold

Government Security for its fixed issue of 14,000,000 : the

country bankers in England were strictly confined to their fixed

issue : and in Scotland and Ireland the banks might issue their

fixed limit without any security, and in addition to that an

amount equal to the gold and silver coin they hold

The English Bank Act was founded on certain specific theories

of Currency : but the Scotch and Irish Acts were merely rough
and ready methods of compelling the Banks to hold a greater

amount of specie in proportion to their liabilities than they had

hitherto done

As the chief point of interest with regard to Sir Robert Peel's

banking legislation is the operation of the Act in a Commercial

Crisis and a Monetary Panic, we shall defer the consideration of

its practical working till the chapter on Monetary Panics

21. Sir Robert Peel had also passed an Act in 1844 to

regulate the Joint Stock Banks in England : but having turned

out a complete failure, it was totally repealed in 18r>7 : and so

does not require further notice

By this Act, Statute 1857, c. 41), the number of partners

allowed in a private bank was increased to ten
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Extension, of Limited Liability to Banks.

22. The question of admitting- the principle of limited

liability into commercial partnerships had long been resisted with

the fiercest acrimony in England. The old theory of the law

was expressed by Lord Eldon, who said that a man who entered

into a commercial partnership, rendered himself liable
"
to his

last shilling and his last acre'' for the debts of the Company
And this was no doubt true with regard to ordinary private

trading partnerships. But many great companies had been

formed and incorporated ;
and being Corporations they were,

ipso facto, endowed with the privilege of limited liability. A
principle may reasonably apply to a private partnership, whose

members all take an active part in the business, and have full

knowledge of all transactions, which does not apply to a large

joint stock company, whose affairs are expressly left in the hands

of a small committee, and a great majority of the members are

specially debarred from all knowledge of its transactions. Xow,
as there are many great objects in commerce which can only be

effected by a large company, it had long been the practice in

granting Acts to these companies to limit the liability of the

shareholders. This was done in the case of the Bank of England :

in railway and other companies, and in the charters granted to

Colonial Banks. But for a very long time, the application of

this principle to private partnerships in England was vehemently
resisted. This resistance, however, was at length overcome in

1S.V), and in that year the Act, Statute 1855, c. 13o, permitted
the formation of Joint Stock Companies with limited liability

But though the principle was allowed to other companies,

joint stock banks were still jealously excluded from it, from some

unintelligible distinction being drawn between banking and other

kinds of trading. However, as is usual in this country, what

ifnod sense and reasoning could not effect, was at last brought
about by several most dreadful calamities

In 1*57, some joint stock banks failed. At that time there

:i<> method of calling upon the shareholders to contribute

rat^ably in proportion to their holding, to discharge the debts of

i h- Company. But the creditors might single out any individual
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share-holders they thought worth powder and shot, and claim

their full debts from them. The consequence was, that on the

failure of a joint stock bank, the responsible shareholders disposed
of their property, and put the Channel between themselves and

their creditors, until they could make terms with them. The

terrible bank failures of 1857 at length compelled the Legislature

to concede limited liability to banks

The chief provisions of this Act, Statute 1858, c. 01, were

1. So much of the Statute of 1857 as prevented banks being

formed with limited liability was repealed

'2. All banks which issued Promsisory Xotes were to be

subject to unlimited liabilit}
7
" with respect to their notes, for which

they are to be liable, in addition to the sum for which they are

liable to the general creditors

3. Every existing banking company might register itself

under this Act,' upon giving thirty days' notice to each and all of

its customers. Any customer to whom it failed to give notice

retained his full rights as before

This Act, however, had a very limited success : it was adopted
in very few instances. Banks do not readily change their

constitution : and almost all the great banks had a pride in

maintaining unlimited liability : and thought that adopting the

Act might endanger their Credit. Not one of the London Joint

Stock Banks, nor any of the Scotch Ranks, which, except the

three chartered Banks, were all of unlimited liability, brought
themselves under the Act of 1858

But the stupendous catastrophe of the City of Glasgow Bank,
in 1878, created such consternation among the shareholders

<>f banks, that they made determined efforts to compel their

directors to adopt the principle of limited liability. This was the

case, especially in Scotland, where investment in Bank shares was

recognised by the Law Courts as a legitimate investment of trust

funds. But Banks do not recognize trusts. Consequently,
unfortunate trustees were liable, not only personally for all losses

sustained by the Banks, but also to make good the losses of their

clients. This created such alarm that the shares in the Scotch

Banks fell "><> per cent.
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To faciliate the adoption of limited liability by banks, and

also to preserve ail reasonable security for creditors, the Act,

Statute 1871), c. 76, was passed, which enacts

1. That any unlimited Company may increase the nominal

amount of its Capital by increasing the nominal amount of its

Shares

Provided that no part of such increased Capital shall be

capable of being called up, except in the event of, and for the

purpose of, the company being wound up
'2. A limited company may declare that any portion of its

still uncalled for Capital shall not be capable of being called up.

except in the event of, and for the purpose of, the company being
wound up

:5. All banks are subject to unlimited liability with respect

to their Notes in circulation

The Bank of England and the three senior chartered Banks
in Scotland were created corporations before the Crown was

authorized by Act of Parliament to create trading corporations
with unlimited liability. They therefore had always been limited

Banks : and did not require to avail themselves of the Act of

1871) to become so. But almost all the English joint stock banks

and all the other Scotch Banks, without loss of time, registered

themselves as limited companies under the Act of 1879 : and

the result has been to show that all the fears which had been

entertained that limited Banks would sustain a diminution of

credit were entirely groundless
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CHAPTER XVII

OX THE DIFFERENCES IX PRINCIPLE BETWEEN
THE SUPPORTERS OF THE BANK ACT OF 1844 AND
THOSE OF THE BULLION REPORT AND THE BANK

ACT OF 1810

1. The supporters of the Bank Act of 1844 strenuously

maintain that it is the complement of, and in strict accordance

with, the principles of the Bullion Report and of the Act of 181 0.

Such statements are, however, entirely incorrect. Beyond the

simple fact that both were desirous to maintain the convertibility

of the Note, the principles maintained by the framers of the Bank

Charter Act of 1844 are in all other respects radically different

from those of the Bullion Report and of the supporters of the

Bank Act of 1810

2. The following- are the differences of principle between

them

1. In all the great Parliamentary Debates and in the opinion

of statesmen, it was invariably assumed that the term Currency

includes Money and Credit in all its forms, written and unwritten

although no specific definition of Currency was ever attempted.

Lord Overstone and his sect, whose doctrines prevailed with

Sir Robert Peel, maintained that the term Currency includes

Money and Bank Notes payable to bearer on demand only to

the exclusion of all other forms of Credit

Does the Definition of Currency by the framers of the Bank

Act of 1844 agree with that of those who supported the Bank Act

of l.sl!) ?

'2. The Bullion Report declares that the mere numerical

amount of Notes in circulation at any time is no criterion whether

tliev are excessive or not
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The dogma of the framers of the Bank Act of 1844 is that the

Notes in circulation ought to be exactly equal in quantity to what

the gold coin would be if there were no Notes : and that any
excess of Notes above that quantity is a depreciation of the

Currency
Does the dogma of the framers of the Bank Act of 1844 agree

with the principles of the Bullion Report on this point ?

:>. The Bullion Report declares, and the supporters of the

Bank Act of 1819 uniformly maintained, that the sole test of the

depreciation of the Paper Currency is to be found in the Price of

Gold Bullion and the state of the Foreign Exchanges
Ricardo says

1 " The issuers of paper money should regulate

their issues solely by the Price of Bullion, and never by the

quantity of their Paper in circulation. The quantity can never

be too great or too little, while it preserves the same Value as the

standard
"

The dogma of the framers of the Bank Act of 1844 is, that the

true criterion of the depreciation of Paper is whether the Notes do

or do not exceed in quantity the gold they displace

Is the dogma of the framers of the Bank Act of 1844 in

accordance with the principles of the Bullion Report and of

Ricardo on this point ?

4. It was proposed to the Bullion Committee to impose a

positive limit on the Issues of the Bank, in order to curb their

power of mismanagement
The Bullion Report expressly condemns any positive limitation

on its issues : Peel himself in 1811) and in 1833 fully concurred

in this opinion : and said that at no time, however distant, would

he impose a positive limit on the issues of tin.- Bunk
But in 1*44, Peel himself, by the Act of 1844, imposed a

-iron limit on the issues of the Bank-

Was the dogma of Peel in 1844 in accordance with the doctrines

of the Bullion Report and of himself in 1*1 '. and 1833 ?

."). Tin- Bullion Report, after discussing the most important
1

Proposal* /"/ "/( /-.'(< n/imi icdl tnxf Secure Currtncy, p. 3
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monetary crises which had occurred up to that time, expressly

declares that it is the proper policy for the Bank in certain times

of commercial crisis to expand its issues to support commercial

houses, and avert a Monetary Panic

The history of commercial crises, both before and after the

Bullion Report, has proved the indubitable wisdom of this doctrine.

The Bank Charter Act of 1844 expressly prevents this from

being done. The consequence has been that on three several

occasions since the passing' of the Act of 1844, it has been found

indispensable to suspend the Act, in order to prevent every Bank
in England stopping payment, and probably nineteen merchants

out of every twenty being ruined

Is the dogma embodied in the Act of 1844 in accordance with

the principles of the Bullion Report ?

The above are the glaring and radical differences of doctrine

between the principles of the Bullion Report, the supporters of

the Act of 181D, and those of the framers of the Act of 1844 :

and experience has fully demonstrated the superior wisdom of the

principles of the Bullion Report, and of the supporters of the Act

of 1811), to those of the framers of the Bank Act of 1844
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CHAPTER XVIII

OX COMMERCIAL CRISES

1. We have hitherto in the preceding part of this work

explained the scientific and juridical principles and mechanism of

solid Credit, and shown how it augments the wealth of a country :

meaning by solid Credit, that which is actually and punctually
redeemed at maturity

But there is a reverse to the medal. If solid, and judiciously

used, Credit has conduced more to the wealth of the world than all

the mines of gold and silver : its abuses in the hands of incautious

and unscrupulous persons has produced the most terrible

calamities of modern times namely, Commercial Crises and

.Monetary Panics

We have now to contemplate the dark side of the picture :

and to show how Commercial Crises and Monetary Panics arise :

how they are to be dealt with and brought under scientific control :

which has hitherto been the opprobrium of Economics and of

F inancial Statesman sh ip

2. We have shown clearly that all Credit is the Present

Right to, or the Present Value of, a Future Payment : and so

long as the Credit is actually redeemed at maturity, by the various

methods described in a former chapter, the Credit is not excessive.

But all Credit created in excess of the Future Payment, and
which is not fully redeemed at maturity, is excessive. And it is

Ivxccssive Credit which produces all Commercial Crises : and if

they arc not properly and judiciously controlled, and allowed to

obtain a certain magnitude and intensity, they are very apt to

culminate in Monetary Panics

The fact is that Commercial Crises are innate in the gigantic
in of Credit which has grown up in modern times : and if
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they arc not skilfully dealt with, they have a great tendency to

develope into Monetary Panics : but if they are dealt with on

the principles which repeated experience and reasoning have

suggested, though periodical Commercial Crises cannot in the

nature of things be avoided, yet they may be prevented from

developing into Monetary Panics

3. As all traders in modern times trade on Credit, it must

necessarily be that there are a considerable number of bad

speculators among them. They create bills in excess of future

profits : and if there were any method of compelling them to

incur and bear the loss at once, there would be comparatively
little harm done. A few individuals would suffer, but there

would be no general Commercial Crisis

But traders are not usually very willing to put up with a

present loss. They always hope to recoup themselves by future

and more fortunate speculations. Hope springs eternal in the

human breast. Traders endeavor to acquire a good character

with their bankers: and they keep their losses to themselves

They not only create fresh bills, by which they hope to retrieve

their former losses : but they manufacture fictitious bills by cross

acceptances amongst each other for the express purpose of

extracting fresh funds from their bankers to speculate with

Xow, when a trader has established a good reputation with his

banker and is accustomed to have a discount account with him to

a certain amount, it is very serious indeed for his banker to stop

it. We have already explained that at the present day bills of

exchange are almost universally paid, not by money, but by

discounting fresh bills. If, therefore, a customer has his own

acceptances to meet, and his banker refuses to discount fresh bills

for him, it means nothing less than instant ruin

4. Xow a banker may have a very shrewd suspicion that his

customer is overtrading : but as he has no access to his customer's

books, it may be very difficult for him positively to ascertain the

fact. And if a banker acts upon insufficient grounds, and without

sure cause ruins his customer, he will get himself into very bad

odor, and may do himself much injury
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Of course, the greater the merchant the more difficult it is to

deal with him. And great merchants who have numerous and

powerful connections can manufacture bills to an incredible extent

to cover up losses, and keep themselves afloat by extracting- fresh

funds from their bankers to speculate with : until, when the final

collapse comes, it is found that their assets are almost all eaten

away, and left, perhaps, a shilling or two in the pound to meet the

masses of paper

On Accommodation Paper

5. We must now examine more closely a species of Credit

which requires great attention, because it is the curse and the

bane of commerce, and it has been the chief cause of those frightful

Commercial Crises which recur periodically : and yet though there

can be no doubt that in the majority of cases it is morally

fraudulent, it is of so subtle a nature that it defies all powers
of legislation to cope with it

We have shown by the exposition of the system of Cash

Credits in Scotland that there is nothing essentially dangerous and

fraudulent in creating Credit for the purpose of promoting future

operations. On the contrary, such Credits have been the most

powerful method ever devised by the ingenuity of man for

promoting the wealth and the prosperity of a country, and that

Cash Credits have accelerated the wealth and prosperity of

Scotland by centuries

A certain species of this Credit, however, having been grossly

abused by unscrupulous persons for fraudulent purposes, and

having produced the most frightful calamities, we must now
examine and point out wherein the danger and the fraud of this

particular species of Credit consist

6. When Bills of Exchange are given iu exchange for goods

actually purchased at the time, they are often called Real Bills :

and it is often supposed that there is something essentially safe in

them : because as the goods have been received for them, it is

supposed the goods are always ready to provide for the payment of

the bills: and that only so much Credit is created as there a iv

goods to redeem it
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It is the inveterate error of a multitude of persons who will

write upon the subject without the slightest knowledge either of

Mercantile Law or of practical business, that the holder of a bill

has a title to the goods for which it is given
This pestilent and mischievous delusion appears very strongly

in Stanley Jevons. He says
1 "What greatly assists a rise of

prices started in a period of free investment is the system of

Credit, on which trade is necessarily conducted. By this system,
a trader u not obliged to be the real owner of the goods in which he

trades, but may buy freely by giving the promise of payment in,

perhaps, three months time. Thus, the goods really belong to the

holder of his promissory note or bill Though the

merchant does not own the goods, there must be some one to own

them, to advance capital, or, as it is said, to discount the bills

arising out of the transaction
"

Thus Jevons holds that the merchant who buys goods on

Credit is not the real owner of them : that the person who holds

the bill given for them is their real owner : or the person to

whom he transfers it, such as the banker who discounts it, has

the real title to the goods in respect of which it is given. But

every lawyer and banker in the world would laugh ac such ideas,

and would say that the person who held them knew nothing of

what he was talking about

Xothing is more common than for uninformed persons to say
that a trader who buys goods on Credit trades on borrowed capital.

Such an idea, however, is a pure delusion. When a trader

buys goods on Credit, and gives his bill for them, the goods
become his actual property just as much as if he had paid for

them in money. The bill of exchange is payment for the goods,

just as money is. A purchase on Credit is just as much a sale or

an exchange as a purchase with money. What the trader has to

do after having bought goods with his bill is to pay the bill when

it becomes due

Mr. Henry Thornton long ago pointed out the fallacy of

supposing that there is any security in real bills because they are

given in exchange for goods : or that the holder of the bill has

any title to the goods
2

1
Investigations in Currency and Finance, p. 31

- ]'.> say on Paper Credit, p. 30

VOL. II., PAKT '1
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"When a wholesale dealer buys a quantity of goods from a

merchant on Credit, he perhaps sells those goods to fifty different

retail dealers, and takes their bill for them. These very goods

are sold by the retail dealers, perhaps, to hundreds of their

customers, and consumed by them, before the bill given by the

wholesale dealer becomes due. How in the name of common
sense is the holder of the bill to follow the goods into the hands

of hundreds of customers, who will most probably have consumed

them before the bill becomes due ? How, even is he to ascertain

their names ?

But, suppose that the wholesale dealer does not divide the

goods into parcels and sell them to different dealers, but sells

them in a lump to some other single person, and takes his bill

for them : then a new bill must be created to transfer the goods :

and if the same goods are transferred in a lump a dozen different

times, a new bill must be created on each transfer. Hence there

will be a dozen bills relating to the very same goods, and perhaps

every one of these bills may have been discounted with a banker:

which banker has a title to the goods ? Every banker in the

world would laugh at the idea that he has any title to the goods
for which a bill has been given, which he has discounted

Nor have any of the bills any relation to any specific money,
such as the purchaser of the goods may receive in payment for

them. They are nothing but pure Rights of action against the

person of the Debtor. Every lawyer and every merchant knows

that every bill is a separate and independent article of merchandise:

exactly like money itself : and that it is bought and sold solely

on the belief that the acceptor will have the means of extinguish-

ing it when it becomes due

7. Mr. Thornton also points out the fallacy of making a

distinction between the security of Real Bills and Accommodation

Bills, qua Accommodation Bills. After describing an Accommo-
dation Bill he says

1

"
They agree, inasmuch as each is a discountable article : each

lias also been created for the purpose of being discounted, arfd

( adi is perhaps discounted in fact: each therefore serves equally
l
J:'ssay on Paper Credit, p. '29
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to supply meaus of speculation to the merchant. So far, moreover,
as bills and notes constitute what is called the Circulating

Medium, or Paper Currency, of the country, and prevent the use

of guineas, the fictitious and the real bill are upon an equality :

and if the price of commodities be raised in proportion to the

quantity of Paper Currency, the one contributes to that rise

exactly in the same manner as the other
"

The fact is, that in a Real Bill goods have already been

purchased wherewith to redeem it: in an Accommodation Bill

goods are to be purchased to redeem it. And if each transaction

is equally sound and judicious, there is exactly the same security

in the one bill as in the other. In fact, we may say that all

Commercial Credit is of the nature of Accommodation Paper ;

because, in this case, a Credit is always created for the express

purpose of buying goods to redeem it

There is, therefore, clearly nothing in the nature of Accommo-
dation Paper worse than Real Paper : and when carefully used

nothing more dangerous. Cash Credits, which have been one of

the safest and most profitable parts of Scotch banking, and which

have done so much for the prosperity of the country, are all of

this nature. They are created, as we have seen, for the express

purpose of stimulating future operations out of which the Credit

is to be redeemed. There is, therefore, nothing more atrocious,

vicious, and criminal in the one species of paper rather than in

the other : or if there is, it must lie in the difference between has

and is to be

8. Nevertheless, as it is indubitably certain that most, if

nut all, of those Commercial Crises and Monetary Panics which

have so frequently convulsed nations, have sprung out of this

species of Paper, it does merit a considerable portion of the

obloquy and vituperation which has been heaped upon it. It is,

therefore, our duty to investigate the method in which it is

applied, and to point out wherein its true danger consists

The security supposed to reside in Real Bills, as such, is, as

we have seen, exaggerated. But there is at least this to be said

for them, that as they only arise out of the real transfers of

goods, their number must be limited by the very nature of

o 2
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things. However bad and worthless they may be individually,

they cannot be multiplied beyond a certain limit. There is,

therefore, a limit to the calamities they can cause. But we shall

show that with Accommodation Paper the limits of disaster are

immensely and indefinitely increased : frequently involving in

utter ruin all who are brought within their vortex

Explanation of the Real Danger of Accommodation Paper

(Quoted by Mr. Commissioner Holroyd in his judgment in re

Lawrence, Mortimer and Schrader. Standard, March 7th, 1861).

9. We must now explain wherein the difference between

Real and Accommodation Paper consists, and wherein the danger
of Accommodation lies

Suppose that a manufacturer, or wholesale dealer, has sold

goods to ten customers, and received ten bond fide trade bills for

them, he discounts these ten bills with his banker. The ten

acceptors of these bills having received value for them, are the

principal debtors to the bank : and are bound to meet them,

under the penalty of commercial ruin. The bank has their

names as acceptors, or real principal debtors on the bills, and its

own customer as security on each of them. The bank also keeps
a certain balance of its customer's in its hands, proportionate to

the discount allowed

Even under the best of circumstances, an acceptor may fail to-

meet his bill. The banker then debits his customer's account

with the bill, and gives it to him back. The drawer has an

action against the acceptor, because it is a real debt due to him.

If there should not be enough, the customer is called upon to pay
the difference. If the worst comes to the worst, and its customer

fails, the bank can pursue its remedy against the estates of both

parties, without in any way affecting the position of the other

nine acceptors, who, of course, are still bound to meet their own
bills

In the case of Accommodation Bills there are very material

differences. To the eye of the banker there is no visible

(lilVerener lii-tween Real and Accommodation Bills. They are
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nevertheless very different, and it is in these differences that the

real danger of Accommodation Paper consists

In Accommodation Bills the person for whose accommodation

the drawing, indorsing, or accepting, as the case may be, is done,

is bound to provide the funds to meet the bill : or to indemnify
the person who gives him his name. In a Real Bill the acceptor

is the principal debtor, who is bound to provide funds to meet

the bill : and the drawer is a mere surety. In the most usual

form of Accommodation, that of an acceptance, the drawer is the

real principal debtor, who has to provide funds to meet the bills,

and the acceptor is a mere surety : and if he is called upon to

meet the bill he is entitled to sue the drawer, as the principal

debtor, for the amount

Xow, suppose as before, A gets ten of his friends to accommo-

date him with their names as acceptors, and discounts these bills

with his banker, it is A's duty to provide funds to meet every one

of the ten bills. There is, in fact, only one real principal debtor,

and ten sureties. Xow these ten accommodation acceptors are

ignorant of each other's proceedings. They only gave their

names to the drawer on the express understanding that they were

not to be called upon to meet their bill : and, accordingly, they
make no provision to do so. If any one of them is called upon
to meet their bill, he has an immediate remedy against the

drawer. In the case of Real Bills, then, the bank has ten real

principal debtors, who would each take care to meet his own

acceptance, and only one surety. In the case of Accommodation

Bills, the bank has only one real principal debtor to meet the

acceptances of ten. Thus, there is only one real principal debtor

and ten sureties

Furthermore, if one of ten real acceptors fails to meet his bill,

the bank can safely press the drawer, because it will not affect the

position of the other nine acceptors. But if the drawer of the

Accommodation Bills fails to meet any one of the ten acceptances,

and the bank suddenly discovers that it is an Accommodation

Bill, and is under large advances to the drawer, it dare not for

its own safety press the acceptor, because he will of course have

immediate recourse against the drawer as his debtor : and the

whole fabric will probably tumble down like a house of cards.
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Hence the chances of disaster are much greater when there is

only one person to meet the engagements of ten : than when

there are ten persons, each bound to meet his own acceptance
The real danger to a bank, then, in being led into discounting

Accommodation Paper is that the position of principal and surety

is reversed. It is deceived as to who the real debtor is. and who

the surety is : being precisely the reverse to what they appear to

be : which makes a very great difference in the security of the

holder of the bills. In fact, the parties are not governed by the

contract visible on the face of the bills, which the banker believes

in : bat by a latent contract, collateral to the bills of which he

knows nothing
To advance money by way of Cash Credit, or by loan with

security, is quite a different affair : because the bank then knows:

exactly what it is doing : and as soon as anything occurs amiss,

it knows the remedy to be adopted. Moreover, it never permits
the advance to exceed a certain definite limit : but it never can

tell to what depths it may be inveigled into in discounting
Accommodation Paper, until some commercial reverse happens,,

when it may discover that its customer has been carrying on

some great speculative operation with Capital borrowed from it-

alone

This is the rationale of Accommodation Paper pure and

simple

We have now to examine a species of Accommodation Paper
still more subtle and still more dangerous : and this because

though it is really and in its very nature Accommodation Paper,

yet it is not so in technical Jurisprudence

On Mutual Accommodation Paper and its Danger to a ]>iink

10. We have shown that the real genuine distinction between

Real and Accommodation Paper is, that Real Paper is based upon
a simultaneous transfer of goods, the proceeds of which are

expected to redeem the bill at maturity ;
and in Accommodation

Paper, bills are created, not based upon any past, or simultaneous,
transfer of goods, but for the express purpose of purchasing goods
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in the future to redeem the bills. If these two species of transac-

tions are done with equal care and judgment, and with the full

knowledge of all parties of the real nature of the transaction,

there is nothing more dangerous or improper in one species of

paper than in the other

We have now to deal with a species of paper which is in its

real nature Accommodation Paper, because it consists of Paper
not founded on any past, or simultaneous, transfer of goods, but

consists of Paper created for the express purpose of purchasing-

goods after it has been created but yet in Jurisprudence it is

not Accommodation Paper, because it is held to be given for good
and valuable consideration : and, therefore, though in very many
cases it is a moral fraud, yet it is not a legal fraud : and it is to

this species of paper that most of the great Commercial Crises

are due

WQ have now to explain how very much more dangerous to a

bank this species of paper is than the worst calamities which can

happen from real paper
AVe have already pointed out the very common error that all

Bills of Exchange are paid in money. Bills in modern usage are

very seldom paid in actual money : only in a very few isolated

instances : they are paid by discounting fresh bills. Thus in ordi-

nary times Debts are always paid by creating new Debts. No
doubt if the banker refuses to discount the new bills, the customer

must discharge his bills in money. But then no trader ever

expects to have to do that. He has usually a fixed discount

limit, and if he brings good bills he has little less than an abso-

lute right to have them discounted, And if the banker suddenly
calls upon him to meet his bills in money, it might oblige him to

sell his goods at a great sacrifice : or might cause his ruin

However, it is always supposed that the bills discounted are

good ones : that is, they could be paid in money if required.

Thus, though in common practice very few bills are really ever

paid in money, it is manifest that the whole stability of the bank-

depends upon the last bills discounted being good ones

Now, suppose that a customer for a considerable time brings

good bills to his banker and acquires a good character with him, and

so throws him off his guard. Owing perhaps to some temporary
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embarrassment, or wishing to push his speculations, he goes to

some of his friends, and gets them to accept bills without having

any property to meet them. He then takes these accommodation

bills to his banker. The banker, trusting to his good character,

discounts the bills. In course of time these accommodation bills

must be met, and the way he does it is to create fresh similar

bills. The drawer may be speculating in trade, and losing money

every day. But his bills must be met : and there is no other way
of meeting them but by constantly creating fresh accommodation

bills. By this means the customer may extract indefinite sums

from his banker, and give him in return so many bits of paper.

Xow, when discounts are low, and times are prosperous, this

system may go on for many years. But at last a crisis comes.

The money market becomes "
tight." Bankers not only raise the

rate of discount, but they refuse to discount so freely as before.

They contract their issues. The accommodation bills are in the

bank, and they must be met. But if the banker refuses to

discount fresh bills, they must be met in money. But all the

property the speculators may have had may have been lost twenty
times over : so when the crisis comes they have nothing to turn

into money. Directly the banker refuses to meet his customer's

bills by means of his own money, he wakes to the pleasant dis-

covery that, in return for the money he has paid, he has got so

many pieces of paper !

This is the rationale of Accommodation Paper : and we see

how entirely it differs from real paper. Because with real paper
and bond fide customers, though losses may come, yet directly
the loss occurs, there is an end of it. But with Accommodation

Paper, the prospect of a loss is the very cause of a greater one

being made : and so on in an ever widening circle, until the

canker may eat into the banker's assets to any extent almost

11. It is also clear that if a trader, having got a good
character and a high position in commerce, may do so much
mischief to a single banker, his capacity for mischief is vastly

increased, if, from his high position and old standing, he is able

to discount with several banks, for then he is able to diminish

the chances of detection
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The history of the most notorious instances of failure caused

by the scandalous abuse of Accommodation Paper would illustrate

these remarks : but their analysis would be too long for a work

of this kind, which is mainly concerned with the exposition of

principles, without too elaborate account of details

12. From these accommodation bills to forged bills there is

but one step. It is but a thin line of division between drawing

upon a man who is notoriously unable to pay, and drawing upon
a person who does not exist at all, or forging an acceptance. In

practical morality, and in its practical effects, there is none.

Traders do not even take the trouble to get a beggar to write his

name on their bills, but they invent one. The case of traders in

a large way of business, dealing with a vast number of small

country connections, affords great facilities for such rogueries.

They begin by establishing a good character for their bills.

Their business gradually increases. Their connections, as they

>ay. gradually extend all over the kingdom. The banker, satisfied

with the regularity of the account, cannot take the trouble of

sending down to enquire into the acceptor of every small bill.

The circle gradually enlarges until some fine morning the whole

affair blows up. The ingenuity sometimes exercised by traders

in carrying out such a system is absolutely marvellous

13. It is in times of speculation in large commodities that

Accommodation Paper is peculiarly rife. In a great failure of

the harvest, when great importations were required, and it was

expected that prices would rise very high, every corn merchant

wanted to buy as much as possible. But if no real sales had

taken place, there could be no real trade bills. They, therefore,

proceeded to manufacture them in order to extract funds from

bankers to speculate with. No banker in his senses would

actually advance money for them to speculate with with his eyes

open. Nevertheless they must have funds. This they did by
cross acceptances. One merchant drew on another who accepted
it : he then in turn drew upon his drawer, who accepted in his

turn. They then went and discounted these cross acceptances
with as many bankers as possible, in as many different parts of
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the country as possible, so that their proceedings might not come-

too much under the notice of any particular bank

Such proceedings can never take place again in the corn

trade as they used to, because with the area of supply so extended

and the means of transport so cheapened and accelerated, as they
have been within the last forty years, it is not to be expected
that a failure of the harvest in this country can ever again cause

corn to rise to famine prices as it did in 1847. Though what it

might do in time of war we cannot say : and it is to be hoped
that it may be long before the vaticinations of some persons may
be put to the test

In the Crimean war there was a great and sudden demand for

shipping : an enormous amount of Accommodation Paper was

manufactured by the Liverpool shipowners, and discounted all

over the kingdom. The results were frightfully disastrous

14. Whenever great speculation in commodities may take

place again the same things will recur. And the quantities of

Accommodation Paper manufactured on such occasions is some-

thing astonishing. But this paper is discounted by banks creating

fresh credits in the form of Deposits. So, these Deposits swell

up : and they are only so many Bank Notes in disguise : and

then the public holds up its hands in astonishment at the vast

sums the banks have to trade with : whereas it is not solid money
at all : but only Paper. But this immense augmentation of the

Circulating Medium, or Currency, raises prices all round

The insurmountable objection, therefore, to this species of

paper, is the dangerous and boundless facility it affords for

raising money for speculative purposes. And there is much
reason to fear that this pernicious system prevails to a much

greater extent than is commonly supposed. Even in quiet times

it has been said that it is surmised that one-fourth of the paper
in circulation is Accommodation Paper : and in times of jrivat

speculation the proportion is far greater than that

15. The Legislature has imposed rigid limits on the issue.-

of banks, and many persons think that it might be possible to curb

tin- creation of this pestilent kind of paper by law
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But, unfortunately, such a thing is not possible. The difnculty

consists in determining what is really Accommodation Paper. As

a matter of Economics, all these cross-acceptances are pure

Accommodation Paper: but they are not so in Jurisprudence
The whole question turns on the Consideration. An accom-

modation bill in law is a bill to which the drawer, acceptor, or

indorser, as the case may be, puts his name -without consideration

for the purpose of benefiting, or accommodating, some other

party, who is to provide the funds to meet the bill when due.

But the consideration may be of many sorts : it does not by any
means necessarily imply a sale of goods at the time. Moreover, a

bill may be an accommodation bill at the time it is created, but

if any consideration is given for it during the period of its

currency, it ceases to be an accommodation bill

Moreover, the consideration may be of many sorts. If A
draws a bill upon B, who accepts it for A's accommodation for

the express purpose of enabling him to get it discounted by a

bank, that is a pure accommodation bill. But if B draws an

exactly similar bill upon A, who accepts it for the accommodation

of B, to enable him to get it discounted by a bank, then neither

of the bills is an accommodation bill, but they are each of them

given for a good consideration

16. To an unlearned reader this may seem somewhat strange

doctrine : but it is nevertheless firmly established law

A and B, being desirous to accommodate each other, each

drew a bill upon the other, and accepted one in return : the two

bills being precisely alike in date, amount, and time of payment
neither party having any effects of the other in his hands.

The Court was clearly of opinion that the two bills were mutual

engagements, constituting on each part a Debt, the one being the

consideration for the other 1

In another case, Grose, J., said the instant the bills were

exchanged each was indebted to the other in the sum which was

the amount of their respective acceptances : for the counter-

acceptances were a good consideration to found a Debt upon
either side respectively. In the case of a single accommodation

1 Kolt'e v. Caslnn. 2 H. Blacks. 571
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acceptance there is no debt to the acceptor : the Debt only

accrues by the payment of the money. The acceptor, qua

acceptor, can never be a creditor : his acceptance imports the

admission of a debt from him to another : and when he has paid
as acceptor, if he paid for any other person, in consequence of

any request from that other, he becomes a creditor, not on the

face of the bill, but by a contract collateral to the bill. When
two persons exchange acceptances each becomes the debtor of the

other upon his accepted bill. But when a man accepts without

consideration, he is never a creditor of the person for whom he

accepts, till he pays : from that payment arises the debt. But
when these acceptances were exchanged the debts arise from these

acceptances
1

These doctrines were repeated and confirmed by the whole

Court of King's Bench in subsequent cases2

17. This doctrine, which is quite unanswerable, shows how

impossible it is to deal legislatively with this kind of Accommoda-
tion Paper. At least they must be very poor rogues who cannot

manufacture any amount of bond fide bills they please. Two

ragamuffins have only to get as many bills as they please if

they can only pay for the stamps. One engages to pay 1000

to the order of the other. That would be an Accommodation
Bill. The second then engages to pay 1000 to the order of

the first. These are no longer Accommodation Bills: but are

two good bond fide bills : each given for a good consideration. If

two such bills are good, then two thousand, or any larger number,
are equally good. Bankers would look askance at such paper :

but Westminster Hall declares them all to be bond fide bills given
for a good consideration

18. Stated in the above form, the doctrine may appear
somewhat startling to some. But when we consider the principle
<>f the case, and not the accidental circumstance that the two

KTSOIIS who may do it are insolvent, the difficulty disappears.
For it is just what happens every day in banking. It is quite

Con-ifif \. ])n>di>, i T.R. :><;:>

*Jlou v. 8iM6, 1 15. X- Aid. f>21. KitrMn- v. Hnltirant. :} East. 72
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common for a banker to discount the simple promissory note

of his customer. The note given by the customer is the con-

sideration for the Deposit, Credit, or Right of action created by
the banker : and the Eight of action, or Deposit created by the

banker is the consideration given to purchase the note of the

customer. Each, therefore, is the consideration for the other.

Each party gives value to the other

It is precisely the same in principle in the other case. If the

issuers of the bills are able to purchase goods with them, they

may be paid off at maturity. If they cannot do so, the re-exchange
of the securities is the mutual payment of each debt

; precisely in

the same manner as when two bankers exchange notes : or when

a merchant pays his acceptance to a banker in the banker's own

notes. The two contracts are extinguished by Compensation.
The accident, that both the creators of the bills are insolvent,,

does not affect the juridical principles of the case

19. Now in times of great speculation these cross-acceptances-

are manufactured to an enormous extent among merchants. And
the more cross-acceptances they can manufacture and get dis-

counted by bankers, the more funds the adventurers have to-

speculate with. But such things are always sure to be overdone.

As soon as any new and extensive market is suddenly opened up,
multitudes of speculators are sure to rush in, and create vast

amounts of paper which can never be redeemed. And when this

is done on a sufficiently large scale, a Commercial Crisis is

produced. And if this Commercial Crisis is not properly and

judiciously met, and it reaches a certain degree of intensity, it

produces a Monetary Panic in which merchants and bankers fall

together

20. All Commercial Crises therefore originate in the over-

creation of Credit, and this is innate in the modern system of

Credit

Suppose that at any time the Commercial world started with

a perfectly clean slate. "When such multitudes of persons are

trading on Credit, it must inevitably happen that a considerable

number will speculate unsuccessfully, and create an excess of
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Credit, which cannot be redeemed by fair means. All excess of

Credit may be considered as so much virus or poison in the body
commercial. However, by various tricks and devices known to

traders, they can keep themselves afloat many years after they
are utterly insolvent : and thus the poison continually accumulates.

Then perhaps a fever of speculation takes place, giving rise to

the creation of vast masses of speculative paper, and then the

poison having accumulated to a sufficient extent, bursts forth in

a tumour, or an abscess, called a Commercial Crisis

Now, it is clear that these things cannot take place in a day :

it takes a certain time for a sufficient amount of excessive Credit

to be generated and accumulate in the body commercial to

produce a Commercial Crisis : just as it takes a certain amount of

virus and a considerable time to generate an abscess, or a tumor,

in the human body. During the last 130 years, in which the

Credit system has attained its gigantic development, a Commercial

Crisis has usually returned in periods of ten years, or thereabouts,

cind sometimes oftener. But on each occasion the circumstances

which brought it about are perfectly well-known. And because

the spots on the sun's disc have also a period somewhat

approaching to ten years, it gave rise to the Bedlamite craze of

Stanley Jevons that Commercial Crises and Monetary Panics are

due to spots on the sun's disc and conjunctions of the planets !

One cannot fail also to be surprised that Sir Robert Peel,

with all his long and extensive experience, should have conceived

the idea that all Commercial Crises originate in excessive issues

of bank notes, and that if the quantity of notes could only be

restricted to the quantity of gold there would be if there were no

notes, Commercial Crises would be prevented. Excessive issues

of notes have, no doubt, in many cases fostered and aggravated
Commercial Crises: but they do not originate with bankers.

They always originate with the Mercantile community : and no

restrictions on the issues of banks can, by any possibility, prevent
their occurrence, as will be shown in the following chapter
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CHAPTER XIX

OX MONETARY PANICS

Where is he living ....
That chides the Banks of England, Scotland ?

Shakespeare

I. All Commercial Crises originate, as we have seen in the

preceding chapter, in the over-creation of Credit, in Credit

created which cannot be redeemed, and not in spots on the sun's

disc, or conjunctions of the planets. It is the express business of

merchants and traders to speculate. And in the vast numbers of

the mercantile community who are always speculating, a consider-

able number must speculate badly, especially in times of great

changes in price, and consequently over-creations of Credit are

constantly accumulating, and in process of time they come to a

head and burst in a Commercial Crisis. Commercial Crises are,

therefore, innate in the collossal system of modern Credit, and are

unavoidable

A Monetary Panic is a general run upon bankers for gold.

It is not the business of bankers to speculate themselves, but to

judge of and control the speculations of others. Xo doubt

bankers are often duped and deceived into supporting bad specu-

lations : but they do not originate them : which shows the

fallacy of Sir Robert Peel's fancy, that all Commercial Crises

originate in excessive issues of bank notes. But when a Com-
mercial Crisis attains a certain magnitude and intensity, there is

great danger of its developing into a Monetary Panic, or a general

run for gold upon bankers. Monetary Panics, in this country at

least, have been invariably produced by bad banking, bad banking

legislation, or by bad management of the Bank of England:
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sometimes by all three. Monetary Panics are, therefore, generally

speaking, avoidable

Two conflicting Theories as to the true method of dealing ivith a

Commercial Crisis

2. Ever since the prodigious development of the system of

Credit since the latter end of the seventeenth century there have

been periodical Commercial Crises which, after a certain degree of

tension, have deepened iuto Monetary Panics, accompanied by great

failures of banks, and very severe runs for gold on those banks

which were able to stand their ground. And it has been a subject

of sore perplexity to know how these Monetary Panics are to be

controlled, and the proper action of the Bank of England during

their continuance

There have been, and still are, two conflicting theories on the

subject

1. That in periods of great Commercial Crisis the issues of

the Bank of England should be rigorously restricted, and give

no aid to commercial houses

This may be called the Restrictive Theory
2. That at such periods of extreme commercial pressure the

issues of the Bank of England should be liberally expanded so as

to support all commercial houses which can prove themselves to

be solvent

This may be called the Expansive Theory
In the series of Commercial Crises and Monetary Panics which

have taken place during the last 140 years, each of these theories

have been tried, and we have now to examine the circumstances of

each Crisis seriatim : and show the effect of each theory upon it.

The experience on the subject has now been ample and abundant,
so as to enable us to come to a definite conclusion

The Monetary Panic of UK \

3. The first great Monetary Panic in modern times which
we need notice, took place in 1704 in Holland and neighboring
countries. The Banks of Amsterdam, Hamburg and Nuremberg,
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did not issue notes in the discount of bills. They were pure

examples of what is called by a certain party the "
Currency

Principle." That is those Banks did not issue any Credit except

in exchange for Specie. Thus, the Credit they issued was exactly

equal in amount to the Specie it displaced. This principle was

that advocated by the supporters of the Bank Act of 1844, and

of Sir Eobert Peel, who considered it as the panacea for all

Commercial Crises

The Seven Years' War had just corne to an end : and changes

from peace to war or from war to peace, causing great fluctuations

in price, are great promoters of Commercial Crises

The Neufvilles, two bankers at Amsterdam, were among the

principal merchants and speculators, who had connections all over

the continent. At length their embarrassments became so great

that the bankers at Amsterdam could no longer support them,

and they failed for 330,000 guineas on the 29th July, 1763.

Before the news of the actual stoppage reached Hamburg, the

bankers of that town were thrown into the utmost consternation

by hearing that it was intended at Amsterdam to allow the

Xeufvilles to fail. On the 4th August, 1763, the Bankers at

Hamburg met to consider how the tottering state of Credit in

that town was to be supported : they said
" We received a fatal

express with the terrible news that you, the gentlemen of Amster-

dam, would leave the Neufvilles to sink, by which we were all

thunderstruck : never dreaming that so many men in their senses

in your city would take such a step a step which will infallibly

plunge all Europe into an abyss of distress, if not remedied by

you while it is time. We therefore send this circular and general

letter to you by express, to exhort and conjure you, as soon as

you receive this, to undertake still to support the Neufvilles, by

furnishing what money they want, and giving them two or three

persons of unquestionable probity and skill for curators, that

their affairs and their engagements may be concluded and

terminated, without causing a general ruin, which will otherwise

infallibly happen. If you do not, gentlemen, we hereby declare

to you that our resolution is taken, that is to say, that though we

represent a very respectable body of rich and respectable men,

we have unanimously resolved to suspend our own payments, as

VOL. II., PART 2 P
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long as we shall judge it proper and necessary, and that we shall

not acquit them, or the counter protest that shall come from you,

or any whatever
" This is the resolution we have unanimously taken, and from

which we will not depart, happen what will. The fate of the

general commerce of all Europe is, at present, absolutely in your
hands : determine, gentlemen, whether you should crush it totally,

or support it
"

The letter, however, came too late to exercise any influence,

as the Xeufvilles had been allowed to fail six days previously.

A general failure took place : eighteen houses in Amsterdam

immediately stopped payment. A much greater number in

Hamburg followed, and no business was transacted for some

time except for ready money. The failures were equally general

in many of the other chief cities of Germany. This crisis ex-

tended to England, and Smith says that the Bank made advances

to merchants to the amount of a million

Thus this first great Commercial Crisis was in direct contra-

diction to the doctrines of the devisers of the Bank Act of 1844,

for it occurred in places where the "
Currency Principle

"
was in

full force
;
and the Bank of England acted on the Expansive

Theory

The Monetary Panic of 1772

4. In 1772, the first great Monetary Panic took place in

England in which the Bank of England was called upon to take

a prominent part in supporting commercial credit. The preceding
two years had been distinguished by the most extravagant over-

trading. On the 10th June, Heale & Co., Bankers in Thread-

needle Street, stopped payment, involving many others. The
Bank of England and some merchants came forward to support
credit : which had the appearance for a few days of being success-

ful. But, in ten days' time, a general crash ensued. The whole

city was in consternation. There had not been such a prospect
of general bankruptcy since the South Sea Scheme. By the

liberal advances of the Bank of England the panic was at length

allayed. But the bankruptcies of that year amounted to the then

unprecedented number of 525. These speculations had been
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general throughout Europe : and in 1773 the crash extended to

Holland. About the begin ning of the year, the failures in that

country were so alarming, and so extensive, that they threatened

a mortal blow to all Credit, public and private, throughout

Europe. They were caused by great speculative dealings in trade,

as well as in the public funds of different countries. The losses

were estimated at 10,000,000 : an immense sum for that

period.

Thus, the circumstances of this great Crisis were like those of

the first, in direct contradiction to the doctrines on which the

Bank Act of 1844 is based : because English commerce was only

saved by the Expansive Theory, by liberal advances by the Bank
of England : and the Crisis extended through countries in which

the Currency Principle was in full force

The Monetary Panic of 1782

5. In 1782 the unhappy war with America was fortunately

terminated, and immediately a prodigious extension of the foreign

commerce which had previously been unusually restricted took

place. The enormous markets thrown open to the merchants led

to the most extravagant overtrading, which was greatly fostered

by very incautious issues by the Bank : and this led to a very

alarming drain of specie from the Bank, which produced a Crisis,

threatening to compel them to stop payment. The directors,

however, considered that if they could only restrain their issues for

a short period the returns in specie in payment of the exports
would soon set in in a more rapid manner than they went out.

They determined therefore to make no communication to the

Government, but for the present to contract their issues until the

Exchanges turned in their favour. The alarm felt by the Bank
was greatest in May, 1783. They then refused to make any
advances to the Government on the loan of that year, but they did

not make any demand for payment of their other advances to

Government, which were then between nine and ten millions.

They continued this policy up to October, when at length the

drain had ceased from the country, and money had begun to flow

in from abroad. At length, in the autumn, when the favorable

Poft
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signs had begun to appear, they advanced to Government freely

on the loan : although, at that time, the cash in the Bank was

actually lower than at the time when they had felt the greatest

alarm. It was reduced to 473,000
The doctrine which Mr. Bosanquet stated guided the directors

was this That while the drain was going on their issues should

be contracted as much as possible : but as soon as the tide had

given signs of ceasing and turning the other way, it was safe to

extend their issues freely. This was the policy they acted upon,

and it was entirely successful, and the Credit of the Bank was

saved

The Monetary Panic 0/1793

6. Mr. Tooke states from his own personal recollection that

there had been an enormous and undue extension of commercial

speculation, not only in the internal trade and banking of this

country, but also throughout Europe and the United States, for

some years previous to 1792. The amount of bank notes in

circulation, which was under six millions in 1784, had increased

to nearly eleven millions and a-half in 1792. At length, in the

autumn of 1792, commercial failures began both here and abroad,,

as well as in America. The average of bankruptcies during the

ten months had been 50, in November they suddenly rose to 105.

This unusual number created much uneasiness : but they
diminished greatly in December. In January, 1793, they rose

again. The French Revolution was now advancing with rapid
strides: the King had been a prisoner ever since the 10th

August. In November the Convention published what was

tantamount to a declaration of war against every established

Government in Europe. Great Britain thought it time to arm.

The militia were called out : and on the 13th December Parlia-

ment met : and the king called the attention of the Houses ta

the increasing political ferment of the country, which had shown
itself in [acts of riot and rebellion. He said that the agitators

were evidently acting in concert with persons abroad, and that it

was impossible to see without the most serious uneasiness the

evident intention of the French to excite disturbances in foreign
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countries wholly contrary to the law of nations. Under these

circumstances, it became necessary to augment the military and
naval forces of the country. An angry correspondence inflamed

the passions of both nations : and on the execution of the King,
the British Government expelled the French Ambassador, and the

Convention instantly declared war. The declaration of war,

though it must evidently have been foreseen, gave a shock to

credit, which was already staggering. On the 15th of February,
a house of considerable magnitude deep in corn speculations

failed
;
and on the 19th the Bank refused the paper of Lane,

Son & Fraser, who stopped next morning to the amount of

nearly one million, involving a great number of other respectable

houses. In the meantime the panic spread to the bankers. It

began at Newcastle. The partners in the Banks at Newcastle

were opulent, but their private fortunes were locked up. They
issued notes which allowed interest to commence at some months

after date : and then they were payable on demand : when the

run came they were unable to realise, and stopped payment. The

panic immediately spread throughout the country. It was

computed that there were nearly 400 country banks at that time :

of these 300 were much shaken, and upwards of 100 stopped

payment. The Banks of Exeter and the West of England almost

alone stood their ground. They issued notes payable at 20 days'

sight : with interest commencing at the date of the note, and

ceasing on the day of acceptance. The best contemporary
authorities are unanimous in attributing this terrible disaster to

the inordinate multiplication and reckless operations of these

country
"
bankers," which had been establised in almost every

town and even village in the country

7. This great pressure extended to the London bankers as

well as the country ones. One of them says that the extra-

ordinary state of credit had obliged every person connected with

trade and money transactions, to gather in and husband every
resource to meet all demands. That for six weeks back every
man of money and resources had been straining every nerve to

support himself and immediate friends, and could not give that

support to others which they would have been disposed to do.
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All these circumstances naturally produced a demand on the Bank
of England for support and discounts. But the Bank being

thoroughly alarmed, resolved to contract its issues. Bankruptcies

multiplied with frightful rapidity. The Government urged the

Bank to come forward and support Credit : but they resolutely

refused

8. Sir Francis Baring greatly blames the directors for their

action on the occasion. He says that they first accommodated

themselves to the crisis : but their nerves could not stand the

daily demand for guineas : and for the purpose of checking the

demand, they curtailed their discounts to a point never before

experienced : and that, if they determined to reduce their issues,

they should have done it more gradually. Their determination and

the extent to which they carried it, came like an electric shock

9. He says that there are three different causes for a great
demand for guineas

1. For export
2. For the purpose of hoarding, from want of confidence in

the Government, and in the circulating paper
3. To enable country banks to discharge their demands while

confidence in the Government and in the Bank remained entire

That every measure ought to be taken to prevent and mitigate
the first cause except prohibition and bankruptcy. We may
reserve the second till we come to 1797. That the third ought
to be viewed, not with indifference, but with a disposition to-

spend almost their last guinea. He shows from the state of the

exchanges, that it was quite impossible that the guineas could

have left the country, as the loss on exporting them to Amsterdam
was 3 6s. 3d.: and to Hamburg, 4 2s. Gd. per cent.: and it

was notorious that large quantities of gold and silver were coming-
in from France. The cause of this was the continued depreciation
of the Assignats. Under these circumstances, he says that the

directors acted quite wrongly : they ought to have seen that the

guineas would have very soon come back to them : and that, in

i'act, they ought to have followed the precedent of 1783, which had
been so successful.
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10. When the Bank adopted this perverse course, universal

failure seemed imminent. Sir John Sinclair remembered the

precedent of 1697, when Montague had invented Exchequer bills

to sustain public Credit : and thought that a similar plan might

be followed in this crisis. The Minister desired him to propose a

scheme for the purpose, which he presented on the 16th April.

A Committee of the House of Commons was immediately

appointed. In the meantime a director of the Royal Bank of

Scotland came up with the most alarming news from Scotland.

The public Banks were wholly unable, with due regard to their

own safety, to furnish the accommodation necessary to support

commercial houses and the country bankers. That unless they

received immediate assistance from Government, general failure

was inevitable. Numerous houses, which were perfectly'solvent,

must fall, unless they could obtain temporary relief. Mr.

Macdonald, M.P. for Glasgow, stated that the commercial houses

and manufactories there were in the greatest distress from the

total destruction of Credit. That this distress arose from the

refusal of the Glasgow, Paisley, and Greenock Banks to discount

as their notes were poured in upon them for gold

1 1 . The Committee reported that the general embarrassment

of commercial credit was so notorious as to call for an immediate

remedy without much examination. That the failures which had

taken place had begun with a run on those houses that had

issued circulating paper without sufficient capital : but had

extended so as to affect many houses of great solidity, and

possessed of funds ultimately much more than sufficient to

answer all demands upon them : but which could not convert

those funds into money in time to meet the pressure. That the

sudden discredit of so large an amount of bankers' notes had pro-

duced a most inconvenient deficiency of the Circulating Medium.

These circumstances had caused bankers to hoard to a great

extent. That unless a Circulating Medium was provided, a

general stoppage must take place. That they had requested a

number of the most eminent merchants to meet and consider a

plan of issuing Exchequer Bills to a certain amount, under proper

regulations, who had unanimously agreed in the propriety of such

a course, as the best remedy that could be devised
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12. The Committee recommended that Exchequer Bills to

the amount of 5,000,000 should be issued under the directions

of a board of commissioners appointed for that purpose : in sums

of 100, 50, and 20, and under proper regulations. After

considerable doubts were expressed by Mr. Fox and Mr. Grey as

to the policy of this extraordinary measure, which was unknown

to the constitution, and might subvert our liberties, the bill

passed

13. Xo sooner was the Act passed than the Committee set to

work. A large sum of money, 70,000, was sent down to Man-

chester and Glasgow, on the strength of the Exchequer Bills,

which were not yet issued. This most timely supply, coming so

much earlier than was expected, operated like magic, and had a

greater effect in restoring credit than ten times the sum would

have had at a later period

14. When the whole business was concluded, a report was

presented to the Treasury. It stated that the knowledge that

the loans might be had operated in many instances to prevent
them being required. The whole number of applications was

332, and the sum applied for was 3,855,624 : of which 238

were granted, amounting to 2,202,000 : 45 for sums to the

amount of 1,215,100 were withdrawn : and 49 rejected

The whole sum advanced was repaid : two only of the parties

assisted became bankrupt : all the others were ultimately solvent:

and in many instances possessed of great property. A consider-

able part of the sum was repaid before it was due : and all the

rest with the utmost punctuality. So much scrupulous care was

taken to preserve secresy as to the names of the applicants, that

they were not known to that hour, except to the Commissioners

and their own sureties. After all expenses were paid, the trans-

action left a clear profit to the Government of 4,348

15. AVhatever were the prognostications of its futility and

danger before it was done, its success was perfect and complete.
The contemporary writers all bear witness to the extraordinary
effects produced. Macpherson says that the very intimation of
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the intention of the Legislature to support the merchants operated

like a charm all over the country : and in a great degree super-

seded the necessity of the relief by an almost instantaneous

restoration of confidence. Sir Francis Baring concurs in this

view, and adduces the remarkable success of the measure as an

argument to show the mistaken policy of the Bank. The panic

was at length happily stayed. The failures up to July had been

932 : in the remaining five months they were reduced to 372.

Gold continued to flow in : and in the last six months of 1793,

and during the two following years, money became as plentiful as

in time of peace : and 4 per cent, interest could scarcely be got

16. All contemporary writers bear witness to the complete

success of the action of the Government. After careful delibera-

tion, the Bullion Report warmly approved of it : censured the

proceedings of the Bank of England : and especially cite it as an

illustration of the principle they laid down, that an enlarged

accommodation is the true remedy for that occasional failure of

confidence in the country districts to which our system of Paper
Credit is unavoidably exposed

17. Notwithstanding all this weight of testimony, practical

and theoretical, in favor of the happy effects of this measure,

some rigid doctrinaires afterwards condemned the proceedings as

a violation of the true principles of Economics. Even some who

helped to devise it afterwards changed their opinion on the

subject. Lord Sidmouth, in 1811, observed that he was, on con-

sideration, inclined to doubt of its wisdom and policy. Lord

Grenville also said, from experience and reflection he was con-

vinced the measure was founded on wrong policy : as one of

those who were concerned in the measure, he was perfectly ready
to avow his error : for he was perfectly satisfied in his own mind

that it was unwise and impolitic

18. The reply to these objections seems to us to be perfectly

plain and simple. In the first place, if it were a violation of the

true principles of Economics, it immediately resolves itself into a

question of loss of Capital. It is quite easy to show that all
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great errors in Economics are destructive of Capital. They may
be estimated in Money. Was this measure a pecuniary loss to

the country ? But what would have been the loss to the country

if it had not been adopted ? The simple result would have been

that every bank in the country would have stopped payment, and

19 out of every 20 merchants would have been ruined. Who can

estimate the destruction of Capital that would have ensued in the

general wreck of public credit ? It might have endangered the

safety of the State

But there are other arguments which appear to us to be con-

clusive as to its propriety. The general loss of Credit was chiefly

caused by a thorough want of confidence in the Circulating

Medium, or the Currency of the country. The miserable notes

of the majority of country bankers were utterly blown upon.
The indispensable necessity was a solid Currency. Now what was

it that caused such an unsafe Currency to be in circulation ? It

was nothing but the unjustifiable monopoly of the Bank of

England. It was this monopoly, which was itself the most

flagrant violation of the true principles, of Economics which was

the cause of the bad state of the Circulating Medium. This

monopoly prevented the formation of solid banks in the country.

Consequently, the measure of the Government in providing a solid

Currency, in which everybody had confidence, was merely the

correction of the error which led to these deplorable results. An
undesirable one it may be, but yet no better one was possible

under the circumstances

The superior wisdom of the Bullion Eeport, one of the wisest

and most masterly Reports ever presented to Parliament, and one

of the great landmarks of Economics, corroborated by the subse-

quent series of Monetary Panics, infinitely outweighs the morbid

doctrinairism of Lord Sidmouth and Lord Grenville

This crisis alone is amply sufficient to decide between the

merits of the Restrictive Theory and the Expansive Theory.
While the Restrictive Theory, if it had been persevered in, would
have involved the whole mercantile and banking community in

absolute ruin, the Expansive Theory instantly saved them.

We shall find the experience of this Monetary Panic amply
borne out by the experience of all subsequent Monetary Panics.
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19. It was at this period, as far as we can ascertain, that

London bankers introduced a slight, and to all appearance, an

unimportant change in the method of doing business, which was

yet followed by the most momentous consequence in the history

of banking. The panic extended, as we have seen, to London

bankers. Xow, when bankers issue notes in a dense population

like London, it gives great facilities to their enemies to work

them injury. Their enemies had only to go and buy up their

notes in all directions, and then go and present them suddenly
for payment, and the bankers not being prepared for such a

sudden demand, may be ruined. Now, in that unique and

unrivalled collection of banking documents in the possession of

Messrs. Child and Co., which we have seen by the courtesy of

Mr. Hilton Price, the latest note of a London banker in it is

dated April, 1793. From this time, London bankers wholly
ceased to issue their own notes : and exclusively allowed

their customers to circulate their bank Credits by meaus of

Cheques
This slight change in the method of doing business ultimately

produced a result which no one could have foreseen. The business

of
"
banking

" was considered so essentially to consist in issuing

notes, that to prevent persons from issuing notes was considered

as effectual to prevent them from "
banking." Accordingly, the

monopoly clauses of the Bank Charter Act conferred upon the

Bank the monopoly of issuing notes. But about 30 years after

London bankers had shown that banking business could be

carried on in London without issuing notes, persons began to

scrutinize the privileges of the Bank of England, and they
maintained that its privileges were exclusively confined to

issuing notes

By a fortunate accident, the opportunity which this

method offered of circumventing the monopoly of the Bank
was not discovered for many years afterwards. If it had

been there cannot be any doubt but that Parliament would

have put it down very quickly. When it was discovered

and acted upon the age of such monopolies had passed away,
and the demand of the Bank to have it provided against was

refused
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The Monetary Panic of 1797

20. We must now be very minute in detailing the circum-

stances of the Monetary Panic of 1797, in which the Restrictive

Theory was carried out to the bitter end, and resulted in the

stoppage of the Bank
Sir Francis Baring and Mr. Tooke, two financial authorities

of the very highest eminence, both agree that nothing could be

more satisfactory than the financial condition of the country

during 1794 and part of 1795. Both agree that the circumstances

of the embarrassments which led to the catastrophe in 1797

began in the latter part of 1795. Mr. Tooke places the com-

mencement rather earlier than Sir Francis Baring. He states

that the winter of 1794-95 was one of the severest on record :

and that in the spring or summer of 1795 apprehensions begun
to be felt for the growing crops. The prices of all sorts of corn

advanced rapidly. The spring of 1795 was very cold and back-

ward, the summer wet and stormy, and the harvest unusually
late. Wheat, which was at 55s. in January, rose to 108s. in

August. The same scarcity was general throughout Europe and

America, France was in a still worse position than England ; and

the Government, still further to embarrass her, and afford relief

to England, seized all neutral vessels laden with corn and bound

for France. It also employed agents to buy corn in the Baltic

ports, where its price had already been greatly raised in conse-

quence of large purchases on account of the French Government.

21. Sir Francis Baring also states that the method in which

the Government contracted the loan that year tended much to

aggravate the evil. He says that in former wars it had been

usual for the Government to contract with none but the most

respectable monied men, who had the undoubted power to fulfil

their engagements. On this occasion the Minister contracted

with men who did not possess those powers, and in order to make

good their payments, they were obliged to have recourse to opera-
tions on foreign places, which deranged the exchanges, and had a

still greater effect in raising the rate of interest in this country
causes alone were sufficient to create a monetary
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pressure : but though they were inconvenient, there would have

been nothing to create alarm in them. They were, however,

aggravated and intensified by other circumstances, which we must

now relate

22. The enormous abuses which might be perpetrated by
an unscrupulous Government, and the dangerous power which so

potent an engine as the Bank of England would confer upon

them, had been clearly foreseen by its antagonists at the time of

its foundation, and had inspired them with a well grounded

jealousy. Stringent precautions were taken in the first Act of

1695 to prohibit the bank from making any advances to Govern-

ment without the express permission of Parliament

It had been the custom, however, timeout of mind, to advance

for the amount of such Treasury bills as were made payable on

the Bank, to the amount of 20,000 or 30,000 : when it was

usual for the Treasury to send down orders to set off such

advances against the accounts to which they properly belonged*

If ever these advances reached 50,000, it was a subject of com-

plaint. In the American war these limits had been much

exceeded, and sometimes reached 150,000. Mr. Bosanquet
was Governor of the Bank in 1793, and the legality of such

proceedings excited grave doubts in his mind. After consulting
with his brother Directors, they agreed that it was a serious

question whether the penalties provided in the Act did not extend

to such transactions. They, therefore, thought it would be

expedient to apply to the Government to obtain an Act of

Indemnity, to relieve them from any penalties they might have

incurred, and to permit such transactions to a certain limited

amount. Mr. Bosanquet, who conducted the negociation with

Mr. Pitt, expressly says that Mr. Pitt proposed to bring in a

clause which should indemnify the Directors to advance to a

limited amount. He says that it was originally intended that the

penalty should be taken off only in case the advance on Treasury
bills should be restrained within a limited sum. This limited

amount was intended to be fixed at 50,000 or 100,000
Mr. Bosanquet, however, went out of office, and was unable

to attend further to the negotiation. Mr. Pitt was much too
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keen not to see at once the enormous facilities Government

would obtain if this Act was passed. Accordingly he pressed it

quickly through Parliament : but he took care to omit any
clause of limitation (Act, Statute 1793, c. 32)

Xever had such a formidable engine been placed in the hands

of a Minister. He was now armed with the unbounded power of

drawing upon the Bank : with nothing to restrain him, unless the

Directors should take the audacious step of dishonoring his bills.

The Bank was henceforth almost at his mercy, and then he

plunged headlong into that reckless career of scattering English

gold broadcast over Europe

23. No sooner had Mr. Pitt obtained this surreptitious

power over the Bank than he set all bounds of moderation at

defiance : and sure of being able to command unlimited supplies
at home, he proceeded to send over enormous amounts of specie

to foreign powers. In 1793, the subsidies and sums paid to

foreign governments amounted to 701,475. In 1794, the foreign
subsidies were 2,641,053 : in 1795 they amounted to 6,253,140.

Thus, in three years, the sums sent abroad amounted to upwards
of nine millions and a half. These were, however, not the totals

of the specie sent abroad on other accounts. In 1793, it was

2,715,232: in 1794, 8,335,592: in 1795, 11,040,236.
These great remittances had the inevitable effect of making the

Foreign Exchanges adverse, and excited the greatest alarm in

the Bank parlor. At the same time that this great drain of

specie was going on, the Treasury bills increased to an unprece-
dented amount, and the demands for accommodation from the

commercial world were equally pressing. Nothing could be

more unpleasant than the position of the Directors, placed
between these powerful parties contending for accommodation,
which it was daily becoming less in their power to give. So

early as the llth December, 1794, the Directors foresaw the

ensuing pressure, and made representations to Mr. Pitt. In

.January, 17'.t">, it became necessary to adopt a firmer attitude:

and, on the loth, they passed a resolution that a foreign loan of

MX millions and a home one of eighteen millions being about to

.i>ed, the Chancellor of the Exchequer must be requested to
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make his financial arrangements for the year without requiring

further assistance from them : and more particularly, that they

could not allow the advances on Treasury bills at any one time

to exceed 500,000. Mr. Pitt promised to reduce them to that

amount by payments out of the first loan

24. He, however, paid little regard to these remonstrances :

and, on the 16th April, they were compelled to remind him that

he had not kept his promise, that the sum should be reduced.

They told him that they had come to a resolution that they

would not, in future, permit the advances to exceed the stipulated

sum. Mr. Pitt pretended that he had forgotten the circumstance

in the multiplicity of business, and promised that the sum should

be immediately paid. Nevertheless, no reduction took place in

the amount : another remonstrance was equally ineffectual, and

on the 30th July, the Directors informed him that they intended,

after a certain day, to give orders to their cashiers to refuse pay-

ment of all bills, when the amount exceeded 500,000. Mr. Pitt

was not prepared to comply with this request, and on the 6th of

August he applied to them for another advance of two millions

and a half : but they refused to take his letter into consideration

until he had made satisfactory arrangements with them for the

repayment of the other advances. After some further communi-

cation, he persuaded them to agree to the loan for 2,000,000

25. The Act of Mr. Pitt had, in fact, deprived the Directors

of all control over the Bank. The Foreign Exchanges began to

fall rapidly towards the end of 1794, and in May, 1795, had

reached such a depression as to make it profitable to export

bullion : and this circumstance, as well as the knowledge that

several foreign loans were in progress, should have warned the

Directors of the necessity of contracting their issues. Such was

the course of the Directors in 1783. Instead of that, their issues

were greatly extended. In the quarter, from January to March,

1795, they stood higher than they had ever done before : though
we must, in common fairness, acquit the Directors of the whole

blame. The amount of their issues, in August, 1794, was little

more than ten millions : in February, 1795, it had increased to
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fourteen millions : but this was chiefly caused by the bills which

were drawn on the Treasury on behalf of foreign Governments

and made payable at the Bank. The Directors had then to

choose between endangering their own safety, or making the

Government bankrupt

26. All these concurrent causes which we have detailed

began to produce their full effect in the autumn of 1795. The

drain commenced in September, and proceeded with alarming

rapidity. On the 8th October the Bank made a formal com-

munication to Government, that it excited such serious apprehen-

sions in their minds, that they felt it an absolute necessity that

the advances to Government must be reduced. They reminded

him of the warning they had given in the beginning of the year

as to the danger of the foreign loans, which had been fully

verified, and that numerous other payments must be shortly

provided for. That the market price of gold was then 4 4s.

per ounce. Under these circumstances, the Bank could lend no
further assistance to the Government. On the 23rd of the same

month, the Directors, having heard of a new loan, waited on

Mr. Pitt, who professed that he had not at the time the most

distant idea of one. On the 18th November, the Governor

informed Mr. Pitt that the drain continued with unabated

severity : and that the market price of gold was 4 2s. per
ounce : and said that rumors were in circulation that another loan

was intended, notwithstanding Mr. Pitt's denial of it so lately.

Mr. Pitt said that since their last interview the successes of the

Austrians had been so great against the French, that he was of

opinion that it would highly conduce to the common cause to aid

them with another loan not exceeding two millions : but he added
that if such a course would be hazardous to the Bank, every other

consideration should be overlooked and the loan abandoned

27. Parliament met on the 29th October, in the midst of

great public excitement and dissatisfaction. The King was
saluted with loud groanings and hootings, and volleys of stones

were Hung at his carriage as he went to open the session. The
speech said that for some time past he had observed with the
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greatest anxiety the very high price of grain, and that this anxiety

was much increased by the deficiency of the harvest this year. A
Committee of the House of Commons was immediately afterwards

appointed to consider the high price of corn. In December the

House came to strong resolutions as to the necessity of diminish-

ing the consumption of wheat as much as possible, and the

members of both Houses signed an engagement to diminish the

quantity by at least one-third, and to use their influence to

persuade others to do the same : and an Act was passed offering

heavy bounties on the importation of corn

28. The project of a loan going on, and it now being

proposed to be 3,000,000, the Directors, after a very solemn

deliberation on the 3rd of December, came to the unanimous

resolution that, if the loan proceeded, they had the most cogent

reasons to apprehend very momentous and alarming consequences
from the actual effects of the last loan, and the continued drain

of specie and bullion. In answer to this representation, Mr. Pitt

solemnly promised them that he would lay aside all thought of

it, unless the situation of the Bank should so alter as to render

such a loan of no importance to them

29. The Directors at last found it necessary to choose

between making the Government bankrupt, and taking stringent

measures to restrict their accommodation to the merchants.

They resolved to fix beforehand the amount of advances they
could make day by day : and gave notice that if the applications

on any day exceeded the sum so resolved to be advanced, a, pro raid

proportion of each applicant's bills should be returned, without

regard to-the respectability of the party or the solidity of the bills.

As matters continued to get worse, the Directors had several

communications with Mr. Pitt in January and February, 170G :

but the project of the foreign loan being much dwelt upon with

great earnestness by Mr. Pitt, on the llth February they came

to a resolution which was communicated to him the same day
" That it is the opinion of the Court, founded upon its experience

of the efforts of the late Imperial loan, that if any further loan or

advance of money to the Emperor, or other foreign State, should,

VOL. II., PART 2 Q
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in the present state of affairs, take place, it will, in all probability,

prove fatal to the Bank of England
" The Court of Directors do, therefore, most earnestly depre-

cate the adoption of any such measure, and they solemnly protest

against any responsibility for the calamitous consequences that

may follow thereupon
"

Mr. Pitt replied that after the repeated promises he had made

that no further loan should be made without communication with

the Bank, and a consideration of their circumstances, he saw no

occasion for these resolutions, and that he should consider them

as having been made in a moment of needless alarm

30. We have already seen from Mr. Pitt's conduct with

respect to the affair of the clause relating to the advance on

Treasury bills, that he was not bound by any very scrupulous

notions of honor. On this occasion he departed still more widely
from the right path, for, notwithstanding all his solemn promises,

so frequently and emphatically made, the Directors discovered

that remittances were still continuing to be clandestinely made.

In several interviews with him, the Governor of the Bank stated

that he apprehended these remittances were being made. Mr.

Pitt did not offer any explanation, and it was afterwards ascer-

tained that they were being made

31. Under the influence of all these combined drains of

specie, the exchange with Hamburg was in a state of extreme

depression during the first three months of 1796. Sir Francis

Baring shows that during January the profit was 7 10,9. per
<;ent.: during February, 6 10s.: and during March, 8 7s. Gil.,

} u transmitting gold to that place. At length the several drains

:i to diminish. An abundant supply of corn was obtained.

The continued contraction of the Bank's issues, and the cessation

of the transmission of specie, caused the exchanges to assume a

favorable aspect in the beginning of April, and it continued

to increase till February, 171)7

32. Tin- stringent measures adopted by the Bank to con-

tract its issues caused much complaint amongst mercantile men,
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and a meeting of bankers and merchants was held at the London

Tavern, on the 2nd of April, who resolved that an alarming

scarcity of money existed in the City of London, which was

caused chiefly, if not entirely, by an increase in the commerce of

the country, and the great diminution of mercantile discounts by
the Bank. They resolved that if means could be found to aug-
ment the Circulating Medium without infringing the privileges

of the Bank of England, so as to restore the amount to what it

was before the contraction of discounts, it was the duty of every
friend of trade to give such a plan the most earnest support. The

meeting appointed a committee to prepare a plan for such a pur-

pose. Mr. Boyd drew up a long report on behalf of the com-

mittee, which proposed that a board of twenty -five members
should be appointed by Parliament, who should be authorised to

issue promissory notes, payable at six months after date, bearing-

interest at Ijrf. per 100 per day, upon receiving the value in

gold, silver, Bank of England Notes, or Bills of Exchange having
not more than three months to run. The Committee had an

interview with the Chancellor of the Exchequer on the subject,

and he informed them that the Directors of the Bank had pro-

posed as a remedy that the floating debt should be funded, which

plan he determined to try before adopting their scheme

33. Mr. Pitt had never fulfilled his promise so often

repeated to the directors, that the advances on Treasury bills

should be reduced to 500,000: on the 14th June they were

as much as 1,232,640. At the end of July he sent an earnest

request to have 800,000 more at once, and a similar sum in

August. They were induced to consent to the first, but refused

the second advance. Mr. Pitt said that the first advance with-

out the second would be of no use to him, and begged them to

reconsider their decision. The directors, thus pressed, were

driven to assent to it, but they accompanied it with a most

serious and solemn remonstrance, which they desired should be

laid before the Cabinet. They said that nothing under present
circumstances could induce them to comply with the demand,

except the dread of a worse evil following the refusal : and they
sail that this advance would incapacitate them from granting
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any further assistance daring the year. They closed their

remonstrance by saying
"
They likewise consent to the measure in a firm reliance

that the repeated promises so frequently made to them, that the

advances on the Treasury bills should be completely done away,

may be actually fulfilled at the next meeting of Parliament, and

the necessary arrangements taken to prevent the same from ever

happening again, as they conceive it to be an unconstitutional

mode of raising money what they are not warranted by their

charter to consent to, and an advance always extremely incon-

venient to themselves
"

However, in November, Mr. Pitt made a fresh demand on

them for 2,750,000 on the security of the Land and Malt taxes

of 1707, which was granted on condition that the advances on

Treasury bills, amounting to 1,613,34:5 were paid out of it

34. Mr Pitt took the money, but never paid off the bills.

The directors sent again on the 1st February, 1797, to demand

payment of them, as they then amounted to 1,554,635, and

would in a few days be increased by 300,000 more. Mr. Pitt

made many excuses for the non-payment, and promised to make
an endeavour to do so : but he dropped a hint that another large
sum of bills had come in from St. Domingo. Upon being

pressed as to the amount, he said that it was about 700,000.
The Governor expressed the greatest apprehensions, and begged
him to delay the acceptance as long as he could. Mr. Pitt then

hinted that he should want a large sum for Ireland, which he
said would be about 200,000. The Governor assured him that

the drain of cash had been continuous and severe of late, and
that such a demand would be very dangerous

35. The enormous failures of the country bankers in 17!) 3
had been followed by a diminution of the issues of country banks
bo a v-ry hirge extent. Mr. Henry Thornton, after instituting

enquiries in different parts of the country, stated as

the result that the country bank notes were reduced by at least

half, and that the wants of commerce had caused a very
<ju;iiitity of iruiiu'as to bu drawn into the country to supply
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their place. Meantime, as we have already observed, although
the foreign exchanges had become favorable, the Bank still con-

tinued to adhere, with the utmost severity, to its policy of

restriction throughout the autumn of 179G : and during the last

three months of that year they were no higher than they had

been in 1782, though commerce was many times larger than it

had been in that year. Commercial payments had to be made

in some medium in which the public had confidence. As the

public could not get notes they made a steady and continuous

demand for guineas. The Bullion in the Bank in March, 1796,

was 2,972,000: in September, 2,532,004: and in December

2,508,000 : when a drain set in more severely than ever

36. At this period the political situation of the country was

in the most gloomy condition. The warlike combinations of Mr.

Pitt had totally failed : and all Europe wras now smarting under

the consequences of their suicidal policy in meddling with the

French Republic. Mr. Burke had pronounced, in 1790, that

France was, in a political light, expunged from the system of

Europe. That it was doubtful whether she would ever appear on

it again. That Gallos quoque in bellis floruisse audivimus would

possibly be the language of the next generation. So much for

political prophecy ! That country which had been supposed to

offer so easy a prey to surrounding nations, and whose epitaph

Mr. Burke had so kindly and sagaciously suggested, was now
the most powerful State in Europe. She had quelled internal

dissensions in oceans of blood, and poured forth her armies in

resistless torrents to avenge herself on the haughty States which

had presumed to meddle with her internal condition. Great

Britain, which had commenced the war with every other State in

Europe as her ally, was now left alone. The Directory had sub-

dued Spain by artifice and negociation : and concluded a treaty

with her, offensive and defensive, at St. Ildefonso, on the 19th of

August. The campaign of Napoleon in the Xorth of Italy in

1796 is generally allowed to be equal, if not superior, in brilliancy

to any subsequent one. By a series of marvellous victories he

drove the Austrians out of Italy : and in the beginning of 1797

Rome was only saved from conquest by absolute submission at
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Tolentino : and within a month Venice was annihilated, and

Austria sued for peace at Leoben. This great reverse of circum-

stances had strengthened the party which had always been

advocates for peace in England, and Mr. Pitt was compelled to

mala- overtures for peace in October, 1796. A British envoy was

sent to treat with the Directory, and he stayed in Paris for two

mouths : but, as neither party was sincere, the treaty came to

nothing. The fact was that peace was the furthest thing possible

from the thoughts of the Directory. After the conquest of La

Vendee, they had an army of 100,000 men set free under a general

who is usually acknowledged to have been the equal of Xapoleon

in military talent, and who was burning to emulate his exploits

in Italy. While the pretended negotiations for peace were

going on, the Directory were organising an immense expedition

for the invasion of Ireland. The orders to sail were trans-

mitted to it several weeks before the British Envoy was expelled

from Paris : and it actually sailed two days before he left. For-

tunately this great Armada was, like its predecessor, dispersed by
a tempest : a few straggling vessels reached Ireland in the last

week of December, but the rest were obliged to put back to

France

37. This terrible menace, which had been so long hanging
over the country, and whose destination it was vain to conceal,

inspired the utmost alarm, and there was a continual demand for

guineas for Ireland. The year 1797 commenced with the most

gloomy apprehensions and depression. The country bankers

discerned that the first burst of the tempest would fall on them,

and determined to provide for it, by obtaining as much specie as

they could from London: and accordingly the drain from the

Bank continued with increased rapidity after the beginning of

the \-

38. Mr. Pitt had hinted in his interview with the Governor

of thu Bank, on the 1st of February, that a loan for Ireland

\vnuld probably he required, which would probably not 63

I'L'IXUKMI : but soon afterwards, the Directors were struck with

dismay on hearing that the amount required was l'l.:>iU.ono
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On the 10th of February, the Directors came to a resolution

that, before they could entertain any proposal for the Irish loan,

the Government must pay off the debts to them amounting to

7,180,445, of which they handed him in the details

39. At that time the banks of Newcastle had a more than

usual demand upon them for cash. In addition to the manufac-

tories and collieries, the number of troops stationed in that part

of the country had been considerably augmented. The banks

had imported an extra supply of cash to meet their purposes, and

were negotiating for more, when an event happened which brought
on the crisis. A French frigate ran into one of the AVelsh

harbors and landed 1,200 men. At the same time an order

crane down from the Government to take an inventory of the

stock of the farmers all along the coast, and to drive it into the

interior if necessary. These circumstances created a perfect panic

among the farmers. On Saturday, the 18th day of February,

being market day, the farmers, who at that time of year had the

principal part of their rents in their hands, actuated by the terror

of an immediate invasion, hurried into Xewcastle the produce of

their farms, which they sold at very low prices ; and immediately
rushed to the banks to demand specie. Seeing the universal

panic, the banks came to an agreement to stop payment on the

Monday : which they accordingly did

40. On the 21st February the state of the Bank became so

alarming, that the Directors resolved that the time had come

when they must make a communication to the Government. The

quantity of bullion had been rapidly diminishing, and the constant

calls of the bankers from all parts of the town for cash, showed

them that there must be some extraordinary reason for it. Mr.

Pitt was aware that this proceeded from the general fear of

invasion, which he thought was magnified much beyond anything
to warrant it. It was agreed that a frigate should be sent over

to Hamburg to purchase specie. On the 24th of February the

drain became worse than ever, and inspired them with such

alarm for the safety of the House that they sent a deputation to

Mr. Pitt to ask him how long he considered that the Bank should
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continue to pay cash, and when he should think it necessary to

interfere. Mr. Pitt said it would be necessary to prepare a pro-

clamation to put a stop to cash payments, and to give Parlia-

mentary security for the notes. But in that case it would be

necessary to appoint a Select Committee of the House to look

into the affairs of the Bank. The deputation assured him that

the Bank would readily agree to this, and it was resolved to call a

meeting of the chief bankers and merchants of London to come

to some resolution to support public credit in this alarming crisis.

41. The news of the stoppage of the Newcastle banks spread

like wildfire throughout the country, and soon reached the

metropolis. The drain upon the bankers' coffers now became a

run : the first serious apprehensions that danger was imminent

were felt on the 21st of February : but the drain then became

unexampled, till on Saturday, the 25th, the cash was reduced to

1,272,000. Before this the Directors, in a state of utter

bewilderment at the state of the country, had used the most

violent efforts to contract their issues. In five weeks they had

reduced them by 2,000,000. On the 21st of January the issues

were 10,550,830 : on the 25th of February they were 8,640,250.

But even this gave no true idea of the curtailment of mercantile

accommodation : for the private bankers were obliged for their

own security to follow the example of the Bank. In order to

meet their payments persons were obliged to sell their stock of all

descriptions at an enormous sacrifice. The Three per Cents, fell

to 51, and other stock in proportion.

42. On Saturday, the 25th, the Court felt that the fatal hour

was at last come, when .they must for the first time since the

institution of the Bank come to a total suspension of payments.
A meeting of the Cabinet was held on Sunday at Whitehall, and

an order in Council was issued, requiring the Directors of

i>ank of England to suspend all payments in cash, until

the sense of Parliament could be taken on the subject

43. The Kiii'_r the next day sent a message to Parliament to

inform them of the step that had been taken : and recommended
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the subject to their most serious and immediate attention.

Mr. Pitt moved that the message should be taken into considera-

tion next day : and he should propose that a Select Committee

be appointed to investigate the state of the Bank's affairs, which

he believed were in a most solid condition

44. The Directors of the Bank had the Order in Council

printed and widely circulated, and issued a notice of their own to

say that the general concerns of the Bank were in the most

affluent and prosperous condition, and such as to preclude every
doubt as to the security of the Notes. At this time the cash in

the Bank was reduced to 1,086,170

45. The relief produced at the instant, by the definite

determination to suspend cash payments and extend their issues

of Paper was very great. Within one week it increased its

accommodation by nearly two millions. On the same day, a

resolution was entered into by 4,000 of the merchants in the

city to combine to support the credit of the Notes

46. Both Houses of Parliament appointed Committees to

examine into the affairs of the Bank. The Committee of the

House of Commons reported that the outstanding obligations of

the Bank, on the 25th of February, were 13,770,300 : and the

total amount of their assets were 17,597,280 : leaving a surplus

of 3,120,890 over aud above the debts of the Government,

amounting to 11,686,800, which paid them 3 per cent.

47. Both Houses reported that it was advisable in the public

interest that the suspension of cash payments should be continued

for a limited time, and a bill for 'that purpose was accordingly

brought in. After some debates, which threw very little light on

the subject, the Act Statute, 1797, c. 45, was passed. Its chief

provisions were :

1. A clause of indemnity to the Bank and all connected with

it, for anything done in pursuance of the Order in Council

2. The Bank was forbidden to make any payments in cash

to any creditors, except in certain cases, and protected from all

law proceedings
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3. The Bank might issue cash in payments for the Army,

Xavy, or Ordnance, in pursuance of an order from the Privy

Council

4. The Bank was to make no advance above 600,000 for

the public service, in cash or notes, during the restriction

5. If any person deposited any sum, not less than 500. in

gold, in exchange for notes in the Bank, it might repay three-

fourths of the amount
(5. It might advance 100,000 in cash to the bankers of

London, Westminster and Southwark, and to the Bank of

Scotland and the Royal Bank of Scotland, 25,000 each

7. Payment of debts in Bank Notes to be deemed as payment
in cash, if offered and accepted as such

8. No debtor was to be held to special bail unless the affidavit

stated that payment in Bank Notes had not been offered

9. Bank Notes were to be received at par in payment of

taxes

10. The Bank might issue any cash it received since the

2Gth of February, upon giving notice to the Speaker of the House

of Commons, and advertising in the London Gazette, and on the

Royal Exchange
11. The Act to continue to the 24th June

48. An Act was also passed to enable the Bank to issue

Notes under 5 (Statute 1797, c. 28), and, by chapter 32, this

was extended to the country banks : but they were to continue

liable to pay money on demand for them : and on failure of doing
so within three days after demand, any Justice of the Peace

might cause the amount and costs to be levied by distress
x

49. All banking companies and bankers in Scotland might
issue notes payable to bearer on demand for any sum under 20$.

50. We cannot refrain from noticing that in the debate on
I his measure Mr. Pitt expressed the identical views on the subject
of the Circulsiting Medium which are the leading principles of

this work. The term, Circulating Medium, it appears, had only
come into use a short time previously. Mr. Fox spoke of it as a
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new-fangled term. Mr. Pitt said 1 " As so much had been said

oil the matter of a Circulating Medium, he thought it necessary

to notice that he did not for his own part take it to be of that

empirical kind which has been generally described. It appeared

to him to consist in Anythins: that answered the great purposes

of trade and commerce, tvhether in Specie, Paper, or any other

term* that might he used
"

Hence Mr. Pitt included all Circulating Paper, Bank Notes,

Cheques, Bills of Exchange, &c., under the term "Circulating
Medium "

But what did he mean by
"
any other term

"
? Evidently

Deposits in banks, book debts in traders' books, and all other

private debts ; as was the doctrine held in all Parliamentary

discussions until the time of Lord Overstone and his sect. Mr.

Pitt would have utterly scouted the notion that the term Currency
or Circulating Medium was to be restricted to Bank Notes

payable on demand only : to the exclusion of all other forms of

Credit

51. An event of such portentous magnitude as the suspension
of cash payments by the Bank of England could not fail to give

rise to the most conflicting opinions as to the necessity of the

measure, of the course of conduct of the Directors which led to it,

and as to the policy which ought to have been adopted under the

drain which occurred iu the last week of February, 1707. Many
men of great eminence and ability changed their opinions in after

times, when they came to look back upon the subsequent events.

In examining this question, so as to form a just estimate of the

conduct of the Directors, we must remember that they were not

masters of their own policy. They were distracted by two anta-

gonistic claims : both of which they conceived it impossible to

satisfy at the same time : namely, that of the Chancellor of the

Exchequer and the demands of Commerce. They considered

that if they advanced to the Government they must contract

their issues to the merchants : and, as the minister was the more

powerful and imperious party of the two, they were obliged to

yield to his power
1 l', lltuutntanj History
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52. Several of the Directors, being examined before the

Committees, unanimously attributed the necessity of stopping

payment to the enormous amount of their advances to Govern-

ment : and gave it as their decided opinion, that if the Government

had repaid these advances, as they ought to have done, the great

catastrophe would have been avoided. It may, therefore, be taken

as admitted on all hands, that if they had been repaid by Govern-

ment, they would have very greatly extended their advances to

the merchants. The real question therefore is, whether, con-

sidering that they were under such advances to Government, it

would have been prudent to be more liberal in their accommoda-

tion to merchants ?

53. Mr. Henry Thornton was very strongly of opinion that

the excessive contraction of the Bank Xotes had produced the

most injurious effects in shaking public credit of all descriptions.

That the excessive reduction of notes had caused an unusually
severe demand for guineas : that the great public distrust was

directed against country bank notes : and that the Bank ought to

have extended its issues to supply the place of the country notes

54. Mr. Walter Boyd, an eminent merchant and financial

agent, was very clearly of opinion that the restriction of the issue

of Xotes by the Bank was the chief cause of the forced sale and

depreciation of the public securities : and if the Bank had only
maintained its issues at the same height as they were in December,

17'.)5, the drain of specie from the Bank, as well as the embarrass-

ments of the mercantile world, would have been avoided : and a

irreat portion of the fall, which public securities had experienced,
would have been prevented

Mr. George Ellison, who was secretary to an association of a

number of country banks, considered that the quantity of

'in in the country was greater than it was in 171)3 : but that a

very considerable part was hoarded away owing to the public alarms

that were abroad. He attributed the great public distrust to the

remembrance of the conduct of the Bank in 17U:>, when it

suddenly contracted its discounts just at the period when they
were most wanted
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55. The Committee of the Lords called the attention of the

House very strongly to these opinions : but they did not venture

themselves to pronounce an opinion on their justness. The
Committee of the Commons went considerably nearer to approv-

ing- of them. In the year 1810, the Governor of the Bank, being
examined before the Bullion Committee, stated that after the

experience of their policy of restriction, many of the Directors

repented of the measure : and the Bullion Committee explicitly

condemned the policy of the Bank both in 1793 and 1797

56. The Directors of the Bank, acting in the midst of such

unprecedented circumstances, and so tremendous an emergency,
are entitled to have their conduct examined with all forbearance.

But, taking all these circumstances into consideration, we cannot

fail to acquiesce in the opinion expressed by so many eminent

bankers and merchants at the time : by the subsequent avowal

that experience had led many of the Directors to repent of the

policy they then pursued : and by the emphatic judgment of the

Bullion Committee, that the policy pursued by the Bank in this

momentous crisis was erroneous : and that the severe restrictions

they attempted to place upon commerce very greatly contributed

to bring on the calamity which subsequently overwhelmed them.

Nothing, in short, could be more unhappy than their management
of their issues. When the exchanges were violently adverse, so

that it was extremely profitable to export gold, they enlarged
them to an extravagant extent : and when the exchanges were

extremely favourable, so that gold was flowing in, they restricted

them with merciless severity. The issues of Notes, which were

14,000,000 when the exchanges were against the country, were

reduced to 8,640,250 when the exchanges had for several

months been eminently favorable. It is perfectly certain that

the Directors who managed the Bank in 1783 would have

acted very differently to the Directors who managed it in

1797. In 1783, as soon as the Exchanges became favorable,

the Directors expanded their issues, though the cash in the

Bank then was less than half what it was in 1797. It appears
from the entire evidence in the reports, that it was this excessive

restriction of Notes which drained their vaults during the autumn
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of 1790 : and that if they had been more liberal in their issues,

their vaults would have been much better replenished with cash.

It was a pregnant instance of the truth well known to all bankers,

that an excessive restriction of Credit causes and produces a

drain of gold

57. This great catastrophe was the second notable penalty

which the country paid in four years for the unjustifiable

monopoly of the Bank. Never was there a more unfortunate

example of monopolising selfishness. It would neither establish

branches of its own in the country, nor wrould it permit any other

private company, of power and solidity, to do so, whose credit

might have interposed and aided in sustaining its own. Moreover,

when a failure of confidence was felt in the country notes, it

refused to issue notes of its own to supply their place. The

power of issuing what plays so important a part in commerce

was absolutely forbidden to powerful and wealthy companies, and

left in unbounded freedom to private persons a vast number of

them nothing but small shopkeepers, with no adequate capital or

property to support their issues : and whose credit vanished like

a puff of smoke in any public danger. The Bank consequently
was left alone to bear the whole brunt of the crisis, solitary and

unsupported, and finally succumbed

58. From the foregoing considerations, as well as the

weight of authority on the subject, we can scarcely doubt that the

suspension of cash payments was brought about at that particular

time by the erroneous policy of the Directors. But it appears

open to much doubt whether any management, however skilful,

could have prevented such an event at some period of the war.

Several of those who concurred in the measure at the time, after

their judgment had been corrected by subsequent experience,

expressed their regret at having done so. Sir Robert Peel, in

is I I, said it was a "fatal" measure. Notwithstanding, how-

ever, the concurrence of so many weighty authorities and this

is peculiarly a case where great authorities carry much weight
we cannot help thinking that it was fortunate that it occurred at

this early period
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The alarm and dangers which preceded its stoppage were

comparatively slight compared with those which menaced the

country after that event. The mutinies in the fleet, the rebellion

in Ireland, a great army being gathered together, avowedly for

the invasion of England, under the command of a more fortunate,

though probably not a greater, soldier than Hoche, were probably

dangers of such portentous magnitude, as to render it in the last

degree improbable that any Paper Currency convertible into gold

could have survived them

That Montague was a greater financier than Pitt, can, we think,

scarcely be doubted : and the carrying through the recoiuage of

the silver, in the midst of so much public distress, was a financial

operation of which the skill, audacity, and success must ever be

regarded with admiration. But it must be remembered, that the

crisis in that reign lasted a much shorter time than the revolu-

tionary war : and was never fraught with so much real danger
to the independence of the country. At that period there was

no Paper Credit except the Notes of the Bank of England and a

few London bankers : and William was at the head of a great

European confederacy against one overgrown power. So that

the circumstances of the two periods were in no way parallel, but

rather, we may say, reversed. The confederacy against England
at the latter period was far more menacing and formidable than

the alliance against France. The fortunes of the British Empire
were apparently at their lowest ebb in 1798: the state of Venice

in the war of Chiozza was scarcely more desperate : and there

seemed to be but one thing wanting to complete the destruction

of the country the loss of Public Credit. However great and

invaluable are the blessings of a solid Paper Currency in the

time of peace, there does not appear to be any instance of its

having successfully withstood the danger of an invasion by a

foreign enemy. The Banks at Edinburgh no doubt survived

two rebellions : but they took refuge in the impregnable fortress

of the Castle of Edinburgh, which the insurgents were never

able to capture. And at a later period, when banking was

confessedly founded on a better system, and obtained the confi-

dence of the country to a much greater degree, it could not have

withstood the dread of invasion, if it had not been for the timely
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assistance of the Bank of England. And if it could not do so in

that country, where the danger was remote, it is morally certain

that it could not have done so in England, where not only was it

of much inferior stability, but was the very part of the Empire
aimed at, and the first exposed to danger

Moreover, the constant power of producing public embarrass-

ment by demands for gold would have been a powerful weapon
in the hands of the enemy, in which they would have found

many to support them from political sympathy
This measure removed one perpetual source of terror and

alarm from the Ministry. We shall show hereafter that the

great depreciation of the Bank Note, which took place some

years later, was not by any means a necessary consequence from

such a measure, but was produced by the infatuated perversity

both of the Government and of the Bank of England, who, with

fatal obstinacy, persisted in a system combining almost every
false principle that could be thought of. As the suspension then

must, we think, have taken place sooner or later, it was probably

advantageous for the country that it did occur so early in the

struggle

59. The present scarcity of guineas, which led to the

supposed necessity of issuing the order in Council, also rendered

a more abundant supply of the Circulating Medium necessary :

and an Act was immediately passed suspending till the 1st of

May the Act, Statute 1775, c. 51, restraining the negotiation of

small promissory notes. In a few days the Bank caused to be

prepared and issued 1 and 2 notes: and to supply still

further the demand for small currency, they issued a notice that

they had imported a large number of Spanish dollars, which
were to be current at 4s. Gd. However, it was discovered that

the dollars were undervalued by 2d. each : so their current value

was enhanced by 3d. These dollars were stamped with a small

king's head. The Bank having put the dollars into circulation

at \<l. each above their market value, the bullion merchants were

not slow in seizing the advantage, and imported an immense

quantity of similar dollars, which they stamped in a similar

manniT. They \vi-re called in on the 31st October, 17D7, by
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which time the Bank had put 2,325,099 into circulation. It at

lirst attempted to refuse payment of the illegitimate ones, but

they were executed in so close an imitation of the legitimate ones,

that it was impossible to detect them, and they were obliged to

pay them all

60. When the actual suspension took place, the Foreign

Exchanges were highly favorable : so much so, as to make it

profitable to import gold, which flowed in in great abundance.

On the 30th May, Mr. Manning stated in the House that vast

quantities of gold had flowed into the Bank, both from the

country and from abroad. The Government, however, and the

Directors of the Bank concurred in thinking that it would be

imprudent to resume cash payments at the period when the

Restriction Act expired, and it was prolonged to one month after

the meeting of the next session of Parliament

61. Parliament met again on the 2nd of November,
and on the 15th, the House of Commons appointed a Select

Committee to inquire whether it was expedient to continue the

restriction. On the 17th they reported, that on the llth of

that month the total liabilities of the Bank were 17,578,910:
and their assets were 21,418,460 : leaving a balance in their

favor of 3,839,550 : exclusive of the Government debt of

11,686,800. That the advances to Government had been

reduced to 4,258,140 : while the cash and bullion were five

times the sum they stood at on the preceding 25th February :

and much above what they had been, at any time, since September,
1795. That the exchange with Hamburg was unusually favorable,

and had every appearance of continuing so, unless political cir-

cumstances should affect it. That no inconvenience seemed to

be felt by the bankers and traders of London : for, whereas, by

law, they were entitled to demand three-fourths of any deposits

in cash they might make, they had only demanded one-sixteenth.

They presented a resolution of the Directors, stating that the

condition of the Bank's affairs was such that it could with

safety resume its usual functions. The Committee, however,

recommended that, in consequence of the state of public affairs,

VOL. II., PART 2 R
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it was advisable that the restriction should be continued for a

further period. After a short debate, an Act was passed to con-

tinue the restriction until one month after the conclusion of a

definite treaty of peace

62. The exchange with Hamburg at the time of the sus-

pension was 35'10 : it continued to improve throughout the

whole of the year, and in December stood at 38'5 : which was

about 13 per cent, above par : the issues of the Bank were

about 11^ millions during the year. This extraordinary state of

the exchanges continued during the whole of 1798 : when they

began gradually to fall : and in March, 1799, they were at 37*7 :

which was still 11 6s. above par. This was, of course, followed

by a very great influx of gold : and, at the end of 1798, the

Bank had upwards of 7,000,000 in its vaults, and the Directors

expressed their readiness to the Government to resume payments
in cash. The Ministry, however, thought it inexpedient in the

state of the country

This is another decisive example of the merits of the two

conflicting theories, the Expansive Theory and the Restrictive

Theory. On this occasion the Restrictive Theory was carried

out to the bitter end, and the Result ivas the Stoppage of the

Bank

The Monetary Panic of 1825

63. The Monetary Panic of 1825 was the next instance in

which the two conflicting Theories the Restrictive Theory and
the Expansive Theory were brought into contrast

The harvest of 1823 was deficient both in quantity and

(juality : and prices rose considerably in the beginning of 182-4 :

old wheat being then at 78s.: later in the year, however, they
declined : but the harvest of 1824, being inferior, they rose

again
The Bank had for some years been accumulating treasure to

meet the anticipated deficiency of the country issues expected to

follow the suppression of the 1 notes. When the unhappy
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change in the policy of the Government took place, this great

amount of bullion was rendered comparatively useless : and the

country banks began to extend their issues in 1824 : and in 1825

they exceeded what they were in 1818. In January, 1824, the

bullion in the bank was 1-4,200,000

During the preceding year, an adjustment of rents, to meet the

altered states of prices had taken place : and the old stocks

having been gradually worked off, the energy of the people began
to revive. The enormous amount of cash in the Bank, for which

there was no immediate use, enabled the Government to carry

through a great financial operation : the reduction of the interest

upon nearly one quarter of the public debt. The Xavy 5 per
cents, were reduced to 4 per cent. : and the 4 per cent. Stock was

reduced to 3J. This vast operation, only equalled and exceeded

in our own time by the vast and successful operation carried

through by Mr. Goschen, had a very considerable influence in

curtailing the incomes of many persons who could ill afford it, to

a very inconvenient extent : and prepared them to look out for

more favorable investments for their money. Notwithstanding
the unhappy and severe distress of the agricultural portion of the

community, Mr. Tooke says that the trading and manufacturing
interests had never been in a more regular, sound, and satis-

factory state than in the interval from 1821 to 1824. At the

close of the Session of 1823, the King congratulated Parliament

on the flourishing condition of all branches of our commerce

and manufactures, and the gradual abatement of agricultural

distress

64. At the close of 1824, the seeds of the disasters which

fnsued in the end of 1825 were sown. The Royal speech opened
Parliament with the same strain of congratulation as had closed

the preceding Session : and the same congratulations were used

at the close of the Session of 1824. Towards the end of that

year it became visible that in some of the leading articles of

consumption the supply was falling short of the demand ;
which

u-ave rise to a spirit of speculation : and, as in all similar cases, a

few early purchases which were successful induced extensive

imitation. At the end of 1824, and in the beginning of 1825,

R 2
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this had amounted to positive infection : numbers of persons

being induced to pro out of their own line of business to speculate

in articles with which they had no concern whatever : but induced

by representations of their brokers to do so in hopes of realising

great and immediate gains

65. Just at this period occurred one of those events which

have so often lured the commercial world to their destruction.

The long contest between Spain and her South American colonies

had now finally terminated in favor of the colonies. We have

already noticed the great commercial catastrophe brought about

in 1810, by the extravagant speculations on the opening of Brazil

to British trade. Precisely the same course occurred in 1824.

The recognition of the independence of the South American States-

and Mexico opened out a boundless field for speculation, and the

consumption of British manufacturers. The spirit of speculation

was aggravated to the utmost by the visions of countless wealth

which was to be extracted from the gold and silver producing
countries : and immense schemes were formed for working
the mines with British capital. However, the long struggle

for independence had inspired the British people with much

sympathy for the juvenile republics : and when they wanted to

borrow money to support their public credit, the British were

only too eager to lend it. It is alleged that 150,000,000 of

British capital was sunk in different ways in Mexico and South

America

66. Although the symptoms of a coming mercantile catas-

trophe were plainly evident in the beginning of 1825, the speech

put into the King's mouth declared the utmost gratification at

the continuance and the progressive increase of the public

prosperity.
" There never was a period," it said,

" in the history
of this country when all the great interests of the nation were at

the same time in so thriving a condition, or when a feeling of

content and satisfaction was more widely diffused through all

classes of the British people." The speech of Lord Dudley and
\Vard was exactly in the same strain. After contrasting the

V-rinu' the nation had gone through during the last 80 years,
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he said it was his good fortune to ask their lordships to carry to

the foot of the throne their unmixed and. he hoped, their

unanimous congratulations upon a state of prosperity such as he

believed was unequalled in this country : and had never been

surpassed in any age or nation.

And yet, though the whole debate was in this strain, no

sooner was it ended than the Lord Chancellor called the attention

of the House to the dangerous extent to which the mania for

joint-stock companies had gone : and said he would move for

leave to bring in a bill to restrain the system. Within seven

weeks after that, Lord Lauderdale called the attention of the

House to the "fury for joint-stock companies which had taken

possession of the people," and said that the schemes already sub-

scribed for amounted to 200,000,000

67. The following extract from the Annual Register of

ls:_>4 contains a description of the rising of the joint-stock
mania. After stating that the "mines of Mexico" was a phrase
which opened visions of boundless wealth to the imagination, and

how the mania spread from foreign enterprises to home ones, it

says

"In all these speculations, only a small instalment, seldom

exceeding 5 per cent., was paid at first, so that a very moderate

rise in the price of the shares produced a large profit on the sum

actually invested. If for instance, shares of 100 on which 5

had been paid rose to a premium of 40, this yielded on every
share a profit equal to eight times the amount of the money
which had been paid. This possibility of enormous profit, by

risking so small a sum, was a bait too tempting to be resisted.

All the gambling propensities of human nature were constantly
solicited into action, and crowds of individuals of every descrip-
tion the credulous, the suspicious the crafty and the bold

the raw and the experienced the intelligent and the ignorant

princes, nobles, politicians, placemen, patriots, lawyers, physicians,

divines, philosophers, poets, intermingled with women of all

ranks and degrees spinsters, wives, and widows, hastened to

venture some portion of their property in schemes of which

scarcely anything was knowrn except the name "
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As a specimen of the madness of the speculations, we may

quote the price of mining shares. The Anglo-Mexican, on

which 10 was paid, were at 43 on the 10th of December,

1S24 : on the llth of January, 1825, they were at 150.

The Real del Monte, with 70 paid, were at 550 in

December, and at 1,350 in January : and others in similar

proportions. The price of most other commodities doubled and

tripled

68. Now what was the conduct of the Bank of England

during this period ? The bullion which stood above 14,000,000

in the beginning of January, 1824, was reduced to 11,000, <><><)

in October. The exchange on Paris had been falling ever since

the close of 1823. The last time it was above par was in June,.

1823, and since then the fall had been continuous. The decrease

in bullion had been steady, uniform, and rapid, ever since March,

1824. Now, when it was known that immense sums were leaving

the country, and the exchange falling lower, what did the Bank
do ? It increased its issues. During the month of October,

1824, they were increased by 2,300,000. When every con-

sideration of common sense and prudence demanded a rapid

contraction when the speculative fever was plainly declared,

instead of doing what they could to check it, they added fuel to

the flames. But the directors seemed determined to set all the

principles of the Bullion Report at defiance : and the drain upon
them proceeded with increased severity. In April, 1825, the

bullion was diminished by upwards of 4,000,000 : and their

issues were 3,600,000 higher when they had only 6,500,non
of bullion than when they had 14,000,000

69. The speculative fever was at its height in the first four

months of 1825, when it had spent its force and came to an

end in the natural course of things. Vast numbers of persons
who had embarked in these wild schemes, with the hope of selling-

out of them before the inevitable crash came, were now called

upon for their subscriptions. Vast quantities of Capital having
been already absorbed, had the inevitable effect of raising the

rate of interest. Successive calls compelled the weaker holders
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to realise : and while the calls for ready money were immediate

and pressing, the prospect of returns was distant and uncertain.

Accordingly, after May and June, the decline was rapid. The

South American loans and the Mexican Mining schemes, proved
almost universally total losses. In the meantime, that slack

water which, Mr. Tooke observes, always precedes a great turn in

the tide of prices, took place. The increase of commodities, which

speculation had caused, could no longer be kept from being
realised : prices fell as rapidly as they had risen. The obligations

of the speculators now became due, and the sale of commodities

had to be forced -to meet them. Universal discredit now

succeeded : goods became unsaleable : so that stocks which are

usually held in anticipation of demand, were wholly unavailable

to meet the pecuniary engagements of the holders. Merchants,

who had accepted bills for only half the value of the goods con-

signed to them, were unable to realise even that half : or even

obtain advances on security of the bills of lading : and even the

advances already made were peremptorily called in. The usury

laws, which limited interest to 5 per cent. r greatly aggravated the

distress: nobody would lend money at 5 per cent, when its real

value was so much greater : hence, numbers who would gladly

have paid 8 or 10 per cent, interest, were obliged to sell goods at

a difference of 30 per cent, for cash, compared with the price,

for time

70. The bankers in the country had followed exactly in the

steps of the Bank of England. While the fever was raging,

they had increased their issues and liabilities by speculative

advances on commodities. The persons to whom these advances

had been made had no means of repaying them, but " the

promises to pay" the bankers had advanced them remained in

circulation, and must be met. The bankers foresaw the coming
storm and endeavored to provide funds to meet it. The Bank

of England itself had its eyes open to the suicidal career it was

following in May, and then endeavored violently to contract its

issues. This sudden change of policy only aggravated the general

feeling of discredit. During the autumn, everything portended

the approach of the impending catastrophe
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The following table shows the progressive

bullion at the Bank during 1824 and 1825 :

182
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73. From Monday, the 12th, to Saturday, the 17th December,
was the height of the crisis in London. Mr. Richards, the

Deputy Governor of the Bank at that time, said " On Monday

morning the storm began, and till Saturday night it raged with

an intensity that it is impossible for me to describe : on the

Saturday night it had somewhat abated. The bank had taken a

linn and deliberate resolution to make common cause with the

country as far as their humble efforts would go : and on Saturday

night it was my happiness when I went up to the cabinet, reeling

with fatigue, to be able just to call out to my Lord Liverpool, and

to the members of his Majesty's Government then present, that

all was well : that was, I believe, on the evening of Saturday, the

17th of December. Then, in the following week, things began to

get a little more steady : and by the 24th, what with the 1

notes that had gone out and other things, people began to be

satisfied : and then it was for the first time in a fortnight, that

those who had been busied in that terrible scene could recollect

that they had families who had some claim on their attention."

74. As the crisis was evidently approaching, at the end of

November, the papers discussed the probable policy of the Bank,

and it was generally anticipated that it would continue to contract

its issues, and let the evil wrork its own cure by the fall of those

houses which had been imprudent in their speculations : and this

was the course adopted by the Bank, and to which they adhered

as matters grew worse : and they were supported in it by public

opinion. On the day after Pole and Co. fell, another house of

equal magnitude, Williams, Burgess and Co., stopped payment.
The panic then became universal : and the directors thought
that they would certainly have to stop payment : they sounded

the Government as to a Restriction Act : but the Government

absolutely refused it : and it was resolved that the Bank should

pay away its last sovereign. The Mint was kept constantly at

work day and night : but it could not supply coin with sufficient

rapidity, so that it kept constantly diminishing. On the Satur-

day, the coin in the Bank's vaults scarcely exceeded one million :

but fortunately, when the Saturday evening came, the tide had

receded, and the directors were able to assure the Ministry that

all danger was over
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75. The great pressure had produced its necessary effect in

such circumstances. The great increase in the value of money
here had turned the Exchanges in favor of the country : the

directors expected remittances from Paris, and they fortunately

came earlier than was expected. On the Monday following, the

IDth, about 400,000 came from France : and the demand

having sensibly abated, the supplies from the Mint fully equalled

the sums drawn out of the Bank or rather exceeded them

76. Mr. Huskisson said afterwards in the House of Commons

that, during forty-eight hours, Monday and Tuesday, December
12th and 13th, it was impossible to convert into money to any
extent the best securities of the Government. Persons could not

sell Exchequer Bills, nor Bank Stock, nor East India Stock, nor

the Public Funds. Mr. Baring said that men would not part

with their money on any terms, nor for any security. The extent

to which the distress had reached was melancholy to the last

degree. Persons of undoubted wealth were seen walking about

the streets of London, not knowing whether they should be able

to meet their engagements for the next day
The exchanges had, however, turned in favor of the country :

and on Wednesday, the 14th, the Bank totally changed their

policy, and discounted with the utmost profuseness. They made

very large advances on Exchequer Bills and securities of all sorts.

Mr. Harman said
' ; We lent by every possible means, and in modes we had

never adopted before. We took in Stock as security : we pur-
chased Exchequer Bills : and we made advances on Exchequer
Bills: we not only discounted outright, but we inado advances

on deposit of Bills of Exchange to an immense amount : in

short, by every possible means consistent with the safety of the

Bank: and we were not on some occasions over-nice : seeing the

dreadful state in which the public were, we rendered every
assistance in our power."

77. This audacious but prudent policy was crovned with

the most complete success : the panic was stayed ah) ost immr-

On Friday evening, the IG'th, the Courier st id "We
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are happy to think that the worst is over, though there are still

great demands upon the Bank, particularly from the country.'"

On the next day the same paper said "
Although public confi-

dence is on the return in the Metropolis, and things are resuming

their usual course, yet, as might be expected, this has not yet

communicated itself to the country
"

In fact, the London panic was completely allayed in this week

by the profuse issue of Bank Notes. Between Wednesday, the

14th, and Saturday, the 17th, the Bank issued 5,000,000 of

Notes

78. The waves of discredit, however, were propagated

through the country : and throughout the following week the

demand still continued great from the London bankers for their

country correspondents. During the course of it, it came to the

remembrance of some of the Directors that there was a chest of

their 1 notes which had never been used. As soon as this was

discovered it occurred to them that they might be used to stay

the panic in the country districts, and the discredit of the

country notes. Upon communicating this idea to the London

bankers it was eagerly approved of, and the sanction of the

Government asked for the experiment. The Government con-

sented, and the Notes were sent off to the country bankers

without delay, and produced instantaneous relief. At Norwich,

when the Gurneys showed upon their counter piles of Bank

Notes, it at once stopped the run in that part of the country.

By the 24th of December, the panic was completely allayed all

over the country, and the amount of the 1 notes which the

Bank issued was under 500,000. By the beginning of 1820

the credit of the banking world was completely restored

79. The circumstances of this famous crisis are the most

complete and triumphant examples of the unquestionable truth of

the principles of the Bullion Report, and of Sir Francis Baring,

already quoted. When the drain of treasure from the Bank was

severe and increasing, and notoriously foi exportation, on'account

of foreign loans, the Bank, with infatuated obstraancy, had extended

their issues instead of contracting them, i.i defiance of the clearest
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warnings of the Bullion Report. After six months continuance

on this fatal policy, they at last reversed their policy, and greatly

contracted their issues. In the course of the autumn the drain

for exportation ceased, but continued for internal purposes : the

demand for gold was entirely to support the tottering credit of

the country bank notes. Now, as the country bankers were only

too glad to withdraw their own notes, and substitute gold for

them, there was not the slightest danger of an increase of Bank

of England notes adding to the general amount of Paper currency
in the country : but just the reverse : consequently it was just

the precise case in which Sir Francis Baring and the Bullion

Committee said that it was the duty of the Bank of England to

f.vff:/id its issues of Paper to support general credit. There was

not the smallest danger that an extension of issues would, under

such circumstances, turn the Foreign Exchanges against the

country. The character of the demand was declared in the most

unmistakeable manner

On Thursday, the 15th, a meeting of merchants and others

took place at the Mansion House, when it was stated, that Sir

P. Pole & Co. had a surplus of 170,000 after payment of all

claims against them, besides large landed property belonging to

.Sir Peter Pole : and about 100,000 the private property of other

members of the firm. Williams & Burgess had enough to pay
40s. in the pound

Xow, if the course, which was adopted on the Wednesday, had

been adopted on the Monday, the whole of that terrific crisis

might have been saved

Mr. Yincent Stuckey, one of the most eminent of the country
bankers in the kingdom, said " My opinion was that the crisis

at that time was brought on by excessive issues : but when the

panic came, country bank paper was bought in for Bank of

England paper : ar.d therefore all that was immediately wanted
was an Exchange of Paper. I stated, in a letter I wrote upon the

subject to the Baik, on the 14th of December, 182i>, that they
would not have to increase tie sum total of circulation : but that

all they would ha\e to do w is to exchange A for B : and in my
r I recommen led t-iem to issue a million of Paper a day,
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which they did : for otherwise most of the banks in London, as

well as in the country must have stopped
"

And, accordingly, they did issue, and all contemporary evidence

proves that it was this profuse issue of 5,000,000 of paper in a

few days that stopped the panic, and saved the whole banking and

mercantile community from ruin. If they had persevered in the

Restrictive policy for three days longer, the total and entire

destruction of commercial credit would infallibly have ensued. In

short, if they had followed the precedents of 1793 and 1797, so

strongly condemned by the Bullion Report, all Credit, both bank-

ing and mercantile, would have been destroyed. They followed

the principles laid down in the Bullion Report and the country
was saved

80. This panic adds another to the previously conclusive

ones of the truth of the Expansive Theory in a Monetary Panic,

and the mischief and fatal erroneousness of the Restrictive

Theory

81. When the causes of this terrible calamity came to be

discussed, there were not wanting many who laid the whole

blame on the excessive issues of the Bank as well as the

excessive issues of the country banks. But, though it is indis-

putable that the Bank acted on the most erroneous principles,

in not contracting its issues when the great drain of bullion was

going on, it is a mere delusion for men to attribute the conse-

quences of their own wild and extravagant mania to the Bank of

England or to any bank. The errors of all the banks put together
were trivial, compared to the outbreaks of speculative insanity

which seized upon all classes. Was it the issues of some banks

which led a respectable bookselling firm to risk 100,000 in a

speculation in hops and ruin themselves, and drag down Sir

Walter Scott along with them ?

82. The Bank had committed many errors before, as serious

as those of 1825, without leading to any such disaster. In fact,

it was the nature of the speculations which men had rushed into

headlong, that must inevitably have brought about that great
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catastrophe, if there had not been a Bank note in existence.

The speculative mania of 1694 took place before the Bank was

founded : the great South Sea Bubble mania took place when

there were no country banks at all : and no one accused the

Bank of England or the London bankers of having made too

profuse issues then. The great railway mania of 1845-46 took

place after it was fondly supposed that the Bank Act of 1844

had effectually secured the country against the recurrence of

similar calamities

83. The worthless character of a great portion of the country

paper had greatly aggravated the intensity of the calamity ;
in

fact, it began with the country banks : and the great commercial

failures did not commence until after the banking panic had

subsided. The Government and the bank, at last learning wisdom

from repeated convulsions, which seemed to recur periodically,

became sensible that it was imperatively necessary to provide a

Currency of a more solid description for the country : and that

the frightful evils of the monopoly of the Bank of England must

come to at end.

84. Parliament met on the 3rd of February, 1826, and six

paragraphs of the speech from the throne were occupied with the

commercial catastrophe : and it said that part of the remedies to

be applied consisted in placing the Currency and Circulating
Credit of the country on a more firm foundation. Lord King
said that the causes of the calamity were partly to be attributed

to the Government : in a greater degree to the country banks :

and in a still greater degree to the monopoly of the Bank of

England. There was no period of distress during the last thirty

or forty years in which the conduct of that establishment had not

been injurious, and iu every way aggravated it. It was a most

faulty machine. It was impossible that a Bank so incorporated
could do good. If the purpose was to erect an establishment to

do mischief, they would erect it on the very principles of the

Bank. They would give it a monopoly : remove from it all fear

of rivalry : and connect it with the Government. He lamented

that the pressure of the country gentlemen and the country
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hankers had been too powerful to be resisted by the Ministry in

l 822, and had forced them to continue the issues of 1 and 2

notes to keep up prices and encourage speculation

The Earl of Liverpool chiefly blamed the excessive issues of

the country bankers, and said that the small notes must be

irradually withdrawn and a metallic currency substituted. He
said that he was perfectly satisfied, and had entertained the con-

viction for years, that the country had grown too large, and that

its concerns had become too extensive to allow of the exclusive

privilege of the Bank of England. Its privileges had operated in

a most extraordinary, and, as he thought, unfortunate manner

for the country. Any small tradesman, a cheesemonger, a

butcher, or a shoemaker might open a country bank, but a set of

persons with a fortune sufficient to carry on the concern with

safety were not permitted to do so

85. The Ministry took upon themselves to prohibit any
more stamps being issued to the country banks for 1 and 2

notes. The Chancellor of the Exchequer said that these notes

were to be deprecated as an infringement of the Act of 1810,

which no one could deny was passed, if ever any Act was, with

the unanimous approbation of all the parties of which Parliament

was composed : an Act which had solemnly been resolved upon
as the only measure which could enable the country to meet

any future danger by placing the Circulating Medium on a

permanent and stable footing. Xo man could insinuate that

that Act was not the result of the deliberate conviction of almost

every individual of every party in that House. He then detailed

the continual evil and insecurity of the small notes : and

said that he always had regretted, and still regretted, the

step taken by Parliament, in 1822, which permitted them.

The intention of the Government was, therefore, to suppress
them as soon as possible in England, and subsequently in

Scotland and Ireland. He moved a resolution that no fresh notes

were to be issued by country bankers in England under 5 :

and that those printed before the 5th of February, 1826, might
be issued, reissued, and circulated until the 5th April, 1829, and

no longer.
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86. The opinions as to the causes of this great catastrophe,

expressed in Parliament and the country, were, of course, most

conflicting, but the great preponderance of opinion was adverse to

the small note issues. Mr. Baring, who defended the country

bankers from the accusations levelled against them, said that

their small notes were bad as a permanent system, and they ought
to be called in. Even although they might sometimes be of

almost indispensable use to the country, still, if the misery which

had been caused by their use among the poorer classes was taken

into consideration, it was a sufficient reason why the nuisance

should be abated : and it was his opinion that the House had not

got rid of this deluge of paper at the time when it had the power
to do so, and that it had not resisted, as if ought to have

resisted, the importunity of the country bankers, that these

small notes should be abolished as soon as practicable.

87. Mr. Huskisson described the frightful nature of the

panic during 48 hours, (Monday and Tuesday, December 13th

and 14th,) and said that it had been truly observed that the Bank,

by its prompt and efficacious assistance, had put an end to the

panic, and averted the ruin which threatened all the banking
establishments in London : and, through them, the banking
establishments and monied men all over the country. The

conduct of the Bank had been most praiseworthy, and had, in a

great degree, saved the country from a general convulsion. The

Bank through its prompt, efficacious, and public-spirited conduct,

had had the countenance, advice, and particular recommendation

of the Premier and Chancellor of the Exchequer. He admitted

that the commercial distress in Scotland was very great, but that

did not prove that the system of Scotch banking did not afford

greater securities than the English system, and that it was desir-

able to introduce it into this country. He then described the

wild spirit of speculation which had seized the country, and which

produced a rise of prices so rapid as had never been equalled.

He might mention, as an instance, the price of nutmegs, which

rose in one month from 2s. 6d. to 12s. CxL a pound : and specula-

tion in other spices caused a corresponding rise in their prices.

The mania extended equally to other articles of consumption :
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merchants, traders, shopkeepers, clerks, and apprentices partook

equally of the frenzy of vying with each other in their endeavors

to secure a monopoly of each article. And this state of things
took its rise, not among the wild, insane, and bedlamite schemers,

but among those who were considered the sober, steady merchants

and traders of the Metropolis. And all this took place at a time

when money was rapidly leaving the country. Now, if when it

was leaving the country so rapidly, it was still hawked about at a

greatly lowered rate of interest, that showed that there must be

something wrong in the Currency. And to what would any
sober man say such a state of things must come to at last ? The
Dank at last was obliged to provide for its own safety, by narrow-

ing its issues, which checked the spirit of speculation, and as a

necessary result, those country banks which had been most rash

and immoderate iu aiding these speculations by advances were

ruined. The ruin of these bad and unstable banks had affected

even the stability of the most solvent ones. A general panic

ensued, and seven or eight hundred county banks had asked for

assistance from the Bank of England. She had 700 or 800 drains

for gold suddenly opened upon her. Was this a safe or proper
condition to leave the country in ? Certainly not. It was his

opinion, an opinion not hastily formed, but the result of long
and anxious observation, that a permanent state of cash payments,
and a circulation of 1 and 2 notes could not co-exist. If there

were in any country a Paper and a Coin Currency of the same

denomination, the Paper and the Coin could not circulate together,

the Paper would drive out the Coin. Let crown notes be made,
and a crown piece would never be seen : make half-crown notes,

and no half-crown would remain in circulation. Allow 1 notes

to circulate, and we should never see a sovereign. One of the

great evils they were called on to correct was the excessive issue of

paper. This had been the cause of the greatest distress : it had

caused the ruin of thousands of innocent persons. Nothing but

disgrace and danger could attend the deviation from the true

principles of Currency, which Parliament had solemnly recog-
nised. If they wished to prove the value of a steady, unchangeable

Currency, they had it in the example of France, which had twice

been invaded by a foreign army : her capital had been taken,

VOL. II., PART 2 S
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and she had been obliged to pay a large sum to foreign countries

for corn, but she had a steady metallic Currency : and, however

the great contractors might have suffered, the great body of the

people had remained uninjured. This was due to the excellent

footing upon which the Currency of that country was established.

If this measure was adopted, every country banker would be

obliged to have as great a regard to the Exchanges as the Bank

of England, and be compelled to provide for his own safety,

without leaning on the Bank in times of danger. Xow was the

time to withdraw these small notes, when the bankers were

smarting under the consequences of their over issues. They had,

at present, a large amount of gold and bank notes : if they

allowed the favorable time to pass by, the small notes would soon

be issued again. It would be advantageous to the public to have

chartered joint stock banks, established under a proper system,

with only a limited liability. This would, no doubt, induce

many persons of great fortune and credit to take shares in them ;

but the Bank objected to the extension of limited liability, and

stipulated that the Banks of Scotland and Ireland should not

have this privilege. Some thought that the Currency should

be even more purely metallic than was now proposed, and

that notes of a higher denomination should be suppressed.

For himself he entirely differed from Mr. Ricardo as to the

true basis of the Currency : and he believed that if Mr.

Ricardo, ingenious as he was, had been sole director of the

Bank of England, it would, before now, have stopped pay-
ment. He thought Mr. Ricardo's view of the Currency

quite erroneous

88. Sir John Newport, as a banker himself, considered the

issue of small notes to be most injurious to all connected with

them, as affording the most dangerous facilities for extravagant

speculation. It had been said that a considerable portion of the

commerce of the country could not be carried on if these notes

were abolished. He was quite willing to accept that alternative,

and abandon a portion of our commerce, rather than continue

them. He did not believe that such would be the case. Xow
was the best time to abolish this pernicious system, when so many
of the country bankers had failed
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89. Mr. Secretary Peel was convinced that the root of the

evil lay in the monopoly of the Bank of England, and that if, in

the year 1703, a set of Banks had existed in this country on the

Scotch system, it would have escaped the danger it was then

involved in, as well as the calamity which had just occurred. In

17'.:. upwards of 100 banks had failed. In seven years, from

l*lo to 1817, 157 commissions in bankruptcy were issued against

country bankers: in the crisis which had just occurred, 70 failures

had taken place. But from the different wy

ays of making compo-
sitions, etc., the number of failures should probably be estimated

at four times the number of the commissions of bankruptcy.
What system could be worse or more prejudicial to every interest

in the country, than one which admitted such an enormous

amount of failures ? Contrast what had been the case in Scotland,

under a different system. Mr. Gilchrist, a manager of one of

the Scotch banks, had been asked by the Committee of 1811), how

many failures there had been in Scotland in his recollection, and

said there had only been one : that the creditors had been paid
14s. in the pound immediately, and finally the whole of their

claims. These facts were a strong presumptive proof that the Scotch

system, if not quite perfect, was, at least, far superior to the one

existing in England. The present system of country banking was

most prejudicial in every point of view. He then described the

terrible misery caused by the failure of the country banks. He
trusted the institution of Joint Stock Banks would place the

Currency on a firmer footing. He most sincerely trusted that

the want of a charter, the great obstacle to the proposed institu-

tions, would be removed. He hoped the directors of the Bank of

England would seriously consider what advantage they would

derive from refusing charters to these banks. He himself could

not imagine what benefit they would derive from it : they, no

doubt, had the right to prevent such charters being granted, but

he hoped that they would refrain from exercising such right.

He eulogised highly the conduct of the directors during the late

crisis : he could not conceive it possible for any body of men to

have acted better: or to have exercised more judgment, discretion

and liberality, than they had done of which he hoped they
would give a further instance, by not opposing the grants of

S 2
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charters to the proposed new banks. He fully concurred with

Mi-. Huskissou, that it was impossible to maintain coin in circula-

tion if paper of the same denomination were allowed to circulate

along with it. Now was the most favorable opportunity of getting

rid of the small notes. It would be impolitic and unsafe to wait

the moment of returning prosperity, as the country bankers would

be more reluctant to agree to it, and more able to oppose it. To

stand gazing on the bank, in idle expectation, now that the river

was passable, would be an irreparable mistake. The ministers

carried their proposals by 222 to 39 : and a motion to continue

the small notes of the Bank of England was rejected by GG to 7

The Monetary Crisis of 1838-39

90. In 1827, the Directors of the Bank had become con

vinced of the truth of the principles laid down by the Bullion

Committee for regulating their issues of paper : and had formally

rescinded the resolution of the directors of 1819 condemnatory of

them

Mr. Horsley Palmer, the Governor of the Bank, being asked

by the Committee on the Bank Charter Act, in 1832, by what

principle in ordinary times the Bank was guided in the regulation

of its issues, said that in a period of full Currency, and conse-

quently with a par of Exchange, the Bank considered it desirable

to invest two-thirds of its liabilities of all sorts in interest-

bearing securities, and one-third in bullion. The Circulation of

the country being then regulated by the action of the Foreign

Exchanges, the Bank was extremely desirous to avoid using any
active power of regulating the Circulation, but to leave that

entirely in the hands of the public. The action of the public
was fully sufficient to rectify the Exchanges without any forced

action of the Bank in buying and selling securities. He thought
it desirable to keep the securities very nearly at the same amount,

because, then, the public could always act for themselves in

returning Notes for bullion for exportation when the Exchanges
were unfavorable : and, if there was a great influx of gold, the

Bank could always reassume its proportion by transferring part
of the bullion into securities. He considered that the discount
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of private Paper was one of the worst meaus which the Bank
could adopt for regulating its Notes, us it tended to produce a

very prejudicial extension of them. He condemned strongly the

practice of the Bank, during the restriction, with respect to the

extensive discounts of mercantile paper at 5 per cent, when the

market rate was so much higher, which necessarily led to an

excessive issue

91. For several years after the renewal of the Bank Charter,

in 1833, the harvests were unusually abundant, which caused all

sorts of agricultural produce to be ruinously depressed. "Wheat

fell continuously through 1834 and 1835 : till in the last week

in December, 1835, its price was 3(>s. the imperial quarter. As

all agricultural contracts were framed on the expectation that

wheat would not be much less than 70s. a quarter, this long
continued depression produced the most severe distress. At the

same time, however, all the manufacturing interests were in a

state of unexampled prosperity from the abundance and cheapness
of food. The continued low price of corn caused less to be sown

in 1835, and the spring of 1836 was unfavorable. From these

causes, the price of wheat rose in 1836, and the harvest time

being wet and cold, wheat rose to 61s. %d. in the autumn

92. The extraordinary prosperity enjoyed by the commercial

interests in 1833-34-35, gave rise to an immense amount of

speculation and dabbling in foreign loans, as if people had

forgotten 1825. The unexpected success of the first railway

gave rise to a considerable amount of speculation in the formation

of railways. An immense extension of the Joint Stock Banking

system multiplied Banking Credits to an enerinous extent, reduced

the rate of interest, and immensely extended Credit. On the

14th August, 1834, Lord Wharncliffe called the attention of the

Ministry to the prodigious extension of Joint Stock Banks and

their branches, and the insufficient capital they were trading
with. The important subject of Joint Stock Banking was brought
before the House of Commons in 1836, and a Committee was

appointed to inquire into it. The Committee sat during the

session and made two reports. The fever of speculation reached

its acme in the spring of is;5<;
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Mr. Poulet Thompson, President of the Board of Trade, said

in the House of Commons on the 6th of May, 183G " It is

impossible not to be struck with the spirit of speculation which

now exists in the country, but I believe that there is a great

difference in the state of things and what took place in 182;").

The spirit of speculation was then turned to foreign adventure of

the most extraordinary description : but now speculation is

directed to home objects, which, if pushed too far, may be very

mischievous, though the consequences may not be quite so mis-

chievous as in 1825. But, really, on turning to any newspaper
or any price current, and observing the advertisements of joint

stock companies upon every possible subject, however unfit to be

carried on in the present state of society, every man must be

struck with astonishment at the fever which rages at this

moment for these speculations. I felt it my duty some time ago
to direct a register to be kept, taking the names merely from the

London and a few country newspapers of the different joint

stock companies, and of the nominal amount of capital proposed
to be embarked in them. The nominal capital to be raised by

subscription amounts to nearly 200,000,000 : and the number
of companies to between 300 and 400. . . . The greater

part of these companies are got up by speculators for the purpose
of selling their shares. They bring up their shares to a premium,
and then sell them, leaving the unfortunate purchasers who are

foolish enough to invest their money in them to shift for them-

selves. I have seen also with great regret the extent to which

joint stock banks have sprung up in different parts of the

country. I believe, indeed, that great good has arisen from

joint stock banks, but the observations I have made with regard
to other companies are equally applicable to many of the joint

stock banks that are springing up in different parts of the

country, and the existence of which can only be attended with

mischief
"

93. The Bank of England had adopted the principles of the

Bullion Report in 1827. The method they adopted of carry ing

them into effect was, to keep their " Securities
"

as nearly as

possible even ; and to keep their bullion and cash equal to one
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half of the Securities : the bullion, cash and securities, being

together equal to their Liabilities. Having got the Bank into

this position while the Exchanges were at par, to throw any
action, either of increase or decrease, of their issues of notes

entirely upon the public, either by means of foreign exchanges, or

by an internal extra demand for gold

The Bank was got into this normal condition in October,

is:
1

,:
1

,, when its Liabilities, i.e., its Notes and Deposits, were

32.!MH ),<>(>< i : the Securities were 24,200,000, and the Bullion

1' in. 900,000. Some transactions with the East India Company,
and speculations in South American Stock occurred to derange
these proportions in 1884, and caused an export of specie : but in

is:'..*) the foreign exchanges became favorable, and the drain was

arrested. But, in the meantime, the Bank had totally lost all

power of preserving the proportion between the bullion, securities,

and liabilities, it had professed to adhere to

The following table, taken at intervals, exhibits this very
clearlv :
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barely exceeded five millions and the Bank raised the rate of

discount to 5 per cent. Now the bubbles blown in the preceding

year and spring of 1830 were fast bursting on all hands

95. The drain on the coffers of the Bank proceeded at a

rapid rate, both from external and internal causes, President

Jackson had determined that the Charter of the National Bank

of the United States which expired in 1830, should not be

renewed : and that the Currency of that country should be placed

on a sounder footing than it had hitherto been by forming a

sound metallic basis. Operations to effect this purpose soon

commenced. Immense quantities of American securities of all

sorts were imported into England, and negotiated for the purpose
of remitting the specie to America. The improperly low rate of

discount in this country, favored by the inordinate multiplication

of Banks, enabled a great quantity of these securities of various

descriptions to be realised in England, and the cash was remitted

to America.

96. The Joint Stock Banks had been blowing the bubble of

credit to the utmost tenuity, by rediscountiug most of the bills

they discounted. This most objectionable practice which renders

the position of the bank which adopts it dependent on the good
will of the discounter, adds greatly to any peril in times of dis-

credit. The Bank of England at length, but too tardily, as has

almost invariably been the case, awoke to the impending danger,
and determined to strike a blow at the distended state of credit.

It not only raised the rate of discount to 5 per cent, in August,
but absolutely refused to discount any bills indorsed by any joint
stock bank of issue. This was a great blow at the vast amount
of American securities afloat in the country, as most of these

bills had been purchased by the joint stock banks, and re-issued

with their indorsement upon them

97. In the autumn of 1830 the symptoms of the coming
storm were very apparent, especially in Ireland. One very large

joint stock bank, the Agricultural and Commercial, was known
to be in difficulties early in the autumn, and it made several
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-applications to the other joint stock banks in Ireland, and

England, and Scotland for assistance, which they all refused. It

also made a call on its shareholders, which was not responded
to. The other Irish banks, foreseeing a stoppage of the Agri-

cultural and Commercial, had been laying in a stock of gold, to

meet the run which would necessarily follow the failure of a bank

with so many ramifications. The sum in gold which the Irish

banks laid in to provide for the run, was estimated to be not less

than 2,000,000, all of which came from the Bank of England.
Much of this was required on account of the extraordinary

differences of opinion, which were given by the most eminent

counsel, as to whether Bank of England Xotes were legal tender

in Ireland. Three very eminent lawyers held that they were

legal tender, and three equally eminent held that they were not.

The Bank of Ireland itself thought that they were not, and were

still less inclined to make the experiment, when there was such

a difference of opinion among the lawyers. The other banks

followed the example of the Bank of Ireland and provided gold

98. The catastrophe which had been foretold took place on

the 14th of November, when the Agricultural and Commercial

Bank stopped payment, which was immediately followed by a

general run upon all the Banks in Ireland : but it was well met,

from the care which had been previously taken to provide specie.

So great was the state of discredit, that even Bank of England
notes were at a heavy discount in Dublin. The Bank of Ireland

would only take them in very small quantities from their customers

at a discount of '2s. Qd. each. During all this time the diminu-

tion of bullion in the Bank of England had been going on

rapidly. At the beginning of October it had 5,0:>r>,00u in

bullion to meet 29,869,000 of liabilities : at the end of Novem-

ber its liabilities were 30,941,000, and its bullion :>,<;4o,000.

During December its bullion slightly increased, and in January
diminished again. In November, the Northern and Central

Bank, with its head office in Manchester, and thirty-nine branches

in the manufacturing districts, became seriously embarrassed,

.and applied to the Bank of England for assistance, which the

Bank at first refused : but upon consulting the leading bankers
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in London, their opinion was that the stoppage of so extensive a

concern in the manufacturing districts, would very probably bring

on a general panic. The Bank, therefore, determined to advance

the sum of 500,000 to enable it to meet its engagements :

which, upon suddenly discovering that these were more extensive

than had at first been represented, was further increased to

1,370,000

Early in January, a London banking house applied for assist-

ance to the Bank, and on the other London bankers giving their

guarantee to the Bank, it made advances sufficient to enable that

house to meet its engagements. The difficulties attending the

American houses, both in London and Liverpool, became now so

pressing, that they also were obliged to apply to the Bank. Persons

were appointed to look into their affairs, who represented that if

assistance were given to them to meet their outstanding engage-

ments, they would ultimately prove solvent. As an additional

reason for granting this assistance, it was stated, that if these

American houses were permitted to stop payment, their concerns

were so vast, and so extended through the north of England, that

a general destruction of Credit would ensue. After full con-

sideration, the Bank determined to attempt to carry these houses

through their embarrassments, and for this purpose it advanced

the enormous sum of C,000,000. This great operation was,,

however, successful : though the final liquidation of the account

was retarded by the great prostration of American credit in 18:>!>.

The advances made to the banking interests in England were all

repaid, principal and interest, with one very trifling exception.
The Bank thus followed, for a second time, the principles of the

Bullion Report, and there can be no doubt, averted a calamity

only second in magnitude to the catastrophe of 1825

99. The assistance of the Bank was only intended to be of

a temporary nature to give time for the withdrawal of the great
mass of unsound paper from circulation. This having been

effected to a large extent, the result followed which always has

been the case a great influx of gold to fill the vacuum caused by
thc great annihilation of this unsound Paper Currency. During
the whole of 18:>7 bullion rapidly flowed into the Bank, and in
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December it reached the sum of ten millions and a half. The

position of the Bank on the loth of March, 1888, was as

follows: Liabilities, 01,57:5,000 ; Securities, 21,o4(;,oo<i :

Bullion, 10,r>27,non

Thus after the long period of nearly five years, the Bank was

at length brought back again into what the directors had laid

down for themselves as the normal position : and it enabled

credit to pass through a crisis which would have been tenfold

more severe, and would infallibly have ended in a Monetary
Panic, if it had not been met by that "judicious increase of

accommodation
"

which the Bullion Report declared to be the

proper remedy for a temporary failure of credit

Thus, was seen the most magnificent triumph of the principles

of the Bullion Report and of the truth of the Expansive Theory
in a Commercial Crisis. After, no doubt, many errors of manage-
ment, when the great Commercial Crisis at length declared itself,

the Bank met it promptly and boldly by the most audacious

application of the Expansive Theory, and averted a Monetary
Panic.

The Monetary Cri'xix of IS 80

100. From 1882 to 1887 there had been a series of seasons

of remarkable abundance. For some years a series followed of

extreme scarcity. The crop of 1S8S was the worst which had

been known since 1816 : that of 1880 was scarcely, if at all,

better. This great deficiency rendered it necessary to import

foreign corn to the value of 10,000,000 : a considerable portion

of tliis required to be remitted in specie. But, just at this period,

a number of concurrent causes happened to create a great demand

for gold for foreign countries. During the preceding years,

America, France, and Belgium had carried the extension of

Paper Credit to most extravagant lengths. In America the

fatal system of issuing bank notes upon
"
property

" and

"securities" had been carried to a length almost worthy of Law.

In France and Belgium joint stock banks had been extensively

formed. This great extension of Paper Currency had the very

same effect as the excessive issues of Paper in England had : it
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drove bullion oufc of those countries, and was one of the great

causes which, together with the fortunate destruction of the

extravagant Paper Credit in England in 1837, caused such an

influx of gold to this country up to March, 1838. But in this

year these bubbles burst. In the autumn of 1838 the Bank of

Belgium failed : and a severe run upon the Banks in Paris took

place. This revulsion of Credit, and extinction of paper issues in

those countries caused a current of bullion to set in towards

them which came from the Bank of England
lu the beginning of 1838, when the Bullion in the Bank had

been rapidly increasing for several months, the commercial world

thought it was time for the Bank to make use of the treasure in

its vaults. And with extraordinary fatuity, although the Ex-

changes were unfavorable, it reduced the rate of interest from

to 4 per cent., and while every one else was exporting bullion

to America in consequence of the destruction of paper in that

country, it conceived the extraordinary idea of doing a little

business on its own account, and exported a million to America,

when every consideration of common sense showed that it ought
to have kept the tightest grip possible upon its bullion. Of all

acts of mismanagement in the whole history of the Bank, this is

probably the most astounding

101. The bullion in the Bank kept a pretty even amount
till December, 1838. On the 18th of that month the liabilities

were 28,120,000 : the securities 20,776,000 : and the bullion

J), 71)4,000. From this date a rapid and steady drain set in,

which continued with unabated severity till October, 1831).

When, the Bank lowered its rate of discount to 4 per cent, in

February, 1838, the market rate had fallen lower still, and in

summer was about 3 per cent. From that time forward it began
to rise, and at the end of autumn was level with the Bank.

AVhile every tiling was symptomatic of an impending drain of

bullion, the Bank on the 29th of November suddenly lowered its

rate to :>.', per cent, for advances upon bills of exchange, East

India Bonds, Exchequer Bills, and other approved securities.

The market rate of interest was now decidedly higher than that

of the Bank : and the consequence was an immediate pressure for
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accommodation on the Bank. The securities which in. December^

]s:',s, were ll),53(>,00o, mounted up in January, 1839, to

l-27.:>94,000, and the bullion fell from 9,522,000 to 8,82G,()oo.

The following table exhibits the progressive diminution of

bullion

Liabilities. Securities. Hullion.

l^VS, Dec. 18 .. 28,120,000 .. 20,776,000 .. 9,794,000

1S3H, Jan. 1 .. 28,136,000 .. 22,377,000 .. 9,048,000
15 .. 30,305,000 .. 24,529,000 .. 8,336,000

Feb. 12 .. 26,939,000 .. 22,628,000 .. 7,047,000
.. March 12 .. 26,088,000 .. 22,143,000 .. 6,580,000
.. April 9 .. 29,039,000 .. 22,173,000 .. 5,213,000

30 .. 26,475,000 .. 24,536,000 .. 4,455,000

May 14 .. 25,711,000 .. 24,098,000 .. 4,117,000

102. Up to this time the Bank seemed to have been struck

with actual paralysis. Notwithstanding the continuous rise in

the market rate of interest, and the unmistakeable drain of

bullion that had set in, they, on the 28th of February, issued

a notice continuing the same rates on the same securities-

as in the previous November. And it was not until the

Kith of May that they suddenly raised it to 5 per cent. The
above figures show how completely the directors had belied their

own principles of keeping the bullion at one-third of the liabilities.

On the 14th of May, 1839, instead of being one-third, it was less

than one sixth. The market rate had advanced considerably
more rapidly, so that the Bank rate was yet below it. The drain

still continued. On the 28th of May the bullion stood at

io.ono: and the liabilities were upwards of 24,500,000.

But the directors seemed so utterly blind that on the 30th of

May, the time for shutting the books for the dividends, they still

offered advances at 5 per cent, till the 23rd of July, on the same

securities as have been last mentioned. However, on the 20th of

June they at last became alarmed, and issued notices that the

rate of discount would be 5^ per cent., and no securities would

be received except bills of exchange

103. On the IGth of July the liabilities were 28,8GO,0<>o :

the securities were 28,840,000 : and the bullion 2,987,000.

The directors at last awoke to the fact that the Bank was rapidly
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drifting- into bankruptcy. On the loth of July they gave notice

that they would be ready to receive tenders for the purchases of

some terminable annuities, but the minimum price they fixed was

so high that no sale took place

104. Besides raising the rate of discount in May, the Bank

sold public securities to the amount of 700,000 : and it

authorised bills upon Paris to be drawn on its account to the

amount of 600,000. The measures had the effect of arresting

the drain for a short time. But when these bills became due the

Bank was in no better position to meet them : and it then

became necessary to create a larger credit in Paris to meet the

first. The position of the Bank was of course well known to all

the foreign dealers in exchange ;
and in June it was generally

expected abroad that the Bank would have to suspend payments
in specie. In consequence of this, all long-dated bills upon this

country were sent over for immediate realisation, and the values

withdrawn as speedily as possible. To counteract this drain, as

well as to meet the payments of the first credit which had been

created on behalf of the Bank, it was obliged, in July, to

organise a measure of a much larger nature. The house of

Baring entered into an agreement with twelve of the leading

bankers in Paris to draw bills upon them to the amount of

2,000,000 : and as each of them had only a fixed credit at the

Bank of France, that Bank agreed to honor their acceptances in

case they should be presented there and exceed their usual limits.

An operation of a similar one to the amount of 900,000 was

organised with Hamburg. As soon as any bill was drawn on

account of one of these operations, the Bank transferred an equal
amount of the annuities it had offered for sale in July to two

trustees, one for the drawers and the other for the acceptor. Out
of this second credit the bills which fell due from the creation of

the first credit were paid. This measure had the effect of

gradually arresting the drain of bullion, which reached its lowest

point in the week ending the 2nd of September, 1839, when it

was reduced to 2,406,000. From that time it began slowly to

increase : and in the last week of the year it stood at 4,532,000:

the liabilities being 23,804,000 : and the securities 22,098,000.
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The operations ensuing from this foreign credit extended over

nine months from July, 1830, to April, 1840 ; and the highest
amount operated upon was in November, 1830, when it was

2,900,000

105. The figures we have quoted, showing the proportion

between the bullion and the liabilities of the Bank, are sufficient

to show either that there was some natural impossibility in adhering
to the rule the directors had laid down for themselves in 1832, or

that they had not sufficient firmness to contract their securities in

time of pressure to maintain it. The flagrant disproportion which

these figures had assumed, which would scarcely be safe in an

ordinary banking house, but which were to the last degree

perilous in the Bank of England, which was known to be the last

resource of every bank in the kingdom in times of difficulty,

turned the attention of writers to devise some plan by which, if

possible, the Bank should be compelled to maintain the proper

proportion between bullion and liabilities. Colonel Torrens

appears to have been the originator of the idea, which was

eventually adopted, of dividing the Bank into two distinct

departments, independent of each other : one for the purpose of

issuing a regulated amount of notes, and the other for carrying

on the business of banking. This plan was first started in 1837,

and was much canvassed and discussed by several eminent writers

on the subject, such as Mr. Tooke, Mr. Norman, and others, and

was the prominent feature in the Bank Charter Act of 1844

The great commercial and monetary crisis the country had

passed through within the few preceding years attracted much

public attention, and several petitions were presented to Parlia-

ment : and, in 1840, the Government determined to institute an

enquiry into the whole system of paper issues. On the 10th of

March, the Chancellor of the Exchequer moved for a Com-

mittee for that purpose. He reminded the House that the

Bank Charter would terminate in 1844 : and he thought it ex-

pedient that they should not postpone inquiry into the subject

until the last moment. That, whatever might be the difference

of opinion among the most intelligent men as to what part of the

difficulties they had gone through were to be attributed to the
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Bank of England, or other Banks, still they were very strongly of

opinion that the present system required revision and alteration.

Leaving out of consideration former transactions, the difficulties

and embarrassments which the country had gone through within

the last few years had led the most important bodies, and the largest

of the manufacturing towns to make complaints in calm and

temperate language and to express an anxiety that the House

should institute an investigation into their complaints, and

endeavor to provide adequate remedies

The chief points of interest connected with the report and

evidence were :

1. The principle propounded in 1832 for the management of

the Bank, for the purpose of carrying into effect the principles of

the Bullion Report, was totally condemned

'2. The great modern heresy that Bills of Exchange form no

part of the Circulating Medium or Currency, which was first

asserted before a Parliamentary Committee in 1832, was now
maintained by the great majority of the commercial and banking*

witnesses

3. This seems to have been the first adoption by mercantile

men of what became the reigning banking fallacy for a time, but

which is now utterly exploded, of what is known by the name of

the "
Currency Principle

"

This principle is
" That when Bank Notes are permitted to

be issued, the number in circulation should always be exactly

equal to the coin which would be in circulation if they did not exist."

The advocates of this principle maintain that it is the only
true method of regulating a Paper Currency, and of preserving-

the Paper of equal value with the gold coin. This theory sounds

remarkably specious and plausible, and from the eminence of the

persons who adopted it acquired for a time much importance.

Nevertheless, there never was a greater delusion palmed off upon
the credulity of mankind, and could never have emanated from

or been believed in by any one who had an accurate knowledge
of the mechanism of banking

106. The rule for managing the Bank, so as to conform to

the principles of the Bullion Report which had been considered
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us i he acme of wisdom by all the witnesses before the committee

of l<s;>2 was thus spoken of by Mr. 8. J. Loyd, afterwards

Lord Overstone
" The rule of keeping a fixed amount of securities, it is true,

has been suggested by the Bank herself for her guidance : but

the folly has consisted entirely in the suggestion of such a rule,

and not in the departure from it
"

(Q. 21)0-1)

And again ''For the simple and exclusive purpose of regu-

lating the circulation of the country, it leaves us without any
rule whatever : and accordingly we find by the published returns

that no fixed relation exists between the amount of bullion and

the amount of circulation
"
Second, the circulation may decrease while the bullion is

increasing : or it may increase while the bullion is decreasing

"Third, the bullion, through the demands of the depositors,

may leave the Bank coffers in large amounts : in fact it may be

wholly drained out without any contraction of the circulation,

and therefore without any effect being produced on prices or the

Foreign Exchanges, by means of which the drain may be checked."

This passage deserves the closest attention, because the Bank
Act of 1844 was expressly devised for the purpose of preventing
such a thing taking place, and we shall shortly see how far it

effected its purpose

The Monetary Panic of 1847

107. The Bank Charter Act of 1844 was passed amid

universal applause, and was supposed to have put an end for ever

to Commercial Crises and Monetary Panics. We have now to see

how these hopes were realised

The harvests of 1842-40-43 were extremely abundant: the

bullion in the Bank accumulated very rapidly in these years, and

a very large quantity of money which the nation must otherwise

have spent in food was set free for commercial purposes. Other

circumstances occurred at the same time to liberate a large

quantity of the capital of the country from its accustomed use,

and to render it applicable to commercial purposes, which have

been very clearly and ably pointed out by Mr. James Wilson.

AYS that the rapidity and ri-rtainiy of conveyance reduces

VOL. II., PART 2 T
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very greatly the amount of stock it is necessary at all times to-

keep on hand when communications are slow and uncertain. That

the amount of goods in transit is much larger with a slow convey-

ance than with a quick one. For example, when Manchester

supplies London with manufactured goods, if it takes seven

days by canal for these goods to reach London it is clear

that there must always be seven days' consumption of goods
on the way. If the same transit is accomplished by railway

in one day, it is only necessary to have one day's consumption
on the way : and the capital employed in producing the

other six days' consumption is liberated and may be employed
in promoting other commercial operations. "\Yhen we consider

the enormous economy of capital required in the same amount

of business which was effected by the introduction of more rapid

modes of communication, whether by railways or steamers,,

we shall understand how greatly they increased the national

resources. There can be no doubt that the economy of

national capital effected by the extension of railways far exceeded

the losses which occurred from unsuccessful speculation in them.

Now these operations were beginning to have their full effect in

saving the national capital simultaneously with the good harvests

of 1842-4::

>-44, and helped to swell the quantity of disposable

capital to an unprecedented extent

108. An attentive consideration of these circumstances

is absolutely necessary, because they show the fallacy of the

doctrine that the price of goods must vary exactly with any
increase or decrease of the amount of the currency, whereas

there is no necessary relation between the two whatever.

The particular methods of doing business have the most im-

portant influence on the quantity of currency necessary to carry
it on with : and a clumsy or more ingenious method of transacting
business may make the most important changes in the quantity
of money necessary to circulate any given amount of commodities

without causing any alteration in the price of these commodities

109. The Act of 1844 having placed an absolute limit upon
the discretion of the Bank in issuing Notes, Sir Robert Peel said.
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that he thought that banking business could not be too free and

unrestrained. The extraordinary accumulation of capital, arising

from the circumstances we have just detailed, lowered the market

rate of discount to 1-J and 2^ per cent, on the best bills, and the

Bank of England immediately conformed to the market rate on

the passing of the Act, and reduced its rate from 4 per cent, to

2 for the best bills. The day the Act came into operation,

indeed, the whole of the discounts were done at 1| : and they
continued at that rate for a fortnight, when some were done at

"2 per cent.: and up to the 26th October a considerable portion

was done at 2]. From this day, however, up to October, 1845,

the rate was 2^. In November, 1845, the rate was suddenly
raised to 3J : and continued at that figure till August, 1846,

when it was lowered to 3 per cent. These rates being governed by
the flow of bullion, which diminished from 15^ millions when the

Act of 1844 passed, to 13^ millions in November, 1845 : after

which it increased again to above 16 millions in August, 1846,

and then began steadily to decline till it reached its minimum
in the great crisis of October, 1847

110. The first failure of the potato crops in Ireland, in 1845,
and the railway mania of that year, are too well known to need

repetition here : nor had they anything to do properly with the

management of the Bank, whose sole proper duty it was to look

after its own affairs, and preserve its own stability. The calamity
of 1846 was far more severe and extensive than that of the

preceding year. It was absolutely certain that an immense

quantity of bullion would require to be exported in payment of

the grain which it would be necessary to import. Accordingly,
from the middle of September, 1846, a steady and continuous

drain of bullion set in, but the Bank made no alteration in the

rate of discount until the 16th January, 1847 : when the bullion

had fallen to 13,1)49,000, it raised the rate of discount to ;H :

and on the 23rd, the bullion having been further diminished by
f>nu.oni), it raised the rate to 4 per cent. Henceforth, the

drain continued rapidly, but the Bank still continued to make no

alteration until the 10th April, when, its treasure being reduced

to 11,867,000, the rate of discount was raised to 5 per cent.

T 2
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Here we have the same inveterate blunder committed by the

Bank as on so many previous occasions an immense drain of

bullion, and yet none but the most feeble, inefficient, and puerile

means taken by the Bank to raise the value of money here. But

the operation of the Bank at this time is an excellent example of

the self-acting nature of the Act of 1844. We need only

observe that the Banking Capital of the Bank was 14,000,000

of Notes based upon public securities, together with Notes repre-

senting as much bullion as there is in the Issue Department.

Consequently, the Notes held in reserve must always be equal to

the difference between the notes in circulation, or held by the

public, and the sum of 14,000,000 added to the quantity of

bullion

Now, we have seen that the intention of the framers of the

Act of 1844 was that, as the bullion diminished, the Notes in the

hands of the public should be diminished in conformity with the
"
Currency Principle

"

Let us now see

1. How the Bank was inclined to act on the principle
2. Supposing that they were disinclined to do so, how far the

Act, by its own self-acting principles, compelled them, to do so

The following figures speak for themselves
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These figures show the utter futility of the idea that, as the

bullion diminished, the Act could compel a reduction of Notes in

the hands of the public, for the Notes in circulation were within

an insignificant trifle, as large in amount when the bullion was

only 9,867,000, as when it was 16,366,000. Consequently,

nothing could be a more total and complete failure of the Act

of 1844, on the very first occasion on which its services were

required

111. Xow, let us recall to our readers' attention what

Mr. S. J. Loyd had pointed out as the fatal defect of the Bank

rule of 1832, which we have just given. He said that under it

the whole bullion in the Bank might be drained out without any
contraction in the circulation, and it was especially supposed
that the Bank Act of 1844 had especially provided against this

defect. In fact, the whole theory of the framers of the Act was,

that for every five sovereigns which left the country, a 5 note

should be withdrawn from circulation : and that if the directors

failed to do so of their own accord, the " mechanical
"
action of

the Act would compel them to do so. But what was the actual

result ?

The Bank had lost 7,000,000 of treasure, and its notes in

circulation were only reduced by 200,000 : the whole of the

reduction had been thrown on its own reserves. Hence, the

Bank Act of 1844 was open to exactly the same charge as the

Bank rule of 1832 !

Mr. F. T. Baring, ex-chancellor of the Exchequer, who

maintained that the Act had been successful on several points,

allowed that it had completely failed on this point
1 *'

I find that

the amount of bullion in the Bank on September 12th, 1846, was

K;,:>:>4,u<Hi : and on the 17th of April, 1847, it was reduced to

!),;}:>< ),000, being a diminution of 7,024,000. Now, I take the

same dates with respect to the circulation of notes, and I find

that on September 12th, 1S46, the amount was 20,!)82,000, and

on April 17th, 1847, it was 21.228,000 : being an increase of

240,000 I must say that I never entertained the idea that

it would have been possible under the operation of this Act to have
i iiinisiirii /'./>/. /trhiiti'.*, Vol. vt:>. p. i;i.-i
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shown such a set of figures I believe, if we look back, we

shall find that the operation of the deposits and the question of the

reserve was not sufficiently considered, either by those who were

favorable or those who were opposed to the bill. I cannot find in

the evidence before the Committee of 1840 more than a few

sentences leading me to suppose that danger arising from such a

cause was contemplated or referred to : yet this was a most

important consideration, for it was by the reserve the Bank was

enabled to do what was contrary to the spirit of the bill when

gold was running out, not to reduce their circulation by a single

pound. I do not think that the system works satisfactorily in

this respect : and, in fact, the point did not receive anything like

a sufficient consideration. Perhaps it was impossible before the

bill was in practical operation to see how the reserve of Notes

would operate : but it certainly never entered into the contempla-
tion of anyone then considering the subject that 7,000,000 in

gold should run off, and yet that the notes in the hands of the

public would rather increase than diminish
"

112. The number of notes held in reserve in the Banking

Department, under the system of 1844, correspond to the amount
of bullion held by the Bank before the division. When, there-

fore, the public saw that the whole banking resources of the

Bank were reduced to 2,558,000, a complete panic seized both

the public and the directors. The latter adopted severe measures

to check the demand for Notes. The rate was not only raised to

5 per cent., but this was only applicable to bills having only a

few days to run, and a limit was placed upon the amount of bills

discounted however good they might be. Merchants who had

received loans were called upon to repay them without being

permitted to renew them. During some days it was impossible
to get bills discounted at all. These measures were effectual in

stopping the efflux of bullion
;
and a sum of 100,000 in

sovereigns, which had been actually shipped for America, was
ivlaiid.-d. During this period, the rate of discount for the best

bills r<.sr t<> !), 10 and 12 per cent. During all this time the

price of wheat continued steadily to rise, notwithstanding the

monetary pressure, and at the close of May the price on one
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< K-casion readied ] ;J 1 s. in "Windsor market. The foreign exchanges,
which had been adverse to the country during the latter part of

isir, and the beginning of 1847, from the immense quantity of

foreign corn which was imported, became favorable in the middle

of April, partly owing to the great monetary pressure

113. The pressure passed off after the first week in May,

having lasted about three weeks, and bullion began to flow in

after the 24th of April, until at the end of June it amounted to

lo,">20,000, the notes in circulation being 18,051,000 and the

Notes in reserve 5,025,000

114. The conduct of the Bank in keeping down the rate of

discount when a rapid drain was going on, and the foreign

exchanges unfavorable, was the exact counterpart of what it had

done on so many previous occasions, and excited much comment
and adverse criticism by the whole commercial community of

London. The market rate rose decidedly above it, so that a rush

for discounts were made to the Bank, which were no sooner granted
than the gold was immediately drawn out

115. On the 27th of May, the Chancellor of the Exchequer

brought the subject of the monetary pressure before the House,

and stated that he had numerous deputations to him respecting a

suspension of the Act of 1844, which the Government was not pre-

pared to adopt. However, he meant to assist the Bank so far as to

dispense with the aid the Government usually had from the Bank
at Quarter day. With this view he intended to raise the interest

on Exchequer bills, which were then at a greater depreciation

than any other specie, of Government security, to 3rf. per day.

On the 10th, he brought in a resolution to allow all persons who
had subscribed to the eight million Irish loan a discount of 5 per
cent, on any instalment paid in before the 18th of June, and

4 per cent, if paid in before the 10th September

116. The enormously high price of grain, which had no

parallel since 1812, had the natural effect of tempting a great

number of houses to enter into speculations for the import of
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grain far beyond their power to support. The enormous importa-

tions in May, June and July, coupled with the very favorable

appearance of the harvest, caused a, heavy and continuous fall in

the price of grain ; and the reports of the potato crop being

favorable, the price of wheat fell to 40s. C>d. in September. But

the tremendous fall in the price of wheat had been attended with

ruin to the houses which had speculated in it. Moreover, that

hideous nuisance, which always flourishes in times of speculation

accommodation paper was extensively prevalent. The failures

in the corn trade began in August, which engendered a great

discredit in that and other branches of commerce. On the 7th of

August, the minimum rate of discount was raised to 5^, but this

was only for very short dated paper, as the greater part of the

paper discounted was charged at higher rates, which were main-

tained up to the Oth of October

117. On the Oth of August the first of the frightful cata-

logue of failures began. Leslie, Alexander and Co. stopped

payment with liabilities amounting to 500,000. On Wednesday,
the llth, Coventry and Sheppard stopped for 200,000 : and

King, Melville and Co. also for 200,000 : and several other

minor firms made the total failures in the first week amount to

1,200,000. In the next week Giles and Co. failed for 100,000 :

and the total in the second week was 300,000. In the following

week Robinson and Co. failed for 110,000, the senior partner
of the firm being the Governor of the Bank of England. Week
after week followed, each one increasing in severity, until at last

the total exceeded 15,000,000. In the middle of September
Saunderson and Co., the eminent bill brokers, stopped payment,-

being much involved with the great houses in the corn trade.

The exchanges, which had been brought to par in April by the

monetary pressure in that month, were, in consequence of the

increasing severity of the crisis, become decidedly favorable : and

on the 25th September bullion began to flow in. During the

whole of September the commercial calamities were falling fast

and thick

118. Almost all the firms connected with the Mauritius, such.
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aa K-.-id. Irving & Co., failed, principally from having their

funds locked up in sugar plantations. This was accompanied by
immense failures in the India trade : the credit given in that

trade being commonly of unusual length, which affords dangerous-

facilities for stretching it to too great a length. The railway

works which had been sanctioned in the session of 1 845-4(5 were

now in full operation, causing an immense demand for ready

money. Almost every tradesman in the kingdom, from Land's

End to John o' Groat's, was deep in railway speculations. The

extravagant delirium of prosperity in 1845-4G had caused great

numbers of them, not only to go far beyond their means them-

selves, but to trust their customers beyond the bounds of ordinary

credit. There can be no doubt whatever but that commercial

credit of all sorts and descriptions, among all classes of traders,

was in all probability in a more unhealthy state than it had ever-

been before : and that an unprecedentedly large portion of the

community were entangled in obligations, of which there was no-

prospect of their ever working themselves free. Sharp and

severe, therefore, as the remedy was, it unquestionably was the

best thing that could happen, that this unhealthy superstructure

should be cleared away, and that commerce should be recon-

structed upon an improved and renovated basis

The extreme pressure may be considered to have begun on

the 2ord of September, when the Bank adopted more stringent

measures for curtailing the demand upon its resources. Ever

since the 25th of June the diminution of bullion had been going
on rapidly : on the 2nd of October it was reduced to 8,5(55,000:

the notes in circulation being 18,712,000 : and the reserve

3,409,000

The rapid diminution of their resources showed the directors

that the time had come when they must think of their own

safety : and on that day they gave notice that the minimum
rate of all bills falling due before the 15th of October would be

A.
1

, : and they refused altogether to make advances on Stock or

Exchequer bills. This last announcement created a great excite-

ment on the Stock Exchange. The town and country bankers

hastened to sell their public securities to convert them into money.
The difference between the price for Consols for ready money, and
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for the account of the 14th October, showed a rate of interest

equivalent to 50 per cent, per annum. Exchequer bills were sold

at 35s. discount. Everything became worse day by day. On
the ] 8th of October the Bank rates of discount varied from 5^
to 1) per cent. At this time the bullion was 8,431,000: the

notes in circulation 19,35
(

.),0<>0 : and in reserve 2,630,000.

The following week, from Monday the 18th to Saturday the 23rd,

was the great crisis. On that Monday the Royal Bank of

Liverpool, with a paid-up capital of 800,000, stopped payment,
which caused the funds to fall 2 per cent. This was followed by
the stoppage of the North and South Wales Bank, also of

Liverpool ; the Liverpool Bank, the Union Bank of Newcastle,

heavy runs upon the other banks of the district, and other bank

failures at Manchester, and in the West of England. As the

whole of the commercial world knew that the resources of the

Banking Department were being rapidly exhausted, a complete

panic seized them. A complete cessation of private discounts

followed. No one would part with the money or notes in his

possession. The most exorbitant sums were offered to and

refnsL'd by merchants for their acceptances

119. The continued and ever increasing severity of the crisis

caused deputation after deputation to be sent to the Government

to obtain a relaxation of the Act : and on Saturday, the 23rd of

October, the final determination of the Ministry to authorise the

Bank to issue Notes beyond the limits prescribed by the Act was

taken and communicated to the Bank, who immediately acted

upon it, and discounted freely at 9 per cent. The letter itself

was not actually sent till Monday, the 25th. It stated that the

Government had expected that the pressure which had existed for

some weeks would have passed away like the one in April had

<lone, by the operation of natural causes : that being disappointed
in this hope, they had come to the conclusion that the time

had come when they ought to attempt by some extraordinary and

temporary measure to restore confidence to the mercantile

f community. That for this purpose they recommended the

directors of the Bank of England in the emergency to enlarge the

.amount of their discounts and advances upon approved security ;
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but that to restrain this operation within reasonable limits a high
rate of interest should be charged, which, under the circumstances,

should not, they thought, be less than 8 per cent. That if such

a course should lead to any infringement of the law. they would

be prepared to propose to Parliament, on its meeting, a Bill of

Indemnity. This letter was made public about 1 o'clock on

Monday, the 25th, and no sooner was it done than the panic
vanished like a dream ! Mr. Gurney stated that it produced its

effect in ten minutes ! No sooner was it known that notes might
be had than the want of them ceased ! Not only no infringement
of the Act took place, but the whole issue of notes in consequence
of this letter was only 400,000 : so that while at one moment
the whole credit of Great Britain was in imminent danger of

total destruction, within one hour it was saved by the issue of

400,000

120. The extraordinary and disastrous state of public credit

at this period may be judged of by the aid afforded by the Bank
of England to different establishments, from the loth of September
to the 15th of November, as follows :

1. It advanced 150,000 to a large firm in London, who

were under liabilities to the extent of several millions, on the

security of debentures of the Governor and Company of the Copper
Miners of England, which prevented them from stopping payment.

'2. It advanced 50,000 to a country banker, on the security

of real property
:>. It advanced 120,000 to the Governor and Company of

the Copper Miners, which prevented them from stopping payment.
4. It advanced i/.oo.ooo to the Royal Bank of Liverpool on

the security of bills of exchange, over and above their usual

discounts : but this was inadequate, and the bank, having no

further security to offer, stopped payment
5. It advanced 100,000 to another joint stock bank in the

country
0. It advanced !:><),000 on real property, to a large

mercantile house in London
7. It advanced ".0,000 to another mercantile house, on the

security of approved names
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8. It advanced 50,000 on bills of exchange to a joint stock

bank of issue, which soon after stopped payment
9. It advanced 15,000 on real property to another mercan-

tile house in London

10. It saved a large establishment in Liverpool from failing,

by forbearing to enforce payment of 100,000 of their accept-

ances falling due

11. It assisted another very large joint stock bank in the

country by an advance of 800,000 beyond its usual discount limit.

12. It advanced 100,000 to a country banker, on real

security.

13. It advanced to a Scotch bank 200,000, on the security

of local bills, and 60,000 on London bills

14 It assisted another Scotch bank by discounting 100,000

of local and London bills

15. It advanced 100,000 to a large mercantile house in

London, on approved personal security

1C. It assisted a large house in Manchester to resume pay-
ment by an advance of 40,000 on approved personal security

17. It advanced 30,000 to a country bank on real property.

18. It assisted many other houses, both in town and country,

by advances of smaller sums on securities not usually admitted :

and it did not reject in London any one bill offered for discount,

except on the ground of insufficient security

The far larger portion of this assistance was given before the

23rd of October

121, A general election had taken place in the autumn of

1847 : and the Ministry, having taken upon themselves the

responsibility of authorising the Bank of England to violate the

Act of 1844, lost no time in calling a meeting of the new Parlia-

ment. It met on the 18th of November, and after a few prelimi-

nary days were occupied in swearing in the members, the speech
from the throne was delivered on the 23rd. The first paragraph
stated as a reason for calling them together, that the embarrass-

ments of trade were so ahirming that the Queen had authorised

the Ministry to recommend to the Bank of England a course

which might have led to an infringement of the law. Happily,.
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however, the j)ower given to infringe the law, if necessary, hud

allayed the panic

122. On the :->Oth of November, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer moved for a Committee to inquire into the causes of

the recent commercial distress, and how far it had been affected

by the Act of 18-44. He spoke of the panic in the spring. He
said that he had seen no reason to change the opinion he had

then expressed, that it was mainly owing to the imprudence of

the Bank, which, having full warning of the various demands it

would have upon it, was too tardy in raising the rate of discount,

and had lent out, over the period when the dividends became

payable, the money they had provided for that purpose : so that

they were not in possession of adequate funds when they were

required. The low state of their reserve then excited consterna-

tion. The Bank then took the severe step of reducing the

amount of discounts : they pulled up as suddenly as they had

unwisely let out their reserve before. With respect to the panic

in October, he said that the severe pressure in the Money
Market had abated when the bank failures in Liverpool and the

North of England took place, which renewed the alarm. After

describing the great pressure on the banks in the country, he

s:tid

" The Bank of England were pressed directly for assistance

from all parts of the country, and indirectly through the London

bankers, who were called upon to support their country corre-

spondents. The country banks required a large amount of

Notes, to render them secure against possible demands : not so

much for payment of their notes as their deposits. Houses in

London were constantly applying to the Bank for aid. Two bill

brokers had stopped, and the operations of two others were

nearly paralysed. The whole demand for discount was thrown

upon the hands of the Bank of England. Notwithstanding this,

the Bank never refused a bill which it would have discounted at

{mother time : but still the large mass of bills which, under

ordinary circumstances, are discounted by bill brokers, could not

be negotiated. During this period we were daily, I may say

hourly, in possession of the state of the Bank. The Governor
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and Deputy Governor at last said that they could no longer

continue their advances to support the various parties who-

applied to them : that they could save themselves, that is, they

could comply with the law : but that they could not do so with-

out pressing more stringently on the commercial world. At this

crisis a feeling as to the necessity of the interposition of Govern -

ment appeared to be generally entertained : and those conversant

with commercial affairs, and least likely to decide in favor of the

course we ultimately adopted, unanimously expressed an opinion,

that if some measure were not taken by the Government to arrest

the evil, the most disastrous consequences must inevitably ensue..

Evidence was laid before the Government which proved, not only
the existence of severe pressure from the causes I have stated,,

but also that it was aggravated in a very great degree by the

hoarding on the part of many persons of gold and Bank Notes

to a very large extent, in consequence of which an amount of

circulation which, under ordinary circumstances, would have

been adequate, became insufficient for the wants of the com-

munity. It was difficult to establish this beforehand, but the

best proof of the fact is in what occurred after we had interfered.

As soon as the letter of the 25th October appeared, and the panic

ceased, thousands and tens of thousands of pounds were taken

from the hoards, some from boxes deposited with bankers,,

although the parties would not leave the Notes in their bankers^

hands. Large parcels of notes were returned to the Bank of

England cut into halves, as they had been sent down into the

country : and so small was the real demand for an additional

quantity of notes, that the whole amount taken from the Bank
when the unlimited issue was given was under 400,000. The
restoration of confidence released Notes from their hoards, and no
more was wanted, for this trifling quantity of additional notes is

hardly worth notice. . . . . Parties of every description
made application to us with the observation,

' We do not want
notes but give us confidence.' They said we have notes enough,
but we have not confidence to use them : say you will stand by
us, and we shall have all we want : do anything in short that

will give us confidence. If we think we can get Hank Notes wc-

sliall not want them. Uiarge any rate of interest you please.
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ask what you like (Mr. Spooner, No ! Xo
!)

I beg pardon of

the honorable gentlemen, but I may be permitted to know what

was actually said to me. I say, that what I have stated, was the

tenor of the applications made to me. Parties said to me ' Let

us have Xotes, charge 10 or 12 per cent, for them: we don't care

what the rate of interest is. We don't mean indeed to take the

Notes, because we shall not want them : only tell us that we can

get them, and this will at once restore confidence.' We have

been asked what was the change of circumstances which induced

us to act on Saturday, when we declined acting a day or two

before. I reply that the accounts which we received on Thurs-

day, Friday and Saturday, were of a totally different description

from those which had been previously brought to us. It was on

Saturday, and not before, that this conviction was forced upon
us : and it was not till then that we felt it necessary to sanction

a violation of the law
"

The persons applying generally said that it was necessary to

place a limit on the amount to be authorised, which they proposed
should be 2,000,000 or :>,000,000, but the Government thought
that the limit should be placed on the rate of interest, and

accordingly this was the method adopted

123: Sir Robert Peel felt particularly called upon to defend

the Act of 1S44. After defending himself from some minor

charges, he protested against singling out individual members of

Parliament, and making them responsible for the acts of the

whole Legislature. He said that some persons alleged that the

Act of 1844 had been passed without due inquiry : but he

recounted the committees that had sat for five years, and had

asked on the wiiole upwards of 14,000 questions questions and

answers without end, but with no practical result from those

apparently interminable investigations. The last committee had

closed its labors without any practical results. At last the

Ministry determined to bring forward a measure on their own

responsibility, which had been carried by extraordinary majorities:

but, nevertheless, if it could be shown that the Act of 1844 could

be amended that it ought to be done
" There has been some misrepresentation respecting the objects
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of tli is Act. I do not deny that one of the objects contemplated

by the Act was the prevention of the convulsions that had hereto-

fore occurred, in consequence of the neglect of the Bank of

England to take early precautions against the withdrawal of its

treasure. I did hope that, although there was no imperative

obligation on the Bank of England to take those precautions,

that the experience of 1825, 183G, and 1839, would have induced

that establishment to conform to principles which the Directors

of the Bank acknowledged to be just, and which they had more

than once professed to adopt for their own regulation. I am
bound to say, that in that hope, that in that object of the bill, I

have been disappointed. I am bound to admit, seeing the extent

of commercial depression which has prevailed, and the number

of houses which have been swept away, some of which, however,

I think, were insolvent long before the Bill came into operation,

and others of which became insolvent in consequence of the

failure of those who were connected with them, and were impru-
dent in their speculations, I am bound to admit that that purpose
of the Bill of 1844 which sought to impress, if not a legal at

least a moral obligation on the Bank, to prevent the necessity for

measures of extreme stringency by timely precautions, had not

been fulfilled. I must contend that it was in the power of the

Bank, if not to prevent all the evils that have arisen, at least to

diminish greatly their force. If the Bank had possessed the

resolution to meet the coming danger by a contraction of its

issues, by raising the rate of discount, by refusing much of the

accommodation which they granted between the years 1844 and

1 84G if they had been firm and determined in the adoption of

these precautions, the necessity for extrinsic interference might
have been prevented : it might not then have been necessary for

the Government to authorise a violation of the Act of 1844.

.... The Bill of 1844 had a triple object. Its first object

was that in which I admit it has failed, namely, to prevent by

urly and gradual, severe and sudden contraction, and the panic
and confusion inseparable from it. But the Bill had at least two

other objects of at least equal importance the one to maintain

and guarantee the convertibility of the paper currency into gold :

the other to prevent the difficulties which arise at nil times from
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undue speculation being
1

aggravated by the abuse of Paper Credit

in the form of promissory notes. In these two objects my belief

is that the Bill has completely succeeded. My belief is, that you
have had a guarantee for the maintenance of the principle of

convertibility such as you never had before: my belief also is,

that whatever difficulties you are now suffering, from a combina-

tion of various causes, the difficulties would have been greatly

aggravated if you had not wisely taken the precaution of checking
the unlimited issues of the notes of the Bank of England, of

joint stock banks, and of private banks''

124. Sir Robert Peel then entered into a most able descrip-

tion of the true evils the country was suffering from, which arose

from the enormous destruction of capital, by the dearth of food,

the unusual absorption of capital in one channel of commerce, and

the construction of railroads, which were not yet remunerative.

He showed the absurdity of having cheap money while capital

was scarce. The whole of his remarks are so admirable, that we

regret that their length prevents us from giving them entire.

He cordially approved of the course the Government had taken

in not issuing the letter sooner than they did, and in doing it

when they did. The true remedy for the state of things under

which the country was suffering was individual exertion, the

limitation of engagements, the cessation of all demands which

could be postponed : an earlier issue of the letter would have

relaxed those exertions. But to that pressure a panic succeeded,

which could not be provided against or foreseen by legislation,

which could not be reasoned with, and which could only be met

by a discretionary assumption of power by the Government

suitable to the emergency. Whether any modification of the

Act of 1844 was desirable was a question for future consideration.

His own opinion was in favor of the maintenance of the great

principles of that measure. If the identical restrictions were

not imposed upon the Bank as were then in force, still there

must be some restrictions : lor, after the experience of 1825,

is:;i; ;i ii(l 1831), he, for one, would not be content to leave the

regulation of the monetary concerns of this country to the

uncontrolled discretion of the Bank. In 1844 the general

VOL. ii., PART 2 U
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conviction was that it ought not to be so left, and he, for one,

knew no better mode of imposing restriction than that which was

devised by the Act of 1844

125. The Committee appointed by each House began to sit

in February, 1848. The Governor, Mr. Morriss, and the Deputy

Governor, Mr Prescott, were examined at great length before

each Committee, and expressed their unqualified approbation of

the Act of 1844, and the manner it had worked. The object of

the Act was to place the circulation of this country exactly in the

same position as it would have been if the Currency had been

entirely metallic

Your opinion is, then, that with regard both to the contrac-

tion of the Currency and the expansion of the Currency, they

would both have taken place precisely in the same mode, and to

the same degree had the Currency been purely metallic ?

Mr. Morriss "
Yes, I have not the slightest doubt upon the

subject
"

They said that its object was to secure the convertibility of

the note, which it had effectually done. That the Bank acted

erroneously in the spring of 1847 in not raising their rate of

discount sooner, which much contributed to the monetary pressure

in April. They said that the Government letter of the 25th October

was not sought for by them, nor issued in any way at their

instance : that they had no fear whatever for the Bank : and

that it was not required to maintain the solvency of the Bank ;

but nevertheless it had the best effects in allaying the commercial

panic. That the panic would have inevitably occurred even

without the Act of 1844 : but the Act brought it on sooner, and

probably made it less severe

That the great merit of the Act was, that when the pressure
did come the Bank was in possession of 8,000,000 of treasure :

that if the Bank had been left free it would probably have

followed the course of dangerous liberality, which it had done on

so many occasions previously. That though the Government

letter did relieve the panic, it would probably have passed away
without it. They earnestly deprecated any alteration in the Act,

except that they thought the permission to issue notes on silver

too limited
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126. Mr. S. Guriiey agreed in blaming the management of

the Hank during the first three months of 1S47, and said that if

the Bank had commenced restrictive measures much earlier, the

Mire of April would have been mitigated. He said that in

October the rapid diminution of the reserve caused a very

general distrust among the public as to how they were to obtain

circulating medium. The wealthy and more powerful took care

very largely to over-provide themselves, infinitely beyond the

necessities of the case. The consequence was that the notes in

the hands of the public amounted to nearly 21.000,000, of

which he had no doubt that four or five millions were locked up
and inoperative, in consequence of the alarm and fear of not

being able to get Bank Notes at all. In illustration of this, he

said that his own house was largely called upon for money on

Saturday, the 23rd, not from distrust of the house, but from

doubt that Bank Notes were to be had at all. They applied to

the Bank for discount to a large amount, which was agreed to, but

they were told the rate must be 10 per cent. Upon remonstrating
with the Governor, and saying it would have the worse effect

if it became known that their house was paying 10 per cent, for

money, the rate was finally agreed upon at 1) per cent. At

this rate they took 200,000. On Monday, the 25th, however,

the demand was very heavy, and they took 200,000 more. It

was a case of difficulty with the Bank under its reduced

reserve and the limitation of the Act, and a final decision was

postponed till two o'clock. At one o'clock, however, the letter

from the Government was announced, authorising the relaxation.

Its effect was immediate. Those who had sent notice for their

money in the morning sent word that they did not want it, and

that they had only ordered payment by way of precaution. After

the notice they only required 100,000 instead of 200,000 : the

alarm passed off, and by the end of the week they had to ask the

Bank, as a favor, to be allowed to repay the money they had taken

Mr. Gurney stated that the experience of the last two years had

altered his opinion respecting the Act, and that he thought it

necessary that there should be a relaxing power somewhere

Thus it is seen that this occasion demonstrated, as all previous

u 2
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ones had done, that the Restrictive Theory in a very severe com-

mercial crisis brings universal failure : and thai the Expansive

Theory is indispensable to preserve the existence of merchants

and Banks

Th.& Author demonstrates the True and Supreme Poirer of

control Iimj Credit and the Issues of the Bank

127. It was in the summer of 1855 that I discovered the-

true method of controlling Credit and the Paper Currency :

showing how the principles of the Bullion Report are to be

carried into practical effect : and thus completing the Theory
of the Paper Currency which is now universally accepted

As soon as I came to examine critically the Bank Charter Act

of 1S44 : and the ideas, concepts, and theories upon which it is

founded : I saw at once as every Mercantile lawyer would that

its very basis, the Definition of Currency, upon which it is

founded, is absurd : and in diametrical contradiction to a whole

series of decisions of the Courts of Law : and the doctrines

previously held by all Statesmen and Economists

That its very aim and object was to enforce a Theory which

had been uniformly condemned by all the most eminent financial

authorities of former times : by the Bullion Report : by Sir

Robert Peel himself on several previous occasions : and confuted

by the uniform practical experience of all preceding Monetary
Panics

All preceding financial authorities of the highest eminence

the Bullion Report Sir Robert Peel himself, had condemned the

Restrictive Theory in a Commercial Crisis : and had declared

that, after it had attained a certain degree of intensity, it was

indispensable to adopt the Expansive Theory to avert universal

failure. These doctrines were founded upon irrefragable reasoning,
and ample and uniform experience

In 1704 the Bank had advanced a million to support Com-
merce in the great crisis of that year. In 1793 the Bank had

adopted a rigorously Restrictive system, and persevered doggedly
in this course in defiance of the repeated advice of the highest
financial authorities: at length, when universal failure wa>
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imminent, the Government came forward, and, following the pre-

cedent of Montague in 1007, issued a moderate amount of

Exchequer Bills, and commerce instantly was saved. In 1825,

for three days, the Bank adopted the rigorously Restrictive system :

and when it had pulled down several powerful and wealthy

hanks, and commerce was on the very brink of universal failure,

it suddenly adopted the Expansive system, and commerce was

saved. In 1836-38, when a Commercial Crisis and a Monetary
Panic were impending, as severe as any which had happened

before, the Bank with great skill, wisdom, courage, and audacity

at once boldly adopted the Expansive system, and the Monetary
Panic was averted.

Nevertheless, in defiance of all this unanimous consent of

financial authorities, and the uniform experience of Commercial

Crises and Monetary Panics, Sir Robert Peel, in flat contradiction

of his own repeatedly expressed opinions, enforced the Restrictive

Theory by Law, by imposing a cast-iron limit on the power of

the Bank to issue Xotes. And why did he do this ? Because he

evolved a fantastic theory out of his own inner consciousness

that Commercial Crises are solely due to the excessive issues of

Bank Xotes

Xow, any bankQr and practical man of business would have

told him that such an idea was a fond delusion. As a matter of

positive fact, one of the most terrible Commercial Crises of modern

times took place at Amsterdam and Hamburg in 17(>4, where

there were no Bank Xotes except those issued in exchange for

specie

The fact is that the Bank Act of 3844 is founded upon a

whole nest of Definitions and Theories which are pure moonshine.

In 1847 the whole of Sir Robert Peel's anticipations and

theories were blown to the winds by the Monetary Pressure in

April, and the Monetary Panic in October, when it was found

indispensable to abandon the Restrictive Theory and to adopt the

Expansive Theory, just in the old, old way : and the mercantile

Community was saved from universal ruin thereby

Nevertheless, although all the theories upon which the Bank

Act is founded are erroneous, and were shattered to pieces by the

rude experience of facts, on the very first occasion on which they
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were really tested, there was one great solid practical benefit

derived from it. When, the Monetary Panic actually came, the

Bank possessed an ample store of gold to meet it

In April, 1S47, the Directors had proceeded exactly in the

way of their predecessors. They allowed their gold to ebb away
without taking any efficient measures to prevent it. It was

evident that at that time they had not perceived the true way of

stopping it, i.e., by a bold and rapid raising of the Eate of

Discount. Now, whatever might be the theoretical errors of the

Act, statesmen saw that at all events it compelled the Bank to

keep a greater store of gold to meet the panic when it did come,

which it was wholly out of their power to touch. And it was

hopeless to expect that the Government or Parliament would

consent to any alteration of the Act while it secured that

inestimable practical benefit or at least until a better method

was discovered of attaining the same practical end

128. Now let us recall to the reader the state of the

question
The witnesses before the Irish Committee of 1804 and the

Bullion Committee of 1810 maintained that there is only One

cause of an export of Bullion namely, a balance of payments to

be made on account of goods imported
But the Bullion Committee showed that there is a Second

cause namely, a depreciated Paper Money
Thus it was established that there are Two causes of an

export of Bullion

The Bullion Report laid down as a doctrine that in order to

prevent the export of Bullion on account of a Depreciation of the

Paper Money, it was indispensable to regulate the amount of

Paper Money by the Market Price of Bullion and the state of

the Foreign Exchanges. But they gave no rule or principle by
which this was to be done

They emphatically laid down that the absolute quantity of

Paper Money was no criterion whether it was excessive or not.

The sole criterion was the Market Price of Bullion and the state

of the Foreign Exchanges
In LSI!) the Directors of the Bank repudiated the doctrines
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of the Bullion Report, and strenuously denied that the amount

of their Issues could have any effect on the price of gold or on

the Foreign Exchanges
In 1827, however, they became convinced of the truth of the

doctrines of the Bullion Report : they expunged the resolution of

1819 from their books: and made an attempt to regulate their

Issues by them

But the scheme they adopted turned out a complete failure :

and was condemned by Lord Overstone, who was no doubt a

practical banker of the first eminence : and the proof was that in

1830 and 1830 they brought the Bank to the very verge of

bankruptcy
The specific indictment which Lord Overstone brought

against the scheme of the Directors was, that under it every

single sovereign might be drawn out of the Bank, and yet not a

single Note be withdrawn from circulation

Then the sect of which Lord Overstone was the most

influential member maintained the dogma, which they termed

the "
Currency Principle

"
: which is, that when Bank Notes

payable to bearer on demand are permitted to be issued, they

ought to be exactly equal in quantity to the amount of gold they

displace : and that for every five sovereigns drawn out of the

Bank a 5 note ought to be cancelled. This they held to be the

sole criterion whether Paper was excessive or not

This scheme, it was alleged, would secure the country from all

future monetary troubles : it was supposed to be the ne plus ultra

of human wisdom : and the Bank Act of 1844 re-modelled the

Bank so as to carry this principle into effect

But the experiences of April and October, 1847, shattered all

these theories to pieces. For it was found, on both these occasions,

that vast quantities of ({old were drained away from the Bank,

and not a single Bank Note was withdrawn from circulation

This shows how much easier it is to criticise the schemes of

others which are seen in operation than to devise one of one's

own

129. In 1854 I was led, from the circumstances stated in

the Introduction, to take up the subject of Political Economy, or
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Economics. On examining the current text books on the subject,

I found that they had not the remotest conception of the Juridical

and Mathematical principles of Credit, or of the mechanism of the

colossal system of Mercantile and Banking Credit. I therefore

undertook to write a treatise on the subject

I carefully studied all the Parliamentary Debates and all the

Parliamentary Eeports on the subject the different principles

which the Directors had adopted for the management of the

Bank and the history of the various Commercial Crises and

Monetary Panics which had occurred up to that time

On examining the doctrines of the sect which are embodied in

the Act of 1844, and the Act itself, I at once perceived as any
Mercantile lawyer would that the Definition of Currency on

which it is founded is absurd that all the theories on which it is

founded are pure moonshine and, furthermore, that the Act itself

does not carry out the Theory it professes to adopt
In order really to carry out the "

Currency Principle
"

into

effect it would be indispensable to prohibit the Bank from dis-

counting Bills of Exchange : because every time the Bank
discounts a Bill of Exchange it violates the "

Currency

Principle
"

Moreover, its principles were in diametrical contradiction to

the doctrines of all the great financial authorities of previous

times and of the Bullion Report
The experience of the Monetary Panic of 1847 proved to

demonstration that the doctrines of the Bullion Report are correct,

and those of the Bank Act of 1844 erroneous

Nevertheless, there was one inestimable practical merit of the

Act of 1844 it insured a store of Gold to meet the panic when

it did come, and prevented the Directors from allowing their gold
to be all drained away, as they had uniformly done previously,
and as they would have done in 1847, if they had not been

stopped by the provisions of the Act

In the eyes of practical statesmen this single merit would out-

weigh all the fantastic theories upon which it is founded

The problem, therefore, was to discover a method which

should protect and preserve the store of Gold in the Bank as

effectually as the Bank Act of 1844 had indisputably done : and
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at the same time emancipate the Bank from the fantastic theories

which held it in thraldom, and permit it to act in Commercial

Crises and Monetary Panics in accordance with the principles of

the Bullion Report and of all former financial authorities, which

had been proved to be true by uniform experience: and further con-

firmed by the experience of 1857 and 1866, shortly to be described.

And in this I have perfectly succeeded

130. While I was reflecting on this complex problem, and

hitherto saw no solution to it, a very sudden and severe monetary
drain took place in the autumn of 1855

One day, during this monetary drain, happening to be on duty
at the Bank, a customer came in and wanted me to do something.

Having been only a few months in the Bank, and therefore a

perfect neophyte in banking, I had not the remotest idea what he

wanted me to do : and, accordingly, I set him on to talk, in order

to give myself time to think

He then made this revelation to me. He said that when the

Rate of Discount between two monetary centres differs by more

than sufficient to pay the cost of sending bullion from one to the

other as was the case then between London and Paris bullion

dealers and others, who have had no operations necessitating

remittances of gold, fabricate bills for the express purpose of

exporting bullion from the cheaper centre to the dearer for the

purpose of reaping the profit during the currency of the bills

Xot only that, but foreign merchants and bankers hurry over

their bills for discount and take away the gold

To take an extreme case. Suppose that London bankers per-

versely maintained their Rate of Discount at 2 per gent., while

the Rate in Paris was 10 per cent. The meaning of that would

be that persons could buy gold for 2 per cent, in London and sell

it at 10 per cent, in Paris. What would be the consequence ?

First : Every post from foreign parts within a certain distance

would bring over shoals of foreign bills to be discounted in

London, and the proceeds immediately remitted abroad

Secondly : Bullion dealers and others would immediately
fabricate bills for the purpose of having them discounted, drawing

out the proceeds and remitting them abroad
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Now, both these classes of persons do not want Bank Notes at

all they want nothing but solid Gold

The error upon which the whole theory of the Bank Act made

shipwreck was the popular one, that when a banker discounts a bill

he hands over Bank Notes in exchange for it over the counter in

the first instance

But a banker never discounts or purchases Bills of Exchange
with Bank Notes in the first instance

It is the very essence of
"
banking

"
that a banker in the first

instance purchases a Bill of Exchange by creating a Credit or a

Deposit in his customer's favor in his books

Then after, but not before, this Credit or Deposit has been

created in his favor in the banker's books, the customer may
either (1) have Notes in exchange for it : or (2) he may draw

out the gold by means of a Cheque

Now, persons engaged in the operations above described

have no use for Notes : their great object is to obtain Credits or

Deposits in the books of bankers : and as soon as they have

succeeded in obtaining these they instantly draw out all the gold
and export it.

Thus the whole of the Gold may be drained away from the

banks, and not a single Note be withdrawn from circulation

Which plays utter havoc with the brainspun theories of the

Bank Act of 1844

The express object of that Act was to compel a 5 note to

be withdrawn from circulation for every five sovereigns that were

drawn out of the Bank. And it was stoutly maintained that, if

the Directors perversely refused to do this, the mechanical action

of the Act would compel them to do so

It is now proved decisively, by a simple statement of facts and

abundant personal experience, that by a due course of mismanage-
ment every single sovereign may be drawn out of the banking

department of the Bank, and yet not a single Note withdrawn

from circulation: as all but happened in the great Panic of 1857:

;md would actually have happened within an hour if the doors of

the Bank had been opened on the morning of the 13th November,.
and the Act had not been suspended on the previous evening
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Thus, the Bank Act of 1844 is open to exactly the same fatal

defect as the former scheme of the Directors

131. The outside public only see the contests between

bankers and merchants on the question of accommodation : but

as a matter of fact, it is the bullion dealers who are the natural

enemies of bankers

Bullion dealers import and export bullion for profit, just as

merchants do other merchandise. Like every one else, they buy
in the cheapest market and sell in the dearest. And if they see

that English bankers are willing to sell them their gold at '2 per

cent., when the market price is 10 per cent., they are quite ready

to fool them to the top of their bent, and buy every ounce of

gold they possess: thus chaining away the bullion basis of the

Paper Currency : and leave the entire Currency so many pieces of

paper
This is so perfectly well understood now that there is no need

of giving any further examples

132. It is very remarkable that, though this circumstance

must have been known to hundreds of business men, yet it has

never before that we are aware of found its way into print : it

was never on any occasion alluded to in the Parliamentary
Debates: it was never mentioned by a single witness before the

Parliamentary Committees, nor in any Parliamentary Eeport :

and yet it is decisive of the whole question, and it gives the key
to the solution of the whole difficulty

133. It is now demonstrated that instead of there being only
One cause of the export of bullion, as maintained by the witnesses

before the Bullion Committee or Two, as proved by the Bullion

Report there are in reality Three causes

1. Payments clue for goods imported
'2. A Depreciated Paper Money
:;. A Difference in the Rates of Discount between two

monetary centres more than sufficient to defray the cost of the

transport of bullion from one to the other
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134. This last discovery puts the coping stone on the Theory
of the Bullion Report : and renders it absolutely complete : and

shows how the principles of the Bullion Report are to be carried

into practical application

The Theory of Credit and the Paper Currency is now

complete

135. Ricardo and the Bullion Report utterly denied that

the absolute quantity of Paper at any time is any criterion of its

being defective or excessive. They maintained that the only

criterion of the legitimate quantity of Paper i.e., Credit is the

Market Price of Bullion and the State of the Foreign Exchanges.
And their doctrines, after having been temporarily submerged by
the fantastic theories of Lord Overstone and his sect, who

beguiled Sir Robert Peel away from his sager mentors, have now

re-emerged triumphant, and are now universally acknowledged to

be true by all practical men of business in the world

I published these doctrines in my Theory and Practice of

Banking in 1856 : and from that time forward these principles

have been understood and acted upon by the Directors of the

Bank : and they received the most satisfactory confirmation,

because in the Committee of the Commons on the great

Monetary Panic of 1857, Mr. Norman, who had been one of

the leading supporters of Lord Overstone's dogmas and of the

Bank Act of 1844, candidly acknowledged that the Directors of

the Bank had found the Rate of Discount amply sufficient means

of controlling their issues

The Monetary Panic of IS.") 7

136. The crisis we have last considered was the inevitable

termination of a multiplicity of derangements of the proper course

of commerce. No one conversant with commercial history could

fail to foresee that the entanglements of so large a portion of the

public with railway speculations, and the losses caused by the

failures of the harvest, must produce a Crisis. We have seen that
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this panic gave a fatal blo\v to the prestige of the Bank Act

of 1844, which was enacted in express contradiction to the

unanimous opinions of the most experienced authorities of

former times whom it professed to follow. They had invari-

ably protested against imposing a cast-iron limit on the issues of

the Bank. The experience of the crisis of 1847, amply

confirming that of 1793, 1707, and 1825, and also proving the

wisdom of the action of the Bank in 1836, showed that such

a restriction cannot be maintained in the paroxysm of a great

crisis without endangering the existence of the whole mass of

commercial credit

The Crisis we are now going to describe was of a very

different nature. It burst upon the world in the most unexpected
manner. It gave no premonitory symptoms which were apparent

to any but very watchful and experienced eyes ; and when it did

come it revealed a depth of rottenness in the commercial world

which appalled every one, and proved to be of much more severe

intensity than that of 1847

137. The supporters of the Act of 1844 were much crest-

fallen by its failure in 1847, but they took courage again after

the Crimean War. The Act had been subjected to the test of a

great commercial crisis and had failed. It was now subjected to

the test of a war, and many of its opponents predicted that it

would fail again ;
but it did not. Its effects during the

Crimean war were probably salutary : but the war did not

proceed to any such lengths as to test its powers severely.

Peace was restored before the resources of the country were in

anv measure strained

138. In the course of 1855 the Directors began to perceive

that the Kate of Discount was the true method of protecting the-

re-serve of the Bank. The following table, showing the bullion

in the Bank and the Kate of Discount during 1855, shows a most

marked difference in the action of the Bank in 1855 and during

former periods
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1855.
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139. The most judicious conduct on the part of the Bank

which merited nothing but the most unqualified commendation,

excited a great clatter among a certain number of people who

think that money is to be created ad libitum by writing "promises
to pay

"
on bits of paper, when there is no money to pay them

with : and who think it possible to send one's money abroad and

also to have it at home. The papers were filled for weeks with

letters and articles exhibiting all the rank follies which were

once prevalent on the subject of the price of corn, and which

have been so admirably exposed by Adam Smith. But not many

years afterwards a marked change for the better took place.

The majority of writers then began to understand that the Rate

of Discount is the true and supreme regulating power of the

Paper Currency, and instead of assailing the Bank with howls of

execration, when it did its duty in raising the rate of discount,

they generally commended it. This was great, real and sound

progress in the spread of Economic science

140. At the end of 1855 the Queen exercised the power
reserved in the Act of 1844, to enable the Bank of England to

extend its issues to not more than two-thirds of the amount of

those of any banks of issue that might cease to issue notes.

From the passing of the Act up to this period forty-seven banks,

whose authorised issues amounted to 712,623, ceased to issue

their own notes : and on the 13th December, 1855, the Queen in

Council issued an order authorising the Bank of England to

increase its issue to the amount of 475,000 upon public

securities. But this is 'not the bond fide increase in the issuing

power of the Bank. For, in the year 1854, the Clearing House

was organised on a better plan : and whereas before that an

average amount of 200,000 of Bank notes was required to

adjust its transactions: by the new system these were totally

dispensed with, and no Notes at all are now used. Moreover, by
the admission of the Joint Stock Banks to the Clearing House,

they were saved from keeping an enormous amount of Notes to

meet the ' :

bankers' charges," which no one who was not behind

the scenes could estimate. These Notes, therefore, now became

available to the Bank to use for commercial purposes : and con-
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sequently are to be considered as so much additional power of

issue to the Bank, which thus had in reality acquired an increased

power of issue far exceeding a million

141. For several months after the beginning of 185G the

Money Market continued in a state of great
"
tightness," and the

Bullion in the Bank scarcely varied. The lowest was on the

L>(lth of April, when it stood at 9,081,075 ; after that it

gradually rose, and the Rate of Discount fell in summer to about

4] to 4-J : but in October the bullion fell very considerably again,

and discount rose to 7 and 8 per cent. : and a pressure followed

of about the same severity as in 1855, and continued with very

little variation to the end of the year. On December the -4th,

discount was 6j: on the 18th, (> percent.: and it continued so till

the autumn of 1857

These rates were, of course, very much higher than the

average ones of former times, and they were one ground of ac-

cusation brought ly many against the Act : but in truth they were

its very merit. The Directors had now learnt from experience,

and it was these very variations which preserved the security of

the Bank

142. In August nothing seemed amiss to the public eye..
"
Things were then pretty stationary," said the Governor of the

Bank " the prospects of the harvest were very good : there was

no apprehension that commerce at that time was otherwise than

sound. There were certain more far-seeing persons who con-

sidered that the great stimulus given by the war expenditure,
which had created a very large consumption of goods imported
from the East and other places, must now occasion some collapse,

and still more those who observed that the merchants, notwith-

standing the enhanced prices of produce, were nevertheless

importing as they had done successfully in the previous years.

But the public certainly viewed the trade as sound, and were

little aware that a crisis of any sort was impending, far less that

it was so near at hand
"

The bullion at this time was 10,006,000, the reserve-

L'I;.L
>(
.M;,O()() : and the minimum rate of discount oi : when on
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the 17th of August the Bank entered into a negotiation with the

East India Company to send one million of specie to the East

143. Things were in this state when, about the middle of

September, news came of a great depreciation of American rail-

way securities. It was found that for a long time they had been

carrying on an extravagant system of management, and paying
dividends not earned by traffic. The system had at last collapsed :

and of course an enormous depreciation of their stock followed,

to the amount of nearly 20 per cent. It was supposed that as

much as eighty millions of this stock was held in England, and

that the effects of this fall would be very serious. On the 25th

of August the Ohio Life and Trust Company, with deposits to the

amount of 1,200,000, stopped payment. The panic spread

throughout the Union. Discount rose to 18 and 24 per cent.

On the 17th of October news came that 150 banks in Pennsylvania,

Maryland, Virginia and Rhode Island had stopped payment.
The drain was then beginning to be severe on the Bank of

England. On the 8th October the bullion was 9,751,000, the

reserve 4,931,000 ;
and discount was raised to G per cent. On

the 12th the rate at Hamburg was 7|, and bullion was flowing
to Xew York : discount was then raised to 7 per cent. About

this time rumors strongly affecting the Western Bank of Scotland

were abroad. On the 19th, discount was raised to 8 per cent.

The commercial disasters were increasing in America. In one

week the Bank of France lost upwards of a million sterling.

The bullion in the Bank had sunk to 8,991,000 : and the

reserve to 4,115,000. Discount was raised to 7j>
in Paris, and

9 per cent, in Hamburg. On the 20th a deputation from the

Western Bank of Scotland applied for assistance, but the Bank
was afraid to undertake so enormous a concern. The Borough
Bank of Liverpool was also in difficulties, and after some time

the Bank agreed to assist them to the amount of 1,500,000, on

condition of their winding up. But the arrangement fell

through, in consequence of the Liverpool Bank closing its doors

before it was completed.

144. On the 18th October a general run took place on the

VOL II.. PART 2. -\
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New York banks, in consequence of the severe measures of

restriction they were obliged to adopt to protect themselves.

Eighteen immediately stopped, and soon afterwards, out of 63

banks, only one maintained its payments. This immediately

re-acted on Liverpool and Glasgow, which were much involved

with American firms. By the 19th October the failures began
to be numerous in this country. Uneasiness greatly increased in

London. On the 28th the principal discount house applied to

the Bank for an assurance that they would give them any assist-

ance that they might require. On the 30th an express came for

50,000 (sovereigns) for a Scotch bank, part of 170,000, and

80,000 for Ireland. On the 5th November discount was raised

to per cent. The great house of Dennistoun, with liabilities

of nearly two millions, stopped payment on the 7th : and the

Western Bank closed its doors on the 9th. Failures in London

rapidly increased. Purchases and sales of stock were enormous,

much beyond what they had ever been before. The bullion in the

Bank had sunk to 7,719,000 : and the reserve to 2,834,000.

On the 9th discount was raised to 10 per cent. On the 10th

November a large discount house applied to the Bank for

400,000. The Bank of France raised its rate to 8, 9 and 10

per cent, for one, two and three months. Another English Bank
was assisted. The City of Glasgow Bank then stopped. On
that day the discounts at the Bank were 1,126,000. On the

10th and llth upwards of one million sterling in gold was sent

to Scotland : and there was a great demand for Ireland. On the

llth Sanderson and Co., the great bill brokers, stopped payment
with deposits of 3^ millions. On the 12th the discounts at the

Bank were 2,373,000. On the llth, in consequence of these

sudden demands for Scotland and Ireland, the bullion was

reduced to 6,666,000 : and the reserve to 1,462,000.

145. As the failures in London became more tremendous

discounts became more and more contracted. The stunning-

news of the stoppage of so many banks created a banking panic.

Private banks stopped discounting altogether. The only source

of discount was the Bank of England. The public, however,
and the directors knew that the precedent of 1847 must be
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followed : and though they made no direct application to the

Government for the suspension of the Act, they laid the state of

the Bank continually before them, and continued to discount

as if they knew the Act must be suspended. Then private

persons, being unable to obtain discounts, began to make a run

for their balances

When universal ruin was at last impending, the Government,
on the 12th of November, sent a letter to the Bank to say that if

they should be unable to meet the demands for discounts and

advances upon approved securities without exceeding the limits

of their circulation prescribed by the Act of 1844, they would be

prepared to propose to Parliament a Bill of Indemnity for any
excess so issued. In order, however, to prevent the temporary
relaxation of the Act from being extended beyond the necessities

of the case, the Rate of Discount was not to be reduced below the

then present rate, 10 per cent.

146. The issue of this letter immediately calmed the public

excitement. But on the evening of the 12th the total banking
reserve of the Bank and all its branches was reduced to

581,000

Truly, said the Governor of the Bank Question 132
"
Supposing the letter in question had not been issued on that

day, would the Bank, on the morning of the 13th, have been in

a condition to continue its discounts ? A7
0, certainly not

" 133. Would it not have been compelled to announce it

could not discount any more commercial paper ? Yes, or

nearly so
" 138. Is it not likely that the announcement of the cessa-

tion of discounts at the Bank of England would have increased

the alarm of the mercantile public in London ? Materially
" 139. Would not an increased alarm on the part of the

mercantile public have naturally led to an increased demand

upon the bankers ? It would have led to immediate failures, and

would so far have lessened the quantity of bills coming for dis-

count by the number of bills which were actually rendered

unavailable
" 140. Without reference to bills, do you not think it likely

x2
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that there would have been increased demands on the bankers,

which would have compelled them to withdraw a portion of their

deposits from the Bank of England ? I think, certainly, that in

part there would have been
"

147. To show the state the Bank was reduced to, the

Governor gave in a paper to the Committee with the following

figures, showing its reserve on the llth and 12th November
On Wednesday, November llth, the reserve consisted of

Notes in London .. .. ... 375,005
at Branches 582,705

957,710
Gold coin in London 310,784

at Branches ... 97,665

408,449
Silver coin in London 44,046

,, at Branches 51,948

95,994

Total Reserve 1,462,153

On Thursday, November 12th, at night, the reserve con-
sisted of

Notes in London 68,085
,, at Branches (12.545

130,630
(* old coin in London ... ... ... 274,953

,, at Branches 83,255

358,208
Silver coin in London 41,106

,, at Branches 50.807

1)1, 9l:J

Total Reserve ... 1:5*0,751
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That is to say, the total reserve in London on the evening of

the 12th was3S4,114! Such were the resources of the Bank

of England to commence business with on the morning of the

13th ! Truly, said the Governor, it must have entirely ceased

discounting, which would have brought an immediate run upon
it : and the bankers' balances alone were 5,458,000. It is easy

that the Bank could not have kept its doors open an hour.

148. The Governor of the Bank said that the panic of 1857

was not so great as that of 1847 : but that the real commercial

pressure was more intense. This is proved by the fact that,

while in the former year the issue of the letter immediately

allayed the panic, and by that means stopped the demand for

notes : and there was only required an issue of 400,000 in

notes to surmount all difficulties, which did not exceed the

statutory limits : in 1857 the issue of the Government letter

produced no cessation of the demand for advances. The statutory

limit was 14,475,000 of notes issued on securities, and there

were issued in excess of them

Xov. 13

-, 14

10

17

18

1!)

'21

186,000

,22,000

si;o,ooo

830,000

S52,000

800,000

1)98,000

617,000

Xov. 23

20

30

397,000

317,000

81,000

243,000

342,000

184,000

15,000

a total of 7,370,000
On the meeting of Parliament, an Act was passed permitting

a temporary suspension of the Bank Act till February 1st, 1858,

provided that the directors did not reduce their discount below

1 ( per cent. On the 24th December they reduced it to 8 per

cent., thereby reviving the operation of the Act.

This great crisis of 1857, far exceeding in intensity that of

IN 17. added another proof upon proof, that in a great commercial
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crisis the Restrictive Theory will bring about the universal

failure of merchants and bankers : and that the Expansive

Theory is the only one which can save both

The Monetary Panic of I860

149. In 1858 the inevitable consequence followed from the

crash of 1857. The enormous mass of false trading being cleared

away money naturally flowed into the Bank, and the quantity of

bullion gradually and steadily increased up to the end of the

year. The Bank now learnt to adopt much higher rates of dis-

count than formerly. In 1847 it kept the rate at 5 per cent,

while the bullion was under 10,000,000 : in 1858 the rate of

5 per cent, was maintained till the bullion exceeded 15,000,000

a great advance in sound principle

150. In our Dictionary of Political Economy, Art.
"
Banking;

in England," 254, published not long after this great crisis, we
said "This year (1858) passed away in great tranquility,

persons not having forgotten the lesson of 1857. But we cannot

doubt, judging from all former experience, that an uneasy spirit

will soon be abroad again : we cannot doubt that the brood of

speculators are now anxiously casting about to see if they can

plant the seeds of the next crisis : and it is the duty of those who
are now at the head of monetary affairs to be on the watch to

counteract all such attempts as they can detect : and in the mean-

time, the most interesting question, in a banking point of view,

is What is to be the next mania ?
"

Time in due course gave an answer to this question. There

is nothing special to arrest our attention during the next few

years. The rates of discount continued generally moderate

throughout 1859 and 1860. In February, 1861, it rose for a

short time to 8 per cent., but soon subsided again. The unhappy
civil war in America then being imminent, created natural

apprehension as to our cotton supplies : and most persons could

foresee that this would lead to monetary complications. These,

however, were for the future. During 1861 and 1862 the
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Money Market was, generally speaking, extremely easy : the

issue of paper by both the belligerent Governments having the

inevitable effect of driving bullion over to this country : conse-

quently, trade flourished amazingly, and the price of money was-

very easy

151. So things went on until October, 1863, when every
one began to foresee a disturbance in the Money Market. In the

first place, the rapid rise in the price of cotton, from the failure

of the supply from the Southern States of America, forced up the

price to a great height. The world had to be searched to pro-
duce the supply. Immense quantities came from the East Indies,

from Egypt, from the Brazils, besides other quarters. This vast

trade, being suddenly created, had to be paid for in cash, as we

have explained in the chapter on Exchanges. Consequently, a

great drain of silver began towards the East, which was obtained

from Paris and Hamburg, the great marts for silver, as London

is for gold. The Italian Government also contracted a loan at

this time

The law of limited liability began to operate at the same

time : and the number of new companies being formed under it

inspired uneasiness. The Bank of France lost great quantities of

specie. The Bank of England raised its rate twice in one week

from 5 to G, and then to 7. The Bank of France also raised its

rate to 7, and spoke of issuing 50 franc notes : on the 2nd of

December the Bank raised its rate to 7, and on the 3rd to 8. At

the same time a great fall took place in the Russian Exchange, in

consequence of certain Government measures not having suc-

ceeded. In consequence of these circumstances, the reserves of

the Bank were considerably strengthened after a short time. But

in January, 1864, a fresh export of specie began, and continued

with great severity till the middle or end of May, so that dis-

count varied from 8 to 7, and 6, and again up to 9. With a few

fluctuations, this great pressure continued all through the summer.

Having fallen to G per cent, in June, it gradually rose again to

in September. After that it gradually fell to 5 per cent, in

June, 18G:>
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152. Already in March, 1864, the number of new companies
formed under the limited liability principle gave great uneasiness.

Up to that time it appeared there were 263 companies formed,

with a nominal capital of 78,135,000, of which 27 were banks,

and 14 discount companies. In August, 1864, the long dated

acceptances of the new financial companies began to press on the

market, and lay the foundations of the crisis of 1866. In April

the Bank of England was admitted into the Clearing House,

thereby still further economising the use of Bank Notes

On the 8th of September the Bank raised its rate to 9 per

cent., and this measure stopped the foreign drain : lowered the

price of foreign commodities : and strengthened their reserves.

The price of cotton was greatly lowered owing to the expected

peace in America ; aud this rise in the rate of discount, striking

on a falling market, produced an immense curtailment of business

in all directions

153. On the 20th of June, 1865, the rate of discount

reached its minimum, 3 per cent. On the 5th of August it was

raised to 4, and then gradually and continuously, with very slight

fluctuations, till it culminated in the crisis of May, 1866

In November a strong foreign drain began : the exchange

fell, and this growing stronger in January, 1866, the Bank raised

its rate on the 6th. This had some effect in arresting the drain,

but it did not bring in fresh supplies from abroad. At this

period the National Provincial Bank transferred its Head Office

to London, and in consequence were, by the Statute of 1826,

obliged to give up their issues of Notes, which amounted to

442,371. Several other Banks having ceased to issue since the

Bank of England was last authorised to increase its issues of

Notes, it was now permitted to increase its issues on securities to

15,000,000. The high rate of interest here caused a good deal

of foreign money to be invested in long dated bills

Towards the end of January the difficulties began, which

brought on the panic of May. In consequence of there having
been no Parliamentary enquiry, as might have been expected, the

circumstances of this panic have never been fully explained. But
it may be stated generally, that these Finance and Discount
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Companies had advanced enormous sums of money to promote

great enterprises, such as railways, and other schemes, which

could never repay their cost until completed, which might take

years to do. The first company that went was the Joint Stock

Discount Company, in February. This spread a general feeling-

of alarm, as the doings of this company were merely a type of a

large amount of business, which was known to have been engaged
in by numerous other companies. In March, Barned's Bank, at

Liverpool, stopped payment, with liabilities of upwards of 3^
millions. Several great railway contractors suspended, involving
in discredit the companies with whom they were known to have

financed
"

154. On the 3rd May the Bank raised its rate of discount

to 7 per cent. Every one now felt that the long dreaded crisis

was at last come. The air was thick with rumors. Every one

knew that it was now merely a question of weeks, perhaps of

days, when the storm would burst. On the 8th of May, the Bank

raised its discount to 8 per cent. The advocates of the Bank Act,

in their usual strain, proclaimed that on no account whatever

must the Act be suspended. Such a thing was not to be thought

of: these wise persons were quite oblivious of 1847 and 1857.

Credit was then tottering, and received a blow from the report of

the speech of the Emperor Napoleon III., said to have been

addressed by him to a meeting at Auxerre, in which he expressed

his detestation of the treaties of 18ir>. This, in the feverish

political state of the Continent, was held to mean that he was

determined on war

It is possible that this excitement might have passed off, as

the Bank had a fair reserve in the Banking department, and

abundance of bullion in the Issue Department. On the Oth of

May the Bank raised its discount to 10 per cent. On this day,

however, occurred the event which it is probable produced the

great panic. The Mid-Wales Railway Company had accepted
bills of exchange to the amount of 60,000, which were held by
three parties Bateman ; Overend, Gurney & Co.

;
and the

National Discount Company. The Company had dishonored

the bills, and actions had been brought against them by the three
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parties above named. As ill fortune would have it, judgment in

these actions was delivered on the 9th of May in the very height

of the excitement. The Court of Common Pleas held unani-

mously that the Railway Company had no authority whatever to

accept such bills : and, consequently, that they were absolutely

invalid, and so much waste paper. For some time back it was

known that Overend, Gurney & Co. were very deep in with con-

tractors and other parties. Moreover, they held forged bills to a

large extent on another firm. Their shares were pressed on the

market and were going down. This fall in their shares produced a

steady withdrawal of their deposits. The judgment in the case of

the Mid-Wales Railway converted this into a complete panic. And
on the afternoon of the 10th of May the terrible news spread

through London that the great establishment of Overend, Gurney
and Co. hadstopped payment with liabilities exceeding 10,000,000

the most stupendous failure that had ever taken place in the

City. This news only spread about after banking hours : but

every one could foresee what the effects would be next morning.
The Chancellor of the Exchequer said next evening in the House

that the oldest inhabitant of the City declared that the excite-

ment was without a parallel. Early in the evening he was

questioned as to whether Government had authorised the Bank
to issue Notes in excess of the legal limit. The Chancellor replied

that he had not yet done so, but that he had received a deputation
from the private bankers, and was expecting one from the Joint

Stock Banks on the subject. Very soon afterwards this came,
and the Members of the Cabinet having retired to a Committee
room and consulted, the Chancellor, later in the evening, an-

nounced, amidst the loudest cheers from all parts of the House,
that the Government, following the precedents of 1847 and 1857,
had informed the Bank that, if they thought proper to make
advances beyond the legal limit, the Government would bring in

a Bill of Indemnity. He also stated that the Bank had advanced

IM, 000,000 that day

155. The announcement of the suspension of the Bank
Charter Act produced the best effects next morning. The
Hank raised its rate to 10 per cent., and everything calmed
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down, and though, subsequently to this, some other stoppages
took place, yet the knowledge that the Bank had the power
to issue Notes on good securities abated the panic. On the

18th of May, the Chancellor of the Exchequer stated that

the Bank had advanced 12,225,000 in five days. The sum
that was paid away during the panic will probably never

be known, but it was something perfectly fabulous. We were

informed, on good authority, that one bank alone paid away
2,000,000 in gold in six hours. Establishments, whose names

need not be particularised, stopped payment, whose liabilities,

according to their last published balance sheet, amounted to

.37,222,710, besides several others whose liabilities were not

stated, but which would probably bring up the sum total to

50,000,000

Besides these actual stoppages, several other Banks connected

with the East confessed to immense losses. Thus, the Bank of

Hindostan, China, and Japan stated its profits at 23,485, and

its losses at 87,79G, with a further expected loss of 70,000 :

^the Asiatic Bank stated its profits at 01,494, and its losses at

142,000 : the Bank of Queensland stated its profits at 10,373,

and its losses at 42,071. What losses the other Banks made

we, of course, have no means of knowing, but they were probably

very heavy

156. In the great crisis and panic of 18GG, the Law given

in Chapter VIII. . 30, that the Rate of Discount is the most

powerful method of controlling the Exchanges, seemed for some

time to be at fault. From the beginning of that year the differ-

ence in the Rates of Discount at London and Paris was constantly

2 per cent. : and gradually increased to 3, 4, and even 6 per cent.:

and, while the storm was raging in England the Bank of France

was in a state of the greatest serenity. The high rates in

England were totally unable to prevent a severe foreign drain :

and the Bank of France rapidly gained large quantities of bullion

while its Rate of Discount was only 4 per cent. This remarkable,

and indeed unprecedented, phenomenon led many persons to

question the truth of the Law : and even to maintain that the

Rates of Discount in different countries ought to be quite
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independent of each other. But, as we have shown in that

chapter, the Rate of Discount, although in modern times the

most powerful, is only one of several causes which influence the

flow of bullion which may at any time act in the same or contrary

directions. -On this occasion it was for a short period over-

powered by other causes. The principal of these was the utter

discredit into which England had fallen. It was fully expected that

the Bank of England would stop payment, and that there would

he a general stoppage of the other banks, involving the whole

mercantile community in ruin. The high rate of discount failed

to attract supplies, because it was feared that the whole principal

would be lost. In consequence, large quantities of long-dated

bills on England were hurried over and realised at any sacrifice,

and the proceeds remitted abroad. But as soon as these tempo-

rary causes had ceased to act, large supplies of bullion poured in,

and the equilibrium between Credit and Bullion was restored.

As was well pointed out in a pamphlet by Mr. Fowler at the time,

it was only that a longer period than usual was required to produce
the effect on the exchanges than had been found needful on

former occasions

With respect to the Bank of France the explanation is also

easy. There was no commercial crisis in France, but strong

expectations of war. Consequently, mercantile enterprise was

curbed, and specie naturally flowed into the Bank of France.

Also, in anticipation of war, the Government of Italy suspended
cash payments, and issued Paper Money. This, of course,

necessarily drove specie out of the country, and it also naturally
went to the Bank of France

Thus, it is seen how necessary it is to have a knowledge of

the circumstances at any period to understand the operation of

the Laws of Economics

Thus we see that true science is vindicated by experience, and
the history of Banking since 1866 has amply confirmed the truth

of this principle, which was first demonstrated in the first edition

of our Theory and Practice of Banking in 185G : and has since

then made its way to universal acceptance. The Bank of France

was exempted from the operation of the Usury Laws in France

t<> enable it to adopt it, and by a sedulous attention to this*
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principle, the Notes of the Bank of France, which were for

several years inconvertible after the war of 1870, circulated

exactly at par with specie, and in fact every Bank in the world is

now managed on this principle

The Crisis of 1890

157. The great Crisis, which was only prevented by the

splendid management of the Bank of England from

culminating in the most terrible Monetary Panic recorded

in history, amply confirms all the principles and doctrines

enforced in this work

After the severe Crisis of 1878, when the country only escaped
a Monetary Panic by the skin of its teeth, things went pretty

smoothly for several years. But soon after that, the great

Argentine Republic, of immense extent and boundless resources,

which was constantly receiving a vast immigration, especially
from Italy, got into the hands of an unscrupulous ring, who
created loan after loan for the ostensible purpose of developing
the resources of the country

Most unfortunately, the great house of Baring Brothers & Co.,

one of the leading merchant-bankers of the world, constituted

themselves one of the principal agents for floating these loans

with the public. Argentina was advancing by leaps and bounds,

and for several years these loans were received with great favor.

But when loan after loan was launched with boundless profusion,

people began to take alarm, and they ceased to be taken up by
the public. Added to this, one of the usual South American

revolutions took place : and the crew who were chiefly responsible

for the loans, and who, according to popular report, had feathered

their own nests to the tune of millions, were driven from power,

which, of course, was a fatal blow to Argentine Credit

Rumors and reports got about affecting many great houses,

but as yet no one ventured to question the stability of the great

house of Baring Brothers & Co. But, at last, on the 8th

November, the appalling intelligence was made known to the
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Governor of the Bank that this great house was in the extremest

danger of stopping payment, with liabilities to the amount of

21,000,000 ; and that the most energetic measures must be

taken without a moment's delay to avert the catastrophe

The magnitude of the Panic which would have ensued if this

house had been allowed to shut its doors, may be gauged by the

fact that in 1866 the liabilities of Overend, Gurney & Co., which

was up to that time the most stupendous failure in the City, were

only 10,000,000 : whereas those of Baring Brothers & Co.

were 21,000,000. Moreover, Overend, Gurney & Co.'s liabili-

ties were entirely internal, whereas the Paper of Baring Brothers

and Co. was held by millions in foreign countries. It is not too

much to say that if this house had been allowed to stop, it would

have produced a Monetary Panic throughout the whole world

158. Now at this time the whole available resources of the

Bank, under the Bank Act of 1844, to meet the awful calamity,

were just about 10,000,000 ! which would have been nothing
but a drop in the bucket

In this emergency, the Chancellor of the Exchequer was sum-

moned in hot haste to give counsel in the City. Popular report

attributes the measures taken chiefly to the wisdom of Mr.

Lidderdale, the Governor. With magnificent energy, the Bank
itself being utterly unable to meet the crisis unaided, the Joint

Stock Banks in London, the provinces, and in Scotland, were

summoned to combine, and a guaranteed fund of 15,000,000
was subscribed for

Moreover, the news of the danger would not improbably have

brought on a Panic and a run for gold. Vast quantities of

stock were thrown on the market, which reduced it lower than it

had been for years, and far different from the halcyon days when
Mr. Goschen effected his conversion. It is also said that some

of the Joint Stock Banks contemplated ceasing to discount,

which would have at once brought on a panic and were only
dissuaded from so doing by the peremptory and energetic remon-

strances of the Governor. But to provide against a possible

Panic, it was necessary to have a provision of Notes : and as,
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under the Bank Act of 1844, additional Notes could only be

issued against an equal amount of gold, several millions of gold

were required to be got together without a moment's delay

The Rate of Discount was 6 per cent., and the Bank did not

dare to raise it higher, because, with its exceedingly restricted

power of issue, raising the Rate of Discount would have been the

very thing to aggravate the panic, and bring on the Bank a

demand for Gold and Notes

Accordingly, the Bank contracted a loan for 3,000,000 for

a short period with the Bank of France : and 1,500,000 with

St. Petersburg, and obtained 500,000 from other quarters.

It had, therefore, the power to issue 5,000,000 in Notes and

felt itself secure

By these energetic means, in such splendid contrast to the

proceedings of the Bank on former occasions, it was at length

announced that all the liabilities of Baring Brothers & Co. were

protected : but at the cost of the liquidation of this world-

renowned firm : and the frightful Monetary Panic was averted*

which would have thrown all former ones into the shade

The nearest parallel to this Crisis was that of 1838, when the

greatest American houses were in danger, and the Bank promptly
and instantly advanced 6,000,000, and averted a Monetary
Panic

159. The circumstances of this great crisis suggest the

following reflections

I. It dissipates the last vestiges of Peel's hallucination, that

all commercial Crises are due to excessive issues of Bank Notes :

and that if these could be suppressed, Commercial Crises could be

prevented.
II. Although, in ordinary times, the Rate of Discount is the

true supreme power of controlling Credit and the Paper Cur-

rency, it is utterly too slow to attract millions of gold, if required

to be got together in a few days
III. That while the Bank is bound down to such a narrow

restriction of its power of issuing Notes, raising the Rate of

Discount too much will aggravate the Panic, and bring on a run

for Notes and Gold
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IV. That to give full play and efficacy to the power of the

Rate of Discount, it must be free and uncontrolled : and trusted

in as the sole controlling power, without any restriction in the

power of issuing Notes

V. It also demonstrates the absurdity of not only restricting

the power of issuing Notes, but also of locking up half the

resources of the Bank out of the power of the Directors

While the Bank was busily scouring the world to scrape up

5,000,000 of gold, it actually had 10,000,000 of gold in its

own vaults, which it was unable to touch

VI. It demonstrates that the Bank of England is utterly too

small a machine to meet such a crisis alone, when it would have

had the whole Banking and Mercantile Community on its

shoulders at once

To meet such tremendous Crises, as all future ones will be, the

Bank of England must act together with all the other banks in

the country to support the mercantile community
VII. It proves, what was maintained in the preceding

chapter, that while Commercial Crises in our modern system of

Credit are unavoidable, Monetary Panics are preventible, and are

brought about by bad Banking Legislation and bad management
of the Bank

VIII. It gives the coup de grace to the Restrictive Theory :

and shows that, when a great Commercial Crisis is imminent, the

Banks must act together instantly and promptly, and energetically

support the mercantile community : and not wait till half the

city is in ruins, as on former occasions

The Bank on this occasion was saved by the energetic measures

of Mr. Lidderdale, who is entitled to the gratitude of the whole

Banking and Mercantile community in the world, for his bold,

prompt and energetic measures, which were the only ones possible
under the circumstances. But it is too degrading to be repeated.
Of course our excellent friends, the French, were jeering and

gibing, and mocking at the Bank of England having to be taken

in tow by the Bank of France. If the Bank of England had had

the whole of its resources at command, if it had had a reserve of

20,000,000 of gold instead of 10,000,000, with unlimited
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powers of issue, it, with the assistance of the other Banks, might
have tided over the Crisis with perfect security, by means of the

Rate of Discount alone. If the present Bank Act had been in

force in 1838 the Bank could never have saved the American

merchants, and there would have been a Panic, as in 1847, 1857

and 1866

All these things show the indispensable necessity of a thorough
and scientific Reform of the entire Banking System of the

country

VOL. II., PART '2.
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CHAPTER XX

CONCLUSIONS FROM THE PRECEDING RESULTS

On the Causes of the Failure of the Bank Act of 1844 in 1847,

1857 and 1866

1. When a machine is built which is supposed to be the

very acme of human wisdom, and to be capable of bearing

any strain, and when on a certain strain being imposed upon it, it

invariably explodes, that is proof positive that it is constructed

on erroneous principles

Sir Robert Peel, in 1844 in direct contradiction to the

wisest Economists and Financiers, as well as the uniform expe-

rience of previous times, and in contradiction to his own

repeatedly expressed opinions deliberately enacted the Restrictive

Theory by Law ; because he fondly imagined that he had dis-

covered a theory in his own inner consciousness which would for

the future prevent Commercial Crises from arising

But Commercial Crises came as regularly after 1844 as

before : and in 1847, 1857, and 1866 it was found necessary to

recur to the old well-approved Expansive Theory, as the only
means of preserving the whole banking and mercantile com-

munity from universal ruin

We have now to point out the causes of the failure of the Act

of 1844 in these years, and to explain why it will inevitably fail

again in the future when similar circumstances recur

The dogma of the framers of the Act of 1844 was, as we
have already shown, that if Bank Notes are permitted to be

issued they should be exactly equal in amount to the gold they

displace, or which there would be if there were no Notes : this

dogma they termed the "Currency Principle" : and they main-

tained that this is the only true theory of Paper Currency : and
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that any excess of Notes beyond that limit is a depreciation of

the Paper Currency
As a necessary consequence of this, they maintained that for

overy live sovereigns drawn out of the Bank, a 5 Note ought to

be withdrawn from circulation

Xow this is a very intelligible principle, and several Banks

had been constructed on this principle, such as those of Venice,

Amsterdam, Hamburg, and others

Their sole purpose was to receive specie from the merchants

and keep it in safe custody. They gave the merchants Credit in

their books for the exact bullion weight of the specie they paid in.

Consequently, when the merchants drew out specie, an equal
amount of Credit was cancelled. Thus the sole function of these

banks was to exchange Credit for specie and specie for Credit

But these banks never discounted Bills of Exchange, nor

made any profits, and no bank constructed on the "
Currency

Principle
"

can discount Bills of Exchange, or can by any

possibility make any profits : because the specie paid in to them

does not become the absolute property of their administrators :

and they have no right to use it for their own purposes. Their

sole Right and their sole Duty is to preserve the specie intact and

unemployed, for its real owners, the merchants

And if the Bank of England was forbidden to discount Bills

of Exchange there is no reason why it should not be reconstructed

on this principle but then farewell to any dividends for its

stockholders

2. But if the fminers of the Act of 1844 really imagined
that it carries out this theory into practice if they imagined that

the Act of 1844 really carries the "
Currency Principle

"
into

effect, no set of men ever laboured under a more egregious

delusion

First. Ever since the Bank was founded it has advanced

the whole of its Capital to the State at its original formation

it was 1,200,000 : and by successive increases it is now

615,000,000

Y 1>
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In exchange for this advance of 15,000,000 it receives a

perpetual Annuity from the State : and this Annuity is the full

value of the Capital of the Bank

But, in addition to this Annuity, the Bank is also permitted

to issue 15,000,000 in Notes, as working business Capital : and

any intelligent schoolboy can perceive that this 15,000,000 of

Notes is an Augmentation to that amount to the Currency, or

Circulating Medium, already in existence : it displaces no Gold

whatever : it is a simple addition to the gold coinage and,

therefore, in so far a direct violation of the "
Currency

Principle
"

If these 15,000,000 are not a direct violation of the
"
Currency Principle," it would be equally correct to assert that

if the whole National Debt of 700,000,000 were coined into

700,000,000 of Notes, it would be no addition to the previously

existing Gold coinage : and that there would be no more Paper in

circulation than under a Metallic Currency
It is quite clear that the Bank Notes created and issued

against Public Securities are an example of Lawism pure and

simple, and if we may coin the Public Debt into Notes, we may
just as well coin the land and all other goods and chattels into

Notes : and then where should we be ?

Certainly, it is an excellent plan for everyone to buy the

Funds with Cash, and then to be allowed to have them, too, in

the form of Bank Notes : to eat one's cake, and to have it, too.

At all events, so long as this is permitted, let no one gird at John
Law

Second. But even this does not show the full extent of the

delusion of those who think that the Bank Act of 1844 enforces

the "
Currency Principle

"

The Banking department does business like any other bank :

it discounts, or purchases, Bills of Exchange by creating Credits,

or Deposits, in its books : that is, by increasing its liabilities

above the amount of cash in reserve. These Credits, or Deposits,
are part of the Currency, or Circulating Medium, of the country.

Kvery Credit, or Deposit, created to purchase a Bill of Exchange
is a direct violation of the "

Currency Principle." The reserve
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of Xotes and Gold being the basis of the Bank's power of creating

Cre.iits or Deposits, they must of course exercise their own judg-
ment as to how far they may extend their Credits, or Deposits,

beyond this basis, just as every other banker does. And any one

who examines the Bank's returns will at once perceive that its

liabilities i.e., its Notes and Deposits considerably exceed its

reserve in Xotes and Gold : and just in so far as they do so,

they are a direct violation of the '*

Currency Principle
"

3. Therefore, it is clear that those who seriously maintain

that the Bank Act of 1844 really carries out the "Currency

Principle
"

into effect must maintain this proposition

Twice 15 millions + an indefinite ) ..

number ot millions
j

In Banks constructed on the "
Currency Principle," the Credit

issued and in circulation is always exactly equal to the quantity of

gold held by the Bank. Now, take any return of the Bank, say

that of the 12th November, 1890, and it will be found that the

Bank's liabilities, >., the Credits issued, including both Xotes

and Deposits were 57,977,052 : and the Gold and Notes held

in reserve, for which the Banking department was entitled to

demand gold from the Issue department, were 11,104,776 : or

al) .ut the ratio of 5 to 1. If, therefore, it be maintained that

the Bank Act of 1844 carries into effect the "
Currency Principle,"

it must also be maintained that 5 equals 1

As a matter of pure Arithmetic, therefore, it is perfectly

clear that the Bank Act completely fails to carry out the principle

it was intended and believed to enforce. In fact, the framers of

the Act had a Theory, and they passed an Act : but they never

took the slightest pains to ascertain whether the Act corresponded
to the Theory

We say nothing as to the correctness, or the contrary, of the

"Currency Principle," or as to the expediency, or the contrary,

of carrying it into effect. But to suppose that the Hank ACL

does really carry it into effect is one of the most extraordinary

delusions that ever infected the public mind. Truly says

Bastiat
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" Etre dupe d'autrui n'est pas deja tre"s plaisant : mais em-

ployer le vaste appareil repre"sentatif a se duper soi-meme, a se

duper doublement, et dans im affaire de numeration, voila qui est

bien propre a rabattre un pen 1'orgeuil du siecle des lumieres"

Every
" banker

"
whatever who discounts a Bill of Exchange

violates the "Currency Principle'
1

: there is no mode whatever

of carrying out the "
Currency Principle," but by abolishing

discount banking altogether: as we have already observed,

the Banks really constructed on the "
Currency Principle

"
never

made any profits at all

Lord Overstone showed that it was the fundamental defect of

the principle devised by the directors in 1832 to carry out the

doctrines of the Bullion Report, that all the gold might leave

the country without causing any diminution of the amount of

notes in circulation : and we have seen that this assertion was

completely verified in 1839

It was, therefore, expressly declared that the purpose of the

Bank Act was, that if any gold was withdrawn from the Bank,

an exactly equal amount of Notes should be withdrawn from

circulation. Having secured that object, as they imagined, they
left the directors free and uncontrolled in their banking business.

For the first two years after the passing of the Act no occasion

arose to draw attention to its working. But when the first

season of real trial came in April, 1847, Statesmen and Economists

were astounded to find that an immense drain of gold took place
from the Bank, and that the Notes in circulation were not only
not diminished, but they were increased. The directors pursued

exactly the same fatal course as they had done on so many
previous occasions : they took no steps to stop the drain : and

the result was the very severe pressure in April. It was, there-

fore, manifestly proved that the " Mechanical action" of the

Act provided no effectual check against the mismanagement of

the directors

And whence did this failure arise ? From this very simple
circumstance. The framers of the Act assumed that there is

only one way of extracting gold from the Bank, namely, by

presenting its Notes for payment : and, consequently, that if the

gold comes out the Notes must go in
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But as we have shown, all banking Credits, or Liabilities,

are created in the first instance by issuing Deposits, or Credits, in

its books. A certain number of persons may wish for business

purposes to possess Notes. The Bank, therefore, gives them

Notes in lieu of their Deposits. But the Bank's liabilities on

the remaining Deposits still subsists : and its Creditors may draw

out the gold by means of Cheques without cancelling a single

Note

On the 12th November, 1890, the Bank's Liabilities were

57,977,052 : being 24,798,052 in Notes, and 33,178,400
in Deposits: the Reserve was 11,104,776, being just one-third

of the Deposits alone
; consequently, if even only one-third of its

Depositors had presented Cheques for payment, every sovereign

would have been drawn out of the Bank, and not a single Note

withdrawn from circulation

Thus the Bank Act of 1844, prepared with the earnest

approval of Lord Overstone, is liable to exactly the same defect,

so far as regards the Banking department, as he himself had

pointed out was the radical defect of the principle of the directors

in 1832

4. The fact is, that the public has Two methods of draw-

ing gold out of the Bank Notes and Cheques : but the Banking

department has only One method of drawing gold out of the

Issue department its Notes in reserve ; and as soon as these are

exhausted, it has no further power. As soon as these Notes are

exhausted no power whatever can extract the gold from the Issue

department, except suspending the Act of 1844, or sending the

Bank into liquidation
No legislation can prevent this power of extracting gold from

the Bank, except by abolishing Cheques altogether. And thus is

explained the failure of the " Mechanical action
"

of the Act to

compel the directors to carry out the "
Currency Principle

"

5. Now when it is profitable to export gold from a too

low Rate of Discount in this country, and persons fabricate bills

for the express purpose of exporting gold, their sole purpose is to

get their bills discounted by the Banks, ?>., to obtain Credits in
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their books. They are then armed with the power of drawing

gold out of them: which they immediately do by means of

Cheques. Thus the whole gold may be withdrawn from the

Banks by Cheques, without a single Note being withdrawn from

circulation, as would have happened in 1847, 1857 and 1866, if

the Act had not been suspended
And this simple fact completely upsets the whole Theory of

the Act

There are in reality two leaks to the ship. The frarners of the

Act could only perceive one : and they only provided against

one : and they were utterly astounded to find the ship rapidly

foundering from the other leak which they had neglected

An Excessive Restriction of Credit Causes and Produces a

Run for Gold

6. It is a fact perfectly well known to all bankers that an

Excessive Restriction of Credit causes and produces a Run for

Gold

Sir William Forbes, in his interesting Memoirs of a Banking

House, says of the crisis of 1793 "These proceedings, which

obviously foreboded a risk of hostilities, were the signal for a

check on Mercantile Credit all over the kingdom : and that

check led by consequence to a demand on bankers for the money

deposited with them, in order to supply the wants of mercantile

men "

The Bullion Report especially attributes the stoppage of the

Bank to the immense demand for gold caused by the merciless

restriction of Credit

In 1857 the various banks had ceased discounting, which

brought a general run upon them. If the Bank Act had not

been suspended on the evening of the 13th November, neither

the Bank of England nor any other bank in London could have

kept its doors open for an hour the next morning
In 1866 matters were even worse. In consequence of the

restriction on Credit a most severe and general run took place on
all the London banks. The sums paid away during the panic
can never be known, but they were perfectly fabulous. It was
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said on good authority that one bank alone paid two millions of

sovereigns over the counter in one day. This run was certainly

caused and produced by the excessive restriction of Credit

caused by the Bank Act

Mr. Henry Thornton1
predicted in 1802 the necessary conse-

quence of such an Act as the Bank Act
" Two kinds of error on the subject of the affairs of the Bank

of England have been prevalent. Some political persons have

assumed it to be a principle, that in proportion as the gold of the

Bank lessens, its paper, or as is sometimes said, its loans (for the

amount of the one has been confounded with that of the other)

ought to be reduced. It has been already shown that a maxim of

this sort, if strictly followed up, -would lead to universal failure.
1 '

The truth of this doctrine was verified in the panics of 1793,

1 7 '.)7, and in those subsequent to the publication of Mr. Thornton's

work, in 1825, 1837-39, 1847, 1857 and 1866

7. After the exposition of the actual mechanism of bank-

ing already given, the explanation of this is perfectly clear

Bills of Exchange are not paid in Money or Bank Notes, as

some fossil Economists believe : they are paid by the constant

creation of Bank Credits

Mercantile obligations are falling due by millions every day :

and when those merchants, whose obligations are falling due, see

that they have not sufficient on their account to meet them,

they take a fresh batch of bills to the bank to be discounted.

The bank discounts these bills by placing so much Credit, or

Deposits, to the account of the merchant. The bills falling due

are paid out of these bank credits : and then when the new bills

become due they are paid by the discount of new bills in their

turn

Thus all mercantile bills with exceptions so few and insigni-

ricant that they may be neglected are always paid by the creation

of new Banking Credits

X<AV suppose that the Banks refuse to discount the new bills

to pay off the old ones : the merchants will of course exhaust all

ilit-ir means to preserve themselves from ruin they will therefore

1

A'.s.sv/,//
mi t/ic 1'nper Credit of Great Britain.
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draw out all their balances in Gold and Notes : and when that is

done the banks and the merchants will all come down in one

universal crash

Hence, in the modern system of Credit, the constant and

uninterrupted creation of new Banking Credits is a vital

and indispensable necessity to preserve both the banks and the

merchants from universal ruin

If banks made a universal suspension of discounting bills, as

they did in 1847, 1857 and I860, in 48 hours every bank in

England would stop payment, and 99 out of every 100 traders

would be ruined

As Mr. Henry Thornton predicted in 1802 : and has been

verified in every Monetary Panic for the last 140 years

Seeing then that the constant and uninterrupted creation of

Banking Credits is an indispensable necessity, the only practical

question is under what conditions they are to be created

In Hie Modern System of Credit it is indispensably necessary

that there should be some Source to create and issue Solid Credit

to sustain Solvent Houses in a Monetary Panic

8. After the preceding exposition, the above proposition

speaks for itself, and requires no demonstration

Now there are but two Sources which can issue such Solid

Credit the Government and the Bank of England
In 1697 the Bank was unable to do so from its own position :

and in 1793 it positively refused to do so, notwithstanding all

the remonstrances addressed to it : and consequently the Govern-

ment was obliged to come forward to assist commerce by issuing

Exchequer Bills, which on that occasion saved the country from

ruin

On all other occasions the assistance has been given by the

Bank with similar results

The principle of course is exactly the same : but conclusive

reasons show that the duty should rest with the Bank, and not

with the Government

In the first place, such a duty is quite outside the usual

functions of the Government, which should never interfere in

pure mercantile business
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The Government would never interfere except in the last

extremity, when all other means had failed. They would have to

appoint a Special Commission to investigate the solvency of

those merchants who asked for assistance

Such a Commission would take time to appoint : and much
unendurable agony, as well as positive disaster, would be caused

by the unnecessary delay
But such a duty is the ordinary and every-day business of the

Bank. The merchant simply goes in the ordinary way to the

Directors, satisfies them of his solvency, gives the necessary

security, and receives the assistance without delay
A striking example of this occurred in 1838. A large number

of the most eminent American merchants were heavily involved.

The Bank, with an extraordinary instance of good management,
advanced many millions, and a Monetary Panic was saved. A
Special Commission could not have acted with such promptitude

No assistance should be given to houses which cannot prove
themselves to be solvent. To give assistance to houses which are

hopelessly insolvent is a fraud upon their creditors : such houses

should be mercilessly cleared away, however numerous they may
be

But in our complicated system of Credit houses are so

interlaced with each other, that when general discredit has

begun no one can tell how houses, even of the highest reputation,

stand. Besides, houses may have large amounts of property
in a form not to be converted into cash at a moment's notice,

when a sudden Commercial Crisis, or Monetary Panic, takes place.

Nevertheless, they may have abundant assets, if they have only
time to realise. A sudden refusal to discount will, therefore,

bring down such houses. In 1825, several leading banks, which

had assets enough to pay 40s. in the pound, were brought down

by the merciless and mistaken policy of the Bank during the first

three days of the panic. But, in 1838, many American houses,

in a similar position, were saved by the prompt, skilful and wise

action of the Bank which advanced them many millions : and

thus saved a Monetary Panic which would have been as bad as

any on record

These considerations, and others which might be adduced, show
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that the proper source is the Bank of England and not the

(Government

Moot Point. Whether the Bank Act of 1844 has not made

all Banking illegal, except the issue of Notes

9. We have now to consider a question, which perhaps

may be said to have more theoretical than practical interest : but

which must yet be noticed

The question is Whether the strict wording of the Bank

Act of 1844 has not rendered all banking* illegal, except only

the Issue of Bank Notes ?

We have already shown the total misconception of the nature

of banking business, not only by literary dreamers, but even by

persons who might be considered to be authorities

The popular idea of banking is, that the business of banking
is to borrow money from one set of persons and to lend money to

another set and that to issue Notes is an extension of their

business

We have abundantly shown that this is a complete miscon-

ception of the nature of banking business

All banking advances, whether in purchasing Money, Bills of

Exchange, or other Securities, are exclusively made by creating
Credits in their books, termed Deposits

But by the fundamental contract between banker and cus-

tomer the Creditor has the absolute right to transfer these

Credits to anyone else he pleases ; and the banker is bound by
his contract to pay the Transferee, just in the same way as he is

hound to pay his own customer

Hence, every Credit, or Deposit, in a banker's books is un

engagement to pay money to bearer on demand
Some banks have the right of issuing Notes : and the customers

of such banks may have Notes in Exchange for their Deposits.
These Notes, being payable to bearer on demand, are of course
M
engagements to pay money to bearer on demand"
And the right to issue transferable engagements payable to

l><-arer on demand in this form is strictly limited by law

Thus issuing Notes payable to bearer on demand is not an
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c.i'ten$wu of banking business : it is its very essence: and formerly
it was held to be the definition of banking

But a Credit in its books, or a Deposit, is equally an enyuiii'-

mciit to pay money to bearer on demand : which its customers may
circulate by means of Cheques : which both in Law and Economics

are identical with Bank Notes

And there is no legal limitation to a bank creating any
amount of Credit, or Deposits, payable to bearer on demand,
which it may choose

The Bank Act of 1844, 11, enacts in the broadest possible

terms, that no banker "
shall make any engagement for the pay-

ment of money payable to bearer on demand "

Now, is it not evident that the very business of banking is a

direct contravention of those words ?

When these Credits, or Deposits, are positive engagements to

pay money to bearer on demand, what difference can it make
whether they are put into circulation by means of Notes or

Cheques ?

It might be said, indeed, that a banker is not an ostensible

party to a Cheque as he is to a Note. True, his name is not on

the face of the instrument : but he is bond fide, and in reality a

party to it as long as he has funds to the credit of his customer

to meet it : for, so long as this is the case, he is as much bound

to pay the Cheque as if it were a Note

Xow, suppose that two men agree to assail a traveller : one of

them points a loaded pistol at the head of the traveller and the

other pulls the trigger : both are equally guilty of the murder.

Suppose that one man lights a match and gives it to another, and

tells him to set the house on fire : both are equally guilty of the

arson

The very same argument applies to the ordinary business cf

banker and customer. The banker creates a Credit, or Deposit,

which he authorises his customer to make payable to bearer on

demand, and put into circulation. This is a case where the

maxim quifacit per aliumfacit per se, clearly applies. The banker

creates the obligation and expressly authorises the customer to

put it into circulation : the banker loads and points the pistol at

the Bank Act, and the customer pulls the trigger : or the banker
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lights the match and delivers it to the customer who consumes

the Act

Of course the whole difficulty has been created by the gross

ignorance of those who drew the Act of the ordinary routine

business of banking : but that is no business of ours. There

stand the distinct words of the Law : and there are the actual

facts of banking : and it is not possible for the wit of man to

reconcile them

The Rate of Discount is the true Supreme Power of

controlling Credit and the Paper Currency

10. We have shown that all the great Economists and

Financiers of former times solemnly protested against imposing
a cast-iron limit on the issues of the Bank : and maintained that

in a great Commercial Crisis it was the indispensable duty of

the Bank to enlarge its issues to support commercial houses

which were really solvent : but whose resources were perhaps
locked up in a form not available for the moment

They also maintained that the absolute quantity of the

Paper Currency at any time was no criterion whatever, whether

it was redundant or defective : and the sole test of its being so,

was the Price of Gold and the state of the Foreign Exchanges
All experienced bankers warned the public that an excessive

restriction of Credit in a Commercial Crisis would infallibly

bring about universal failure

This would have been exemplified in 1793, if the Government
had not stepped forward and allayed the panic by an issue of

Exchequer Bills, and it was actually realised in 1797, when the

merciless restriction of Credit brought about the stoppage of

the Bank of England
It would also have been realised in 1825 if the Bank had not

suddenly abandoned its erroneous policy, and issued Notes with

the utmost profusion

Nevertheless, in defiance of the warning of the wisest

Financiers and uniform practical experience, Sir Robert Peel

1 laving evolved out of his own inner consciousness a fantastic
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crotchet, that he had discovered a method of preventing Com-
mercial Crises from arising, imposed a cast-iron limit on the

issues of the Bank, and the results in 1847, 1857, and 1866 were

exactly what the wisest Financiers had predicted

But the result of such restriction extends much further than

the personal question of bankers and customers

By our modern system of Credit, Banking Credits are for all

practical purposes the Money of the country. If, therefore, the

supply of Money be stopped, all other property becomes unsale-

able. In 1797 the price of the Three per Cents, fell to 51, and

other stock in proportion
In the terrific crisis of 1825, Mr. Huskisson said that during

48 hours it was impossible to convert into Money the best secu-

rities of the Government. Persons could sell neither Exchequer

Bills, Bank Stock, East India Stock, nor the Public Funds. Mr.

Baring said that men would not part with their money on any

terms, nor for any security. Persons of undoubted wealth and

real capital were seen walking about the streets of London, not

knowing whether they should be able to meet their engagements
for the next day. However, the Bank changed its policy the

next day, and everything that remained was saved

At this time the Bank did not publish its accounts, and

therefore no one outside it knew its real position : and moreover

it could change its policy at any moment it pleased

But in 1847, when the Bank was obliged by law to publish
its accounts, so that the public knew its exact position, and it

was deprived by law of the power of enlarging its issues to

support commerce, matters were far worse

In the severe crisis in the spring, attention was first drawn
to the working of the Bank Act, and it was observed to the

astonishment of its supporters, that while vast sums of gold had
been drawn out of the Bank, its Notes had increased instead of

diminished : which proved the utter failure of the "Mechanical
action

"
of the Act. But this crisis passed away

Mr. F. T. Baring, who contended that the Act had been

successful on several points, allowed that it had completely failed

on this point
1 "

I find that the amount of bullion in the Bank
1 Hansard Purl. Debate*, Vol. 95. p. 615
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on September 12, 1846, was 16,354,000, and on April 17, 1847,

it was reduced to 9,330,000 : being a diminution of 7,024,000.

Now I take the same dates with respect to the circulation of

Notes, and I find that on September 12, 1846, the amount was

20,982,000, and on April 17, 1847, it was 21,228,000 : being

an increase of 246,000 I must say that I never

entertained the idea that it would have been possible, under the

operation of this bill, to have shown such a set of figures. . . .

I believe, if we look back, we shall find that the operation of the

deposits and the question of the reserve ivas not sufficiently con-

sidered, either by those who were favorable or those who were

opposed to the bill. I cannot find in the evidence before the

Committee of 1840 more than a few sentences leading me to

suppose that danger arising from such a cause was contemplated
or referred to : yet this was a most important consideration, for

it was by the reserve the Bank was enabled to do what was

contrary to the spirit of the bill when gold was running out,

not to reduce their circulation by a single pound. I do not

think that the system works satisfactorily in this respect : and

in fact the point did not receive anything like a sufficient con-

sideration. Perhaps it was impossible before the bill was in

practical operation, to see how the reserve of notes would operate ;

but it certainly never entered into the contemplation of any one

then considering the subject, that 7,000,000 in gold should

run off, and yet that the Notes in the hands of the public would

rather increase than diminish." The fact was, that the Bank
had no option in the matter. It had no power to withdraw a

single Note from circulation : and it was bound to pay all cheques
drawn on it, which depleted its gold

11. But in the great panic of the autumn the mischief of

the Bank Act was still further developed
In the crisis of April and May numerous deputations had

urged the Government to relax the Bank Act, which they stead-

fastly refused. During August and September the failures

amounted to 15,000,000. The exchanges turned in favor of

the country, as they inevitably do in a Commercial Crisis : and

by the end of September gold was flowing in. But the failures fell
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fast and thick. On the 15th October the Bank refused to make

any advances on Stock or Exchequer Bills. Bankers in all parts
of the kingdom hastened to sell their public securities. The
difference between the price for ready money and for the account

of the 14th October, showed a rate of interest of 50 per cent, per
annum. Exchequer bills fell to 35s. discount. On the 16th of

October the bullion was 8,431,000 : the Notes in circulation

li),;i59,000: and the reserve was 2,630,000. Immense

stoppages of country banks took place. The Funds fell 2 per

cent. A complete cessation of private discounts took place. No
one would part with the Money and Notes in his possession.

The most exorbitant sums were offered to and refused by
merchants for their acceptances. Interest rose to 60 per cent. :

Exchequer bills fell to a discount of 40 per cent. : a merchant

could not get a penny of advance on 60,000 of silver. On the

5th of October money at Manchester was quoted at Ij per cent,

for ten days : or 45 12s. Qd. per cent, per annum. On the

22nd of October Exchequer Bills were at a discount of from 25

to 40 per cent.

12. And now a new consequence of the Act developed itself.

When the Mercantile community saw that the whole available

resources of the Bank were reduced to little more than 2,000,000,

they made an immediate rush to get hold of the Notes, while they

could, to make themselves safe. These they hoarded, and would

not part with at any price, so that an amount of Notes, which in

ordinaiy times would have been amply adequate, became wholly
insufficient for the wants of the community in a Monetary
Panic

13. The Government had even up to the 23rd of October

refused with adamantine obstinacy to relax the Act. But on

that day a deputation of bankers showed them that the pressure
was so overwhelming that they were at last driven to give way.
and on the 25th of October (Monday), a letter from the Govern-

ment was issued, authorising the Bank to issue Notes to ;u,\

amount they pleased on security, at a rate of discount not k->>

than 10 per cent.

VOL. n., PART 2 /
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As soon as this letter was issued the Panic vanished like a

dream : and the amount of Notes the Bank issued under it was

400,000. Thus, while at one moment universal failure was

imminent, 400,000 in Notes restored the credit of the country

As soon as the panic ceased, thousands and tens of thousands

of pounds were taken from the hoards, and some from boxes

deposited with bankers : although the customers would not pay
them into their accounts. Large parcels of notes were returned to

the Bank cut in halves as they had been sent down into the country
In his speech of the 30th November, the Chancellor of the

Exchequer said that parties of every description made application,

saying,
** We do not want Notes, but give us confidence." They

said " We have Notes enough, but we have not confidence to

use them : say you will stand by us, and we shall have all we

want : do anything in short that will give us confidence. If we

think we can get Bank Notes we shall not want them. Charge

any rate you please ;
ask what you like." Parties said to me,

"Let us have Notes, charge 10 or 12 per cent, for them: we
don't care what the rate of interest is. We don't mean indeed

to take the Notes, because we shall not want them : only tell us

that we can get them, and this will at once restore confidence
"

Such were the practical results of imposing a cast-iron limit

on the issues of the Bank in a Monetary Panic : and as they
must always inevitably be the same under similar circumstances,

we need not load our pages, which are already overburdened,
with any more experiences

14. But as soon as we grasp the conception that Rights and

Rights of Action are Pecunia, Res, Bona, Merx: xPr/V*>
Trpay/M-ara, dyaOd, ovVt'a : Goods, Chattels, Merchandise, Vendible

Commodities : just like so much gold, timber, corn, cattle, or any
other material chattels whatever : and that their value is deter-

mined by exactly the same laws as determine the value of any
other material chattels, the question becomes perfectly clear,

simple and intelligible

The value of Debts or Credits is measured in Gold, and Rights
payable in gold on demand, which even Mill himself acknowledges
are of the same value as gold
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Xow the ultimate paying medium of the country is Gold,

and Rights payable in Gold on demand, i.e., Banking Credits

If Gold and Banking Credits payable in Gold on demand

multiply faster than the Merchandise termed Mercantile Obliga-

tions, and Securities payable at a future time, their Price will

rise just in the same way as the price of all material commodities,

if., the Rate of Discount will fall

If Obligations payable at a future time multiply faster than

the paying medium, their Price will fall, just as the Price of

Material Commodities which multiply faster than the paying
medium will fall, i.e., the Rate of Discount will rise

15. There is no difference whatever in principle between

the Commerce in Material Commodities and the Commerce in

Debts : only, as we pointed out, the value of Material Com-

modities and the value of Debts, is expressed in a somewhat

different form

Suppose, for instance, that if we could imagine such an im-

possible case as that wheat should be 100s. a quarter in Paris

while in London it was, in consequence of some inconceivable

perversity, kept at 40s. a quarter, what would be the consequence ?

In the first place, corn merchants here would export their

corn from a market where they could only get 40s. a quarter for

it to where they could get 100s. for it

Moreover, French merchants, seeing that they could buy corn

in London at 40s. a quarter, and sell it at 100s. a quarter in Paris,

would accordingly send over and buy up all the corn in London :

and the consequence would be that not a bushel of corn would be

left in London

Xow, under natural laws, what would be the corrective of this ?

By the operation of the Law of Supply and Demand the

greater demand for corn would raise its price in London : and

the greater supply of corn would lower its price in Paris : until

the price of corn in London would be brought so near to an

equality with its price in Paris, that there would be no difference

admitting of profitable operations

Xow, is it not evident that the commerce in Gold must be

subject to exactly the same laws as the commerce in corn ?

z 2
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And vet there used to be men of business, men of the highest

standing, though it is probable that there are not many now,

who would have admitted this in the case of corn, who yet con-

ceived the strange idea that it was possible to maintain the Price

of Gold and Debts, i.e., the Kate of Discount, fixed without any
reference to what it might be in other countries

Now, suppose that the price of corn was attempted to be

maintained fixed in this country at 40s., wiiat would be the

result ? If the price of corn in other countries was very greatly

lower, then other countries would flood this country with their

corn, and force down the price of corn, notwithstanding all

attempts to keep it up
On the other hand, if the price of corn was very much higher

in other countries than here, every bushel of corn would be

exported, and it would rise to a famine price, notwithstanding all

attempts to keep it down
The inevitable consequence, then, of attempting to keep the

price of corn in this country fixed, while it varied in other

countries, would be to produce the most violent fluctuations in

price far more so than under the natural law

Thus, every man of business would see that the true regulator

of the. due Price and quantity of corn would be the perfect

mobility of its price

By the very same argument, the true regulator of the due

relation between the quantity of Gold and Credit is the perfect

mobility of its Price, i.e., the Rate of Discount

And yet almost all legislation up to a comparatively recent

period, and almost all writers on Economics, and too many of

the commercial world, were in a perverse combination to thwart

this great law of nature, and attempt to keep the Rate of Dis-

count, or the price of Debts, fixed at a uniform, scale

16. While, therefore, the greater part of the complaints
used to be levelled at the variations in the Rate of Discount as

the great evil, the truth is that it is only the sign of the evil.

The real evil is the altered proportion between specie and Credit :

and the Rate of Discount is the grand natural corrector of the

evil. To attempt to keep the Rate of Discount fixed is to
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contravene the laws of nature, just the same as an attempt to

keep the price of corn fixed. Like all true laws of nature, the

simplicity, beauty and perfection of its action is marvellous, and

it produces a multitude of results, which are, perhaps, not very
obvious at first

If specie is leaving the country and becoming scarce com-

pared to Credit, every principle of nature shows that the value of

money, i.e., the Rate of Discount, must rise, and this has the

effect of preventing the outflow of gold, as well as attracting it

from abroad. On the other hand, if specie be flowing into the

country, aud likely to become too abundant with relation to

Credit, a fall in its value, or in the Rate of Discount, repels it

from the country
If a nation be visited with a great failure of the crops, and

has to buy large quantities of food in a hurry, it must pay for

them either with commodities or with Money : it cannot pay for

them with its Credit. Now, if commodities are too dear, it must

pay for them with Money. Xow, Credit 1ms exactly the same

effect as an equal quantity of Money. Credit is, in this country,
the great producing power : and Credit for a time is a great

sustainer of prices, by enabling persons to withhold their com-

modities from the market. Raising the Rate of Discount

curtails Credit, forces sales, lowers the price of commodities,

makes it less profitable to export specie, and more profitable to

export goods

Moreover, this rise in the value of Money, i.e., the low price

of Commodities and Debts, tempts buyers from foreign countries

to bring their money here. It thus causes an inflow of bullion

aiicl restores our Currency to a uniformity of value with that of

foreign countries

Again, if this nation has to spend a great part of its money
in buying foreign corn, it is quite clear that it has not got so

much to spend in purchasing goods. An over production of

u'oods, therefore, can only end in a disastrous fall in prices

And here the beautiful action of this great law of nature is

manifest. So enormous a proportion of the commodities of this

country are produced by means of Credit, that a rise in the

Rate of Discount just hits profits between wind and water, as we
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may say. Consequently, a rise in the Rate of Discount retards

and curtails production, in proportion to the diminished con-

suming powers of the nation : and so prevents such a ruinous fall

in prices, as would necessarily follow an undimished production

accompanied by a diminished power of consumption

17. In fact, when a Commercial Crisis occurs in a country,

it invariably means that there are more persons wishing to sell

than there are persons willing or able to buy, at least at

remunerative prices. A Commercial Crisis invariably arises

from over production over production of commodities, or over

production of securities. True prudence shows that in all

Commercial Crises production should be curbed. It is much
better not to produce at all than to produce and be obliged to

sell at a loss. To produce and be obliged to sell below the cost

of production is loss of capital. It is better, therefore, not to

employ the Capital at all than to lose it. Raising the Rate of

Discount, therefore, acts as a timely warning to producers to hold

hard. It is necessary to dispose of the stock already produced,
before producing more, and if the stream of sale is stopped while

production continues, it can only end in a more aggravated
fall at last

18. Xow, what is the necessary consequence of attempting
to thwart this great law of nature ? In time of scarcity of food,

and a necessary export of money to buy it, if the Rate of

Discount be kept unnaturally low, nothing but money will go :

commodities will not go, they are too dear. Again, money being

kept at an unnaturally low rate here, no one will bring it in from
abroad. Consequently, great quantities of money will go out and
none will come in : till at last the Circulating Medium will be

nothing but "
promises to pay," and no money to pay them with.

Then, at last, violent convulsions, total destruction of Credit,

everyone wishing to sell and no one willing or able to buy

19. On the other hand, if, when specie is flowing in with

too great abundance, it be not repelled by a due diminution in

the value of money, i.e., a fall in the Rate of Discount, it will
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continue to do so until it is so superabundant that a violent fall

takes place. Persons who are accustomed to depend on the

income they derive from the interest of money suddenly find that

their means are seriously diminished. In the year 1824 there

was such a plethora of Capital in the country that the Scotch

Banks gave no interest on deposits : after 1824 came 1825.

Then wild speculations find favor in the public mind, promising-

higher profits : then the community goes through the cycle of

bubble speculations, extravagant credit bloating and inflating

prices, ending in a commercial catastrophe. It is quite certain

that if, during the various crises the country passed through,

there had been more attention paid to observe the natural Rate of

Discount, instead of thwarting the course of nature, though the

variations would have been more frequent, they would have been

less violent and extreme. If specie is coming in with too great

rapidity it is good to lower the Rate of Discount quickly, to

prevent it getting lower : if specie is going out too rapidly, it is

good to raise the Rate of Discount quickly, to prevent it being

higher

20. Such, however, is the perversity of man, that many

persons think that a uniform and invariable Rate of Discount is

the great thing to be preserved, no matter what nature may say

to the contrary : and their ingenuity is racked to devise a plan

for always keeping it so, just as if the governor of the steam

engine ought always to revolve with uniform velocity. Now the

inevitable consequence of taking these means to thwart nature

will be, that when specie is scarce, it will be repelled by a lower

Rate than the natural one : when it is already too abundant, it will

be still further attracted by a Rate higher than the natural one

21. The extreme anxiety of persons to obtain an impossible

object, always to have the power of selling debts due to them at

a uniform rate, has led to a very prevalent theory which seems

very innocent and simple. It being supposed to be desirable to

maintain the Currency at a uniform amount, they propose that

as gold goes out, paper should be issued to supply its place.

This theory is strenuously advocated by Sir Archibald Alison,
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who, after condemning the theory that gold and paper must vary

together, says
" The true system would be just the reverse. Proceeding on

the principle that the great object is to equalise the Currency,

and with it prices and speculations, it would enlarge the Paper

Currency when the precious metals are withdrawn, and Credit is

threatened with a stoppage, and proportionately contract it when

the precious metals return, and the Currency is becoming

adequate without any considerable addition to the paper"

22. There would be certainly something specious in the

idea of issuing Bank Notes to supply the place of the gold that

went out, if, unfortunately, it had not been tried over and over

again, and been uniformly attended with a catastrophe. "When

gold was leaving the country in vast quantities in 1796, the

Bank of England maintained and extended its issues, against its

own will it is true, but yet the fact illustrates the principle, and

the consequence was the suspension of cash payments in 1797.

When the Bank had got right again in 1817, a drain for foreign

loans began, and the Bank extended its issues in 1818, and the

consequence was the second suspension of cash payments in 1819.

In 1824, when bullion was departing from the country like a

flood, the Bank extended its issues: then, when it saw itself in

the very vortex of bankruptcy, it suddenly altered its policy, and

the result of all this was the Panic of 1825. In 1838-39 a

similar drain occurred, the Bank with marvellous perversity
maintained its Rate of Discount considerably below the market

rate, and the result was the crisis of 1839. In 1847 there was

the same error and the same result. Surely these instances are

enough to destroy this fatal delusion

23. In fact, Sir Archibald, and those writers who share these

st'iitiments, wholly mistake the object to be sought for in so

delicate and artificial a machine as a Paper Currency. The

object to be aimed at is not to preserve a uniform Rale of

l)ianu\t, or a uniform amount of Currency in this country, but

to maintain, as near as may be, a uniformity in the value of the

British Currency with that of foreign countries. If Money is
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made artificially cheap in this country, that is, cheaper in this

country than in other countries, persons in this country will

r.cjjorf it to where it is of greater value : they will buy foreign

securities : they will import foreign securities. On the other

hand, foreign nations will flood this country with their securities-

just as the Americans did in 1839, when the Bank kept its Rate

of Discount below its proper level because they can sell them at

a better price here than in their own country. If a man wishes

to sell a horse, and my neighbour will only give 90 for it, and I

will give him 96 for it, naturally he will sell his horse to me

and take away my cash. So when the Americans wished to sell

their debts and found that they could only get 90 per cent, for

them in their own country, whereas they could get 97 per cent,

for them in England, naturally they sent them to England for

sale, and took away the cash. The only way for England to have

stopped this would have been to give no more for these securities

than the Americans would themselves: in other words, to

maintain a uniformity in the value of the Currencies of the two

countries

24. When the Foreign Exchanges are unfavorable to this

country, the simple meaning of that is that it is profitable to

export gold. Now, where is the gold got from for exportation ?

From the Bank of England and from other Banks. And how is

it got from the Banks ? By getting hold of the "
promises to

pay
"
gold of the Banks. Now, when the Banks know that a

multitude of persons are trying to get hold of their
"
promises

to pay," for the purpose of demanding gold from them with the

deliberate intention of carrying it out of the country, would it not

be the height of folly in the Banks
to^

be multiplying their

"promises to pay" in all directions, and selling them cheap?
This would be exactly as wise as if the captain of a ship, directly

he saw a storm coming on, were to set all his studding sails and

royals. When the captain sees the tempest approaching, he must

get down his topgallant masts and reef his topsails : so when a

commercial tempest is threatened, it behoves those who pilot the

vessels of Credit to contract their "promises to pay" not

necessarily by diminishing their amount, but by exacting a very
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much higher price for them, so as to annihilate all profit from

exporting gold

25. The plan proposed by Sir Archibald Alison and a

multitude of unthinking writers is, that when gold is leaving the

country, commissioners should be appointed to issue an equal

quantity of Inconvertible Paper, which is to be withdrawn when

gold comes back again. But what is to be done with the con-

vertible Paper which is already in existence ? Is it to be declared

inconvertible ? For so long as the Rate of Discount is depressed,

there will be a constant demand for gold in exchange for notes,

and a corresponding amount of inconvertible paper must be issued.

Let this wonderful theory be put into practice, and the drain will

not cease until every sovereign has left the country : and more-

over they will never come back again. For as the avowed

intention is to keep down the Eate of Discount, and to keep up

prices, there is nothing to bring the bullion back again. Nothing
can bring it back again here, except we can sell our Commodities

or Debts cheaper than other nations. But it is the avowed

intention of these issues to prevent that : consequently no bullion

will ever come back-

SB. When the nation is actually obliged to spend its money
in buying foreign corn, or on any other object, such as war, it is

quite impossible that it can have so much money to spend on

other things. Its consuming powers, therefore, are diminished :

it must economise in other things. Now, if the Rate of Discount

is kept below its natural level, it stimulates and encourages pro-

duction so much beyond the powers of consumption, that it must

necessarily terminate in an aggravated fall in prices. A timely

raising of the Rate of Discount is, therefore, a warning to pro-
ducers to contract their operations gradually. But keeping it

unnaturally low lulls them into a false security. They maintain

their engagements on Credit on an undiminished scale, till the

Banks, for their own security, are obliged to pull up on a sudden,

to bring up all standing. Then follows a total refusal to dis-

count, Commercial and Monetary Panic, and total ruin

It has been said but by persons indeed who never had the
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slightest practical knowledge of business, that raising the Rate of

Discount acts like the East wind on business. But is it not

better to have a wholesome, healthy, invigorating East wind,

than a tropical tornado or typhoon ?

Examination of the Arguments alleged for maintaining the

Bank Act

27. It has now been shown that the Bank Act has

completely failed both in Theory and Practice. What, then, are

the arguments for maintaining it ?

In the first place let us state its unquestionable practical

merits

1. While the subject was completely misunderstood by its

responsible authorities, it perforce maintained a store of gold in

the country, which was accessible in the last resort

2. Though it did not actually suppress the Notes of the

private country bankers, it restrained them within the narrowest

possible limits, and positively forbade any new private banks to

commence issuing Notes. Since the Act was passed about half

the amount of Notes issued by private bankers have disappeared.

3. By the extreme stringency of its provisions, it has certainly

compelled the attention of bankers to the supreme power of the

Rate of Discount, which they had never previously sufficiently

understood

These are its great solid and unquestionable practical merits

But on the other hand, it has a vastly overwhelming mass of

evils to be set against these merits

1. The whole Monetary system of the country is based on a

dogmatic Definition of Currency, which the whole judges of

England would instantly pronounce to be wholly erroneous

'1 . It purports to carry out a theory, which it wholly fails to

do : and to suppose that it does, involves a series of the grossest

arithmetical blunders

3. It is based on the fantastic idea of Sir Robert Peel that

all Commercial Crises arise from an excessive issue of Bank
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Notes : which is wholly contrary to fact. And that if the issues

of Bank Notes could be restrained within certain limits, Com-

mercial Crises could be prevented which is wholly contrary to

commercial experience

4. When a Commercial Crisis does take place, it absolutely

prevents the only course from being adopted which scientific

reasoning the unanimous declaration of all the highest financial

authorities and practical experience prove to be the only way
of allaying a Crisis, and preventing it deepening into a Monetary
Panic

5. It enforces by law a Theory which all the highest financial

authorities predicted would bring about universal ruin and

which uniform experience, when it has been tried, has proved to

be true

28. The true object of the Act is to ensure the converti-

bility of the Bank Note. But the principle of the Act, and the

machinery devised for that purpose, is merely a means to an end :

and it has been proved to be defective. A better means of

attaining the object has been ascertained and demonstrated to be

true by the strictest scientific reasoning, as well as by abundant

and uniform experience since the passing of the Act : and,

therefore, the Act is no longer necessary. Sir Robert Peel was

an unequalled master of dealing with practical business, when he

was fully informed of the facts. But he was not a mercantile

lawyer, nor had he the least practical knowledge of the business

of banking. In the discreditable state of Stygian darkness and

ignorance in which the whole subject wras enveloped by the

pretended Economists of his day, Sir Robert Peel was led off on

;ui entirely false scent by his advisers : and it may be admitted

that he did the best, according to his lights at the time

The necessity for passing the Act was a deep discredit to the

directors of the Bank. It was a legislative declaration that they
were not competent to manage their own business. No other Bank
in the world is constructed on the fantastic principle of the Bank
of England. It is true that most other Banks are constructed on

the principle of limiting their powers of issue. But that is a

radically false principle, which always breaks down under a
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certain strain. But no other Bank is constructed on the Bedlamite

principle of limiting its right of issue, with a stringency which

is utterly inadequate in the colossal dimensions which commerce

has now attained to, and also of locking up half its specie, so

that while the whole commercial world is rocking to its founda-

tions there is 10,000,000 of solid gold, which is of no more avail

than if it were buried in the centre of the earth which can by
no possibility be got at, unless the Minister perpetrates an act of

high treason

The Bank of France has at its disposal about 100,000,000

of specie of which it has the full command. The Bank of

England has seldom more than from 10,000,000 to 15,000,000

available to support the whole banking and mercantile community.
The Bank of France does not have half of its specie locked

away out of the power of the directors, as mothers lock away

jampots in cupboards from naughty children

The Bank Act of 1844 was an indelible stigma on the

directors of the Bank : and its continuance is a continuous slur

upon them. It is a legislative declaration that Englishmen are

not competent to manage their national Bank while Frenchmen

are. Is this a stigma to which Englishmen will be disposed to

submit ?

The Bank Act of 1844 was probably the best thing that could

have been done at the time. But Sir Robert Peel was pre-

eminently open to conviction, and always ready to avail himself

of further and better knowledge. With the floods of light which

scientific reasoning and practical experience have thrown on the

subject since his day, does anyone suppose that he would have

clung to an Act which is shown to be unsuitable for our times ?

For more than 40 years the directors have fully recognised and

acted upon the principle that the Rate of Discount is the true

supreme method of controlling Credit and the Paper Currency :

and seeing that, the Act is no longer necessary. It may some-

times be necessary to put a patient into a strait waistcoat : but

when the patient is perfectly recovered, and restored to his right

mind, the strait waistcoat may be removed especially as it is

found that, under certain circumstances, the strait waistcoat not

only strangles the patient, but scatters death and destruction all

around.
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CHAPTER XXI

GENERAL CONCLUSION

1. I have now brought this great subject to a conclusion,

and I venture to hope that I have made it as intelligible to the

general reader, who will take the pains to understand it, as so

very recondite a subject can be made

The insurmountable objection to all speeches and discussions

in books or otherwise is, that they are all dogmatic assertions

addressed to readers or hearers who have no knowledge of the

juridical and scientific principles, nor of the actual facts of the

case : so that these discussions may go on to all eternity without

coming to a common agreement
It has been my endeavor to give an exposition of the

juridical principles of Credit, which were first elaborated by the

great Roman Jurists of the second and third centuries, which

were incorporated in the great Code of Roman Law, termed the

Pandects of Justinian, and also in the great Code of the Eastern

Empire, termed the Basilica which have been the Mercantile

Law of Europe for 1,600 years which are fully set forth in every
Continental treatise on jurisprudence, but which are very imper-

fectly understood in English Law books, and of which there

is not even the faintest trace in any professed treatise on

Economics

But though the Roman Jurists worked out the juridical

theory to a certain extent, their exposition is inadequate to its

complete scientific development

They regarded the question almost entirely from the Creditor's,

or Positive, point of view

But in every Obligation there are two sides the Creditor's,

or the Positive side
;
and the Debtor's, or the Negative side

Muclaurin is the first mathematician, that I am aware of, who
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perceived this, and termed Debts Negative Quantities, but gave
no further explanation

Euler and Peacock developed this idea still further, and

endeavored to explain the meaning of the term Negative as

applied to Debts. The great modern Theory of Algebraical

Signs was not even thought of in Euler's day. Peacock, who
was the first to introduce it into a great standard treatise on

Algebra, attempted to apply the Theory of Algebraical Signs to

Credit and Debt : but both these distinguished mathematicians

entirely failed in their attempt, from a want of knowledge of

Mercantile Law and practical business

But Jurists also apply the terms Positive and Negative to

Credits and Debts : but by these terms Jurists mean something

quite different to what mathematicians do by the Positive and

Negative Signs
Mathematicians apply the Positive and Negative Signs to

mathematical and physical quantities of similar natures, but of

opposite qualities : and also to all sorts of opposite operations

upon them

But Economics, like Jurisprudence, has nothing to do with

physical quantities : but only with Rights and Duties relating to

them

Jurists, therefore, apply the terms Positive and Negative to

Persons who stand in opposite relations to each other, and not

to Things
I have extended the application of the Algebraical Signs to

Persons who stand in opposite relations to each other, such as

Creditor and Debtor : and to Personal Rights and Personal

Duties

By this means I have completed the Theory of Credit from

the Debtor's, or Negative, side, simultaneously with that from the

Creditor's, or Positive, side : which shows the application of the

Algebraical Signs as Signs of Affection or Distinction : and also

shown their application as Signs of Operation : and thus the

Juridical and Mathematical Theory of Credit is now absolutely

complete

I have then given a complete exposition of the system of
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Mercantile Credit then a complete exposition of the mechanism

of Banking, and its practical application in developing the

resources and wealth of a country

This exposition shows how utterly erroneous are the popular

ideas on the subject in hooks and common discourse

The business of banking does not consist, as is so commonly

supposed, and as stated in books and documents which might

be supposed to be of authority, in borrowing money from

one set of persons and lending it out to another set : but in

creating and issuing Circulating Rights of Action, Credits or

Debts, on a given basis of bullion, several times exceeding the

basis : according to the different degrees of perfection on which

the system is organised. These Circulating Credits have exactly

the same effects, in every respect, as an equal quantity of money.
As Bishop Berkeley said long ago, a bank is a gold mine. And
it is to this faculty, as it were, of multiplying gold that the

prodigious advance of commerce and wealth in modern times is

entirely due

I have then given an exposition of the Theory of the Foreign

Exchanges
Thus I have introduced the complete commerce in Rights of

Action in its three forms, Mercantile Credit, Banking, and the

Foreign Exchanges, into Economics and explained its Economical

effects

2. Having thus explained the juridical and scientific

principles of the subject, and exhibited its mechanism, I have

now to examine the Legislation regarding it in this country and

its effects

On its foundation, in 1094, the Bank of England received no

monopoly in its favor: and not till 1708: and this monopoly,
with some modification, has endured to the present day

The Bank of Scotland, founded in 1695, at first received a

monopoly in its favour for 21 years : but it was not renewed :

and at the very notion of the Bank claiming a monopoly of bank-

ing, the Scotch rose up with their usual democratic fervor, and

scouted the idea that a single company should possess a monopoly
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of banking. And since then banking in Scotland has been

allowed to develop itself freely and spontaneously, so as to meet

the growing requirements of the country. And though there

have been some terrible catastrophes, such as the Ayr Bank, the

Western Bank, and the City of Glasgow Bank, these disasters

never shook the solid system of the older and well-managed
banks. There have also been Commercial Crises, as there must

necessarily be in every commercial country, but there have not been

any such Monetary Panics as those which have shaken England
to its foundations a very good proof of what has been advanced

in a previous chapter, that although Commercial Crises are

innate and inevitable in the modern system of Credit, yet

that Monetary Panics are brought about by bad banking legis-

lation, and bad management of the Bank, and that they are

preventible

3. Under the circumstances, I think that the monopolies
conferred on the Banks of Scotland and England were justifiable

as temporary measures, in consequence of the subject not being

properly understood, and the number of wild, reckless speculations

which were abroad

I think that the monopoly of the Bank of England was

justifiable up to 1742 ; or at latest up to 1762 : but after that it

has been nothing but an unmitigated evil

For it was after 1762 that the industrial energies both in

England and Scotland burst forth with unparalleled splendor:
and they required an immense extension of banking accommoda-

tion. This was supplied in Scotland by the Chartered Banks

throwing out branches in all directions, and carrying banking
accommodation into all the principal towns of the country : and

these, of course, were not independent institutions, governed by
their own sweet will, but they were integral parts of their head

offices, and under the supervision and control of their experienced

managers and directors

But in England, when the very same accommodation was

required to develop the multiplied industries, canal making,

agricultural and manufacturing, with which the country was

teeming, the Bank of England would neither establish branches

VOL. II., PART 2 AA
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of its own in the various provincial towns, nor would it permit

powerful and local solid Banks to be founded in them

The consequence was that hundreds of country traders sprung

up as bankers to supply the indispensable Currency. The majority

of them were perfectly unfit from their want of capital and

experience to do so ;
and they were all perfectly independent of

each other, without any central control and supervision. Xo
doubt great things were effected by them : but when terror and

alarm came in 1793 and 1797, they were swept away in multitudes.

These local banks being, the majority of them, not possessed

of any sufficient capital to bear such a strain, flung themselves

for support on the Bank of England. Thus, in 1797, there were

Mr. Pitt, the whole mercantile world, and hundreds of country

banks all tugging at the money bags of the Bank of England.

Thus, the Bank, by its unjustifiable monopoly, not only pre-

vented solid banks being founded, capable of maintaining

themselves, but brought hundreds of country banks on its

shoulders, and the directors, dazed and confused, were wholly
unable to manage the Bank under such an unexampled strain,

and brought on a stoppage

Up till 1762 I think that the Bank was adequate for the

wants of the country

4. It would be impossible to over-estimate the services of

the Bank of England to the State it was a great pillar of State.

It was entirely owing to the reorganisation of the Finances, and
the extension of solid Credit by the Bank, that under the

masterful and sagacious guidance of William, England gradually
rose from the nadir of her degradation under the two last Stuarts,

when she was very little better than a wretched little island in

a stormy sea, and very little more than an appanage of the Crown
of France. It was the Bank of England alone that enabled

William to prosecute his continental wars that supplied the

funds for Marlborongh's immortal campaigns, when the name of

England was heard for the first time on the continent with terror

and respect, after an eclipse of half a century, and which steadily
led her onward through the matchless ministry of Pitt, till in

]"('>:> she attained that place in the scale of nations which she

Jias since held
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5. But statesmen are mostly purblind they live from hand

to mouth : their energies are exhausted in providing for the wants

of the moment, and maintaining themselves in power and they

usually fail to see that many institutions, which may have been

useful in their day, have become inadequate and insufficient under

changing circumstances. Things they think will last their day :

after them the deluge : until at last the organisation comes

down with a crash : and then they are compelled to pay attention

to it

6. After 17G2, one such pillar as the Bank of England
became wholly insufficient for the expanding wealth and com-

merce of England. It required many such. In the natural

course of things a multitude of Joint Stock Banks would have

grown up to meet the wants of expanding commerce. Decades

of years passed away, and still the Ministers allowed the solid

progress of commerce to be throttled in the grasp of a single

Joint Stock Company
And instead of the gradual formation of powerful institutions

which would have given additional support to the State and to

each other, multitudes of small banks sprung up, which not only
were no support to each other, but which, in moments of danger,

threw themselves on the single Bank, and were an additional

source of embarrassment to it, and aided to bring it down. It

seems to me a deep blot on the financial statesmanship of Mr.

Pitt, that he always steadfastly resisted the formation of powerful
banks

7. I do not share the opinion of Sir Robert Peel, that the

suspension of cash payments was a "fatal" measure: on the

contrary, I believe that it was absolutely indispensable

Xor did the suspension of cash payments to the public in any

way involve the necessity of the depreciation of the Bank Note

In 1797 the Scotch Banks, without any protection from

legislation, agreed among themselves to suspend cash payments
to the public. But they rigorously maintained their system of

exchanges among themselves. By this means no single bank

could continue to over-issue : because it would have been called

A A -1
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upon to redeem its over-issues. This state of matters continued

for 20 years : and during that period the Scotch Bank Notes

never sustained any depreciation beyond that of the Bank of

England Note, which they were bound to follow. When the

time came they resumed payments in cash to the public without

the slightest trouble or difficulty

And why was this not the case in England ? The reason was

this : the clearing house of London was a purely private institu-

tion to which the Bank of England was not admitted

Now, from the evidence given before the Parliamentary Com-

mittees, the management of the Bank was most reckless during
this period : and wr

e know that she must have sustained immense

losses. Now, when the Notes she issued never came back to her

in due course, what did she do ? No outsider, of course, knew

what these losses were. But to cover them up, she had nothing
to do but to issue fresh torrents of paper, which were continually

aggravating and inflating the Channel of Circulation: and

sending up prices

8. If banking had been allowed to develop itself in England
in its natural course, as it did in Scotland, there would have been

a considerable number of Joint Stock Banks in London, who

would have established a clearing house : and every bank would

have been obliged to redeem its over-issues in specie : and by
this system of exchanges, the excessive issues would have been

removed from circulation : and the Notes would have been kept
at par, even though inconvertible with respect to the public : as

the Scotch Bank Notes were. But the Bank of England not being
in the clearing house, was never called to account for its over

issues, and so could issue unlimited torrents of inconvertible Notes

which fell to a ruinous discount, shaking the value of all property.

9. Moreover, the unparalleled increase of manufactures,

agricultural improvements in consequence of the enhanced price
of cereals and stock, commerce and population, demanded an

increased amount of Currency : and country banks multiplied in

all directions. In 1814 there were 900 country banks pouring
t oiii th torrents of Paper Currency : and these torrents of Paper.
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combined with the excessive issues of the Bank itself, at last

reduced the Bank Note to 14.?. (;//.

But in 1814-15-16 hundreds of these banks failed, and many
millions of their notes were withdrawn from circulation. In

consequence of this, the Bank Notes rose almost to par, and if the

Bank had been managed with common prudence, they would have

risen quite to par, and cash payments resumed in the ordinary

course of business without the least disturbance

10. The circumstances of this period afford one lesson of

great importance. It is this Governments and States should

never issue paper money themselves. AVhen States and Govern-

ments once begin to issue Paper Money, they never can resist the

temptation to issue it in boundless quantities, so that it soon

begins to depreciate : they have no power to redeem it : and the

depreciation is incurable

Even those statesmen, in 1813, who were most anxious to

revert to cash payments, were constrained to allow that in process

of time the argument passes over to depreciation. When

depreciation has continued a certain time, all contracts and

engagements are made in the depreciated Paper, and under

inflated prices : and to compel them to redeem their debts in

solid cash would be ruinous to all debtors

If the depreciation in 1814 had been brought about by issues

of State Paper Money, England would have been in exactly the

same position as Russia, Austria, and many other States which

have indulged in that fatal practice, and were never able to

resume cash payments
But in England this Paper Currency was supplied by the

Banks: and when the depreciation of the Notes seemed absolutely

hopeless, the failure of hundreds of banks withdrew many
millions of Paper Currency from circulation: and enabled the

remainder to right itself suddenly: at the cost of terrific suffer-

ing to those who had entered into engagements, based upon the

inflated prices of this rotten paper. The sufferings endured for

many years, and were produced by the disappearance of this

rotten paper, and not by the Bank Act of 1819, as is so often

ignorantly asserted
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11. When Governments want funds for public purposes

they should apply to the Banks : and not issue Paper Money
themselves. It is the duty of Banks to supply the Paper Currency

of the country, and not the Government : and to take measures to

keep it at its par value : the Government has no power to keep

its Paper Money at par value

In the dreadful calamities of 1870-71, the Government of

France did not issue their own Paper Money : they applied to

the Bank of France : and by the admirable management of the

Bank, its inconvertible Notes, which for a very short time

suffered a very small depreciation, soon recovered, and for years

circulated at an absolute par value with specie

The evils of the Government carrying on banking business

and issuing notes itself are strikingly exemplified in the present

chaotic Currency system of the United States. It is, of course, no

part of this work to give any account of the complicated monetary

system of the United States. Every intelligent person in that

country is perfectly aware that its whole Currency system requires

a thorough, radical, and drastic reform. But how it is to be

done, and who has sufficient intelligence, knowledge of monetary

science, .courage and skill to carry it through is quite another

question. But, at all events, all the ablest Financiers and

Economists in the States are perfectly convinced, and proclaim
that the very first step in the necessary reform is entirely to dis-

connect the Government from all banking business and the issue

of notes.

When the Government wants accommodation the Banks should

treat it exactly as they would do any other customer. They
should grant it the accommodation required, if advisable, and

charge it the market price for it. And it is the business of the

Banks, and they alone can take measures, to maintain their Notes

at their par value, even though inconvertible to the public : and

then they would avoid the curse of irredeemable Paper Money.
But if the Government issues torrents of inconvertible Paper

Money it will drive all specie out of the country : and affect all

values with the most ruinous fluctuations

12. And so the Bank went on till 1826, when the great
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catastrophe of 1825 awoke the sleepy ministry from their

lethargy, which nothing but such a cataclysm could have done:

and it was the clearly expressed opinion of all Statesmen that the

Bank of England was far too small a machine for the require-

ments of the country ; and that its monopoly was an intolerable

evil which must come. to an end : and that the Scottish system of

banking was far superior to the English
The Bank was coerced into giving up a part of its monopoly,

and allowing Joint Stock Banks to be formed in the provinces at

a distance of not less than G5 miles from London : on the

condition that they should do no business in London or within

G5 miles therefrom

Now this was not the Scottish system of banking : which is

to have the head offices in the leading cities, Edinburgh and

Glasgow, with a network of branches in all quarters of the

country ;
all under one management

But the provincial Joint Stock Banks of England were on a

larger scale only a number of isolated banks, and forbidden to

have their head offices in London

13. But a few years afterwards another most important
breach was effected in the supposed monopoly of the Bank

And now we see the important historical consequences of a

total misconception of the nature of banking
In former days it was understood that the express business of

banking was the issue of Notes : and that was supposed to be the

definition of banking. Now that was not strictly accurate, the

business of a bank is to create and issue Rights of Action, Credits

or Debts, termed Deposits, to its customers. And their customers

might circulate these Rights of Action either by means of Notes

or Cheques. No doubt in the early days of banking, when it was a

luxury of the rich, Notes vastly preponderated over Cheques.

Still these documents are identical, and their sole function is to

circulate Banking Credits. Nevertheless, Notes were conspicuous

in the public eye, while Cheques escaped observation

14. In 1742, when the words of the monopoly clause were

tightened, the Bank's privilege was defined to consist in issuing
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Notes. But the use of Cheques instead of Notes gradually

increased : and their greater safety than Notes in masses of a

dense population made London bankers discontinue issuing Notes

in 1793 of their own accord : and restrict their customers to the

use of Cheques. Thus it was shown, what had never been dreamt

of before, that in such places as London banking could be carried

on without the use of Notes at all

15. In process of time, persons who were anxious to establish

Joint Stock Banks in London began to scrutinise the words of

the monopoly clause, and they found that it did not prohibit the

formation of Joint Stock Banks which should carry on their

business in the then mode of London bankers without the use of

Notes. This opinion was declared to be correct by the Law
Officers of the Crown, who pronounced that such banks were

perfectly legal at Common Law. Thus the second great breach

was effected in the monopoly of the Bank : and Joint Stock

Banks were founded in London

But still this was not the Scottish system of banking : all

these banks, London and provincial, were merely isolated and

local banks, having no communication with each other

16. I will now explain in what the essential superiority of

Scotch banking consists

Money always has a tendency to accumulate in agricultural

districts, or the supply exceeds the demand : and in manu-

facturing districts the demand exceeds the supply

Now, in Scotland all the Banks have some branches in the

agricultural districts : and other branches in the manufacturing
districts. Consequently, the branches in the agricultural districts

remit their surplus money to the Head Office, which transmits it

to the manufacturing districts. And all this is done under one

management, which does not conflict with its separate parts
But this could not be done in England where all the Banks

were purely local. Consequently, banks in the agricultural districts

had to send up their surplus money to establishments in London
and so lose their absolute control over it. And Banks in the

manufacturing districts remitted their bills to this establishment
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iu London to be discounted, and the money sent down to them.

Thus the monetary nervous system was severed into three parts :

under three managements, instead of being all under one

management, as in Scotland

These London establishments were the great discount houses,

of which the chief was Overend, Gurney & Co.

The danger of this system was that the agricultural banks

lost all control over their own money, which was involved in the

speculations of the London discount houses : and the manu-

facturing banks were dependent for their very existence on their

bills being discounted by the London house

The great panic of I860, which brought about the fall of

Overend, Gurney & Co., contributed greatly to break up this

system

17. Since then a far more healthy and natural system has

been growing up
The Act of 1826 provided that if the provincial banks formed

under it chose to establish their head offices in London and do

London business, they must give up their issues of Notes in the

provinces

The Xatioual Provincial Bank was a great provincial bank,

with a large multitude of branches, and an issue of 450,000 of

Notes in the provinces. But in the course of time it found it

expedient to establish its head office in London, even at the cost

of giving up its issues in the provinces. This was similar to a

genuine Scotch Bank with its head offices in the Capital, and

branches in every part of the country.

Besides that, several banks in the Southern Counties agreed to

amalgamate and open their head office in London, under the

name of the Capital and Counties Bank, giving up of course

their provincial issues

Moreover, the process of healthy amalgamation has been

proceeding rapidly. Banks in Birmingham and Manchester

have amalgamated with London banks. Provincial banks have

amalgamated with each other : and several private banks have

amalgamated with Joint Stock Banks

Thus the banking system of this country has been gradually,
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and in recent times even rapidly, assuming the natural system :

i.e., the system it would have assumed if it had been allowed to

develop itself free from the monopoly of the Bank of England,
And the more rapidly the process of amalgamation proceeds the

better. Till at last the system will be reduced to the natural one,

namely, a comparatively small number of very powerful banks

instead of a vast multitude of small ones

Restoration of the Power of Issuing Notes to Banks

18. Then, as this system proceeds with an accelerated pace,

the great question will come of the restoration of the power of

issuing Notes to these great Banks

The Bank Act of 1844 was of service in its day as a temporary

measure, until fuller knowledge and experience was obtained on

the subject : and to give Statesmen and Financiers time to think

upon devising a better system. But every one knows that it is

utterly unsuited to the gigantic development and magnitude of

modern commerce

All the theories upon which it is founded are utterly

disproved : arid Sir Robert Peel's extraordinary hallucination

that all commercial crises originate in excessive issues of Notes,

which every one knew to be fallacious in his own day, has been

shattered to the winds by 1847, 1857, 186G, and the great

Crisis of 1890. Was it excessive issues of Notes that tempted
the great house of Baring to wreck its splendid name in wild

speculations in South American securities ?

19. The experience of every Commercial Crisis for the last

130 years has incontestably demonstrated the indispensable

necessity of the Expansive theory in a great Commercial Crisis :

in accordance with the unanimous doctrine of all the great

financial authorities of former times, and given the coup de grace

to the Restrictive theory which is enacted by the Bank Act of

1844

20. Then the great question will have to be considered of

the restoration of the power of issuing Notes to the Banks

of great power and undoubted solidity. No doubt the un-

limited power of issuing Notes has left very evil memories in
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this country, somewhat similar to the horror of banking caused

in France by the catastrophe of Law's Mississippi scheme. But

that was owing to the erroneous nature of the system so long

maintained by our purblind statesmen of allowing a single Joint

Stock Bank to have a monopoly of banking in London, and

preventing solid and powerful Joint Stock Banks being formed in

the provinces, while every tinker and tailor, grocer and cheese-

monger might issue unlimited torrents of Notes at his own

sweet will

But the question stands in a wholly different position at the

present day. There is nothing more odious and intolerable than

privileges and monopolies in banking. No English speaking race

will tolerate a dominant Bank. When the monopoly of the Bank

of Scotland expired, and when it growled because another Bank

was founded, the republican spirit of the Scotch utterly scouted

the idea that one set of persons should have a monopoly of

banking. Sir Robert Peel, who in 1826 was keenly in favor of

the Scotch system of an equality of Banks, in 1844 completely

turned his back on himself, and cited the example of the United

States. But, unfortunately, the Bank of the United States had

failed, utterly insolvent, six years before : and its action and its

influence had been condemned in the severest terms by the

President and every independent writer in the country. The

people of the United States will not tolerate a dominant Bank.

No English colony will tolerate a dominant Bank. But the

system exists in England, and therefore it must be dealt with

cautiously, temperately and tenderly

If, during the long period of its monopoly, the Bank had

extended its branches into all the great provincial towns, as the

Bank of France has done, the case might have been different.

But it lost the opportunity and it can never return. By the

breaches in its monoply, a vast number of Joint Stock Banks

have grown up in London and the provinces, daily growing in

magnitude, and some even approaching in magnitude to the Bank

itself. The Bank is therefore no longer the absolutely supreme

power ; it is only primus inter pares

Now a Bank in this position is wholly unable to bear the
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stupendous strain cast upon it by a great crisis. The system
of Banking ought to be an aristocratic republic. All Banks

ought to act together as they wisely did in 1890

The Bank of England, under present circumstances, is quite

incompetent to support the whole banking and mercantile interests,

as it used to have to do in former times. The Banks must unite

to support the mercantile community as they did for the first time

in the recent crisis, and to be able to do this effectually they

should be on an equality

21. There is nothing more odious and intolerable to English

speaking people than peculiar privileges and monopolies in

banking. We freely admit that according to the prevailing

ignorance on the whole subject, and according to his lights, the

Bank Act of 1844 was probably the best thing that Sir Robert

Peel could have done. But circumstances have changed. Floods

of light have been thrown on the subject. The whole system of

banking has been rapidly assuming a much healthier and more

stable system, and the one it would have assumed in the course of

nature, if it had not been forcibly prevented by Law. Why then

cling with fetish superstition to an Act which is demonstrated to

be founded on a whole series of erroneous theories, is in flat

contradiction to all experience both preceding and subsequent to

itself, and has failed in all the purposes it was intended to effect

except one ?

The Bank Act of 1844 prohibited any new banks, private or

joint stock, formed after its date, from issuing notes : so that

we have now a number of Joint Stock Banks which have the right
to issue notes

;
and a great number of others, far larger and

more powerful, which are prohibited from issuing notes

The National Provincial Bank was for many years allowed to

issue notes to an unlimited extent : and never abused its rights.

Now it is the greatest bank in England next to the Bank of

England : and because it has greatly increased the solidity of

the banking system by removing its head office to London, it

has had to suppress an issue of 450,000 of notes in the

provinces
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22. The fact is that the still prevailing- feeling with respect
to notes arises from the dangerous system on which they were

formerly allowed to be issued, and a total misconception of the

nature of banking. No one would dream of reviving the old

system of allowing every small trader in the country to issue

notes ail libitum. In fact, it was only tolerated in former times,

because powerful banks were not allowed to be formed. Again,

banking is almost universally supposed to consist in
"
borrowing

money from one set of persons and lending that same money to

another set of persons." And Mill supposes that issuing notes is

an extension of a banker's business, which is, no doubt, the

popular idea. But, as we have fully shown in a former chapter,
this is a pure fallacy and delusion. The essential business of

all banks is to issue circulating Rights of action, Credits or Debts

to their customers, recorded in the first instance as entries in

their books, termed Deposits, and their customers may circulate

these Rights' of action, Credits, or Debts, either by means of Notes

or Cheques. It lies with the customer to determine whether he

will circulate these Credits by Notes or Cheques : and not with

the banker. And Notes and Cheques are absolutely identical in

Law and Economics

As a matter of fact, Notes of late years have been constantly

diminishing both in absolute and relative importance as com-

pared with Cheques. We believe that there is not a single

bank in England, private or joint stock, which has the right of

issuing notes, which has in circulation anything like their legal

limits

The total amount of Banking Credits in the United Kingdom
may be taken in round numbers as about 1,000,000,000. It is

these Banking Credits which are, for all practical purposes, the

current Money of the country. And the amount of these

Banking Credits, circulated by means of Notes, is absolutely

insignificant, as compared with those which are circulated by
means of Cheques. In Scotland, with Banking Credits to the

amount of 95,000,000, there are only 5,000,000 of Xo;

circulation : because in recent times Cheques have come greatly

more into use in Scotland, and have superseded Notes. A similar

cause has greatly diminished the circulation of Notes in England.
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And yet Notes alone are the subject of alarm, and are held to be

Currency : and Cheques are wholly overlooked and neglected :

and it is supposed that it is only necessary to provide for the

safety of Notes

The truth is that banks must provide for the safety of the

whole of their Liabilities, both Notes and Deposits

Now, while banks were few in number and confined to the

rich, and moreover were isolated from each other, Notes were the

most convenient form of circulating Banking Credits. But now

that Banks have multiplied in number, and entered into relations

with each other by means of clearing houses, when population

has so vastly increased, and almost every one keeps a banking

account, cheques have not only superseded Notes to a vast

extent, but have increased to an enormous amount : so that the

quantity of Notes is constantly diminishing, and the quantity of

Cheques is constantly increasing : and both are equally Currency
and banking liabilities.

It is not then in issuing Notes at the present day that the

great danger of bad banking consists: but in granting the

original Credit : and when the Credit is once granted, it is wholly
immaterial whether it is circulated by Notes or Cheques : the

liability and the danger is exactly the same in either case

23. Now there are certain circumstances, especially in Com-
mercial Crises, and in country districts, where the issue of Notes

is indispensable. To suppress 1 Notes in Scotland would at

once destroy one-third of the business of the Banks, and compel
them to shut up multitudes of their branches, and deprive large

extents of thinly peopled districts of all banking accommodation,
and compel the Banks to keep double the quantity of gold they
are now required to do under the present system

It is sometimes alleged that 1 Notes tend to increase a

panic : this no doubt was the case under the former system.
But it is not the case when Notes are issued by powerful and well-

organized Banks like those of Scotland. When the Western

Bunk was known to be failing the demand for gold was absolutely

insignificant. When its customers drew their balances they took

thorn in the Bank's own Notes and paid them into other Banks.
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The other Banks then called upon the Western Bank to meet its

Notes in the clearing house in the usual way. This Bank stopped

payment not from any run for gold but from being unable to

meet its exchanges
A certain number of banks still keep an insignificant amount

of Notes in circulation, which can only be done by the option of

their customers. And it shows that their customers find Notes

more convenient than Cheques.
But the customers of non- issuing Banks also want Notes

;

and these Banks are obliged to get them from the Bank of

England. This is not only a heavy expense to themselves, but a

severe strain on the resources of the Bank of England, because all

the Notes issued to the non-issuing Banks are so much subtracted

from the Banking power of the Bank of England
Now why should the customers of such splendid institutions

as the National Provincial Bank, the London and County Bank,
the Capital and Counties Bank, and many others, be deprived of

the right of having the Notes of these Banks if they choose to

have them ? These Banks are permitted to create Banking-
Credits to any unlimited amount they please : but directly it is

proposed to allow their customers the choice between Notes and

Cheques it sends a tremor of alarm through every old woman in

the country of either sex

24. Thus the whole question now stands on a totally different

footing to what it did in former times. The subject, supposed to be

so complicated and incomprehensible, is now reduced to the most

perfect simplicity, and the strictest scientific demonstration

which is now perfectly well understood. It is perfectly well

recognised now that the whole mystery of banking consists in

keeping strong reserves of specie as compared to its total liabilities,

Notes and Deposits, and steadily adjusting the Rate of Discount

by the Bullion in the Bank and the State of the Foreign

Exchanges. That is the whole secret of banking, and it was the

ignorance and neglect of these principles which has been the cause

of all the Monetary Panics during the last century

25. It is the Rate of Discount, as we demonstrated in !*;,<;,

and not a cast-iron limit imposed on the issues of Notes by the
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Bank of England, which is the true sole and supreme controlling

power of Credit and the Paper Currency, and which is the true

method of carrying into effect the principles of the Bullion Report,

and of Sir Robert Peel himself until 1844. It is these principles,

combined with the power to issue Notes adequate to meet a

Commercial Crisis, together with placing all the great leading

London Banks on an absolute equality, and so enabling them to

act together instead of in antagonism to each other, as was too

often the case formerly though they cannot prevent Commercial

Crises, which are innate in the modern system of Credit, yet will

for ever avert a Monetary Panic

26. It is then the very essence of Banking Reform that all

Joint Stock Banks should be placed on an absolute equality like

the Scotch Banks, as Sir Robert Peel and all the Statesmen of

182G desired. But in order to effect this thorough and effectual

Banking Reform one thing is indispensable. It is that Govern-

ment should pay off the Public Debt to the Bank of England.
It is this Debt which bars all Reform. The Act provides that

all the privileges of the Bank shall remain untouched, until all

the Public Debts to it are discharged
Chancellors of the Exchequer are apt to vaunt of the millions

of the Public Debt they have paid off. It would have been

infinitely more to the public advantage if they had paid off the

comparatively trifling debt due to the Bank. At all events that

is the point which all persons who are anxious to promote Bank-

ing Reform must steadily keep in view, and bring their influence

to bear on the Government to effect. All mere tinkering with

the present system, such as permitting the Bank to issue two or

three more millions of Notes on public securities is wholly
ineffectual. It is not only utterly vicious and dangerous in

itself, but the more it is extended the more dangerous it becomes.

As a matter of fact, in a great Monetary Panic this kind of

property becomes absolutely unsaleable and inconvertible. Caught
in the emergency of 1890, the action of the Bank alone saved the

world from the most terrific Monetary Panic recorded in history.

But it ought not to be repeated. It is neither consistent with

the dignity of this great mercantile country, nor with common
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. that the Bank of England should expose itself to the

mockery and jeers of our not too ardent friends abroad, by
running about to scrape up a few millions of gold on the continent,

when she had double the quantity required stored up in her own

vaults, which she could not touch. England ought to be sufficient

for herself

Fortunately, that great crisis took place in a time of profound

peace. We fervently hope that we may maintain perpetual

peace with our neighbours across the channel. But who can tell

how long this may last ? Every one knows that the furies of

revolution permeate every country on the continent, and that

they are only kept under restraint by the overwhelming hand of

Force. But this very Force is an intolerable burden upon
nations, and in process of time may break down from its own

weight. How could the Bank have effected its great operation
in 1800 if we had been at war ? and in a period of war it would

have been certain to happen

27. No doubt the proposal to restore the power of

unlimited issues to the Bank rouses alarm in many persons who
have heard by dim tradition how the Bank misused its powers

during the present century. But these persons forget that the

Bank had powers of unlimited issues for more than a century,

and used them with consummate skill. It was the suspension of

cash payments in 1797, and the power of the Bank to issue

unlimited quantities of Paper Money that debauched the minds of

the directors. Then instead of controlling their issues by rule of

thumb, which they had observed with the greatest success during
a century, they maintained that they were no longer bound by
these practical rules, but issued Paper Money and Notes on certain

Theories which they formed out of their own imagination, each

of which was supposed to be the perfection of wisdom by its

inventors, and condemned as utterly erroneous by the succeeding

generation. Adam Smith started the theory that it was perfectly

safe to issue any amount of Xotes on the discount of good
mercantile bills. This theory was maintained with exceeding

pertinacity by the directors of the Bank of Ireland and the Bank

of England : but it was utterly condemned by the Bullion Report,

VOL. II., PART 2 BB
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and by Mr. Horsley Palmer, the Governor of the Bank in 1832,

who said that it was the worst method that could be conceived

Mr. Horsley Palmer, then, and his directors concocted a new

theory, which was equally supposed to be the perfection of wisdom.

But this theory utterly broke down in practice : and Lord

Overstone, who certainly was a practical banker of the highest

eminence, said that the wonder was, not that this theory had

broken clown in practice, but that it should ever have been

thought of at all

Lord Overstone then concocted a wholly new set of theories of

his own, which were embodied in the Bank Act of 1844 : which

was again supposed to be really the perfection of wisdom, and by

putting the Bank in a strait waistcoat, had for ever put an end

to Commercial Crises. But, alas ! the logic of facts blew all these

theories to the winds, and showed that the very Act which was

supposed to have prevented all Commercial Crises, not only did

not prevent them, but was the very thing which, when they
reached a certain degree of intensity, surely and certainly, in

exact fulfilment of the predictions of the highest authorities of

former times, brought on a Monetary Panic. Thus the Bank
Act of 1844 has gone the way of all its predecessors

28. Many persons have implicit confidence in the consummate

practical wisdom of Sir Robert Peel. But these persons are

probably not aware that Sir Robert Peel had three totally different

states of mind on the subject. In 1811 he was one of the majority
who carried that unique vote that "21 equals "21. In 1819 he was

converted, and became the ardent adherent of the doctrines of

the Bullion Report, Horner, Huskisson, Ricardo, Thornton : and

maintained these doctrines till 1844, when he delivered himself

over, bound hand and foot, to the theories of Lord Overstoue.

Colonel Torrens and that sect. And in Chapter XVII. we have

shown that the doctrines of Lord Overstone were diametrically

antagonistic to those of the Bullion Report

29. In 185(1 we demonstrated that all these great directorial

banking theorists had entirely missed the true method of

controlling Credit and the Paper Currency which i s the Rate
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of Discount. And before the Committee 011 tlie Panic of 1857,
Mr. George AVarde Xormau, who was an ardent adherent of the

Bank Act of 18-44, acknowledged that it was amply sufficient for

all purposes. This is now universally recognised to be true
;
and

the Bank has been managed with the greatest success on this

principle ever since 1857

Thus it is evident that the question of restoring the. power of

unlimited issues to the Bank, when the true principle of

controlling Credit, which is acknowledged to be amply sufficient,

is universally recognised and acted upon, stands upon a totally

different footing now than it did when the directors were deluded

by a series of fantastic theories which utterly broke down in

practice

30. The power of unlimited issues is absolutely indispensable

to enable the Bank to meet a great emergency promptly and

successfully, when millions of Notes have to be issued without

delay to avert a Monetary Panic, and perfectly safe when done

under a high Rate of Discount, so as to prevent the Exchanges

being turned against the country. It is the completion and the

coping stone of the doctrines of the Bullion Report : and the

theory of Banking, Credit, and the Paper Currency is now

absolutely complete

31. It has long been the fancy that the whole business of

Credit, Banking, Commercial Crises, and Monetary Panics, is

pure haphazard empiricism, and rule of thumb : and not capable
of being brought to strict scientific demonstration

Considering the stupendous advance of science in modern

times : when science is advancing by leaps and bounds and

bringing under its dominion every department of human

knowledge : and bringing under its sway subjects which would

have been beyond the dreams of the most sagacious and far-seeing

philosophers of the last century : it would be fatuous to sup

that the human intellect is incapable of bringing Economics or

ience of Commerce or Exchanges which is a pure Scienn-

of facts under the strictest scientific demonstration : if the -

general methods are adopted as have been employed in every
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other department of knowledge which has been brought under

scientific control, and adapted to the peculiar circumstances of

Economics. It was the essential glory of Bacon, the founder of

Inductive Philosophy, to foresee and proclaim with the voice of a

trumpet that the same methods and principles by which the

physical sciences were to be constructed, were to be applied to

the construction of all other sciences. And has not every

Economist of note, J. B. Say, John Stuart Mill, and hosts of

others, maintained that Economics can only be erected into a

positive definite science by following the same principles and

methods by which the physical sciences have been constructed ?

and if it has not hitherto been done it is only from the ineptitude
of those who have attempted it

But the Science of Pure Economics that is of Commerce or

Exchanges including Credit, Banking, the Foreign Exchanges,
Commercial Crises and Monetary Panics, has now been brought
to the strictest scientific demonstration, and its principles are now

universally recognised and acknowledged to be true. Economics

is a pure science of Variable Quantities. It is a science of Causes

and Effects measured numerically, produced by the properties of

men : and its types and standards of reasoning are to be found

in the sciences which treat of the Causes and Effects measured

numerically, produced by the properties of material substances.

The special science of Variable Quantities, termed Economics,
must be governed by the rules which govern the science of Variable

Quantities in general. The principles which govern the varying
relations of Economic Quantities must be the same which govern
the varying relations of the stars in their courses. The same

general method of investigation is common to them all. In all

the Inductive Logic reigns supreme. A new Inductive Science is

created, and a new monument raised to the everlasting glory of

the Monarch of Philosophy

32. It only remains to bring banking legislation into harmony
with the demonstrated and acknowledged principles of Economic
Science. Nor is it any part of our duty to suggest how that is

to be done. Our duty is solely to set forth the true scientific

principles of the subject. It is the part of the highest and most
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:isible Stateman and Financial authorities to determine and

devise the measures by which banking legislation is to be brought
into harmony with demonstrated Economic Science. The wisdom

of Statesmen, in this country at least, has been usually epi-

methean. It would redound to the immortal honor of a powerful
Government for once to display promethean wisdom, and bring

the banking system of this country into harmony with demon-

strated scientific truth, before another catastrophe arrives : and to

create a system which would last to the end of time : and upon
which might be inscribed, as upon the Portals of the Inferno

ED 10 ETERNO DURO
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Stephens. A HISTORY OF THE
FRENCH REVOLUTION. By H. MORSE
STEPHENS. 3 vols. 8vo. Vols. I. and II.

1 8s. each.

Stubbs. HISTORY OF THE UNIVER-
SITY OF DUBLIN, from its Foundation to

the End of the Eighteenth Century. By J.

W. STUBBS. Svo., 125. 6d.

Sutherland. THE HISTORY OF AUS-
TRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND, from 1606 to

1890. By ALEXANDER SUTHERLAND, M.A.,
and GEORGE SUTHERLAND, M.A. Crown
8vo., 2s. 6d.

Taylor. A STUDENT'S MANUAL OF
THE HISTORY OF INDIA. By Colonel MEA-
DOWS TAYLOR, C.S.I., &c. Cr. Svo., 75. 6rf.

Todd. PARLIAMENTARY GOVERN-
MENT IN THE BRITISH COLONIES. By
ALPHEUS TODD, LL.D. 8vo., 305. net.

Wakeman and Hassail. EssA YS
INTRODUCTORY TO THE STUDY OF ENGLISH
CONSTITUTIONAL HISTORY. By Resident

Members of the University of Oxford.

Edited by HENRY OFFLEY WAKEMAN,
M.A., and ARTHUR HASSALL, M.A Crown
8vo., 6s.

ENGLAND
THE GREAT

1858. By SPENCER
Crown Svo., 6s. each.

IVAR IN 1815 TO
WALPOLE. 6 vols.

Wolff. ODD BITS OF HISTORY:
being Short Chapters intended to Fill Some
Blanks. By HENRY W.WOLFF. 8vo., 8s. 6d.

Wood-Martin. PAGAN IRELAND :

ANARCH&OLOGICAL SKETCH. A Handbook
of Irish Pre-Christian Antiquities. By W.
G. WOOD-MARTIN, M.R.I.A. With 512
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 155.

tion of the City of London. By REGINALD
R. SHARPE, D.C.L., Records Clerk in the
Office of the Town Clerk of the City ot

London. 3 vols. Svo. los. 6d. each.

WYLIE, M.A., one of H. M. Inspectors ot

Schools. 3 vols. Crown Svo. Vol. I., 1399-

1404, IDS. 6rf. Vol. II., 155. Vol. III., i5s.

[Vol. IV. In the press
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Halford. THE LIFE OF SIR HENRY
HALFCRD, BART., G.C.H., M.D., F.R.S.,

By WILLIAM MUNK, M.D., F.S.A. 8vo..

I2s. 6d.

Bacon. THE LETTERS AND LIFE'OF
'

"CIS &ACOX, IXCLUD1XG ALL HIS OC-
CASiOXAL H'oKA's. Edited by JAMES SPED-
DING. 7 VOls. Svo., ^"4 .15.

Armstrong. THELIFE ANDLETTERS
OF EDMUXD J. AK.MSTROXG. Edited by
G. F. ARMSTRONG. Fcp. 8vo., 75. 6d.

Bagehot. BIOGRAPHICAL STUDIES.
By \VALTER BAGEHOT. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Blackwell. PIOXEER WORK ix
UPEXIXG THE MEDICAL PROFESSION TO
ll'OMEX: Autobiographical Sketches. By
Dr. ELIZABETH BLACKWELL. Cr. Svo., 65.

Boyd(A. K. H.) (< A.K.H.B. ).

Tu'EXTY-Fii'E YEARS OF ST.
AXDREWS. lS55-lSgO. 2 VOls. SVO.

Vol. I. i2s. Vol. II. 155.

ST. AxDREirs AND ELSEWHERE:
Glimpses of Some Gone and of Things
Left. Svo., 155.

THE LAST YEARS OF ST. ANDREWS :

SEPTEMBER 1890 TO SEPTEMBER 1895.
Svo., 155.

Brown. FORD MADOA- BROVX .- A
Record of his Life and Works. By FORD M.
HUEFFEK. With 45 Full-page Plates (22

Autotypes) and 7 Illustrations in the Text.

Svo., 425.

Buss. FRAXCES MART I>uss AXD
HER WORK FOR EDUCATIOX. By ANNIE
E. RIDLEY. With 5 Portraits and 4 Illus-

trations. Crown Svo, 75. 6d.

Carlyle. THOMAS CARLYLE: A His-

tory of his Life. By JAMES ANTHONY
FROUDE.

1795-1835. ~ vols. Crown Svo., js.

1834-1881. 2 vols. Crown Svo., 75.

Digby. THE LIFE OF SIR KEXELM
DIGBY, by one of his Descendants, the
Author of ' The Life of a Conspirator,"
' A Life of Archbishop Laud,' etc. With
7 Illustrations. Svo., i6s.

Erasmus. LIFE AXD LETTERS OF
ERASMUS. By JAMES ANTHONY FKOUDE.
Crown Svo.

Fox. THE EARLY HISTORY OF
CHARLES JAMES Fox. By the Right Hon.
Sir G. O. TREVELYAN, Bart.

Library Edition. Svo., i8s.

Cab-net Edition. Crown Svo., 65.

Hamilton. LIFE OF SIR WILLIAM
HAMILTOX. By R. P. GRAVES. Svo. 3 vols..

155. each. ADDENDUM. Svo., (Jd. sewed.

Harper. A MEMOIR OF HUGO
1.>AX1EL HARPER, D.D., late Principal of

Jesus College, Oxford, and for many years
Head Master of Sherborne School. By L..

V. LESTER, M.A. Crown Svo., 55.

Havelock. MEMOIRS OF SIR HENRY
HAVELOCK, K. C. B. By JOH* CLARK
MAIISHMAN. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Haweis. MY MUSICAL LIFE. By
the Rev. H. R. HAWEIS. With Portrait of
Richard Wagner and 3 Illustrations. Crown
Svo., 75. 6d.

Holroyd. THE GIRLHOOD OFMARIA
JOSEPHA HOLROYD (Lady Stanley of
Alderley}. Recorded in Letters of a Hun-
dred Years Ago, from 1776 to 1796. Edited

by J. H. ADEANE. With 6 Portraits.

Svo., i8.s.

Lejeune. MEMOIRS OF BAKON LE-
JEUXE, Aide-de-Camp to Marshals Berthier r

Davout, and Oudinot. Translated and
Edited from the Original French by Mrs-
ARTHUR BELL (N. D'AXVERS). With a
Preface by Major-General MAURICE, C.B.
2 vols. Svo., 245.

Luther. LIFE OF LUTHER. By
JULIUS KGSTLI.N. With Illustrations from
Authentic Sources. Translated from the
German. Crown Svo., 75. 6d.

Macaulay. THE LIFE AXD LETTERS.
OF LORD MACAULAY. By the Right Hon..
Sir G. O. TREVELYAN, Bart., M.P.

Pupular Edition, i vol. Cr. Svo., 25. 6d.

Student's Edition i vol. Cr. Svo., 65.

Cabinet Edition. 2 vols. Post Svo., 125.

Library Edition. 2 vols. Svo., 365.
'

Edinburgh'' Edition. 2 vols. 8vo., 6s,

each.

Marbot. THE MEMOIRS OF THE
BAROX DE MARBOT. Translated from the
French. Crown Svo., 75. 6d.

Nansen. FRIDTIOF NANSEN, 1861-
1893. By W. C. BROGGER and NORDAHL
ROLFSEN. Translated by WILLIAM ARCHER.
With 8 Plates, 48 Illustrations in the Text.
and 3 Maps. Svo., 125. 6d.
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Romanes. THE LIFE AND LETTERS
OF GEORGE JOHN ROMANES, M.A., LL.D.,
F.A.S. Written and Edited by his WIFE.
With Portrait and 2 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 65.

Seebohm. THEOXFORDREFORMERS
JOHN CoLET, ERASMUS AND THOMAS

MORE : a History of their Fellow-Work.

By FREDERIC SEEBOHM. 8vo., 145.

Shakespeare. OUTLINES OF THE
LIFE OF SHAKESPEARE. By J. O. HALLI-
WELL-PHILLIPPS. With Illustrations and
Fac-similes. 2 vols. Royal Svo., i is.

Shakespeare's TRUE LIFE. By
JAMES WALTER. With 500 Illustrations by
GERALD E. MOIRA. Imp. 8vo., 215.

Stephen. EssA YS IN ECCLESIASTI-
CAL BIOGRAPHY. By Sir JAMES STEPHEN.
Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

\ Turgot. THE LIFE AND WRITINGS
OF TURGOT, Comptroller-General of France,

1774-1776. Edited for English Readers by
W. WALKER STEPHENS. 8vo., 125. 6d.

Verney. MEMOIRS OF THE VERNEY
FAMILY.

Vols. I. & II., DURING THE CIVIL WAR.
By FRANCES PARTHENOPE VERNEY. With
38 Portraits, Woodcuts and Fac-simile.

Royal 8vo., 425.

Vol. III., DURING THE COMMONWEALTH.
1650-1660. By MARGARET M. VERNEY.
With 10 Portraits, &c. Royal 8vo., 2is.

Wellington. LIFE OF THE DUKE
OF WELLINGTON. By the Rev. G. R.

GLEIG, M.A. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

I

Wolf. THE LIFE OF JOSEPH WOLF,
ANIMAL PAINTER. By A. H. PALMER.
With 53 Plates and 14 Illustrations in the
Text. 8vo., 2is.

Travel and Adventure, the Colonies, &e.

Arnold (SiR EDWIN).

SEAS AND LANDS. With 71 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

WANDERING WORDS. With 45
Illustrations. 8vo., 185.

EAST AND WEST: With 14 Illus-

trations by R. T. PRITCHETT. 8vo., 185.

A USTRALIA AS IT IS, or Facts
and Features, Sketches, and Incidents of
Australia and Australian Life with Notices
of New Zealand. By A CLERGYMAN,
thirteen years resident in the interior of
New South Wales. Crown 8vo., 55.

Baker (SIR S. W.).

EIGHT YEARS IN CEYLON. With 6
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

THE RIFLE AND THE HOUND IN
CEYLON. With 6 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

Bent (J. THEODORE).

THE RUINED CITIES OF MASHONA-
LAND : being a Record of Excavation
and Exploration in 1891. With 117
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Bent (J. THEODORE) continued.

THE SACRED CITY OF THE ETHIO-
PIANS : being a Record of Travel and
Research in Abyssinia in 1893. With 8

Plates and 65 Illustrations in the Text.

8vo., 105. 6d.

Bicknell. TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE
IN NORTHERN QUEENSLAND. BY ARTHUR
C. BICKNELL. With 24 Plates and 22 Illus-

trations in the Text. 8vo., 155.

Brassey . VoYAGES AND TRA VELS
OF LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B., D.C.L., 1862-

1894. Arranged and Edited by Captain S.

EARDLEV-WILMOT. 2 vols. Cr. 8vo., 105.

Brassey (THE LATE LADY).

A VOYAGE IN THE ' SUNBEAM;
' OUR

HOME ON THE OCEAN FOR ELEVEN
J/OA THS.

Library Edition. \Vith 8 Maps and
Charts, and 118 Illustrations. Svo. 2is.

Cabinet Edit/on. With Map and 66
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 75. 6d.

Silver Library Edition. With 66 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Popular Edition. With 60 Illustrations.

4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth.

School Edition. With 37 Illustrations.

Fcp., 25. cloth, or 35. white parchment.
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Brassey (THE LATE LADY) continued.

SUNSHINE AND STORM IN THE EAST.

Library Edition. With 2 Maps and 141
Illustrations. Svo., 215.

Cabinet Edition. With 2 Maps and 114
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 75. 6d.

Popular Edition. With 103 Illustrations.

4to., 6d. sewed, 15. cloth.

IN THE TRADES, THE TROPICS, AND
THE ' ROARING FORTIES. '

Cabinet Edition. With Map and 220
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

Popular Edition. With 183 Illustrations.

4to., 6d. sewed, is. cloth. .

THREE VOYAGES IN THE ' SUNBEAM'.
Popular Ed. With 346 Illust. 4to., 25. 6d.

Browning. A GIRL'S WANDERINGS
ix HUNGARY. By H. ELLEN BROWNING.
With Map and 20 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

75. td.

Froude (]AMES A.).

OCEANA : or England and her Col-
onies. With 9 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,
25. boards, 25. 6d. cloth.

THE ENGLISH IN THE WESTINDIES :

or, the Bow of Ulysses. With 9 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 25. boards, 25. 6d. cloth.

Howitt. VISITS TO REMARKABLE
PLACES. Old Halls, Battle-Fields, Scenes,
illustrative of Striking Passages in English
History and Poetry. By WILLIAM HOWITT.
With 80 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Knight (E. F.).

THE CR UISE OF THE l ALER TE '

: the
Narrative of a Search for Treasure on the
Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2 Maps
and 23 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

WHERE THREE EMPIRES MEET: a
Narrative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,
Wr

estern Tibet, Baltistan, Ladak, Gilgit,
and the adjoining Countries. With a

Map and 54 Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 35. 6d.

THE * FALCON' ON THE BALTIC: a

Voyage from London to Copenhagen in

a Three-Tonner. With 10 Full-page
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Lees and Clutterbuck. B.C. 1887 :

A RAMBLE ix BRITISH COLUMBIA. By J. A.
LEES and W. J. CLUTTERBUCK. WT

ith Map
and 75 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Max Milller. LETTERS FROM CON-
STANTINOPLE. By Mrs. MAX MULLER.
With 12 Views of Constantinople and the

neighbourhood. Crown Svo., 6s.

Nansen (FRIDTJOF).

THE FIRST CROSSING OF GREEN-
LAND. With numerous Illustrations and
a Map. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

ESKIMO LIFE. With 31 Illustrations.

Svo., 165.

Olive r. CRAGS AND CRA TERS :

Rambles in the Island of Reunion. By
WILLIAM DUDLEY OLIVER, M.A. With

27 Illustrations and a Map. Cr. 8vo., 65.

Peary. MY ARCTIC JOURNAL: a

year among Ice-Fields and Eskimos. By
JOSEPHINE DIEBITSCH-PEARY. With 19

Plates, 3 Sketch Maps, and 44 Illustrations

in the Text. Svo., 125.

Quillinan. JOURNAL OF A FEW
MONTHS' RESIDENCE IN PORTUGAL, and

Glimpses of the South of Spain. By Mrs.

QUILLINAN (Dora Wordsworth). New
Edition. Edited, with Memoir, by EDMUND
LEE, Author of '

Dorothy Wordsworth,' &c.

Crown Svo., 65.

Smith. CLIMBING IN THE BRITISH
JSLES. By W. P. HASKETT SMITH. With
Illustrations by ELLIS CARR, and Numerous
Plans.

Part I. ENGLAND. i6mo., 35. 6d.

Part II. WALES AND IRELAND. i6mo.,

35. 6d.

Part III. SCOTLAND. [In preparation.

Stephen. THE PLAY- GROUND OF
EUROPE. By LESLIE STEPHEN. New
Edition, with Additions and 4 IllustrationSi

Crown Svo., 65. net.

THREE IN NOR WA Y. By Two
of Them. With a Map and 59 Illustrations.

Crown Svo., 25. boards, 25. 6d. cloth.

Tyndall. THE GLACIERS OF THE
ALPS: being a Narrative of Excursions
and Ascents. An Account of the Origin
and Phenomena of Glaciers, and an Ex-

position of the Physical Principles to which

they are related. By JOHN TYNDALL,
F.R.S. With numerous Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 65. 6d. net.

Whishaw. THE ROMANCE OF THE
WOODS : Reprinted Articles and Sketches.

By FRED. J. WHISHAW. Crown Svo. , 65.
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Veterinary Medicine, &o.

Steel GOHN HENRY).

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF
THE DOG. With 88 Illustrations. 8vo.,
105. 6d.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF
THE Ox. With 1 19 Illustrations. 8vo., 155.

A TREATISE ON THE DISEASES OF
THE SHEEP. With 100 Illustrations.

8VO., 125.

OUTLINES OF EQUINE ANATOMY : a
Manual for the use of Veterinary Students
in the Dissecting Room. Cr. 8vo., 75. 6d.

Fitzwygram. HORSES AND
STABLES. By Major-General Sir F. FITZ-

WYGRAM, Bart. With 56 pages of Illustra-

tions. 8vo., 25. 6d. net.

1

Stonehenge.' THE DOG IN
HEALTH AND DISEASE. By

' STONE-
HENCE '. With 78 Wood Engravings.
8vo., 75. 6d.

Youatt (WILLIAM).
THE HORSE. Revised and Enlarged
by W. WATSON, M.R.C.V.S. With 52
Wood Engravings. 8vo., 75. 6d.

THE DOG. Revised and Enlarged-
With 33 Wood Engravings. 8vo., 6s.

Sport and Pastime.

THE BADMINTON LIBRARY.

Edited by HIS GRACE THE DUKE OF BEAUFORT, K.G.
;
Assisted by ALFRED E.

T. WATSON.

Complete in 28 Volumes. Crown Svo., Price 105. 6d. each Volume, Cloth.

%* The Volumes are also issued half-bound in Leather, with gilt top. The price can be had

from all Booksellers.

ARCHER Y. By C. J. LONGMAN and
Col. H. WALROND. With Contributions by
Miss LEGH, Viscount DILLON, Major C.
HAWKINS FISHER, &c. With 2 Maps, 23
Plates and 172 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown Svo. , 105. 6d.

ATHLETICS AND FOOTBALL.
By MONTAGUE SHEARMAN. With 6 Plates
and 52 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
Svo.

,
105. 6d.

BIG GAME SHOOTING. By
CLIVE PHILLIPPS-WOLLEY.

Vol. I. AFRICA AND AMERICA.
With Contributions by Sir SAMUEL W.
BAKER, W. C. OSWELL, F. J. JACKSON,
WARBURTON PIKE, and F. C. SELOUS.
With 20 Plates and 57 Illustrations in the
Text. Crown Svo., 105. 6rf.

Vol. II. EUROPE, ASIA, AND THE
ARCTIC REGIONS. With Contril u-

tions by Lieut.-Colonel R. HEBER
PERCY, ARNOLD PIKE, Major ALGERNON
C. HEBER PERCY, &c. With 17 Plates
and 56 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
.3vo., 105. 6c/.

BILLIARDS. By Major W. BROAD-
FOOT, R.E. With Contributions by A. H.
BOYD, SYDENHAM DIXON, W. J. FORD,
DUDLEY D. PONTIFEX, &c. With n Plates,

19 Illustrations in the Text, and numerous

Diagrams and Figures. Crown Svo., 105. 6d.

BOATING. By W. B. WOODGATE.
With io Plates, 39 Illustrations in the Text,
and from Instantaneous Photographs, and

4 Maps of the Rowing Courses at Oxford,

Cambridge, Henley, and Putney. Crown
Svo., 105. 6iL

COURSING AND FALCONRY.
By HARDING Cox and the Hon. GERALD
LASCELLES. With 20 Plates and 56 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

CRICKET. By A. G. STEEL and
the Hon. R. H. LYTTELTON. With Con-
tributions by ANDREW LANG, W. G. GRACE,
F. GALE, &c. With 12 Plates and 52 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown Svo., 105. 6d.
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CYCLING. By the EARL OF ALBE-
MARLE and G. LACY HILLIER. With 19
Plates and 44 Illustrations in the Text.

Crown Svo., IDS. 6d.

DANCING. By Mrs. LILLY GROVE,
F.R.G.S. With Contributions by Miss

MIDDLETON, The Hon. Mrs. ARMYTAGE,
&c. With Musical Examples, and 38 Full-

page Plates and 93 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo., IDS. 6d.

DRIVING. By His Grace the DUKE
of BEAUFORT, K.G. With Contributions by
other Authorities. With Photogravure
Intaglio Portrait of His Grace the DUKE OF

BEAUFORT, and n Plates and 54 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., T.OS. 6d.

FENCING. BOXING, AND
WRESTLING. By WALTER H. POLLOCK,

j

F. C. GROVE, C. PREVOST, E. B. MITCHELL,
and WALTER ARMSTRONG. With 18 Intaglio

'

Plates and 24 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown Svo., 105. 6d.

FISHING. By H. CHOLMONDELEY-
PENNELL, Late Her Majesty's Inspector
of Sea Fisheries.

Vol. I. SALMON AND TROUT. With
Contributions by H. R. FRANCIS, Major
JOHN P. TRAHERNE. &c. With Frontis-

piece, 8 Full-page Illustrations of Fishing
Subjects, and numerous Illustrations of

Tackle, &c. Crown Svo., los. 6d.

Vol. II. PIKE AND OTHER COARSE
FISH. With Contributions by the

MARQUIS OF EXETER, WILLIAM SENIOR,
G. CHRISTOPHER DAVIS, &c. WT

ith

Frontispiece, 6 Full-page Illustrations of

Fishing Subjects, and numerous Illustra-

tions of Tackle, &c. Crown Svo., 105. 6d.

GOLF. By HORACE G. HUTCHINSOX.
With Contributions by the Rt. Hon. A. J.

BALFOUR, M.P., Sir WALTER SIMPSON, Bart.,
ANDREW LANG, &c. With 25 Plates and

j

65 Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,
j

los. 6d.

HUNTING. By His Grace the DUKE
OF BEAUFORT, K.G., and MOWBXAY MORRIS.
With Contributions by the EARL OF SUFFOLK
AND BERKSHIRE, Rev. E. W. L. DAVIES,
J. S. GIBBONS, G. H. LONGMAN, &c. With
5 Plates and 54 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo., los. 6d.

MOUNTAINEERING. By C. T.
DENT. With Contributions by Sir W. M.
CONWAY, D. W. FRESHFIELD, C. E.

MATTHEWS, &c. With 13 Plates and 95
Illustrations in the Text. Cr. 8vo., IDS. 6d.

POETRY OF SPORT (THE}.
Selected by HEDLEY PEEK. With a

Chapter on Classical Allusions to Sport by
ANDREW LANG, and a Special Preface to

the Badminton Library by A. E. T. WATSON.
With 32 Plates and 74 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

RACING AND STEEPLE-CHAS-
ING. By the EARL OF SUFFOLK AND
BERKSHIRE, W. G. CRAVEN, the Hon. F.

LAWLEY, ARTHUR COVENTRY, and ALFRED
E. T. WATSON. With Coloured Frontis-

piece and 56 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

RIDING AND POLO.

RIDING. By Captain ROBERT WEIR,
the DUKE OF BEAUFORT, the EARL OF
SUFFOLK AND BERKSHIRE, the EARL OF

ONSLOW, J. MURRAY BROWN, &c. With
18 Plates and 41 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown Svo., los. 6d.

SEA FISHING. By JOHN BICKER-
DYKE, Sir H. W. GORE-BOOTH, ALFRED
C. HARMSWORTH, and W. SENIOR. WT

ith

22 Full-page Plates and 175 Illustrations in

the Text. Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

SHOOTING.

Vol. I. FIELD AND CpVERT. By LORD
WALSINGHAM and Sir RALPH PAYNE-
GALLWEY. Bart. With Contributions by
the Hon. GERALD LASCELLES and A. J.

STUART-WORTLEY. With n Full-page
Illustrations and 94 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown Svo., los. 6d.

Vol. II. MOOR AND MARSH. By
LORD WALSINGHAM and Sir RALPH PAYNE-
GALLWEY, Bart. With Contributions by
LORD LOVAT and Lord CHARLES LENNOX
KERR. With 8 Full-page Illustrations

and 57 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo., IDS. 6d.
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SKATING, CURLING, TOBOG-
\

YACHTING.
GANING. By J. M. HEATHCOTE, C. G.

TEBBUTT, T. MAXWELL WITHAM, Rev.

JOHN KERR, ORMOND HAKE, HENRY A.
|

BUCK, &c. With 12 Plates and 272 Illus-
j

trations and Diagrams in the Text. Crown
|

8vo., 105. 6d.

SWIMMING. By ARCHIBALD SIN
CLAIR and WILLIAM HENRY, Hon. Sees,

of the Life-Saving Society. With 13 Plates

and 106 Illustrations in the Text. Crown
8vo., 105. 6d.

TENNIS, LA WN TENNIS,
RACKETS AND FIVES. By J. M. and
C. G. HEATHCOTE, E. O. PLEYDELL-
BOUVERIE, and A.C. AINGER. With Contri-
butions by the Hon. A. LYTTELTON, W. C.

MARSHALL, Miss L. DOD, &c. With 12

Plates and 67 Illustrations in the Text.
Crown 8vo., los. 6d.

Vol. I. CRUISING, CONSTRUCTION
OF YACHTS, YACHT RACING
RULES, FITTING-OUT,&c. By Sir

EDWARD SULLIVAN, Bart., THE EARL OF

PEMBROKE, LORD BRASSEY, K.C.B., C.

E. SETH-SMITH, C.B., G. L. WATSON, R.

T. PRITCHETT, E. F. KNIGHT, &c. With
21 Plates and 93 Illustrations in the Text,
and from Photographs. Crown 8vo.,

Vol. II. YACHT CLUBS, YACHT-
ING IN AMERICA AND THE
COLONIES, YACHT RACING, &c.

By R. T. PRITCHETT, THE MARQUIS OF

DUFFERIN AND AvA, K.P., THE EARL OF

ONSLOW, JAMES MCFERRAN, &c. With

35 Plates and 160 Illustrations in the

Text. Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

FUR AND FEATHER SERIES.
Edited by A. E. T. WATSON.

Crown 8vo., price 55. each Volume, cloth.

,.*
The Volumes are also issued half-bound in Leather, with gilt top. The price can be had

from all Booksellers.

THE PARTRIDGE. Natural His-

tory by the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON
;

Shooting, by A. J. STUART-WORTLEY
;

Cookery, by GEORGE SAINTSBURY. With
ii Illustrations and various Diagrams in

the Text. Crown 8vo., 55.

THE GROUSE. Natural History by
the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON

; Shooting,
by A. J. STUART-WORTLEY; Cookery, by
GEORGE SAINTSBURY. With 13 Illustrations

and various Diagrams in the Text. Crown
8vo., 55.

THEPHEASANT. Natural History
by the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON

; Shooting,
by A. J. STUART-WORTLEY

; Cookery, by
ALEXANDER INNES SHAND. With 10 Illus-

trations and various Diagrams. Crown
8vo., 55.

** Other Volumes are in preparation.

THE HARE. Natural History by
the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON ; Shooting,

by the Hon. GERALD LASCELLES ; Coursing,

by CHARLES RICHARDSON ; Hunting, by J.

S. GIBBONS and G. H. LONGMAN
; Cookery,

by Col. KENNEY HERBERT. With 9
Illustrations. Crown 8vo, 55.

RED DEER. Natural History. By
the Rev. H. A. MACPHERSON. Deer Stalk-

ing. By CAMERON OF LOCHIEL. Stag
Hunting. By Viscount EBRINGTON.

Cookery. By ALEXANDER INNES SHAND.
With 10 Illustrations by J. CHARLTON and
A. THORBURN. Crown 8vo., 55.

BADMINTON MAGAZINE
( T)iE] OF SPORTS AND PASTIMES. Edited

by ALFRED E. T. WATSON ("Rapier").
With numerous Illustrations. Price 15.

monthly.
Vols. I. -III. 65. each.

Bickerdyke. DAYS OF MY LIFE ON
WATERS FRESH AND SALT; and other

Papers. By JOHN BICKERDYKE. With

Photo-Etched Frontispiece and 8 Full-page

Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 65.
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Sport and Pastime continued.

DEAD SHOT(THE): or, Sportsman's
Complete Guide. Being a Treatise on the Use
of the Gun, with Rudimentary and Finishing
Lessons in the Art of Shooting Game of all

kinds. Also Game-driving, Wildfowl and

Pigeon-shooting, Dog-breaking, etc. By
SMAN. Seventh edition, with numer-

ous Illustrations. Crown 8vo., IDS. 6d.

Ellis. CHESS SPARKS ; or, Short and
Bright Games of Chess. Collected and

Arranged by J. H. ELLIS, M. A. 8vo., 45. 6d.

Falkener. GAMES, ANCIENT AND
ORIENTAL, AND How TO PLAY T^HEM. By
EDWARD FALKENER. With numerous

Photographs, Diagrams, &c. 8vo., 2is.

Folkard. THE WILD-FOWLER : A
Treatise on Fowling, Ancient and Modern,
descriptive also of Decoys and Flight-ponds,
Wild-fowl Shooting, Gunning-punts, Shoot-

ing-yachts, &c. Also Fowling in the Fens
and in Foreign Countries, Rock-fowling,
&c., &c., by H. C. FOLKARD. Fourth edition.

With 13 highly-finished Engravings on Steel,
and several Woodcuts. 8vo., 125. 6d.

Ford. THE THEORY AND PRACTICE
OF ARCHERY. By HORACE FORD. New
Edition, thoroughly Revised and Re-written

by W. BUTT, M.A. With a Preface by C.

J. LONGMAN, M.A. 8vo., 145.

Francis. A BOOK ON ANGLING : or,
Treatise on the Art ot Fishing in every
Branch

; including full Illustrated List of Sal-

mon Flies. By FRANCIS FRANCIS. With Por-
trait and Coloured Plates. Crown 8vo., 155.

Gibson. TOBOGGANING ON CROOKED
Ruxs. By the Hon. HARRY GIBSON. With
Contributions by F. DE B. STRICKLAND and
4 LADY-TOBOGANNER '. With 40 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Graham. COUNTRY PASTIMES FOR
BOYS. By P. ANDERSON GRAHAM. With
252 Illustrations from Drawings and

Photographs. Crown 8vo. 65.

Lang. ANGLING SKETCHES. By
ANDREW LANG. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Longman. CHESS OPENINGS. By
FREDERICK W. LONGMAN. Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6d.

Maskelyne. SHARPS AND FLATS : a

Complete Revelation of the Secrets oi

Cheating at Games of Chance and Skill. By
JOHN NEVIL MASKELYNE, of the Egyptian
Hall. With 62 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Park. THE GAME OF GOLF. By
WILLIAM PARK, Jun., Champion Golfer,

1887-89. With 17 Plates and 26 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

Payne-Gallwey (SIR RALPH, Bart.).

LETTERS TO YOUNG SHOOTERS (First
Series). On the Choice and use of a Gun.
With 41 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

LETTERS TO YOUNG Stfoori?s(Second.
Series). On the Production, Preservation,
and Killing of Game. With Directions
in Shooting Wood-Pigeons and Breaking-
in Retrievers. With Portrait and 103
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 125. 6d.

LETTERS TO YOUNG SHOOTERS.
(Third Series.) Comprising a Short
Natural History of the Wildfowl that

are Rare or Common to the British

Islands, with complete directions in

Shooting Wildfowl on the Coast and
Inland. With 200 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 185.

Pole (WILLIAM).

THE THEORY OF THE MODERN SCIEN-
TIFIC GAME OF WHIST. Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6d.

THEEVOL UTIONOF WHIST: a Study of
the Progressive Changes which the Game
has undergone. Cr. 8vo., 25. 6d.

Proctor. How TO PLAY WHIST:
WITH THE LAWS AND ETIQUETTE OF
WHIST. By RICHARD A. PROCTOR. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

Ronalds. THE FLY-FISHER'S ENTO-
MOLOGY. By ALFRED RONALDS. With 20
coloured Plates. 8vo., 145.

Thompson and Cannan. HAND-
ix-HAND FIGURE SKA TING. By NORCLIFFE
G. THOMPSON and F. LAURA CAN NAN,
Members of the Skating Club. With an
Introduction by Captain J. H. THOMSON,
R.A. With Illustrations. i6mo., 65.

Wilcocks. THE SEA FISHERMAN:
Comprising the Chief Methods of Hook and
Line Fishing in the British and other Seas,
and Remarks on Nets, Boats, and Boating.
By J. C. WILCOCKS. Illustrated. Cr. 8vo., 6s.
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Mental, Moral, and Political Philosophy.
LOGIC, RHETORIC, PSYCHOLOGY, &C.

Abbott. THE ELEMENTS OF LOGIC.

By T. K. ABBOTT, B.D. i2mo., 35.

Aristotle.

THE POLITICS: G. Bekker's Greek
Text of Books I., III., IV. (VII.), with an

English Translation by W. E. BOLLAND,
M.A.

;
and short Introductory Essays

by A. LANG, M.A. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

THE POLITICS: Introductory Essays.
By ANDREW LANG (from Bolland and

Lang's
'

Polities'). Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

THE ETHICS: Greek Text, Illustrated

with Essay and Notes. By Sir ALEXAN-
DER GRANT, Bart. 2 vols. 8vo., 325.

AN INTRODUCTION TO ARISTOTLE'S
ETHICS. Books I. -IV. (BookX. c.vi.-ix.

in an Appendix). With a continuous

Analysis and Notes. By the Rev. EDWARD
MOORE, D.D., Cr. 8vo. IDS. 6d.

Bacon (FRANCIS).

COMPLETE WORKS. Edited by R. L.

ELLIS, JAMES SPEDDING and D. D.

HEATH. 7 vols. 8vo., 3 135. 6d.

LETTERS AND LIFE, including all his

occasional Works. Edited by JAMES
SPEDDING. 7 vols. 8vo., $ 45.

THE EssA YS : with Annotations. By
RICHARD WHATELY, D.D. 8vo., IDS. 6d.

THE ESSAYS. Edited, with Notes,
by F. STORR and C. H. GIBSON. Crown
8vo, 35. 6d.

THE ESSAYS: with Introduction,
Notes, and Index. By E. A. ABBOTT, D.D.
2 Vols. Fcp.8vo.,6s. The Text and Index

only, without Introduction and Notes, in

One Volume. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Bain (ALEXANDER).

SCIENCE. Cr. 8vo., 65. 6d.

SCIENCE. Cr. 8vo., 45. 6d.

The two works as above can be had in one

volume, price los. 6d.

SENSES AND THE INTELLECT. 8vo.,
15*-

EMOTIONS AND THE WILL. 8vo., 155.

Bain (ALEXANDER) continued.

LOGIC, DEDUCTIVE AND INDUCTIVE.
Part I. 45. Part II. 6s. 6d.

PRACTICAL ASSAYS. Cr. 8vO., 25.

Bray (CHARLES).
THE PHILOSOPHY OF NECESSITY : or,
Law in Mind as in Matter. Cr. 8vo., 55.

THE ED UCA TIONOF THE FEELINGS : a
Moral System for Schools. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Bray. ELEMENTS OF MORALITY, in

Easy Lessons for Home and School

Teaching. By Mrs. CHARLES BRAY.
Crown 8vo., is. 6d.

Davidson. THE LOGIC OF DEFINI-
TION, Explained and Applied. By WILLIAM
L. DAVIDSON, M.A. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Green (THOMAS HILL). THE WORKS
OF. Edited by R. L. NETTLESHIP.

Vols. I. and II. Philosophical Works. 8vo.,

i6s. each.

Vol. III. Miscellanies. With Index to the

three Volumes, and Memoir. 8vo., 2 is.

LECTURES ON THE PRINCIPLES OF
POLITICAL OBLIGATION. With Preface

by BERNARD BOSANQUET. 8vo., 55.

Hodgson (SHADWORTH H.).

TIME AND SPACE : A Metaphysical
Essay. 8vo., i6s.

THE THEORY OF PRACTICE: an
Ethical Inquiry. 2 vols. 8vo., 245.

THE PHILOSOPHY OF REFLECTION.
2 VOls. 8VO., 2IS.

Hume. THE PHILOSOPHICAL WORKS
OF DAVID HUME. Edited by T. H. GREEN
and T. H. GROSE. 4 vols. 8vo., 565. Or

separately, Essays. 2 vols. 28s. Treatise

of Human Nature. 2 vols. 28s.

Justinian. THE INSTITUTES OF
JUSTINIAN: Latin Text, chiefly that of

Huschke, with English Introduction, Trans-

lation, Notes, and Summary. By THOMAS
C. SANDARS, M.A. 8vo., i8s.

Kant (IMMANUEL).

CRITIQUE OF PRACTICAL REASON,
AND OTHER WORKS ON THE THEORY OP
ETHICS.. Translated by T. K. ABBOTT,
B.D. With Memoir. 8vo., ias. 6d.
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Mental, Moral and Political Philosophy continued.

Kant (IMMANUEL) continued.

FryDAMEXTAL PRINCIPLES OF THE
METAPHYSIC OF ETHICS. Translated by
T. K. ABBOTT, B.D. (Extracted from
' Kant's Critique of Practical Reason and
other Works on the Theory of Ethics.')
Crown 8vo, 35.

INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC, AND HIS
ESSAY ON THE MISTAKEN SUBTILTY OF
THE FOUR FIGURES.. Translated by T.
K. ABBOTT. 8vo., 6s.

K i 1 1 i c k. HANDBOOK TO MILL'S
SYSTEM OF LOGIC. By Rev. A. H.
KILLICK, M.A. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Ladd (GEORGE TRUMBULL).
PHILOSOPHY OF MIND : An Essay on

the Metaphysics of Psychology. 8vo., i6s.

ELEMENTS OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PSY-
CHOLOGY. 8VO., 215.

OUTLINES OF PHYSIOLOGICAL PSY-
CHOLOGY. A Text-book of Mental Science
for Academies and Colleges. 8vo., 125.

PSYCHOLOGY, DESCRIPTIVE AND EX-
PLANATORY; a Treatise ofthe Phenomena,
Laws, and Development ofHuman Mental
Life. 8vo., 2 is.

PRIMER OF PSYCHOLOGY. Cr. 8vo.,
55. 6d.

Lewes. THE HISTORY OF PHILOSO-
PHY, from Thales to Comte. By GEORGE
HENRY LEWES. 2 vols. 8vo., 325.

Max Miiller (F.).
THE SCIENCE OF THOUGHT. 8vo., 215.

THREE INTRODUCTORY LECTURES ON
THE SCIENCE OF THOUGHT. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

Mill. ANALYSIS OF THE PHENOMENA
OF THE HUMAN MIND. By JAMES MILL.
2 vols. 8vo., 285.

Mill (JOHN STUART).
A SYSTEM OF LOGIC. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

ON LIBERTY. Crown Svo., is. 4^.
ON REPRESENTA TIVE GOVERNMENT.
Crown 8vo., 2s.

UTILITARIANISM. 8vo., is. 6d.

EXAMINATION OF SIR WILLIAM
HAMILTON'S PHILOSOPHY. 8vo., i6s.

NATURE, THE UTILITY OF RELIGION,
AND THEISM. Three Essays. 8vo., 55.

Mosso. FEAR. By ANGELO Mosso.
Translated from the Italian by E. LOUGH
and F. KIESOW. With 8 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo., ys. 6d.

Romanes. MIND AND MOTION AND
MONISM. By GEORGE JOHN ROMANES,
LL.D., F.R.S. Cr. 8vo., 45. 6d.

Stock. DEDUCTIVE LOGIC. By ST-
GEORGE STOCK. Fcp. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Sully QAMES).
THE HUMAN MIND : a Text-book of

Psychology. 2 vols. 8vo., 215.

OUTLINES OFPSYCHOLOGY. 8vo.
, gs.

THE TEACHER'S HANDBOOK OF PSY-
CHOLOGY. Crown 8vo., 55.

STUDIES OF CHILDHOOD. 8vo,
ios. 6d.

Swinburne. PICTURE LOGIC : an
Attempt to Popularise the Science of

Reasoning. By ALFRED JAMES SWINBURNE,
M.A. With 23 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo., 55.

Weber. HISTORY OF PHILOSOPHY.
By ALFRED WEBER, Professor in the Uni-

versity of Strasburg. Translated by FRANK
THILLY, Ph.D. Svo., 165.

Whately (ARCHBISHOP).
BACON'S ESSAYS. With Annotations.

8vo., los. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF LOGIC. Cr. 8vo., 45. 6d.

ELEMENTS OF RHETORIC. Cr. Svo.,

45. 6d.

LESSONS ON REASONING. Fcp. Svo.
,

15. 6d.

Zeller (Dr. EDWARD, Professor in the

University of Berlin).

THE STOICS, EPICUREANS, AND
SCEPTICS. Translated by the Rev. O. J.

REICHEL, M.A. Crown 8vo., 155.

OUTLINES OF THE HISTORY OF
GREEK PHILOSOPHY. Translated by
SARAH F. ALLEYNE and EVELYN
ABBOTT. Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

PLATO AND THE OLDER ACADEMY.
Translated by SARAH F. ALLEYNE and
ALFRED GOODWIN, B.A. Crown Svo.

185.

SOCRATES AND THE SOCRATIC
SCHOOLS. Translated by the Rev. O.

J. REICHEL, M.A. Crown 8vo., 105.

ARISTOTLE AND THE EARLIER PERI-
PATETICS. Translated by B. F. C. Cos-

TELLOE, M.A., and J. H. MUIRHEAD
M.A. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., 245.
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Mental, Moral, and Political Philosophy continued.

MANUALS OF CATHOLIC PHILOSOPHY.
(Stonyhurst Series).

A MANUAL OF POLITICAL ECONOMY. MORAL PHILOSOPHY (ETHICS AND
By C. S. DEVAS, M.A. Crown 8vo., 65. 6d.

FIRST PRINCIPLES OF KNOWLEDGE.
By JOHN RICKABY, S.J. Crown 8vo., 55.

GENERAL METAPHYSICS. By JOHN
RICKABY, S.J. Crown 8vo., 55.

LOGIC. By RICHARD F. CLARKE, S.J.
Crown 8vo., 55.

NATURAL LAW}. By JOSEPH RICKABY, S.J.
Crown 8vo., 55.

NATURAL THEOLOGY. By BERNARD
BOEDDER, S.J. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d.

PSYCHOLOGY. BY MICHAEL MAKER,
S.J. Crown 8vo., 65. 6d.

History and Science of Language, &c.

Max M tiller (F.) continued.

BIOGRAPHIES OF WORDS, AND THE
HOME OF THE ARYAS. Crown 8vo., ys. 6d.

THREE LECTURES ON THE SCIENCE
OF LANGUAGE, AND ITS PLACE IN
GENERAL EDUCATION, delivered at Ox-

ford, 1889. Crown 8vo., 35.

Roget. THESAURUS OF ENGLISH
WORDS AND PHRASES. Classified and

Arranged so as to Facilitate the Expression
of Ideas and assist in Literary Composition.
By PETER MARK ROGET, M.D., F.R.S.

Recomposed throughout, enlarged and im-

proved, partly from the Author's Notes, and
with a full Index, by the Author's Son,
JOHN LEWIS ROGET. Crown 8vo. 105. 6d.

Whately. ENGLISH SYNONYMS. By
E. JANE WHATELY. Fcp. 8vo., 35.

Davidson. LEADING AND IMPORT-
ANT ENGLISH WORDS : Explained and Ex-

exmplified. By WILLIAM L. DAVIDSON,
M.A. Fcp. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Farrar. LANGUAGEANDLANGUAGES:
By F. W. FARRAR, D.D., F.R.S. Crown
8vo., 6s.

Graham. ENGLISH SYNONYMS,
Classified and Explained : with Practical

Exercises. By G. F. GRAHAM. Fcp. Svo., 65.

Max Miiller (F.).

THESCIENCE OFLANGUAGE. Found-
ed on Lectures delivered at the Royal In-

stitution in 1861 and 1863. 2 vols. Crown
8vo., 215.

Political Economy and Economies.
Ashley. ENGLISH ECONOMIC HIS-
TORY AND THEORY. By W. J. ASHLEY,
M.A. Crown 8vo., Part L, 55. Part II.

IDS. 6d.

Bagehot. ECONOMIC STUDIES. By
WALTER BAGEHOT. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Barnett. PRACTICABLE SOCIALISM.
Essays on Social Reform. By the Rev. S.
A. and Mrs. BARNETT. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Brassey. PAPERS AND ADDRESSES
ON WORK AND WAGES. By Lord BRASSEY.
Edited by J. POTTER, and with Introduction

by GEORGE HOWELL, M.P. Crown Svo., 55.

Devas. A MANUAL OF POLITICAL
ECONOMY. By C. S. DEVAS, M.A. Cr. 8vo.,
65. 6d. (Manuals of Catholic Philosophy.}

Dowell. A HISTORY OF TAXATION
AND TAXES IN ENGLAND, from the Earliest
Times to the Year 1885. By STEPHEN
DOWELL, (4 vols. Svo). Vols. I. and II.

The Hir.tory of Taxation, 215. Vols. III.

and IV. The History of Taxes, 215.

Jordan. THE STANDARD OF VALUE.
By WILLIAM LEIGHTON JORDAN, Fellow
of the Royal Statistical Society, &c. Crown
8vo., 65.

Macleod (HENRY DUNNING).
BIMETALISM. 8vo., ^s. net..

THE ELEMENTS OF BANKING. Cr.
8vo. , 35. 6d.

THE THEORY AND PRACTICE OF
BANKING. Vol. I. 8vo., 125. Vol.11. 145.

THE THEORY OF CREDIT. Svo.
Vol. I., ios.net. Vol. II., Parti., iO5.net.

Vol. IL, Part II., los. 6d.

A DIGEST OF THE LAW OF BILLS
OF EXCHANGE, BANK-NOTES, &c.

[In the press.

Mil 1. POLITICAL ECONOMY. By
JOHN STUART MILL.

Popular Edition. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Library Edition. 2 vols. Svo. ,305.
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Political Economy and Economics continued.

Mulhall. -INDUSTRIES AND WEALTH
OF NATIONS. By MICHAEL G. MULHALL,
F.S.S. With 32 full-page Diagrams.
Crown 8vo., 85. 6d.

Soderini. SOCIALISM AND CATHOLI-
CISM. From the Italian of Count EDWARD
SODERINI. By RICHARD JENERY-SHEE.
With a Preface by Cardinal VAUGHAN.
Crown 8vo., 65.

Symes. POLITICAL ECONOMY : a
Short Text-book of Political Economy.
With Problems for Solution, and Hints for

Supplementary Reading ;
also a Supple-

mentary Chapter on Socialism. By Pro-

fessor J. E. SYMES, M.A., of University
College, Nottingham. Crown 8vo., 25. 6d.

Toynbee. LECTURES ON THE IN-
DUSTRIAL REVOLUTION OF THE 1STH CEN-
TURY IN ENGLAND: Popular Addresses,
Notes and other Fragments. By ARNOLD
TOYNBEE. With a Memoir of the Author

by BENJAMIN JOWETT, D.D. 8vo., IDS. 6d.

Vincent. THE LAND QUESTION IN
NORTH WALES : being a Brief Survey of
the History, Origin, and Character of the

Agrarian Agitation, and of the Nature and
Effect of the Proceedings of the Welsh
Land Commission. By J. E. VINCENT.

Svo., 55.

Webb. THE HISTORY OF TRADE
UNIONISM. By SIDNEY and BEATRICE
WEBB. With Map and full Bibliography of

the Subject. Svo., 185.

STUDIES IN ECONOMICS AND POLITICAL SCIENCE.
Issued under the auspices of the London School of Economics and Political Science.

THE HISTORY OF LOCAL RATES IN
ENGLAND: Five Lectures. By EDWIN
CANNAN, M.A. Crown 8vo., 25. 6d.

GERMAN SOCIAL DEMOCRACY. By
BERTRAND RUSSELL, B.A. With an Ap-
pendix on Social Democracy and the
Woman Question in Germany by ALYS
RUSSELL, B.A. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

SELECT DOCUMENTS ILLUSTRATING
THE HISTORY OF TRADE UNIONISM.

i. The Tailoring Trade. Edited by
W. F. GALTON. With a Preface by
SIDNEY WEBB, LL.B. Crown Svo., 53.

DEPLOIGE'S REFERENDUM EN SUISSE.

Translated, with Introduction and Notes,

by C. P. TREVELYAN, M.A. [In preparation.

SELECT DOCUMENTS ILL usTRA TING
THE STATE REGULATION OF WAGES.
Edited, with Introduction and Notes, by
W. A. S. HEWINS, M.A. [In preparation.

HUNGARIAN GILD RECORDS. Edited

by Dr. JULIUS MANDELLO, of Budapest.
[In preparation.

THE RELATIONS BETWEEN ENGLAND
AND THE HANSEATIC LEAGUE. By Miss
E. A. MACARTHUR. [In preparation.

Evolution, Anthropology, &e.

Babington. FALLACIES OF RACE
THEORIES AS APPLIED TO NATIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS. Essays by WILLIAM
DALTON BABINGTON, M.A. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Clodd (EDWARD).

THE STORY OF CREATION: a Plain !

Account of Evolution. With 77 Illustra-
'

tions. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

A PRIMER OF EVOLUTION: being a

Popular Abridged Edition of ' The Story
of Creation '. With Illustrations. Fcp.
8vo., 15. 6d.

Lang. CUSTOM AND MYTH : Studies
of Early Usage and Belief. By ANDREW
LANG. With 15 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.,

35. 6d.

Lubbock. THE ORIGINOF CIVILISA-
TION, and the Primitive Condition of Man.
By Sir J. LUBBOCK, Bart., M.P. With 5
Plates and 20 Illustrations in the Text.

8vo., 185.

Romanes (GEORGE JOHN).
DARWIN, AND AFTER DARWIN: an

Exposition of the Darwinian Theory, and a
Discussion on Post-Darwinian Questions.
Part I. THE DARWINIAN THEORY. With

Portrait of Darwin and 125 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., ios. 6d.

Part II. POST-DARWINIAN QUESTIONS:
Heredity and Utility. With Portrait of
the Author and 5 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.,
105. 6d.

AN EXAMINAIVON OF WEISMANN-
ISM. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Ess A }'s. Edited by C. LLOYD
MORGAN, Principal of University College,
Bristol. Crown 8vo., 65.
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Classical Literature, Translations, &e.

Abbott. HELLENICA. A Collection
of Essays on Greek Poetry, Philosophy,

History, and Religion. Edited by EVELYN
ABBOTT, M.A., LL.D. 8vo., 165.

^Eschylus. EUMENIDES
LUS. With Metrical English Translation.

By J. F. DAVIES. 8vo., ys.

Aristophanes. THE ACHARNIANS
OF ARISTOPHANES, translated into English
Verse. By R. Y. TYRRELL. Crown 8vo., 15.

Aristotle. YOUTH AND OLD AGE,
LIFE AND DEATH, AND RESPIRATION,

Translated, with Introduction and Notes,

by W. OGLE, M.A., M.D., F.R.C.P., some-
time Fellow of Corpus Christi College,
Oxford. 8vo., 75. 6d.

Becker (PROFESSOR).
GALLUS : or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. Illustrated. Post

8vo., 35. 6d.

CHARICLES: or, Illustrations of the
Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.

Illustrated. Post 8vo., 35. 6d.

Cicero. CICERO'S CORRESPONDENCE.
By R. Y. TYRRELL. Vols. I., II., III., 8vo.,
each i2s. Vol. IV., 155.

Egbert. INTRODUCTION TO THE
STUDY OF LATIN INSCRIPTIONS. By
JAMES C. EGBERT, Junr., Ph.D. With
numerous Illustrations and Facsimiles.

Square crown 8vo., 165.

Farnell. GREEK LYRIC POETRY:
a Complete Collection of the Surviving

Passages from the Greek Song-Writing.
Arranged with Prefatory Articles, Intro-

ductory Matter and Commentary. By
GEORGE S. FARNELL, M.A. With 5 Plates.

8vo., i6s.

Lang. HOMER AND THE EPIC. By
ANDREW LANG. Crown 8vo., gs. net.

Lucan. THE PHARSALIA OF LucAN.
Translated into Blank Verse. By EDWARD
RIDLEY, Q.C. 8vo., 145.

Mackail. SELECT EPIGRAMS FROM
THE GREEK ANTHOLOGY. By J. W. MAC-
KAIL. Edited with a Revised Text, Intro-

duction, Translation, and Notes. 8vo., i6s.

Rich. A DICTIONARY OFROMANAND
GREEK ANTIQUITIES. By A. RICH, B.A.
With 2000 Woodcuts. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

Sophocles. Translated into English
Verse. By ROBERT WHITELAW, M.A.,
Assistant Master in Rugby School. Cr. 8vo.,
85. 6d.

Tacitus. THE HISTORY OF P.
CORNELIUS TACITUS. Translated into

English, with an Introduction and Notes,
Critical and Explanatory, by ALBERT
WILLIAM QUILL, M.A., T.C.D. 2 vols.

Vol. I. 8vo., 75. 6d. Vol. II. 8vo., 125. 6d.

Tyrrell. TRANSLA TIONS INTO GREEK
AND LATIN VERSE. Edited by R. Y.
TYRRELL. 8vo., 65.

Virgil.
THE SNEID OF VIRGIL. Translated
into English Verse by JOHN CONINGTON.
Crown 8vo., 65.

THE POEMS OF VIRGIL. Translated
into English Prose by JOHN CONINGTON.
Crown 8vo., 6s.

THE ^ENEID OF VIRGIL, freely trans-
lated into English Blank Verse. By
W. J. THORNHILL. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

THE ^ENEID OF VIRGIL. Translated
into English Verse by JAMES RHOADES.
Books I. -VI. Crown 8vo., 55.
Books VII. -XII. Crown 8vo., 55.

Poetry and
Acworth. BALLADS OF THE MARA-

THAS. Rendered into English Verse from
the Marathi Originals. By HARRY ARBUTH-
NOT ACWORTH. 8vo., 55.

Allingham (WILLIAM).
IRISH SONGS AND POEMS. With

Frontispiece of the Waterfall of Asaroe.

Fcp. 8vo., 65.

LAURENCE BLOOMFIELD. With Por-
trait of the Author. Fcp. 8vo., 35. 6d.

FLOWER PIECES ; DAY AND NIGHT
SONGS; BALLADS. With 2 Designs by
D. G. ROSSETTI. Fcp. 8vo., 6s. large

paper edition, 125.

the Drama.
Allingham (WILLIAM) contin ncd.

LIFE AND PHANTASY : with Frontis-

S'ece
by Sir J. E. MILLAIS, Bart., and

esign by ARTHUR HUGHES. Fcp. 8vo.,
65.

; large paper edition, 125.

THOUGHT AND WORD, AND ASHBY
MANOR: a Play. Fcp. 8vo., 6s.; large

paper edition, 125.

BLACKBERRIES. Imperial i6mo., 65.

Sets of the above 6 vols. may be had in uni-

form Half-parchment binding, price 305.
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Poetry and the Drama continued.

Armstrong (G. F. SAVAGE).

POEMS : Lyrical and Dramatic. Fcp.
8vo., 65.

KING SA UL. (The Tragedy of Israel,
Part I.) Fcp. 8vo., 55.

KING DAVID. (The Tragedy of Israel,
Part II.) Fcp. 8vo., 65.

KING SOLOMON. (The Tragedy of

Israel, Part III.) Fcp. 8vo., 6s.

UGONE : a Tragedy. Fcp. 8vo., 65.

A GARLAND FROM GREECE : Poems.
Fen. Svo., 75. 6d.

STORIES OF WICKLOW: Poems. Fcp.
8vo., 75. 6d.

MEPHISTOPHELES IN BROADCLOTH :

a Satire. Fcp. 8vo., 45.

ONE IN THE INFINITE: a Poem.
Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

Armstrong
1

. THE POETICAL WORKS
OF EDMUND J. ARMSTRONG. Fcp. 8vo., 55.

Arnold (Sir EDWIN).
THE LIGHT OF THE WORLD : or the
Great Consummation. With 14 Illustra-

tions after HOLMAN HUNT. Cr. 8vo., 65.

POTIPHARS WIFE, and other Poems.
Crown 8vo., 55. net.

ADZUMA : or the Japanese Wife. A
Play. Crown 8vo., 6s. 6d. net.

THE TENTH MUSE, and other Poems.
Crown 8vo., 55. net.

Beesly (A. H.).

BALLADS AND OTHER VERSE.

Fcp. 8vo., 55.

DANTON, AND OTHER VERSE. Fcp.
8vo., 45. 6d.

Bell (MRS. HUGH).
CHAMBER COMEDIES : a Collection
of Plays and Monologues for the Drawing
Room. Crown 8vo., 65.

FAIRY TALE PLAYS, AND How TO
ACT THEM. With 91 Diagrams and 52
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 65.

Carmichael. POEMS. By JENNINGS
CARMICHAEL (Mrs. FRANCIS MULLIS).
Crown Svo, 6s. net.

Christie. LAYS AND VERSES. By
NIMMO CHRISTIE. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.~

Cochrane (ALFRED).
THE KESTREL'S NEST, and other
Verses. Fcp. 8vo., 35. 6d.

LEVIORE PLECTRO : Occasional
Verses. Fcap. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Florian's Fables. THE FABLES OF
FLORIAN. Done into English Verse by Sir

PHILIP PEERING, Bart. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Goethe.

FAUST, Part I., the German Text,
with Introduction and Notes. By ALBERT
M. SELSS, Ph.D., M.A. Crown 8vo., 55.

FAUST. Translated, with Notes-

By T. E. WEBB. 8vo., 125. 6d.

G u r n e y. DA Y-DREAMS : Poem s.

By Rev. ALFRED GURNEY, M.A. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

Ingelow OEAN).
POETICAL WORKS. 2 vols. Fcp.

8vO., 125.

LYRICAL AND OTHER POEMS. Selec-
ted from the Writings of JEAN INGELOW.
Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d. cloth plain, 35. cloth gilt.

Lang (ANDREW).
BAN AND ARRIERE BAN : a Rally of

Fugitive Rhymes. Fcp. 8vo., 55. net.

GRASS OF PARNASSUS. Fcp. 8vo.,
25. 6d. net.

BALLADS OF BOOKS. Edited by
ANDREW LANG. Fcp. 8vo., 65.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. Edited
by ANDREW LANG. With 100 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 65.

Lecky. POEMS. By W. E. H.
LECKY. Fcp. 8vo., 55.

Lindsay. THE FLOWER SELLER,
and other Poems. By LADY LINDSAY.
Crown 8vo., 55.

Lytton (THE EARL OF), (OWEN
MEREDITH).

MARAH. Fcp. 8vo., 65. 6d.

KING POPPY : a Fantasia. With i

Plate and Design on Title-Page by ED.

BURNE-JONES, A.R.A. Cr. 8vo., 105. 6d.

THE WANDERER. Cr. 8vo., IDS. 6d.

LUCILE. Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.

SELECTED POEMS. Cr. 8vo., 105. 6d.
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Poetry and the Drama continued.

Macaulay. LA vs OFANCIENT ROME,
dr>c. By Lord MACAULAY.
Illustrated by G. SCHARF. Fcp. 410., IDS. 6d.

Bijou Edition.

i8mo., 25. 6d. gilt top.

Popular Edition.

Fcp. |to., 6d. sewed, 15. cloth.

Illustrated by J. R. WEGUELIN. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

Annotated Edition. Fcp. 8vo., is. sewed,
is. 6d. cloth.

Macdonald (GEORGE, LL.D.).
A BOOK OF STRIFE, IN THE FORM OF
THE DIARY OF AN OLD SOUL : Poems.
i8mo., 65.

RAMPOLLO; GROWTH'S FROM AN OLD
\

ROOT ; containing a Book of Translations,
old and new ; also a Year's Diary of an
Old Soul. Crown 8vo. , 65.

Morris (WILLIAM).
POETICAL WORKS LIBRARY EDITION.

Complete in Ten Volumes. Crown 8vo.,

price 6s. each.

THE EARTHLY PARADISE. 4 vols.
6s. each.

THE LIFE AND DEA TH OF JASON.
6s.

THE DEFENCE OF GUENEVERE, and
other Poems. 6s.

THE STORYOF SIGURD THE VOLSUNG,
AND THE FALL OF THE NIBLUNGS. 6s.

LOVE is ENOUGH ; or, the Freeing of
Pharamond: A Morality; and POEMS
BY THE WAY. 6s.

THE ODYSSEY OF HOMER. Done
into English Verse. 6s.

THE SENEIDS OF VIRGIL. Done
into English Verse. 6s.

Certain of the POETICAL WORKS may also
be had in the following Editions :

THE EAR THL Y PARADISE.

Popular Edition. 5 vols. i2mo., 255.;
or 55. each, sold separately.

The same in Ten Parts, 255.; or 25. 6d.

each, sold separately.

Cheap Edition, in i vol. Crown 8vo.,

75. 6d.

LOVE is ENOUGH ; or, the Freeing of
Pharamond : A Morality. Square crown
8vo., 75. 6d.

POKMS r>y THE WAY. Square crown
8vo., 6s.

%* For Mr. William Morris's Prose

Works, see pp. 22 and 31.

Murray (ROBERT F.). Author of
' The Scarlet Gown '. His Poems, with
a Memoir by ANDREW LANG. Fcp. 8vo.,

55. net.

Nesbit. LA YS AND LEGENDS. By E.
NESBIT (Mrs. HUBERT BLAND). First

Series. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d. Second Series.

With Portrait. Crown 8vo., 55.

Peek (HEDLEY) (FRANK LEYTON).
SKELETON LEAVES : Poems. With

a Dedicatory Poem to the late Hon.
Roden Noel. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d. net.

THE SHADOWS OF THE LAKE, and
other Poems. Fcp. 8vo., 2s. 6d. net.

Piatt (SARAH).
AN ENCHANTED CASTLE, AND
OTHER POEMS: Pictures, Portraits, and

People in Ireland. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

POEMS: With Portrait of the
Author. 2 vols. Crown 8vo., los.

Piatt QOHN JAMES).
IDYLS AND LYRICS OF THE OHIO

VALLEY. Crown 8vo., 55.

LITTLE NEW WORLD IDYLS. Cr.

8vo., 55.

R h o a d e S. TERESA AND OTHER
POEMS. By JAMES RHOADES. Crown
Svo., 35. 6d.

Riley QAMES WHITCOMB).
OLD FASHIONED ROSES : Poems.

i2mo., 55.

POEMS : Here at Home. Fcp. 8vo
6s. net.

A CHILD-WORLD: POEMS. Fcp.
8vo., 55.

Romanes. A SELECTION FROM THE
POEMS OF GEORGE JOHN ROMANES, A/.A.,
LL.D., F.fi.S. With an Introduction by
T. HERBERT WARREN, President of Mag-
dalen College, Oxford. Crown 8vo., 45. 6d.

Shakespeare. BOWDLER'S FAMILY
SHAKESPEARE. With 36 Woodcuts, i vol.

8vo., 145. Or in 6 vols. Fcp. 8vo., 2is.

THESHAKESPEARE BIR THDA YBOOK.
By MARY F. DUNBAR. 321110., is. 6d.

Sturgis. A BOOK OF SONG. By
JULIAN STURGIS. i6mo. 55.
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Works of Fiction, Humour, &e.

Alden. As/we THE FREAKS. By
\V. L. ALDEN. With 55 Illustrations by J.

F. SULLIVAN and FLORENCE K. UPTON.
Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Anstey (F., Author of 'Vice Versa').

VOCES POPULI. Reprinted from
'Punch'. First Series. With 20 Illus-

trations by J. BERNARD PARTRIDGE.
Ciown Svo., 35. 6d.

THE MAN FROM BLANKLEY'S : a

Story in Scenes, and other Sketches.

With 24 Illustrations by J. BERNARD
PARTRIDGE. Post 410., 6s.

. A JOURNEY IN OTHER
WORLDS : a Romance of the Future. By
JOHN JACOB ASTOR. With 10 Illustrations.

Cr. Svo., 6s.

"Baker. BY THE WESTERN SEA. By
JAMES BAKER, Author of John Westacott'.

Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Beaconsfield (THE EARL OF).

NOVELS AND TALES. Complete
in ii vols. Crown 8vo., is. 6d. each.

Vivian Grey.
The Young Duke, &c.

Alroy, Ixion, &c.
Contarini Fleming,

&c.
Tancred.

Sybil.
Henrietta Temple.
Venetia.

Coningsby.
Lothair.

Endymion.

NOVELS AND TALES. The Hughen-
den Edition. With 2 Portraits and 11

Vignettes, n vols. Crown 8vo., 425.

Black. TWA- PRINCESS DESIREE.

By CLEMENTINA BLACK. With 8 Illustra-

tions by JOHN WILLIAMSON. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Crump. WIDE ASUNDER AS THE
POLES. By ARTHUR CRUMP. Cr. 8vo., 6s.

Dougall (L.).

BEGGARS ALL.

WHAT NECESSITY KNOWS.
8vo., 6s.

Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Crown

Doyle (A. CONAN).
MICAH CLARKE: A Tale of Mon-
mouth's Rebellion. With 10 Illustra-

tions. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

THE CAPTAIN OF THE POLESTAR,
and other Tales. Cr. 8vo., 3s. 6d.

THE REFUGEES : A Tale of Two Con-
tinents. With 25 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo.,

35. 6rf.

THE STARK MUNRO LETTERS. Cr.

Svo, 6s.

Farrar (F. W., DEAN OF CANTER-
BURY).

DARKNESS AND DAWN: or, Scenes
in the Days of Nero. An Historic Tale.

Cr. 8vo., 75. 6rf.

GATHERING CLOUDS : a Tale of the

Days of St. Chrysostom. Cr. 8vo., js. 6d.

Fowler. THE YOUNG PRETENDERS.
A Story of Child Life. By EDITH H.
FOWLER. With 12 Illustrations by
PHILIP BURNE-JONES. Crown Svo., 6s.

Froude. THE Two CHIEFS OF DUN-
BOY: an Irish Romance ofthe Last Century.
By JAMES A. FROUDE. Cr. Svo., 35. 6d.

Graham. THE RED SCAUR: A
Novel of Manners. By P. ANDERSON
GRAHAM. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Haggard (H. RIDER).

HEART OF THE WORLD. With 15
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

JOAN HASTE. With 20 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 6s.

THE PEOPLE OF THE MIST. With
16 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

MONTEZUMA'S DAUGHTER. With 24
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

SHE. With 32 Illustrations. Crown
Svo., 3s. 6d.

ALLAN QUATERMAIN. With 31
Illustrations. Crown 8vo.. 35. 6d.

MAIWA'S REVENGE : Cr. Svo., is. 6d.

COLONEL QUARITCH, V.C. Cr. 8vo.

3 s. 6rf.

CLEOPATRA. With 29 Illustrations.
Crown Svo., 35. 6d.
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Works of Fiction. Humour, &e. continued.

Haggard (H. RIDER) continued.

BEATRICE. Cr. Svo., 35. 6d.

ERIC BRIGHTEYES. With 51 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

NADA THE LILY. With 23 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

ALLAN'S WIFE. With 34 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

THE WITCH'S HEAD. With 16
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

MR. MEESONS WILL. With 16

Illustrations. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

DAWN. With 1 6 Illustrations. Cr.

8vo., 35. 6d.

Haggard and Lang. THE WORLD'S
DESIRE. By H. RIDER HAGGARD and
ANDREW LANG. With 27 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Harte. IN THE CARQUINEZ WOODS
and other stories. By BRET HARTE. Cr.

8vo., 35. 6d.

Hope. THE HEART OF PRINCESS
OSRA. By ANTHONY HOPE. With 9 Illus-

trations by JOHN WILLIAMSON. Crown
8vo., 65.

Hornung. THE UNBIDDEN GUEST.
By E. W. HORNUNG. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Lang. A MONK OF FIFE ; being
the Chronicle written by NORMAN LESLIE
of Pitcullo, concerning Marvellous Deeds
that befel in the Realm of France, 1429-31.

By ANDREW LANG. With 13 Illustrations

by SELWYN IMAGE. Cr. 8vo., 65.

Lyall (EDNA).
THE A UTOBIOGRAPHY OF A SLANDER.
Fcp. 8vo., is., sewed.

Presentation Edition. With 20 Illustra-

tions by LANCELOT SPEED. Crown
8vo., 25. 6d. net.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF A TRUTH.
Fcp. 8vo., 15., sewed; 15. 6^., cloth.

DOREEN. The Story of a Singer.
Crown 8vo., 65.

Magruder. THE VIOLET. By JULIA
MAGRUDER. With n Illustrations by C.

D. GIBSON. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Matthews. His FATHER'S SON: a
Novel of the New York Stock Exchange.
By BRANDER MATTHEWS. With 13 Illus-

trations. Cr. Svo., 6s.

Melville (G. J. WHYTE).
The Gladiators. Holmby House.
The Interpreter. Kate Coventry.
Good for Nothing. Digby Grand.
The Queen's Maries,

j

General Bounce.
Crown 8vo., is. 6d. each.

Merriman. FLOTSAM: The Study
of a Life. By HENRY SETON MERRIMAN,
With Frontispiece and Vignette by H. G.

MASSEY, A.R.E. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Morris (WILLIAM).
THE WELL AT THE WORLD'S END.

2 vols. 8vo., 28s.

THE STORY OF THE GLITTERING
PLAIN, which has been also called The
Land of the Living Men, or The Acre of

the Undying. Square post Svo.
, 55. net.

THE ROOTS OF THE MOUNTAINS,
wherein is told somewhat of the Lives of

the Men of Burgdale, their Friends, their

Neighbours, their Foemen, and their

Fellows-in-Arms. Written in Prose and
Verse. Square crown Svo., 8s.

A TALE OF THE HOUSE OF THE
WOLFINGS, and all the Kindreds of the

Mark. Written in Prose and Verse.

Second Edition. Square crown 8vo., 6s.

A DREAM OF JOHN BALL, AND A
KING'S LESSON. i2mo., is. 6d.

NEWS FROM NOWHERE; or, An
Epoch of Rest. Being some Chapters
from an Utopian Romance. Post Svo.,

is. 6d.

%* For Mr. William Morris's Poetical

Works, see p. 20.

Newman (CARDINAL).
Loss AND GAIN : The Story of a

Convert. Crown Svo. Cabinet Edition,
6s.

; Popular Edition, 35. 6u'.

CALLISTA: A Tale of the Third

Century. Crown Svo. Cabinet Edition,
6s.

; Popular Edition, 35. 6d.

Oliphant OLD MR. TREDGOLD.
By Mrs. OLIPHANT. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Phillipps-Wolley. SNAP: a Legend
of the Lone Mountain. By C. PHILLIPPS-

WOLLEY. With 13 Illustrations. Crown
Svo. , 35. 6d.

Quintana. THE CID CAMPEADOR :

an Historical Romance. By D. ANTONIO
DE TRUEBA Y LA QUINTANA. Translated

from the Spanish by HENRY J. GILL, M.A.,
T.C.D. Crown Svo., 6s.
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Works of Fiction, Humour, &e. continued.

Rhoscomyl (OWEN).

THEJEM'EL OF YNYS GALON: being
a hitherto imprinted Chapter in the History
of the Sea Rovers. With 12 Illustrations

by LANCELOT SPEED. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

BATTLEMENT AND TOWER : a

Romance. With Frontispiece by R.

CATON WOODVILLE. Crown 8vo., 6s.

FOR THE WHITE ROSE OF ARNO:
a Story of the Jacobite Rising of 1745.
Crown Svo., 6s.

Rokeby. DORCAS HOBDAY. By
CHARLES ROKERY. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Sewell (ELIZABETH M.).
A Glimpse of the World, Amy Herbert,

Laneton Parsonage. Cleve Hall.

Margaret Percival. Gertrude.

Katharine Ashton. Home Life.

The Earl's Daughter. After Life.

The Experience of Life. Ursula. Ivors.

Cr. Svo., 15. 6d. each cloth plain. 2s. td
each cloth extra, gilt edges.

Stevenson (ROBERT Louis).
THE STRANGE CASE OFDR.JEKYLL
AND MR. HYDE. Fcp. Svo., 15. sewed.
15. 6d. clcth.

THE STRANGE CASE OF DR.
JEKYLL AND MR. HYDE; WITH OTHER
FABLES. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

MORE NEW ARABIAN NIGHTS THE
DYNAMITER. By ROBERT Louis STEVEN-
SON and FANNY VAN DE GRIFT STEVEN-
SON. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

THE WRONG Box. By ROBERT
Louis STEVENSON and LLOYD OSBOURNE.
Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Suttner. LAY DOWN YOUR ARMS
(Die Waffen Niedcr] : The Autobiography
of Martha Tilling. By BERTHA VON
SUTTNER. Translated by T. HOLMES.
Cr. Svo., 15. 6d.

Trollope (ANTHONY).
THE WARDEN. Cr. Svo., 15. 6d.

BARCHESTER TOWERS. Cr. 8vo.,
15. 6d.

TRUE (A] RELATION OF THE TRAVELS
AND PERILOUS ADVENTURES OF MATHEW
DUDGEON, GENTLEMAN: Wherein is truly
set down the Manner of his Taking, the

Long Time of his Slavery in Algiers, and
Means of his Delivery. Written by Himself,
and now for the first time printed. Cr. Svo. , 55.

Walford (L. B.).

MR. SMITH: a Part of his Life.

Crown Svo., 25. 6d.

THE BABY'S GRANDMOTHER. Cr.

Svo., 25. 6d.

COUSINS. Crown Svo., 25. 6d.

TROUBLESOME DAUGHTERS. Cr.

Svo., 25. 6d.

PAULINE. Crown. Svo., is. 6d.

DICK NETHERBY. Cr. 8vo., 2s. 6d.

THE HISTORY OF A WEEK. Cr.

Svo. 25. 6d.

A STIFF-NECKED GENERATION. Cr.

Svo. 25. 6d.

NAN, and other Stories. Cr. Svo.,
25. 6d.

THE MISCHIEF OF MONICA. Cr.

Svo., 25. 6d.

THE ONE GOOD GUEST. Cr. Svo.
25. 6d.

' PLOUGHED,' and other Stories.

Crown Svo., 25. 6d.

THE MA TCHMAKER. Cr. Svo., 25. 6d.

West (B. B.).

HALF-HOURS WITH THE MILLION-
AIRES: Showing how much harder it is

to spend a million than to make it. Cr.

Svo., 65.

SIR SIMON VANDERPETTER, and
MINDING HIS ANCESTORS. Cr. Svo., 55.

A FINANCIAL ATONEMENT. Cr. Svo.,
65.

Weyman (STANLEY).

THE HOUSE OF THE WOLF. Cr.

Svo., 35. 6d.

A GENTLEMAN OF FRANCE. Cr. Svo.,
65.

THE RED COCKADE. Cr. Svo., 6s.

Whishaw. A BOYAR OF THE
TERRIBLE : a Romance of the Court of
Ivan the Cruel, First Tzar of Russia.

By FRED. WHISHAW. With 12 Illustra-

tions by H. G. MASSEY, A.R.E. Crown
Svo., 65.
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Popular Science (Natural History, &e.).

Butler. OUR HOUSEHOLD INSECTS.
An Account of the Insect-Pests found in

Dwelling-Houses. By EDWARD A. BUTLER,
B.A., B.Sc. (Lond.). With 113 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Furneaux (W.).

THE OUTDOOR WORLD; or The
Young Collector's Handbook. With 18

Plates 16 of which are coloured, and 549
Illustrations in the Text. Crown 8vo.,

75. 6d.

BUTTERFLIES AND MOTHS (British).
With 12 coloured Plates and 241 Illus-

trations in the Text. Crown 8vo., 125. 6d.

LIFE IN PONDS AND STREAMS.
With 8 coloured Plates and 331 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., 125. 6d.

Hartwig (DR. GEORGE).

THE SEA AND ITS LIVING WONDERS.
With 12 Plates and 303 Woodcuts. 8vo.,

75. net.

THE TROPICAL WORLD. With 8
Plates and 172 Woodcuts. 8vo., 75. net.

THE POLAR WORLD.With 3 Maps,
8 Plates and 85 Woodcuts. 8vo., 75. net.

THE SUBTERRANEAN WORLD. With
3 Maps and 80 Woodcuts. 8vo., 75. net.

THE AERIAL WORLD. With Map, 8
Plates and 60 Woodcuts. 8vo., 75. net.

HEROES OF THE POLAR WORLD. 19
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 25.

WONDERS OF THE TROPICAL FORESTS.
40 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 25.

WORKERS UNDER THE GROUND. 29
Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 25.

MARVELS OVER OUR HEADS. 29
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 25.

SEA MONSTERS AND SEA BIRDS. 75
Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 25. 6d.

DENIZENS OF THE DEEP. 117 Illus-

trations. Cr. 8vo., 25. 6d.

Hartwig (DR. GEORGE) continued.

VOLCANOES AND EARTHQUAKES. 3O
Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 25. 6d.

WILD ANIMALS OF THE TROPICS.
66 Illustrations. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.

Hayward. BIRD NOTES. By the late

JANE MARY HAYWARD. Edited by EMMA
HUBBARD. With Frontispiece and 15 Illus

trations by G. E. LODGE. Cr. 8vo.. 65.

Helmholtz. POPULAR LECTURES ON
SCIENTIFIC SUBJECTS. By HERMANN VON
HELMHOLTZ. With 68 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d. each.

Hudson. BRITISH BIRDS. By W.
H. HUDSON, C.M.Z.S. With a Chapter on
Structure and Classification by FRANK E,
BEDDARD, F.R.S. With 16 Plates (8 of

which are Coloured), and over 100 Illustra-

tions in the Text. Crown 8vo., 125. 6d.

Proctor (RICHARD A.).

LIGHT SCIENCE FOR LEISURE HOURS.
Familiar Essays on Scientific Subjects. 3
vols. Cr. Svo., 55. each.

RoUGH WA YS MADE SMOO TH. Fam i
-

liar Essays on Scientific Subjects. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

PLEASANT WA YSINSCIENCE. C rown
8vo., 35. 6d.

NATURE STUDIES. By R. A. PROC-
TOR, GRANT ALLEN, A. WILSON, T.
FOSTER and E. CLODD. Crown Svo.,

35. 6d.

LEISURE READINGS. By R. A. PROC-
TOR, E. CLODD, A. WILSON, T. FOSTER
and A. C. RANYARD. Cr. Svo. , 35. 6d.

%* For Mr. Proctor's other books sec Messrs.

Longmans & Co. "s Catalogue of Scientific
Works.

Stanley. A FAMILIAR HISTORY OF
BIRDS. By E. STANLEY, D.D., formerly

Bishop of Norwich. With Illustrations.

Cr. Svo., 35. 6d.
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Popular Science (Natural History, &e.) continued.

Wood (REV. J. G.). Wood (REV. T. G.) continued.

HOMES WITHOUTHANDS: A Descrip-
tion of the Habitation of Animals, classed

according to the Principle of Construc-

tion. With 140 Illustrations. Svo.,

75., net.

INSECTS AT HOME : A Popular Ac-
count of British Insects, their Structure,
Habits and Transformations. With 700
Illustrations. Svo., 75. net.

INSECTSABROAD: a Popular Account
of Foreign Insects, their Structure, Habits

and Transformations. With 600 Illustra-

tions. Svo., 75. net.

BIBLE ANIMALS : a Description of

every Living Creature mentioned in the

Scriptures. With 112 Illustrations. 8vo.,

75. net.

PETLAND REVISITED. With 33
Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 35. 6d,

OUT OF DOORS; a Selection of

Original Articles on Practical Natural

History. With n Illustrations. Cr. Svo.,

35. 6rf.

Wood (REV. J. G.)-

STRANGE DWELLINGS : a Description
of the Habitations of Animals, abridged
from ' Homes without Hands'. With 60

Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 35. 6<f.

BIRD LIFE OF THE BIBLE. 32 Illus-

trations. Cr. Svo., 35. 6d.

WONDERFULNESTS. 30 Illustrations.

Cr. Svo., 35. 6d.

HOMES UNDER THE GROUND. 28
Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 35. 6d.

WILD ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE. 29
Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 35. 6d.

DOMESTIC ANIMALS OF THE BIBLE.
23 Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 35. 6d.

THE BRANCH BUILDERS. 28 Illus-

trations. Cr. Svo., 25. 6d.

SOCIAL HABITATIONS AND PARASITIC
NESTS. 18 Illustrations. Cr. Svo., 25.

Works of Reference.

Longmans' GAZETTEER OF THE
WORLD. Edited by GEORGE G. CHIS-

HOLM, M.A., B.Sc. Imp. Svo., 2 2s. cloth,

2 125. 6d. half-morocco.

Maunder (Samuel).

BIOGRAPHICAL TREASURY. With
Supplement brought down to 1889. By
Rev. JAMES WOOD. Fcp. Svo., 65.

TREASURY OF NATURAL HISTORY :

or, Popular Dictionary of Zoology. With
goo Woodcuts. Fcp. Svo., 65.

TREASURY OF GEOGRAPHY, Physical,
Historical, Descriptive, and Political.

With 7 Maps and 16 Plates. Fcp. Svo., 65.

THE TREASURY OF BIBLE KNOW-
LEDGE. By the Rev. J. AYRE, M.A. With

5 Maps, 15 Plates, and 300 Woodcuts.

Fcp. 8vo., 65.

TREASURY OF KNOWLEDGE AND LIB-
RARY OF REFERENCE. Fcp. Svo., 65.

Maunder (Samuel) continued.

HISTORICAL TREASURY. Fcp.8vo.,6s.

SCIENTIFIC AND LITERARY TREA-
SURY. Fcp. Svo., 65.

THE TREAsURY OF BoTANY. Edited

by J. LINDLEY, F.R.S., and T. MOORE,
F.L.S. With 274 Woodcuts and 20 Steel

Plates. 2 vols. Fcp. Svo., 125.

Roget. THESAURUS OF ENGLISH
U'ORDS AND PHRASES. Classified and Ar-

ranged so as to Facilitate the Expression of

Ideas and assist in Literary Composition.

By PETER MARK ROGET, M.D., F.R.S.

Recomposed throughout, enlarged and im-

proved, partly from the Author's Notes, and
with a full Index, by the Author's Son,

JOHN LEWIS ROGET. Crown Svo., 105. Gd.

Willich.--POPULAR TABLES for giving
information for ascertaining the value of

Lifehold, Leasehold, and Church Property,
the Public Funds, &c. By CHARLES M.
WILLICH. Edited by H. BENCE JONES.
Crown Svo., los. 6d.
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Children's Books.
Crake (REV. A. D.).

EDWY THE FAIR; or, The First
Chronicle of ^Escendune. Cr. 8vo. ,

as. 6d.

ALFGAR THE DANE ; or, The Second
Chronicle of ^scendune. Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d.

THE RIVAL HEIRS : being the Third
and Last Chronicle of yEscendune. Cr.

8vo., 2s. 6d.

THE HOUSE OF WALDERNE. A Tale
of the Cloister and the Forest in the Days
of the Barons' Wars. Crown 8vo., 2s. 6d.

BRIAN FITZ- COUNT. A Story of

Wallingford Castle and Dorchester

Abbey. Cr. 8vo., as. 6d.

Lang (ANDREW). EDITED BY.

THE BLUE FAIRY BOOK. With 138
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

THE RED FAIRY BOOK. With 100
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 65.

THE GREEN FAIRY BOOK. With 99
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

THE YELLOW FAIRY BOOK. With
104 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

THE BLUE POETRy BOOK. With i oo
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

THE BLUE POETRY BOOK. School
Edition, without Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo.,
25. 6rf.

THE TRUE STORY BOOK. With 66
Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

THE RED TR UE STOR yBOOK. With
100 Illustrations. Crown Svo., 6s.

THE ANIMAL STORY BOOK. With
67 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Meade (L. T.).

DADDY'S BOY. With Illustrations.
Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

DEB AND THEDUCHESS. With 1 1 1u s -

trations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

THE BERESFORD PRIZE. With
Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

THE HOUSE OF SURPRISES. With
Illustrations. Crown Svo. 35. 6d.

Molesworth SIL VER THORNS. By
Mrs. MOLESWORTH. With Illustrations.

Cr. 8vo., 55.

Stevenson. A CHILD'S GARDEN OF
VERSES. By ROBERT Louis STEVENSON.

Fcp. Svo., 55.

Upton (FLORENCE K. AND BERTHA).
THE ADVENTURES OF Two DUTCH
DOLLS AND A ' GOLLIWOGG\ Illustrated

by FLORENCE K. UPTON, with Words
by BERTHA UPTON. With 31 Coloured
Plates and numerous Illustrations in the

Text. Oblong 4to., 6s.

THE GOLLIWOGG'S BICYCLE CLUB.
Illustrated by FLORENCE K. UPTON, with

words by BERTHA UPTON. With 31
Coloured Plates and numerous Illustra-

tions in the Text. Oblong 410., 6s.

Wordsworth. THE SNOW GARDEN,
AND OTHER FAIRY TALES FOR CHILDREN.

By ELIZABETH WORDSWORTH. With 10

Illustrations by TREVOR HADDON. Crown
8vo., 55.

Longmans' Series
Price 2s.

ATELIER (THE) Du LYS : or, an Art
Student in the Reign ot Terror.

BY THE SAME AUTHOR.
MADEMOISELLE MORI : a THA T CHILD.

Tale of Modern Rome. UNDER A CLOUD.
IN THE OLDEN TIME: a HESTER SVENTURE

Tale of the Peasant THE FIDDLER OF
War in Germany.

THE YOUNGER SISTER.
LUGAU.

A CHILD OF THE
DEVOLUTION.

ATHERSTONE PRIORY. By L. N.
COMYN.

THE STORY OF A SPRING MORNING,
etc. By Mrs. MOLESWORTH. Illustrated.

THE PALACE IN THE GARDEN. By
Mrs. MOLESWORTH. Illustrated.

of Books for Girls.
6rf. each.

NEIGHBOURS. By Mrs. MOLESWORTH.
THE THIRD Miss ST. QUENTIN. By
Mrs. MOLESWORTH.

VERY YOUNG; AND QUITE ANOTHER
STORY. Two Stories. By JEAN INGELOW.

CAN THIS BE LOVE ? By LOUISA PARR.

KEITHDERAMORE. By the Author of
' Miss Molly '.

SIDNEY. By MARGARET DELANO.
AN ARRANGED MARRIAGE. By
DOROTHEA GERARD.

LAST WORDS TO GIRLS ON LIFE AT
SCHOOL AND AFTER SCHOOL. By MARIA
GREY.

STRAY THOUGHTS FOR GIRLS. By
LUCY H. M. SOULSBY, Head Mistress of

Oxford High School. i6mo., is. 6d. net.
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The Silver Library.

CROWN 8vo. 35. 6<f. EACH VOLUME.

Arnold's (Sir Edwin) Seas and Lands. With

71 Illustrations. 3^. 6^.

Bagehot's ( W.) Biographical Studies, 3.?. 6</.

Bagehot's iW.i Economic Studies. 3^. 6d.

Bagehot's iW.) Literary Studies. With Portrait.

3 vols, y. 6d. each.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Eight Years in Ceylon.
With 6 Illustrations. y. 6d.

Baker's (Sir S. W.) Rifle and Hound in Ceyion.
With 6 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Baring-Gould's (Rev. S.) Curious Myths of the

Middle Ages. ys. 6d.

Baring-Gould's (Rev. S.) Origin and Develop-
ment of Religious Belief. 2 vols. y. 6d. each.

Becker's (Prof.) Gallus : or, Roman Scenes in the
Time of Augustus. Illustrated. 3^. 6d.

Becker's (Prof.) Charicles: or, Illustrations of

the Private Life of the Ancient Greeks.
Illustrated. y.-6d.

Bent's (J. T.I The Ruined Cities of Mashona-
land. \\'ith 117 Illustrations. y. 6d.

Brassey's (Lady) A Voyage in the 'Sunbeam'.
With 66 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Butler's (Edward A.) Our Household Insects.

With 7 Plates and 113 Illustrations in the

Text. y. 6d.

Clodd's (E.) Story of Creation: a Plain Account
of Evolution. With 77 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Conybeare (Rev. W. J.) and Howson's (Very
Rev. J. S.) Life and Epistles of St. Paul.

46 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Bougall's (L.) Beggars All : a Novel, y. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) Micah Clarke. A Tale of
j

Monmoutn's Rebellion. 10 Illusts. 3^. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Captain of the Polestar,
and other Tales, y. 6d.

Doyle's (A. Conan) The Refugees: A Tale of
j

Two Continents. With 25 Illustrations. y6d. \

Froude's (J. A.) The History of England, from
the Fall of Wolsey to the Defeat of the

!

nish Armada. 12 vols. 3^. 6d. each.
Froude's (J. A.) The English in Ireland. 3 vols. i

ioj. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Divorce of Catherine of
A ragon. y. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Spanish Story of the

Armada, and other Essays. y. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) Short Studies on Great Sub-

jects. 4 vols. y. 6d. each.

Froude's (J. A.) Thomas Carlyle : a History of
his Life.

1795-1835. 2 vols. 75.

1834-1881. 2 vols. js.

Froude's (J. A.) Caesar : a Sketch. 3^. 6d.

Froude's (J. A.) The Two Chiefs of Dunboy : an
Irish Romance of the Last Century. 3.?. 6d.

Gleig's (Rev. G. R.) Life of the' Duke of

Wellington. With Portrait, y. 6d.

Greville's (C. C. F.i Journal of the Reigns of

King George IV., King William IV., and
Queen Victoria. 8 vols., 3*. 6d. each.

Haggard's (H. R.) She : A History of Adventure.

32 Illustrations. y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan Quatermain. With
20 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Colonel Quaritch, V.C. : a
Tale of Country Life. y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Cleopatra. With 29 Illustra-

tions. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Eric Brighteyes. WT
ith 51

Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Beatrice. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Allan's Wife. With 34 Illus-

trations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Montezuma's Daughter. With
25 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) The Witch's Head. With
16 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Mr. Meeson's Will. With
10 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Haggard's (H. R.) Nada the Lily. With 23
Illustrations. 3_c. 6d.

Haggard's (H.R.) Dawn. With 16 Illusts. y.6d.

Haggard's (H. 8.) The People of the Mist. With
16 Illustrations. 3.?. 6d.

Haggard (H. R.) and Lang's (A.) The World's
Desire. With 27 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Harte's (Bret) In the Carquinez Woods and
other Stories, y. 6d.

Helmholtz's (Hermann von) Popular Lectures
on Scientific Subjects. With 68 Illustrations,

2 vols. 3.$. 6d. each.

Hornung's (E. W.) The Unbidden Guest, y. 6d,

Howitt's (W.) Visits to Remarkable Places
80 Illustrations. y. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) The Story of My Heart : My
Autobiography. With Portrait. 3*. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Field and Hedgerow. With
Portrait. y. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.)Red Deer. 17 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Jefferies' (R.) Y/ood Magic: a Fable. With
Frontispiece and Vignette by E. V. B. y. 6f.

Jefferies (R.) The Toilers of 'the Field. With
Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury Cathedral.

35. 6d.

Knight's (E. F.) The Cruise of the 'Alerte':
the Narrative of a Search for Treasure on
the Desert Island of Trinidad. With 2

Maps and 23 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Knight's (E. F.) Where Three Empires Meet: a

Narrative of Recent Travel in Kashmir,
Western Tibet, Baltistan, Gilgit. With a Map
and 54 Illustrations. y. 6d.

Knight's (E. F.i The 'Falcon' on the Baltic: a

Coasting Voyage from Hammersmith to

Copenhagen in a Three-Ton Yacht. "With

Map and n Illustrations. 3*. 6d.

Lang's (A.) Angling Sketches. 20 Illustrations.

y. 6d.

Lang's (A.) Custom and Myth : Studies of Early
Usage and Belief. 3^. 6d.

Lang's (Andrew) Cock Lane and Common-Sense.
With a New Preface. 31. 6d.
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The Silver Library continued.

Lees (J. A.) and Clutterbuck's (W. J.) B. C.

1887, A Ramble in British Columbia. With
Maps and 75 Illustrations. y- 6d.

Macaulay's (Lord) Essays and Lays of Ancient
Rome. With Portrait and Illustration. y. 6d.

|

Macleod's (H. D.) Elements of Banking. 35. 6d.

Marshman's (J. C.) Memoirs of Sir Henry
Havelock. y. 6d.

Max Muller's (F.) India, what can it teach us ?

y. 6d.

Max Muller's (F.) Introduction to the Science
of Religion, y. 6d.

Merivale's (Dean) History of the Romans
under the Empire. 8 vols. y. 6d. each.

Mill's (J. S.) Political Economy, y. 6d.

Mill's (J. S.) System of Logic, y. 6d.

Milner's (Geo.) Country Pleasures : the Chroni-
cle of a Year chiefly in a Garden. 3^. 6d,

Nansen's (F.) The First Crossing of Greenland.
With Illustrations and a Map. y. 6d.

Phillipps-Wolley's (C.) Snap : a Legend of the
Lone Mountain. 13 Illustrations. 35. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) The Orbs Around Us. 35. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) The Expanse of Heaven. ]

y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Other Worlds than Ours.

Proctor's (R. A.) Our Place among Infinities :
j

a Series of Essays contrasting our Little

Abode in Space and Time with the Infinities

around us. Crown 8vo., y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Other Suns than Ours. y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Rough Ways made Smooth.
V. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Pleasant Ways in Science.

y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Myths and Marvels of As-

tronomy, y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Nature Studies. y. 6d.

Proctor's (R. A.) Leisure Readings. By R. A.

PROCTOR, EDWARD CLODD, ANDREW
WILSON, THOMAS FOSTER, and A. C.

RANYARD. With Illustrations.
3.?.

6d.

Rhoscomyl's (Owen) The Jewel of Ynys Galon.
With 12 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Rossetti's (Maria F.) A Shadow of Dante, y. 6d.

Smith's (R. Bosworth) Carthage and the Cartha-

ginians. With Maps, Plans, &c. 3^. 6d.

Stanley's (Bishop) Familiar History of Birds.

160 Illustrations, y. 6d.

Stevenson's (R. L.) The Strange Case of Dr.

Jekyll and Mr. Hyde; with other Fables.

y. bd.

Stevenson (R. L.) and Osbourne's (LI.) The

Wrong Box. y. 6d.

Stevenson (Robert Louis) and Stevenson's

(Fanny van de Grift) More New Arabian

Nights. The Dynamiter. 3^. 6d.

Weyman's (Stanley J.) The House of the

Wolf: a Romance. 35. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Petland Revisited. With

33 Illustrations. 3^. 6d.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Strange Dwellings. With
60 Illustrations. 35. bd.

Wood's (Rev. J. G.) Out of Doors. With n
Illustrations. y. bd.

Cookery, Domestic Management, Gardening, &e.

Acton. MODERN COOKERY. By
ELIZA ACTON. With 150 Woodcuts. Fcp.
Svo., 4s. 6d.

Bull (THOMAS, M.D.).

HINTS TO MOTHERS ON THE MAN-
AGEMENT OF THEIR HEALTH DURING THE
PERIOD OF PREGNANCY. Fcp. 8vo., 15. 6d.

THE MATERNAL MANAGEMENT OF
CHILDREN ix HEALTH AND DISEASE.

Fcp. 8vo., 15. 6d.

De Salis (MRS.).

CAKES AND CONFECTIONS A LA
MODE. Fcp. Svo., is. 6d.

DOGS : A Manual for Amateurs.
Fcp. Svo., is. 6d.

DRESSED GAME AND POULTRY A LA
MODE. Fcp. Svo., is. 6d.

De Salis (MRS.). continued.

DRESSED VEGETABLES A LA MODE.
Fcp. Svo., is. 6d.

DRINKS A LA MODE. Fcp. 8vo., is.6d.

ENTREES A LA MODE. Fcp. Svo.,
is. 6rf.

FLORAL DECORATIONS. Fcp. Svo.,
is. 6rf.

GARDENING A LA MODE. Fcp. Svo.
Part I., Vegetables, is. 6rf. Part II.,

Fruits, is. 6d.

NATIONAL VIANDS A LA MODE. Fcp.
8vo., is. 6d.

NEW-LAID EGGS. Fcp. Svo., is. 6d.

OYSTERS A LA MODE. Fcp. Svo.,
is. erf.
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Cookery, Domestic Management, &e.

De Salis (MRS.). continued.

PUDDINGS AND PASTRY A LA MODE.
Fcp. 8vo., 15. 6d.

A LA MODE.
is.6d.

Fcp. Svo.,

SOUPS AND DRESSED FISH A LA
MODE. Fcp. 8vo., 15. 6d.

SWEETS AND SUPPER DISHES A LA
MODE. Fcp. Svo., 15. 6d.

TEMPTING DISHES FOR SMALL IN-
COMES. Fcp. 8vo., is. 6d.

'RINKLES AND
E VERY HOUSEHOLD.

NOTIONS FOR
Crown 8vo., is. 6d.

".ontinued.

Lear. MAIGRE COOKERY. By H. L.
SIDNEY LEAR. i6mo., 2s.

Poole. COOKERYFOR THE DIABETIC.
By W. H. and Mrs. POOLE. With Preface

by Dr. PAVY. Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6d.

Walker QANE H.).
A BOOK FOR EVERY WOMAN.

Part I., The Management of Children
in Health and out of Health. Crown
8vo., 25. 6rf.

Part II. Woman in Health and out of

Health. Crown Svo., 25. 6d.

A HANDBOOK FOR MOTHERS : being
being Simple Hints to Women on the

Management of their Health during
Pregnancy and Confinement, together
with Plain Directions as to the Care of
Infants. Crown Svo., 25. 6d.

Miscellaneous and Critical Works.

Allingham. VARIETIES IN PROSE.
By WILLIAM ALLINGHAM. 3 vols. Cr. 8vo.,
185. (Vols. i and 2, Rambles, by PATRICIUS
WALKER. Vol. 3, Irish Sketches, etc.)

Armstrong. ESSAYSAND SKETCHES.
By EDMUND J. ARMSTRONG. Fcp. Svo.. 55.

Bagehot. LITERARY STUDIES. By ;

WALTER BAGEHOT. With Portrait. 3 vols.
j

Crown Svo., 35. 6d. each.

Baring-Gould. CURIOUS MYTHS OF
THE MIDDLE AGES. By Rev. S. BARING-
GOULD. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

Baynes. SHAKESPEARE STUDIES,
and other Essays. By the late THOMAS
SPENCER BAYNES, LL.B., LL.D. With a

Biographical Preface by Professor LEWIS
CAMPBELL. Crown Svo., 75. 6d.

Boyd(A. K. H.) (' A.K.H.B.').
And see MISCELLA \EOUS THEOLOGICAL

WORKS, p. 32.

AUTUMN HOLIDAYS OF A COUNTRY
PARSON. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

COMMONPLACE PHILOSOPHER. Cr.

8vo., 35. 6d.

CRITICAL ESSAYS OF A COUNTRY
PARSON. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

EAST COAST DAYS AND MEMORIES.
Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

LANDSCAPES, CHURCHES, AND MORA-
LITIES. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

LEISURE HOURS IN TOWN. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

Boyd (A. K. H.)
continued.

1

A.K.H.B.'),

LESSONS OF MIDDLE AGE. Crown
Svo., 35. 6d.

OUR LITTLE LIFE. Two Series.
Crown Svo., 35. 6d. each.

OUR HOMELY COMEDY: AND TRA-
GEDY. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

RECREA TIONSOF A CoUNTRYPARSON.
Three Series. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d. each.
Also First Series. Popular Edition. Svo.,
6d. Sewed.

Butler (SAMUEL).
EREWHON. Crown Svo., 55.

THE FAIR HAVEN. A Work in De-
fence of the Miraculous Element in our
Lord's Ministry. Cr. Svo., 75. 6d.

LIFE AND HABIT. An Essay after a

Completer View of Evolution. Cr. Svo.,

75. 6d.

EVOLUTION, OLD AND NEU\ Cr.

Svo., 105. 6d.

ALPS AND SANCTUARIES OF PIED-
MONT AND CANTON TICINO. Illustrated.

Pott 4to., IDS. 6d.

LUCK, OR CUNNING, AS THE MAIN
AfEANs OF ORGANIC MODIFICATION?
Cr. Svo., 75. 6d.

Ex VOTO. An Account of the Sacro
Monte or New Jerusalem at Varallo-Sesia.
Crown 8vo., 105. 6d.
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Miscellaneous and Critical Works continued.

CHARITIES REGISTER, THE ANNUAL,
AND DIGEST: being a Classified Register
of Charities in or available in the Metro-

polis, together with a Digest of Information

respecting the Legal, Voluntary, and other

Means for the Prevention and Relief of

Distress, and the Improvement of the Con-
dition of the Poor, and an Elaborate Index.

With an Introduction by C. S. LOCH, Sec-

retary to the Council of the Charity Organi-
sation Society, London. 8vo., 45.

Dreyfus. LECTURES ON FRENCH
LITERATURE. Delivered in Melbourne by
IRMA DREYFUS. With Portrait of the

Author. Large crown 8vo., 125. 6d.

Gwilt. AN ENCYCLOPAEDIA OF AR-
CHITECTURE. By JOSEPH GWILT, F.S.A.

Illustrated with more than noo Engravings
on Wood. Revised (1888), with Alterations

and Considerable Additions by WYATT
PAPWORTH. Svo., 2 125. 6d.

Hamlin. A TEXT-BOOK OF THE
HISTORY OF ARCHITECTURE. By A. D. F.

HAMLIN, A.M., Adjunct-Professor of Archi-

tecture in the School of Mines, Columbia

College. With 229 Illustrations. Crown
8vo., 75. 6d.

Haweis. Music AND MORALS. By
the Rev. H. R. HAWEIS. With Portrait of

the Author, and numerous Illustrations,

Facsimiles, and Diagrams. Crown 8vo.,

75. 6d.

Indian Ideals (No. i).

NARADA SUTRA : an Inquiry into

Love (Bhakti-Jijnasa). Translated from
the Sanskrit, with an Independendent
Commentary, by E. T. STURDY. Crown
8vo., 2s. 6d. net.

Jefferies. (RICHARD).
FIELD AND HEDGEROW: With Por-

trait. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

THE STORY OF MY HEART: my
Autobiography. With Portrait and New
Preface by C. J. LONGMAN. Crown 8vo.,

35. 6d.

RED DEER. With 17 Illustrations

by J. CHARLTON and H. TUNALY. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

THE TOILERS OF THE FIELD. With
Portrait from the Bust in Salisbury
Cathedral. Crown Svo., 35. 6d.

WOOD MAGIC : a Fable. With Fron-

tispiece and Vignette by E. V. B. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

THOUGHTS FROM THE WRITINGS OF
RICHARD JEFFERIES. Selected by H. S.

HOOLE WAYLEN. i6mo., 35. 6d.

Johnson. THE PATENTEES MAN-
UAL : a Treatise on the Law and Practice
of Letters Patent. ByJ. & J. H. JOHNSON,
Patent Agents, &c. 8vo., los. 6d.

Lang (ANDREW).

LETTERS TO DEAD AUTHORS. Fcp.
8vo., 25. 6d. net.

BOOKS AND BOOKMEN. With 2
Coloured Plates and 17 Illustrations.

Fcp. 8vo., 25. 6d. net.

OLD FRIENDS. Fcp. Svo., 25. 6d. net.

LETTERS ON LITERATURE. Fcp.
8vo., 25. 6d. net.

COCK LANE AND COMMON SENSE.
Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

Macfarren. LECTURES ON HAR-
MONY. By Sir GEORGE A. MACFARREN.
8VO., 125.

Marquand and Frothingham.
A TEXT-BOOK OF THE HISTORY OF
SCULPTURE. By ALLAN MARQUAND, Ph.D.,
and ARTHUR L. FROTHINGHAM, Junr.,

Ph.D., Professors of Archaeology and the

History of Art in Princetown University.
With 113 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 6s.

Max Miiller (F).

INDIA : WHAT CAN IT TEACH Us ?

Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

CHIPS FROM A GERMAN WORKSHOP.

Vol. I. Recent Essays and Addresses.

Crown 8vo., 65. 6d. net.

Vol. II. Biographical Essays. Crown
8vo., 65. 6d. net.

Vol. III. Essays on Language and Litera-

ture. Crown 8vo., 65. 6d. net.

Vol. IV. Essays on Mythology and Folk
Lore. Crown Svo, 85. 6d. net.

CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE SCIENCI-: OF
MYTHOLOGY. 2 vols. 8vo., 325.

Milner. COUNTRY PLEASURES: the
Chronicle of a Year chiefly in a Garden.

By GEORGE MILNER. Crown 8vo., 35. bd.
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Morris (WILLIAM).
SIGNS OF CHANGE. Seven Lectures

delivered on various Occasions. Post
<.. 45. 6d.

HOPES .LVD FEARS FOR ART. Five
Lectures delivered in Birmingham, Lon-
don, &c., in 1878-1881. Crown 8vo.,

45. 6d.

Orchard. THE A s TR oN oM Y OF
ro.\~s PARADISE LOST '. By THOMAS

N. ORCHARD, M.D., Member of the British

Astronomical Association. With 13 Illus-

trations. 8vo., 155.

Poore. ASSAYS ONRURAL HYGIENE.
By GEORGE VIVIAN POORE, M.D., F.R.C.P.
With 13 Illustrations. Crown 8vo., 65. 6d.

Proctor. STRENGTH : How to get
Strong and keep Strong, with Chapters on

Rowing and Swimming, Fat, Age, and the

Waist. By R. A. PROCTOR. With 9 Illus-

trations. Crown 8vo., 25.

Richardson. NA TIONAL HEALTH.
A Review of the Works of Sir Edwin Chad-

wick, K.C.B. By Sir B. W. RICHARDSON,
M.D. Crown 8vo., 45. 6d.

Rossetti. A SHADOW OF DANTE:
being an Essay towards studying Himself,
his WT

orld and his Pilgrimage. By MARIA
FRANCESCA ROSSETTI. With Frontispiece
by DANTE GABRIEL ROSSETTI. Crown
ivo., 35. 6d.

Solovyoff. A MODERN PRIESTESS
OF Isis (MADAME BLA VA TSKY) . Abridged
and Translated on Behalf of the Society for

Psychical Research from the Russian of
VSEVOLOD SERGYEEVICH SOLOVYOFF. By
WALTER LEAF, Litt. D. With Appendices.
Crown Svo., 65.

Stevens. ON THE STOWAGE OF SHIPS
AND THEIR CARGOES. With Information re-

garding Freights, Charter-Parties, &c. By
ROBERT WHITE STEVENS, Associate-Mem-
ber of the Institute of Naval Architects.

8VO., 215.

West. WILLS, AND How NOT TO
MAKE THEM. With a Selection of Leading
Cases. By B. B. WEST, Author of " Half-
Hours with the Millionaires". Fcp. 8vo.,
25. 6rf.

Miscellaneous Theological Works.

%* For Church of England and Roman Catholic Works see MESSRS. LONGMANS & Co.'s

Special Catalogues.

Balfour. - - THE FOUNDATIONS OF Boyd (A. K. H.) ( A.K.H.B.').
BELIEF : being Notes Introductory to the

Study of Theology. By the Right Hon.
ARTHUR J. BALFOUR, M.P. 8vo., 125. 6d.

Bird (ROBERT).

A CHILD'S RELIGION. Cr. 8vo., 25.

JOSEPH, THE DREAMER.
8vo., 55.

Crown

JESUS, THE CARPENTER
NAZARETH. Crown 8vo., 55.

OF

To be had also in Two Parts, price 25. 6d.

each.

Part I. GALILEE AND THE LAKE OF
GENNESARET.

Part II. JERUSALEM AND THE PERJEA.

OCCASIONALANDIMMEMORIALDA YS :

Discourses. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

COUNSEL AND COMFORT FROM A
CITY PULPIT. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

SUNDAYAFTERNOONS IN THE PARISH
CHURCH OF A SCOTTISH UNIVERSITY
CITY. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

CHANGED ASPECTS OF UNCHANGED
TRUTHS. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

GRAVER THOUGHTS OF A COUNTRY
PARSON. Three Series. Crown 8vo.,

35. 6d. each.

PRESENT DAY THOUGHTS. Crown
8vo., 35. 6d.

SEASIDE MUSINGS. Cr. 8vo., 35. 6d.
1 To MEET THE DA Y '

through the
Christian Year : being a Text of Scripture,
with an Original Meditation and a Short
Selection in Verse for Every Day. Crown
8vo., 45. 6d.
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De la Saussaye. A MANUAL OF
THE SCIENCE OF RELIGION. By Professor

CHANTEPIE DE LA SAUSSAYE. Translated

by Mrs. COLYER FERGUSSON (nee MAX
MULLER). Crown 8vo., 125. 6d.

Gibson. THE ABBE DE LAMENNAIS.
AND THE LIBERAL CATHOLIC MOVEMENT
AV FRANCE. By the Hon. W. GIBSON.
With Portrait. 8vo., 125. 6d.

Kalisch(M. M., Ph.D.).

BIBLE STUDIES. Part I. Pro-

phecies of Balaam. Svo., IDS. 6d. Part

II. The Book of Jonah. Svo., 105. 6d.

COMMENTARY ON THE OLD TESTA-
MENT: with a New Translation. Vol. I.

Genesis. Svo., 185. Or adapted for the

General Reader. 125. Vol. II. Exodus.

155. Or adapted for the General Reader.

125. Vol. III. Leviticus, Part I. 155.
Or adapted for the General Reader. 8s.

Vol. IV. Leviticus, Part II. 155. Or

adapted for the General Reader. 8s.

Macdonald (GEORGE).

UNSPOKEN SERMONS. Three Series.
Crown Svo., 35. 6d. each.

THE MIRACLES OF OUR LORD.
Crown Svo., 35. 6d,

Martineau (JAMES).

HOURS OF THOUGHT ON SACRED
THINGS : Sermons, 2 vols.

35. 6d. each.

Crown 8vo., \

ENDEAVOURS AFTER THE CHRISTIAN
LIFE. Discourses. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d.

THE SEAT OF AUTHORITY IN RE-
LIGION. Svo.

, 145.

ESSAYS, REVIEWS, AND ADDRESSES.
4 Vols. Crown 8vo., 75. 6d. each.

I. Personal ; Political. II. Ecclesiastical
; Historical.

III. Theological; Philosophical. IV. Academical;
Religious.

HOME PRAYERS, with Two SERVICES
for Public Worship. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

10,000/2/97.

Max Muller (F.).

HIBBERT LECTURES ON THE ORIGIN
AND GROWTH OF RELIGION, as illustrated

by the Religions of India. Cr. 8vo., 75. 6d.

INTRODUCTION TO THE SCIENCE OF
RELIGION : Four Lectures delivered at the

Royal Institution. Crown 8vo., 35. 6d.

NATURAL RELIGION. The Gifford

Lectures, delivered before the University
of Glasgow in 1888. Crown 8vo., IDS. 6d.

PHYSICAL RELIGION. The Gifford

Lectures, delivered before the University
of Glasgow in 1890. Crown 8vo., IDS, 6d.

ANTHROPOLOGICAL RELIGION. The
Gifford Lectures, delivered before the Uni-

versity ofGlasgow in 1891. Cr.Svo., ios.6d.

THEOSOPHY, OR PSYCHOLOGICAL RE-
LIGION. The Gifford Lectures, delivered

before the University of Glasgow in 1892.
Crown Svo., los. 6d.

THREE LECTURES ON THE VEDANTA
PHILOSOPHY, delivered at the Royal
Institution in March, 1894. Svo., 55.

Phillips. THE TEACHING OF THE
VEDAS. What Light does it Throw on the

Origin and Development of Religion ? By
MAURICE PHILLIPS, London Mission,
Madras. Crown 8vo., 65.

Romanes. THOUGHTS ON RELIGION.
By GEORGE J. ROMANES, LL.D., F.R.S.
Crown Svo., 45. 6d'.

SUPERNATURAL RELIGION:
an Inquiry into the Reality of Divine Revela-

tion. 3 vols. Svo., 365.

REPLY (A) TO DR. LIGHTFOOT'S
ESSAYS. By the Author of '

Supernatural
Religion '. Svo., 65.

THE GOSPEL ACCORDING TO ST.
PETER: a Study. By the Author of
'

Supernatural Religion '. Svo., 65.

Vivekananda. YOGA PHILOSOPHI '

:

Lectures delivered in New York, Winter of

1895-96, by the Swami Vivekananda, on

Raja Yoga ; or, Conquering the Internal

Nature ; also Patanjali's Yoga Aphorisms,
with Commentaries. Crown Svo, 35. 6d.
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